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BROKERS
AND DEALERS
IN SECURITIES
This edition of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
Brokers and Dealers in Securities, which was originally
issued in 1997, has been modified by the AICPA staff to
include certain changes necessary because of the issuance
of authoritative pronouncements since the guide was
originally issued (see page v). The changes made in the
current year are identified in a schedule in Appendix R of
the guide. The changes do not include all those that might
be considered necessary if the guide were subjected to a
comprehensive review and revision.
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Notice to Readers
This AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide (guide) has been prepared by the
AICPA Stockbrokerage and Investment Banking Committee to assist preparers
of financial statements in preparing financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles and to assist auditors in auditing and
reporting on such financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards.
Descriptions of accounting principles and financial reporting practices in Au-
dit and Accounting Guides are approved by the affirmative vote of at least
two-thirds of the members of the Accounting Standards Executive Committee,
which is the senior technical body of the AICPA authorized to speak for the
AICPA in the areas of financial accounting and reporting. AU section 411, The
Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.1), identifies AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guides that have been cleared by the Financial Accounting Stan-
dards Board (FASB) as sources of accounting principles in category b of the
hierarchy of generally accepted accounting principles that it establishes. This
Audit and Accounting Guide has been cleared by the FASB. AICPA members
should consider the accounting principles described in this Audit and Account-
ing Guide if the accounting treatment of a transaction or event is not specified
by a pronouncement covered by Rule 203 of the AICPA Code of Professional Con-
duct. In such circumstances, the accounting treatments specified by this Audit
and Accounting Guide should be used, or the member should be prepared to
justify another treatment, as discussed in paragraph .07 of AU section 411.*
This AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, which contains auditing guidance,
is an interpretive publication pursuant to AU section 150, Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.1). Interpretive pub-
lications are recommendations on the application of Statement on Auditing
Standards (SASs) in specific circumstances, including engagements for entities
in specialized industries. Interpretive publications are issued under the au-
thority of the Auditing Standards Board (ASB). The members of the ASB have
found this guide to be consistent with existing SASs.
An auditor should be aware of and consider interpretive publications applica-
ble to his or her audit. Interpretative publications are not as authoritative as
* In April 2005, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued an exposure draft of a
proposed statement, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, objectives of which
include moving responsibility for the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) hierarchy for
nongovernmental entities from the AICPA (AU section 411, The Meaning of Present Fairly in Confor-
mity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) to FASB literature. Additionally, the proposed
Statement expands the sources of category (a) to include accounting principles that are issued after
being subject to the FASB's due process (including, but not limited to, FASB Staff Positions and FASB
Statement No. 133 Implementation Issues, which are currently not addressed in AU section 411.)
Among other matters, the proposed FASB Statement would not carry forward the Rule 203 ex-
ception from paragraph .07 of AU section 411. Accordingly, the proposed FASB statement states that
an enterprise shall not represent that its financial statements are presented in accordance with GAAP
if its selection of accounting principles departs from the GAAP hierarchy set forth in this statement
and that departure has a material impact on its financial statements.
In response to the proposed FASB Statement, in May 2005, the AICPA issued an exposure draft
of a proposed Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS), Amendment to Statement on Auditing Stan-
dards No. 69 for Nongovernmental Entities, which deletes the GAAP hierarchy for nongovernmental
entities from AU section 411. The final FASB Statement and SAS on GAAP hierarchy will be issued
concurrently and will have a uniform effective date. For more information please visit the FASB Web
site at www.fasb.org and the AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org.
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a pronouncement of the ASB, however, if an auditor does not apply the audit-
ing guidance included in an applicable AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide,
the auditor should be prepared to explain how he or she complied with the
SAS provisions addressed by such auditing guidance. The specific terms used
to define professional requirements in the SASs are not intended to apply to
interpretive publications since interpretive publications are not auditing stan-
dards. It is the ASB's intention to make conforming changes to the interpretive
publications over the next several years to remove any language that would
imply a professional requirement where none exists.†
Public Accounting Firms Registered with the PCAOB
Subject to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) oversight, Section
103 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (Act) authorizes the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board (PCAOB) to establish auditing and related attestation, quality
control, ethics, and independence standards to be used by registered public
accounting firms in the preparation and issuance of audit reports as required
by the Act or the rules of the Commission. Accordingly, public accounting firms
registered with the PCAOB are required to adhere to all PCAOB standards in
the audits of issuers, as defined by the Act, and other entities when prescribed
by the rules of the Commission.
Benjamin S. Neuhausen, Chair
Accounting Standards Executive Committee
Harold Monk, Jr., Chair
Auditing Standards Board
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (1995-1996)
G. Michael Crooch, Chair R. Larry Johnson
Philip D. Ameen David B. Kaplan
James L. Brown James W. Ledwith
Joseph H. Cappalonga Louis W. Matusiak, Jr.
John C. Compton James P. McComb
Leslie Coolidge Charles L. McDonald
Edmund Coulson Roger H. Molvar
George P. Fritz
† In December 2005, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued SAS No. 102, Defining Profes-
sional Requirements in Statements on Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
and the companion Statement for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 13, Defining Professional Re-
quirements in Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1). Those statements, which were effective upon issuance, define the terminology that the ASB will
use going forward to describe the degree of responsibility that the requirements impose on the audi-
tor or the practitioner in engagements performed for nonissuers. SASs and SSAEs will use the words
"must" or "is required" to indicate an unconditional requirement, with which the auditor or practitioner
is required to comply. SASs and SSAEs will use the word should to indicate a presumptively manda-
tory requirement. The auditor or practitioner is required to comply with a presumptively mandatory
requirement in all cases in which the circumstances exist to which the presumptively mandatory
requirement applies; however, in rare circumstances, the auditor or practitioner may depart from a
presumptively mandatory requirement provided the auditor or practitioner documents his or her jus-
tification for the departure and how the alternative procedures performed in the circumstances were
sufficient to achieve the objectives of the presumptively mandatory requirement. If a SAS or SSAE
provides that a procedure or action is one that the auditor should consider, the consideration of the
procedure or action is presumptively required, whereas carrying out the procedure or action is not.
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The Stockbrokerage and Investment Banking Committee gratefully acknowl-
edges the contributions of former committee chairs Edward H. Jones and
Thomas C. Lockburner, and members Victor P. Capadona, Regina A. Dolan,
Dennis E. Feeney, Michael Ferman, David C. Fisher, Richard C. Flowers, David
Goldfarb, G. Victor Johnson, Marshall J. Levinson, Donald H. MacNeal, Robert
B. Mills, Carlos Onis, Victoria A. Pellegrino, Kevin C. Piccoli, Leonard M. Rush,
Jonas B. Siegal, Stuart Steckler, Lawrence A. Stoler, Peter W. Testaverde, Jr.,
and Charles F. Vadala, Jr. The Committee also gratefully acknowledges the
contributions of Michael Macchiaroli of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission and of Paul H. Bjarnason, Jr. of the Commodity Futures Trading Com-
mission.
The Committee is grateful to Adrian Fitzsimons, Professor, St. John's Univer-
sity, for his assistance in writing the guide.
The AICPA staff gratefully acknowledges Anthony T. Anzevino, Ronald A. Car-
letta, Saul Curtis, Albert Goll, G. Victor Johnson, Andrew Labadie, David
Moser, Anthony Lucarelli, Michael Macchiaroli, Gregory Sigrist, George Sime-
one, Shannon S. Warren, and Stephen Zammitti for their contributions in the
development and review of the conforming changes in the May 2007 edition of
the guide.
This edition of the Audit and Accounting Guide Brokers and Dealers in Securi-
ties, has been modified by the AICPA staff to include certain changes necessary
due to the issuance of authoritative pronouncements since the guide was orig-
inally issued. Relevant accounting and auditing guidance contained in official
pronouncements issued through May 1, 2007 have been considered in the de-
velopment of this edition of the guide. This includes relevant guidance issued
up to and including the following:
 FASB Statement No. 159, The Fair Value Option for Financial As-
sets and Financial Liabilities—Including an amendment of FASB
Statement No. 115
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 FASB Interpretation No. 48, Accounting for Uncertainty in Income
Taxes – an Interpretation of FASB Statement No. 109
 FASB Technical Bulletin 01-1, Effective Date for Certain Financial
Institutions of Certain Provisions of Statement 140 Related to the
Isolation of Transferred Financial Assets
 FASB Staff Positions issued through May 1, 2007
 FASB Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) consensus positions
adopted at meetings of EITF held through March 2007
 Practice Bulletin No. 15, Accounting by the Issuer of Surplus Notes
 SAS No. 114, The Auditors Communication with Those Charged
With Governance (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.1)
 Auditing Interpretation No. 1, "Use of Electronic Confirmations"
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sections 9330.01–
.06), which interprets AU section 330, The Confirmation Process
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
 SOP 06-1, Reporting Pursuant to the Global Investment Perfor-
mance Standards
 SSAE No. 14, SSAE Hierarchy (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1)
 PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 4, Reporting on Whether a Previ-
ously Reported Material Weakness Continues to Exist
The changes made for the current year are identified in a schedule in Appendix
R of the guide. Please note that this edition of the guide has not been updated
for PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5. The 2008 edition of the guide will be
updated for the new standard. The changes do not include all those that might
be considered necessary if the guide were subjected to a comprehensive review
and revision.
Users of this guide should consider pronouncements issued subsequent to those
listed above to determine their effect on entities covered by this guide.
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Preface
Purpose
This American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) Audit and Ac-
counting Guide has been prepared to assist brokers and dealers (broker-dealers)
in securities in preparing financial statements in conformity with generally ac-
cepted accounting principles (GAAP) and to assist independent accountants in
reporting on financial statements (and other written management assertions)
of those entities.
Applicability
This guide applies to preparation and audit of financial statements of entities
that are broker-dealers in securities. The activities of broker-dealers in securi-
ties are described in Chapter 1. Operations of such entities are subject to the
rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
other regulatory bodies.
Broker-dealers in securities are subject to regulation under the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934. Some broker-dealers are also futures commission merchants
for commodity futures and commodity option contracts subject to regulation un-
der the Commodity Exchange Act.*
Members of the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. (NASD)† are
subject to the rules of that association, and members of securities exchanges
are also subject to the rules of the exchanges of which they are members. Some
of these rules, as currently in effect, are discussed in this guide. However, the
rules, regulations, practices, and procedures of the securities and commodities
futures industries have changed frequently and extensively in recent years.
Still further changes are under consideration as this guide goes to press, and
the auditor should keep abreast of these changes.
Limitations
The guide is intended to highlight significant matters and establish general
guidance. It is not intended to provide comprehensive discussion of all possible
matters of significance in an audit of financial statements or all audit situations
that an independent accountant might encounter in an audit of the financial
statements of a broker-dealer.
* The Commodity Practice Aid Task Force of the AICPA is in the process of revamping the Audits
of Futures Commission Merchants, Introducing Brokers, and Commodity Pools practice aid to reflect
changes in accounting and auditing guidance and regulatory rules that occurred since the original
issuance of this publication. The revised practice aid will provide practitioners with nonauthoritative,
practical guidance on auditing financial statements of futures commission merchants, introducing
brokers, and commodity pools. Readers should be alert to further developments.
† The NASD and New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) consolidated their member regulation, en-
forcement and arbitration functions into a single self-regulatory organization (SRO) in July, 2007. This
new entity has been named Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). For more information
go to the Web site at finra.org.
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Consulting the accounting and financial reporting and auditing sections of the
guide cannot take the place of a careful reading of specified authoritative lit-
erature. Other professional literature and authoritative guidance that may be
issued by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC), the Fi-
nancial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), including its Emerging Issues
Task Force (EITF), the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) or the Public Com-
pany Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) may affect audits of the financial
statements of broker-dealers. Further, the nature, timing, and extent of audit
procedures applied in a financial audit is ultimately determined by the in-
dependent accountant in the circumstances. The procedures discussed in the
auditing section of the guide are not intended to be comprehensive and, per-
formed by themselves, would not necessarily constitute an audit in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS). Nor would omission of
certain procedures set forth in the guide necessarily result in a violation of
GAAS. Internal control over financial reporting and possible tests of controls
are discussed in the context of a financial statement audit. While they may cor-
respond to controls that are subject to procedures performed in an engagement
performed in accordance with PCAOB standards or Statement on Standards
for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs), internal control over financial report-
ing and possible tests of controls are not presented in that context and are not
intended to address the considerations of such engagements.
Impact on Other Literature
This guide supersedes the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits of Brokers
and Dealers in Securities.
The guide incorporates and supersedes SOP 90-3, Definition of the Term Sub-
stantially the Same for Holders of Debt Instruments, as Used in Certain Audit
Guides and a Statement of Position, to the extent SOP 90-3 amended previous
editions of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits of Brokers and Deal-
ers in Securities. The guide incorporates and supersedes the following SOPs:
a. SOP 89-1, Reports on Audited Financial Statements of Brokers and
Dealers in Securities
b. SOP 89-4, Reports on the Internal Control Structure in Audits of
Brokers and Dealers in Securities
Effective Date and Transition
For accounting and financial reporting provisions of this guide that describe
other authoritative literature, effective dates should be applied as provided for
in the related literature. All other accounting and financial reporting provisions
of the guide, shall be effective for annual financial statements issued for fiscal
years beginning after December 15, 1997, and for interim financial statements
issued after initial application. The auditing provisions of this guide shall be
applied prospectively to audits of broker dealers' financial statements for fiscal
years ending after December 15, 1997. Earlier application of the accounting,
financial reporting, and auditing provisions of this guide is permitted but not
required.
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This guide requires two changes in financial reporting: (1) it does not allow
combining of subordinated debt with stockholders' equity and (2) it requires
that delayed delivery transactions be reported in the statement of condition on
the settlement (delivery) date instead of the trade date.
The changes are effective for annual financial statements issued for fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 1997. If comparative annual financial statements
are presented for earlier periods, restatement is recommended but not required.
Auditing Guidance Included in This Guide
In March 2006, the ASB issued Statements on Auditing Standards (SAS) Nos.
104-111 (the "risk assessment standards"). Collectively, the risk assessment
standards establish standards and provide guidance concerning the auditor's
assessment of the risks of material misstatement (whether caused by fraud or
error) in a non-issuer financial statement audit; the design and performance of
tailored audit procedures to address assessed risks; audit risk and materiality;
planning and supervision; and audit evidence. The most significant changes to
existing practice that the auditor will be required to perform are as follows:
 Obtain a more in-depth understanding of the audited entity and
its environment, including its internal control
 Perform a more rigorous assessment of the risks of where and how
the financial statements could be materially misstated (defaulting
to a maximum control risk is no longer permitted)
 Provide a linkage between the auditor's assessed risks and the na-
ture, timing and extent of audit procedures performed in response
to those risks
The statements are effective for audits of financial statements for periods begin-
ning on or after December 15, 2006. Early adoption is permitted. See Appendix
Q for a more detailed comparison between the risk assessment standards and
the existing standards.
This guide has been conformed to the new risk assessment standards to in-
dicate, at a minimum, where these standards need to be applied. Additional
implementation guidance, specific to this industry, is being developed and will
be incorporated in the 2008 edition.
For additional guidance on the risk assessment standards, please refer the
AICPA Audit Guide, Assessing and Responding to Risk in a Financial State-
ment Audit, and the AICPA Audit Risk Alert, Understanding the New Auditing
Standards Related to Risk Assessment.
References to Professional Standards
In citing the professional standards, references are made to the AICPA Pro-
fessional Standards publication. In those sections of the guide where specific
PCAOB auditing standards are referred to, references are made to the AICPA's
PCAOB Standards and Related Rules publication. Please refer to Appendix P
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x
of this guide for a summary of major existing differences between AICPA Stan-
dards and PCAOB Standards. Additionally, when referencing professional stan-
dards, this guide cites section numbers and not the original statement number,
as appropriate. For example, SAS No. 54 is referred to as AU section 317.
Applicability of Requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002, Related Securities and Exchange Commission
Regulations, and Standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board
Publicly-held companies and other "issuers" (see definition below) are subject
to the provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (Act) and related SEC
regulations implementing the Act. Their outside auditors are also subject to
the provisions of the act and to the rules and standards issued by the PCAOB.
Section 205(c)(2) of the Act amended Section 17 (15 U.S.C. 78q) of the Securi-
ties Exchange Act of 1934 to require all broker-dealers (both public and pri-
vate) to be audited by a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB.
However, on December 12, 2006, the SEC extended its Order, which per-
mits nonpublic broker-dealers to file with the SEC and to send to their cus-
tomers documents and information required by Section 17(e) certified by an
independent public accountant, instead of by a registered public accounting
firm for fiscal years ending before January 1, 2009. (see SEC Web site at
www.sec.gov/rules/other/2006/34-54920.pdf. The original Order, issued on Au-
gust 4, 2003, and extended on July 14, 2004 and December 7, 2005, was set to
expire on January 1, 2007.
Presented below is a summary of certain key areas addressed by the act, the
SEC, and the PCAOB that are particularly relevant to the preparation and
issuance of an issuer's financial statements and the preparation and issuance
of an audit report on those financial statements. However, the provisions of the
Act, the regulations of the SEC, and the rules and standards of the PCAOB are
numerous and are not all addressed in this section or in this guide. Issuers and
their auditors should understand the provisions of the act, the SEC regulations
implementing the Act, and the rules and standards of the PCAOB, as applicable
to their circumstances.
Definition of an Issuer
The Act states that the term "issuer" means an issuer (as defined in section 3
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 [15 U.S.C. 78c]), the securities of which
are registered under section 12 of that Act (15 U.S.C. 78l), or that is required
to file reports under section 15(d) (15 U.S.C. 78o(d)), or that files or has filed a
registration statement that has not yet become effective under the Securities
Act of 1933 (15 U.S.C. 77a et seq.), and that it has not withdrawn.
Issuers, as defined by the Act, and other entities when prescribed by the rules of
the SEC (collectively referred to in this guide as "issuers" or "issuer") and their
public accounting firms (who must be registered with the PCAOB) are subject
to the provisions of the Act, implementing SEC regulations, and the rules and
standards of the PCAOB, as appropriate.
Non-issuers are those entities not subject to the Act or the rules of the SEC.
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Guidance for Issuers‡
Management Assessment of Internal Control
As directed by Section 404 of the Act, the SEC adopted final rules requiring
companies subject to the reporting requirements of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, other than registered investment companies and certain other
entities, to include in their annual reports a report of management on the
company's internal control over financial reporting. See the SEC Web site at
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8238.htm for the full text of the regulation.
Companies that are "large accelerated filers" or "accelerated filers," as defined
in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 rule 12b-2, are required to comply with
these rules for fiscal years ending on or after November 15, 2004. Foreign pri-
vate issuers that are large accelerated filers or accelerated filers and that file
their annual reports on form 20-F or 40-F must begin to comply with the rules
for the first fiscal year ending on or after July 15, 2006. "Nonaccelerated filers"
including foreign private issuers that are not accelerated filers are required to
comply with the rules for the first fiscal year ending on or after December 15,
2007. See the SEC web site at www.sec.gov for further information.
The SEC rules clarify that management's assessment and report is limited to
internal control over financial reporting. The SEC's definition of internal con-
trol encompasses the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (COSO) definition but the SEC does not mandate that the entity
use COSO as its criteria for judging effectiveness.
Under the SEC rules, the company's annual 10-K must include:
1. Management's Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting
2. Attestation Report of the Registered Public Accounting Firm
3. Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
The SEC rules also require management to evaluate any change in the entity's
internal control that occurred during a fiscal quarter and that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the entity's internal control
over financial reporting.
Audit Committees and Corporate Governance
Section 301 of the Act establishes requirements related to the makeup and the
responsibilities of an issuer's audit committee. Among those requirements—
‡ On June 20, 2007 the SEC approved an amendment to new interpretive guidance designed
to help management of public companies strengthen internal control over financial reporting and
enhance compliance under Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The guidance, Release
No. 33-8809, Amendments to Rules Regarding Management's Report on Internal Control Over Finan-
cial Reporting, provides clarification for management regarding its evaluations of internal control
over financial reporting and the auditor's reporting requirements pursuant to Section 404(b) of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Under the guidance, management can align the nature and extent of its evalua-
tion procedures with those areas of financial reporting that pose the highest risks to reliable financial
reporting. The amendments provide that a company that performs an evaluation in accordance with
the new interpretive guidance also satisfies the annual evaluation required by the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934 rules 13a-15 and 15d-15. Among other rule changes, the SEC also redefined the
term material weakness and revised the requirements regarding the auditor's attestation report on
the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to require the auditor to express an opin-
ion directly on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting and not on management's
evaluation process. Readers should refer to the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov for more information.
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 Each member of the audit committee must be a member of the
board of directors of the issuer, and otherwise be independent.
 The audit committee of an issuer is directly responsible for the
appointment, compensation, and oversight of the work of any reg-
istered public accounting firm employed by that issuer.
 The audit committee shall establish procedures for the "receipt,
retention, and treatment of complaints" received by the issuer re-
garding accounting, internal controls, and auditing.
In April 2003, the SEC adopted a rule to direct the national securities exchanges
and national securities associations to prohibit the listing of any security of
an issuer that is not in compliance with the audit committee requirements
mandated by the Act.
Disclosure of Audit Committee Financial Expert and Code of Ethics
In January 2003, the SEC adopted amendments requiring issuers, other than
registered investment companies, to include two new types of disclosures in
their annual reports filed pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
These amendments conform to Sections 406 and 407 of the Act and relate to
disclosures concerning the audit committee's financial expert and code of ethics
relating to the companies' officers. An amendment specifies that these disclo-
sures are only required for annual reports.
Certification of Disclosure in an Issuer’s Quarterly
and Annual Reports
Section 302 of the Act requires the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) of each issuer to prepare a statement to accompany the
audit report to certify the "appropriateness of the financial statements and dis-
closures contained in the periodic report, and that those financial statements
and disclosures fairly present, in all material respects, the operations and fi-
nancial condition of the issuer."
In August 2002, the SEC adopted final rules for Certification of Disclosure in
Companies' Quarterly and Annual Reports in response to Section 302 of the Act.
CEOs and CFOs are now required to certify the financial and other information
contained in quarterly and annual reports.
Improper Influence on Conduct of Audits
Section 303 of the Act makes it unlawful for any officer or director of an issuer
to take any action to fraudulently influence, coerce, manipulate, or mislead any
auditor engaged in the performance of an audit for the purpose of rendering
the financial statements materially misleading. In April 2003, the SEC adopted
rules implementing these provisions of the Act.
Disclosures in Periodic Reports
Section 401(a) of the Act requires that each financial report of an issuer that
is required to be prepared in accordance with GAAP shall "reflect all material
correcting adjustments . . . that have been identified by a registered accounting
firm . . . ." In addition, "each annual and quarterly financial report . . . shall
disclose all material off-balance sheet transactions" and "other relationships"
with "unconsolidated entities" that may have a material current or future effect
on the financial condition of the issuer.
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In January 2003, the SEC adopted rules that require disclosure of material
off-balance sheet transactions, arrangements, obligations, and other relation-
ships of the issuer with unconsolidated entities or other persons, that may
have a material current or future effect on financial condition, changes in fi-
nancial condition, results of operations, liquidity, capital expenditures, capital
resources, or significant components of revenues or expenses. The rules require
an issuer to provide an explanation of its off-balance sheet arrangements in a
separately captioned subsection of the Management's Discussion and Analysis
section of an issuer's disclosure documents.
Guidance for Auditors||
The Act mandates a number of requirements concerning auditors of issuers, in-
cluding mandatory registration with the PCAOB, the setting of auditing stan-
dards, inspections, investigations, disciplinary proceedings, prohibited activi-
ties, partner rotation, and reports to audit committees, among others. Auditors
of issuers should familiarize themselves with applicable provisions of the Act
and the standards of the PCAOB. The PCAOB continues to establish rules
and standards implementing provisions of the Act concerning the auditors of
issuers.
Applicability of Generally Accepted Auditing Standards and
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board Standards
The Act authorizes the PCAOB to establish auditing and related attestation,
quality control, ethics, and independence standards to be used by registered
public accounting firms in the preparation and issuance of audit reports for en-
tities subject to the Act or the rules of the SEC. Accordingly, public accounting
firms registered with the PCAOB are required to adhere to all PCAOB stan-
dards in the audits of "issuers," as defined by the Act, and other entities when
prescribed by the rules of the SEC.
For those entities not subject to the Act or the rules of the SEC, the preparation
and issuance of audit reports remain governed by GAAS as issued by the ASB.
SEC Interpretive Release No. 33-8422 specifies that effective May 24, 2004,
references in SEC rules and staff guidance and in the federal securities laws
to GAAS or to specific standards under GAAS, as they relate to issuers, should
be understood to mean the standards of the PCAOB, plus any applicable rules
of the SEC. The guidance in this release is applicable only to auditors' engage-
ments that are governed by PCAOB rules. Because the PCAOB has not estab-
lished particular auditing standards for nonissuer broker-dealers, this release
is not applicable to such engagements and related filings.
|| On May 24, 2007, the PCAOB adopted Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Con-
trol Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements, to replace
Auditing Standard No. 2. The new standard was approved by the SEC on July 25, 2007 and will be
effective for all audits of internal control for fiscal years ending on or after November 15, 2007. Earlier
application will be permitted. Auditing Standard No. 5 is principles-based. It is designed to increase
the likelihood that material weaknesses in internal control will be found before they result in material
misstatement of a company's financial statements, and, at the same time, eliminate procedures that
are unnecessary. The final standard also focuses the auditor on the procedures necessary to perform a
high quality audit that is tailored to the company's facts and circumstances. This version of the guide
has not been updated for Auditing Standard No. 5. Readers should refer to the PCAOB Web site at
www.pcaob.org for more information.
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Major Existing Differences Between GAAS and PCAOB Standards
The major differences between GAAS and PCAOB standards are described in
both Part I of volume one of the AICPA Professional Standards and in Part
I of the AICPA publication titled, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules. See
also Appendix P —Major Differences Between AICPA Standards and PCAOB
Standards.
Other Requirements
The Act contains requirements in a number of other important areas, and the
SEC has issued implementing regulations in certain of those areas as well. For
example,
 The Act prohibits auditors from performing certain non-audit or
non-attest services. The SEC adopted amendments to its existing
requirements regarding auditor independence to enhance the in-
dependence of accountants that audit and review financial state-
ments and prepare attestation reports filed with the SEC. This
rule conforms the SEC's regulations to Section 208(a) of the Act
and, importantly, addresses the performance of non-audit services.
 The Act requires the lead audit or coordinating partner and the
reviewing partner to rotate off of the audit every five years. (See
SEC Releases 33-8183 and 33-8183A for SEC implementing rules.)
 The Act directs the PCAOB to require a second partner review and
approval of audit reports (concurring review).
 The Act states that an accounting firm will not be able to provide
audit services to an issuer if one of that issuer's top officials (CEO,
Controller, CFO, Chief Accounting Officer, etc.) was employed by
the firm and worked on the issuer's audit during the previous year.
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The Securities Industry 1
Chapter 1
The Securities Industry
1.01 The securities industry has played an important role in the growth
of U.S. business by providing a market for the initial offering and subsequent
purchase and sale of securities. The industry has made investment in securities
more readily available to the public and provided it with many diverse financial
products. Through efficient financial markets, the industry has made it possible
for corporations and governmental agencies to raise capital for new plant and
equipment and for other purposes.
1.02 The securities industry has accomplished its role through a variety
of financial products, services, and institutions. Capital formation is achieved
through public offerings, private placements, asset securitization, and mer-
chant banking activities. Efficient secondary markets are maintained when
securities firms act as agents for customers' securities transactions, trading,
and arbitrage activities through a broker and dealer's (broker-dealer's) own ac-
counts, market-making, and specialist activities. The securities industry also
aids the risk-transfer process through a variety of transactions, products, and
techniques such as futures, forwards, swaps, and options.
1.03 Many different institutions facilitate the processing of the products
and services. The following are some of the key types of institutions that the
securities industry comprises:
 Brokers and dealers
 The financial markets (exchange markets and over-the-counter
markets [OTC])
 Clearing organizations and depositories
 Transfer agents and registrars
 Regulatory agencies
Brokers and Dealers
1.04 Securities broker-dealers perform various functions within the secu-
rities industry. Brokers acting as agents facilitate their customers' purchase
and sale of securities, commodities, and related financial instruments and usu-
ally charge commissions. Dealers or traders acting as principals buy and sell
for their own accounts from and to customers and other dealers. Dealers typ-
ically carry an inventory and make a profit or loss on the spread between bid
and asked prices or on markups from dealer prices, or they make a speculative
profit or loss on market fluctuations. Many firms are known as broker-dealers
because they act in both capacities. The range of their activities can go far be-
yond those described above. For example, many broker-dealers provide such
financial services as the following:
 Underwriting, or participating in the underwriting of, publicly of-
fered securities
 Assisting in the private placement of securities
 Providing investment research and advice
 Developing new financial products, including derivative products
AAG-BRD 1.04
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 Providing a source of market liquidity (market makers and spe-
cialists) and creating a secondary market for many products
 Providing loans and financings, including equity loans and mort-
gage loans
 Providing the means for companies to hedge foreign currency, in-
terest rate, and other risk
 Accommodating international investing, including U.S. invest-
ment in foreign markets and the investment activity of foreign
investors in the U.S. markets
 Extending credit to customers who have bought securities on mar-
gin and to corporations that need financing for mergers, acquisi-
tions, or leveraged buyouts
 Acting as a depository for securities owned by customers, disburs-
ing to customers dividends and interest received, and informing
customers about calls, tenders, and other reorganization activities
pertaining to their securities
 Serving in an advisory capacity for public and corporate finance ac-
tivities (such as mergers and acquisitions and leveraged buyouts)
and providing investment and management advisory services to
individuals, corporations, and others (such as mutual funds)
 Providing many other financial services (such as credit cards,
checking accounts, and insurance products)
1.05 There are many kinds of broker-dealers, and they may be distin-
guished by the range of activities they perform or the geographical area in which
they operate. Full-service broker-dealers do not restrict themselves to particu-
lar activities or services. Regional broker-dealers are similar but generally limit
their activities to a specific geographical area. Retail broker-dealers focus on
individuals whereas institutional broker-dealers are primarily concerned with
non-natural persons (for example, corporations). Introducing broker-dealers
"introduce" their customers' business—on an omnibus or fully disclosed basis—
to a clearing broker-dealer that may clear or carry introducing firms' customer
accounts. Broker-dealers may also be self-clearing. Boutiques or specialty firms,
in contrast, engage in only one or a few activities, such as leveraged buyouts,
arbitrage, direct private placements, mergers and acquisitions, customer dis-
cretionary accounts, or industry-specific research.
Discount Brokers
1.06 On May 1, 1975, fixed commission rates on securities transactions
were abolished. With fully negotiated commissions, the discount broker as-
sumed a role in the securities markets. Discount brokers generally charge lower
commissions than do full-service broker-dealers and provide fewer services. For
example, they frequently provide no research support or little, if any, invest-
ment advice. Due to technological advances and the growth and popularity of
the Internet, the major discount broker-dealers typically have their customers
place securities transactions or otherwise manage their brokerage accounts
through their Web sites rather than through a registered representative.
Investment Bankers
1.07 Investment bankers are broker-dealers who assist in bringing new
securities to the investing public. The three major functions of investment
AAG-BRD 1.05
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bankers are origination, underwriting, and distribution. New securities are
created during origination, bought by investment bankers during underwrit-
ing, and sold to investors during the distribution phase. Investment banking
revenues are derived principally from fees for services and from price spreads
from underwriting securities issues.
1.08 Because new security issuances are complex, many security issuers
look to the investment banker for investment advice, information, and assis-
tance. Issuers depend heavily on investment bankers who are financial market
specialists to create securities that meet most of the issuers' needs and, simul-
taneously, are acceptable to investors. For a new issue, the investment banker
commonly does the following:
 Advises the issuer on the kind of security, the timing of the is-
suance, pricing, and specific terms that are most acceptable during
contemporary financial market conditions
 Prepares and assists in filing a registration statement with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
 Arranges for the efficient distribution of the new issue
 Arranges for a number of operational requirements such as
trustees, security indentures, and safekeeping
1.09 Investment banking firms often buy (or underwrite) a new issue or
guarantee its sale at a specified price. If the securities are not sold to investors
at the offering price, the investment banker may be required to buy the securi-
ties for its own account. To sell the issue quickly, a syndicate of many firms is
often formed for each issue, and the securities are distributed through a large
network reaching many potential investors. Historically, large syndicates, com-
posed of many firms, were formed to create networks for selling issues quickly.
Although this process continues for initial public offerings of equity securities,
the advent of the shelf registration process for certain debt securities has in-
creased the speed with which these issues are brought to market. As a result,
the underwriters that usually make up the underwriting group for distributing
these securities are fewer and have larger capital bases.
Government Securities Dealers
1.10 U.S. government securities dealers are a group of dealer firms that
underwrite and trade U.S. government and federal agency securities. Certain
of these firms are designated by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York as pri-
mary dealers in U.S. government securities, and they deal directly with U.S.
government fiscal agents (the Federal Reserve Banks) in acquiring new securi-
ties issues. These dealers make a market in most U.S. government and federal
agency securities and, as such, quote bid and asked prices. In addition to com-
plying with the rules and regulations promulgated by the SEC pursuant to the
Federal Securities Laws, these broker-dealers are also subject to certain rules
and regulations of the Department of the Treasury. See paragraph 3.140 for
specific rule provisions relating to Government Securities Dealers.
Specialists
1.11 A specialist is a broker-dealer authorized by an exchange to be a party
through which all trading on the floor of the exchange in a particular security is
transacted. A specialist provides for a fair and orderly market for the selected
list of securities it is authorized to trade. The specialist must generally be ready
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to take the other side of a transaction if other buyers or sellers are not available.
The specialist also maintains a book of limit orders and acts as a brokers' broker
in executing these limit orders against incoming market orders.
Clearing Brokers
1.12 A clearing broker is a broker-dealer who receives and executes cus-
tomers' instructions, prepares trade confirmations, settles the money related
to the trades, arranges for the book entry (or physical movement) of the securi-
ties, and shares responsibility with the introducing brokers for compliance with
regulatory requirements. See paragraph 1.38 for a discussion of the delivery of
securities.
Carrying Brokers
1.13 A carrying broker is a broker-dealer that holds customer accounts for
introducing broker-dealers. Typically, this type of firm is also a clearing firm for
those introducing firms. A carrying broker-dealer is responsible for performing
the customer reserve computation and possession and control requirements of
SEC rule 15c3-3. A carrying broker-dealer may carry customer accounts on an
omnibus or fully-disclosed basis. See paragraphs 5.148–.153 for a discussion of
omnibus and fully disclosed accounts.
Prime Brokers
1.14 Prime brokerage is a system developed by full-service broker-dealers
to facilitate the clearance and settlement of securities trades for substantial
retail and institutional customers who are active market participants. Prime
brokerage involves three distinct parties: the prime broker, the executing bro-
ker, and the customer. The prime broker is the broker-dealer that clears and
finances the customer trades executed by one or more executing broker-dealers
at the behest of the customer. Most prime brokerage agreements are executed
with hedge funds.
Introducing Brokers
1.15 An introducing broker is a broker-dealer firm that accepts customer
orders but elects to clear the orders through another broker for cost efficiencies
(for example, not having to perform all of the clearance functions on a small vol-
ume of business, thereby eliminating many fixed costs). In this arrangement,
the introducing broker accepts the customers' orders and the clearing brokers
or other parties clear the trades. Either party may initiate the execution of
a trade. The clearing broker-dealer processes and settles the customer trans-
actions for the introducing broker and usually maintains detailed customer
records. Essentially, the introducing broker is using the back-office processing
of the clearing broker-dealer. The commissions received from the transactions
are divided in any manner agreed to by the introducing and clearing broker-
dealers and stipulated in written contracts.
Brokers’ Brokers
1.16 A brokers' broker is a broker-dealer firm that acts as an agent for
an undisclosed principal (another broker-dealer) for the purchase and sale of
treasury, municipal, and corporate debt securities. These firms do not maintain
securities inventories. Brokers' brokers play a significant role in the secondary
market as intermediaries for trades between broker-dealers. Brokers' brokers
typically provide the bid and ask prices for securities of their client, on an
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undisclosed basis, on trading screens of the brokers' broker, and then match
up buyers and sellers. Brokers' brokers commonly deal in treasury, municipal,
and corporate bond trading businesses for which no exchanges are available.
Some brokers' brokers concentrate in certain kinds of securities and act as
intermediaries for registered dealers and receive commissions that are usually
determined by the size of the transaction.
Bank-Owned Brokers (Section 4k4(e) and Section 20 Brokers)
1.17 A Section 20 broker was established by a bank pursuant to Section
20 of the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999, also
known as the Financial Services Modernization Act, repealed Section 20 of the
Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, and changed the types of activities that are permis-
sible for bank holding company affiliates and for subsidiaries of banks, creating
so-called "financial holding companies" that may engage in a broad array of ac-
tivities. Financial holding company affiliates, as well as direct subsidiaries of
banks, may now engage in underwriting, dealing in, or making a market in
securities. Broker-dealers of financial holding companies are now subject to
the rules pursuant to Section 4k4(e) of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999.
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 affirmed the concept of functional regula-
tion. Federal banking regulators will continue to be primary supervisors of the
banking affiliates of financial holding companies, and the SEC and securities
self-regulatory organizations will supervise the securities businesses of those
entities.
The Financial Markets
1.18 Financial markets comprise many types of participants, both domes-
tic and foreign, in which securities are bought and sold. International financial
markets continue to grow and gain in sophistication. Many financial organiza-
tions are involved with international trading strategies to gain the advantages
of the global marketplace as well as different tax policies and trading activities.
International trading markets vary depending on the country or community in
which the market exists, and international settlement procedures vary depend-
ing on the exchange or the local country rules. Some exchanges exhibit more
sophisticated or faster trade and settlement characteristics than do U.S. ex-
changes; others trade securities in a negotiated fashion with lengthy settlement
periods.
1.19 Financial markets can be categorized according to the kinds of instru-
ments traded (such as futures, options, municipals, equities, and government
and corporate debt). Financial markets have primary and secondary market
operations. Primary markets provide for the original distribution of new se-
curities. Secondary markets, which consist of exchanges and OTC markets,
provide for the resale of securities. In addition, the characteristics of the secu-
rities traded may be used to categorize the financial markets. For example, the
markets for U.S. Treasury bills, certificates of deposit, federal funds, bankers'
acceptances, and commercial paper are commonly referred to as money mar-
kets. Money market securities generally have maturities of one year or less,
have less credit risk than equivalent long-term securities, and trade in large
denominations.
1.20 Financial markets may also be characterized according to whether
a party must find the counterparty to a trade and negotiate with that
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counterparty directly or whether the counterparty is approached through an
intermediary. The intermediary may be an agent who conducts a search for a
counterparty (either an individual or an institution) to be a buyer or seller of a
particular security, may complete the transaction by trading with dealers who
hold themselves out as willing to buy and sell (such as in OTC markets), or
may transact directly against the orders of other potential counterparties by
communicating through a single centralized location (exchange markets).
Exchange Market*
1.21 An exchange market is a central meeting place established to fa-
cilitate the trading of securities or commodities. A securities exchange is an
exchange market that provides trading facilities for stocks, bonds, or options.
Exchange markets are generally characterized as auction places where bids
and offers are directed and executed by brokers or specialists.
1.22 Transactions in securities executed on an exchange are normally ini-
tiated by a customer communicating with a registered representative (salesper-
son or account executive) of a broker-dealer to request that a specified number
of shares of a particular security be bought or sold at a stated price or at the
current market price. The order is usually communicated to the order room of
the broker-dealer and then to its floor clerk, who is stationed at the exchange
that trades the security. Securities transactions executed on an exchange may
be in round lots (units of trading, normally one hundred shares as specified by
the exchange that lists the security) or in odd lots (quantities of less than one
unit of trading).
1.23 Once the order is conveyed to the floor of the exchange, it is given by
the floor clerk to a floor trader, who will attempt to execute it. If the broker-
dealer is not a member of the particular exchange, the order is relayed to a
correspondent broker who executes the trade on the exchange. Once executed,
the details of the transaction (price, quantity, other broker with whom the trans-
action was consummated, and so forth) are reported back to the order room of
the broker-dealer for transmission to the purchase and sales department. A
confirmation of the trade is then prepared and sent to the customer.
1.24 With the advent of advanced electronic switching capabilities, certain
exchanges have provided their members with the facility of direct order entry
to floor specialists. For example, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) XPress
Orders system provides for an immediate execution of block orders greater
than 15,000 shares whenever a quote is in place for at least 15 seconds. An-
other NYSE system, Anonymous SuperDOT, enables member firms to entitle
their institutional customers to route orders directly to the NYSE for electronic
execution without having their identities revealed.
Over-the-Counter Market
1.25 Many companies have insufficient shares outstanding, stockholders,
or earnings to meet the listing requirements of an exchange or, for other reasons,
* In June 2005, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) adopted Regulation National
Market System (NMS), which contains four interrelated proposals designed to modernize the regula-
tory structure of the national market system for U.S. equity markets. The substantive topics addressed
by Regulation NMS are (1) order protection, (2) intermarket access, (3) sub-penny pricing, and (4) mar-
ket data. In addition, Regulation NMS updates the existing Securities Exchange Act of 1934 rules
governing the national market system, and consolidates them into a single regulation. Regulation
NMS included two amendments to the joint industry plans for disseminating market information.
See SEC Release No. 34-51808 (and related rulings) for more information.
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choose not to be listed. Securities of these companies are traded in the OTC
market between dealers that act either as principals or as brokers for customers.
1.26 The OTC market is not a location; rather, it is a communications
network linking those dealers that make markets in securities generally not
listed on exchanges. An offer to buy or sell an unlisted security is executed by
a broker-dealer entering into a transaction with a customer or another broker-
dealer that makes a market in that security.
1.27 The broker-dealer may act for its own account (as principal) in a
purchase or sale transaction with a customer or another broker-dealer. In such
cases, no commission is charged; instead, the broker-dealer realizes a profit or
loss based on the spread between the cost and selling price of the securities.
1.28 The market makers quote security prices on a bid-and-ask basis;
that is, they buy a security at the bid price and sell it at the ask price. The
difference between the price for which the dealer is willing to purchase (bid for)
the security and the price for which the dealer is willing to sell (ask for) the
security is the spread.
1.29 Price quotations for major OTC equity securities are available on the
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System. Other
price quotations for various OTC securities not listed on the system can be found
on the pink sheets for equity securities, yellow sheets for corporate bonds, or
blue lists for municipal securities. These quotations represent indications of
buying and selling interests rather than firm prices.
Third Market
1.30 OTC trading of shares listed on an exchange takes place in the third
market. Members of an exchange are generally required to execute buy and sell
orders in listed securities that are not rule 19c-3 eligible through that exchange
during exchange hours. Rule 19c-3 includes those equity securities that were
listed and registered on an exchange on or after April 26, 1979. However, a
broker-dealer firm that is not a member of the exchange can make a market
in a listed stock in the same way that it would make a market in an unlisted
stock.
Alternative Trading Venues
1.31 Direct trading of securities between two parties with no broker in-
termediary takes place in the fourth market. In almost all cases, both parties
involved are institutions. For example, securities may trade on a private place-
ment basis whereby the parties negotiate the terms of the placement. Because
limited information may be publicly available, a small group of sophisticated
investors generally hold privately placed securities.
1.32 One of the biggest developments over the past several years is elec-
tronic communications networks (ECNs). An ECN is an electronic system that
brings buyers and sellers together for the electronic execution of trades. Those
who subscribe to ECNs, (generally institutional investors, broker-dealers, and
market-makers) can place trades directly on the ECN, typically using limit or-
ders. ECNs post orders on their system for other subscribers to view. The ECN
will then automatically match orders for execution. If a subscriber wants to buy
a stock through an ECN, but there are no sell orders to match the buy order,
the order cannot be executed until a matching sell order comes in. If the order
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is placed through an ECN during regular trading hours, an ECN that cannot
find a match may send the order to another market center for execution.
1.33 The benefits investors get from trading with an ECN include speed,
trading after hours, real-time display of orders (whereas on the NYSE, most
investors are limited to viewing only the best bid and ask prices), ability to
trade among themselves without having to go through a middleman (smaller
spreads, lower commissions, better price executions), and anonymity (which is
often important for large trades).
Clearing Organizations and Depositories
1.34 After orders in securities have been executed, whether on an exchange
or in the OTC market, the transactions must be compared, cleared, and settled.
Comparison occurs when broker-dealers or their agents exchange their trade
information (security, number of units, and price) to confirm the existence of a
contract and match the buy and sell sides of the trade. Clearance is the process
of accounting for compared trades in terms of the trading parties' obligations
to pay money and deliver securities. Settlement is the process of exchanging
the money for securities (that is, delivery and payment) that consummates the
transaction. In the U.S. equity and corporate markets, settlement generally
occurs three business days after the trade. Trade comparison, clearance, and
settlement are aspects of posttrade processing.
1.35 The exchange markets have sponsored central clearing agencies,
known as clearing organizations, to assist in the comparison, clearance, and
settlement functions. Deliveries and receipts of securities and the related cash
settlements are made through these clearing organizations for broker-dealers.
The National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC) is the largest U.S. clear-
ing organization. The Stock Clearing Corporation of Philadelphia and the Mid-
west Clearing Corporation also facilitate the settlement of securities trans-
actions. In the OTC market, clearance may be accomplished by a variety of
methods, including the buying and selling of broker-dealers' exchange-of-trade
tickets directly with one another or through a clearing organization. Introduc-
ing broker-dealers operating through clearing brokers settle their transactions
through those clearing brokers, which in turn settle the transactions through
the clearing organizations. The Options Clearing Corporation and the clear-
ing organizations of the commodity exchanges perform similar functions for
options and futures trading. Clearance of securities traded on international
markets is accomplished in a variety of ways ranging from centralized clearing
organizations to corporations whose securities are cleared by major banking
organizations.
1.36 Most U.S. government and agency security transactions clear through
the use of the book entry safekeeping system maintained by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York. The 12 district Federal Reserve Banks operate a securities
transfer system that permits these securities to be transferred between the
book entry safekeeping accounts.
1.37 Settlement of securities transactions can be complex, especially when
there is a large volume of transactions in many securities. To avoid duplicated
receipt and delivery of securities, the NSCC uses an electronic netting system
known as continuous net settlement (CNS). In CNS, a broker-dealer's purchases
and sales in the same security are netted, thus leaving the broker-dealer with
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one daily net settlement obligation per security. The broker-dealer then settles
that obligation with the clearing organization. Unique to CNS, the clearing
agency interposes itself between the trading broker-dealers on each trade and
guarantees the settlement obligations of each broker-dealer's counter trading
party. Thus, the broker-dealer's settlement is with the clearing organization,
not with the other broker-dealer. Other clearing mechanisms may or may not
guarantee settlement. A broker-dealer can settle each day or carry open commit-
ments forward to net against the next day's settlement (hence the continuous
nature of CNS).
1.38 Security deliveries in the current U.S. environment are generally by
book entry (that is, by electronic debits and credits to a broker-dealer's account)
at a securities depository where the securities certificates are immobilized and
where broker-dealers hold the certificates in the street name for their cus-
tomers. Thus, delivery is effected without the physical movement of the securi-
ties certificates. The securities depositories, which are similar to banks, pursue
the business of custodian operations, including holding securities certificates
in physical form or maintaining electronic records of book entry securities hold-
ings for their customers, mainly financial institutions.
1.39 Some of the major depositories are the Depository Trust Com-
pany, Midwest Securities Trust Company, the Philadelphia Depository Trust
Company for equities and corporate and municipal debt securities, and the
Mortgage-Backed Securities Clearing Corporation (MBSCC) for certain eligible
mortgage-backed securities. MBSCC maintains open to be announced commit-
ments for members. In addition, the Participants Trust Company (PTC) is a
limited-purpose trust company that functions as a depository for Government
National Mortgage Association (GNMA) physical securities. Net settlement is
done on a book entry basis at PTC or at the Federal Reserve through the broker-
dealer's clearing bank.
Transfer Agents
1.40 Although many securities issuers use a bank or trust company as
their transfer agent, an issuer may use an independent transfer agent or may
act as its own transfer agent. There are two basic functions of a transfer agent:
the transfer function and the registrar function. A transfer agent may perform
one or both of these functions.
1.41 The transfer function includes the canceling of old certificates that
are properly presented and endorsed in good deliverable form (which usually in-
cludes a signature guarantee), making appropriate adjustments in the issuer's
shareholder records, establishing a new account in the name of the new owner,
and issuing new certificates in the name of the new owner. Transfer agents
also review legal documents to ensure that they are complete and in perfect
order before transferring the securities. If the legal documents are incomplete,
the transfer agent either will notify the presenter that the documents are in-
complete and hold the old certificate and accompanying documentation until
the presenter sends the transfer agent the proper documents or will reject the
transfer and return the securities.
1.42 For mutual funds, transfer agents enter the amount of securities
purchased by a shareholder on the issuer's books and redeem (liquidate) shares
upon receipt of the customer's written or wire request. Transfer agents, as part
of their transfer function, maintain records of the name and address of each
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security holder, the amount of securities owned by each security holder, the
certificate numbers corresponding to a security holder's position, the issue date
of the security certificate, and the cancellation date of the security certificate.
Many transfer agents also act as paying agents for cash dividends and the
distribution of stock dividends and stock splits.
1.43 A transfer agent, performing the registrar function, monitors the is-
suance of securities in an issue with a view toward preventing the unauthorized
issuance of securities. The registrar checks to ensure that the issuance of the
securities will not cause the authorized number of shares in an issue to be ex-
ceeded and that the number of shares represented by the new certificate or
certificates corresponds to the number of shares on the canceled ones. After the
registrar performs these functions, the registrar countersigns the certificate.
Regulatory Overview
1.44 Regulatory environments differ from country to country, and the free-
dom of entry into the marketplace likewise varies depending on the local reg-
ulation. In the United States, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 provides
for the regulation of securities transactions after the securities are initially
distributed to public investors in an underwriting. The Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 established the SEC, which, among other things, is authorized
to promulgate and enforce rules governing the regulation of broker-dealers in
securities. The SEC developed, pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, a comprehensive system to regulate broker-dealers. Under the Securi-
ties Exchange Act of 1934, all broker-dealers are required to be members of
self-regulatory organizations, such as the NYSE or the National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc. (NASD),† that perform routine surveillance and mon-
itoring of their members. A similar regulatory framework was established for
commodity broker-dealers under the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Act of 1974, which established the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) and gave it exclusive jurisdiction over commodity futures matters. The
CFMA created a flexible structure for regulation of futures trading, codified an
agreement between the CTFC and the SEC repealing the ban on trading single-
stock futures, and provided legal certainty for OTC derivatives markets. The
Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 authorized joint regulation by
the CFTC and the SEC of security futures products on individual equity issues
and on narrow-based indices of securities. The CFMA amended the definition of
security in the Securities Act of 1933 and the definitions of security and equity
security in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to include a security future. In
April 2002, the SEC amended the definition of equity security in rules under
the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to conform
them to the statutory definitions with respect to security futures.
1.45 Since 1934, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 has been amended
to include virtually all participants in the securities markets and an ever-
increasing range of securities-related activities. Originally, the scope of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was limited to the regulation of exchanges,
members of exchanges, and trading in securities listed on exchanges. The Mal-
oney Act of 1938 amended the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to cover the OTC
† See footnote † in the Preface for more information on the merger of certain regulatory functions
of these two organizations.
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markets. The Maloney Act established the NASD, which is a self-regulatory or-
ganization that has responsibility for oversight of the OTC securities markets.
1.46 In 1975, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was amended to extend
the authority of the SEC to include securities transfer agents, clearing organi-
zations, and securities depositories. This amendment also established the Mu-
nicipal Securities Rulemaking Board, which was authorized to prescribe rules
regulating the activities of municipal securities broker-dealers. In 1986, the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was amended by the Government Securities
Act of 1986 (GSA) to require U.S. government securities broker-dealers to reg-
ister with the SEC. Under the GSA, the SEC has the authority to enforce rules
promulgated by the Department of the Treasury that concern U.S. government
securities broker-dealers. Thus, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 today pro-
vides a comprehensive scheme of regulation for virtually all broker-dealers in
securities, the exchanges, and the OTC markets, as well as the facilities for
clearing and settling transactions among broker-dealers, depositories, transfer
agents, and registrars.
1.47 The Securities Investors Protection Corporation (SIPC) was estab-
lished when Congress enacted the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970
(SIPA). SIPC is a nonprofit membership corporation designed to protect, up to
a specific maximum amount, customers' cash and securities in the custody of
a broker-dealer that fails and is liquidated under SIPA. Broker-dealers regis-
tered with the SEC, with some limited exceptions, are required to be members
of SIPC. Broker-dealer firms that limit their business exclusively to certain
mutual fund and insurance activities and broker-dealers whose securities busi-
ness is limited to U.S. government securities and who are registered with the
SEC under a provision that does not confer SIPC membership are excluded
from SIPC membership. The money required to protect customers beyond that
which is available from the customer property in the possession of the failed
broker-dealer is advanced by SIPC from a fund maintained for that purpose.
The sources of money for this fund are assessments collected from SIPC mem-
bers and interest on the fund's investments in U.S. government securities made
with the funds collected.
Business Activities
Brokerage
1.48 Broker-dealers can earn commissions by buying or selling securities
and commodities on their customers' behalf. Broker-dealers' handling of cus-
tomers' funds and securities is subject to rules administered by the SEC, the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and the self-regulatory or-
ganizations. Although the specific definition of the term customer varies in the
SEC's rules, a customer is generally any person from whom or on whose behalf
a broker-dealer has received, has acquired, or holds funds or securities.
1.49 Broker-dealers regularly finance the transactions of their customers.
The initial extension of credit by broker-dealers is governed by Federal Reserve
Regulation T (Regulation T) of the Federal Reserve System. Regulation T clas-
sifies transactions into specifically defined accounts. Most transactions with
customers are done in cash or margin accounts.
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1.50 Cash Account. In a cash account, the customer must pay in full within
a specified settlement period for any security purchased. Regulation T generally
requires cash payment by the customer for the purchase of securities within two
business days after settlement date; however, a self-regulatory organization or
a national securities association may grant an extension of time before payment
is required. If the customer does not make timely payment for the securities,
Regulation T requires the broker-dealer to promptly cancel or liquidate the
transaction. In general, the broker-dealer will hold the customer responsible
for any resulting deficiency.
1.51 If a customer sells securities, the customer must promptly deliver the
certificates to the broker-dealer. Either the proceeds of a sale will be credited to
the customer's account on the settlement date or, if requested, a check will be
mailed to the customer. In general, under SEC rule 15c3-3, if the broker-dealer
does not receive the securities sold within 10 business days of the settlement
date, the broker-dealer is required to close the transaction with the customer
by purchasing securities of like kind and quantity. Again, the broker-dealer will
hold the customer responsible for any resulting loss.
1.52 Margin Accounts. Under Regulation T, the broker-dealer is required
to record the purchase or sale of securities by customers on other-than-
immediate cash settlement terms in a margin account. A purchase on margin
contemplates a prolonged extension of credit to the customer by the broker-
dealer. The maximum amount of initial credit is prescribed by Regulation T.
The maximum amount of credit the broker-dealer can extend beyond the ini-
tial transaction is prescribed by the rules of the appropriate self-regulatory
organization (for example, rule 431 of the NYSE). Customer margin require-
ments relating to securities futures are prescribed by joint final rules issued by
the SEC and CFTC in August 2002.
1.53 If the amount of equity in the customer's account is below the amount
required to cover the initial margin, Regulation T requires the broker-dealer to
eliminate the margin deficiency within five calendar days after it was created
or increased. When a deficiency arises, the broker-dealer will normally issue a
call for margin from the customer.
1.54 The customer can satisfy the margin call by making additional mar-
gin deposits of cash or securities. If the customer does not make the deposits
within the specified time, including approved extensions of time by a self-
regulatory organization or national securities association, Regulation T re-
quires the broker-dealer to liquidate securities sufficient to satisfy the required
margin. Broker-dealers also have self-imposed margin requirements that are
generally more stringent than Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem or self-regulatory organization requirements.
1.55 Accounts Carried for Other Brokers. Clearing brokers maintain the
customer accounts of introducing brokers. Fully disclosed accounts are accounts
of the introducing broker's customers that are carried on the books of a clear-
ing broker. In a fully disclosed account, the introducing broker's customers are
treated as if they were the clearing broker's own customers, except that corre-
spondence to customers usually refers to the introducing broker by including
a phrase such as, "through the courtesy of [the introducing broker's name]."
The clearing broker maintains the customers' accounts and is usually respon-
sible for collecting the purchase price, the commission, and other fees from the
customers. However, the introducing broker generally indemnifies the clearing
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broker for uncollected amounts from any resulting unsecured accounts of the
introducing broker's customers. The clearing broker and the introducing bro-
ker enter into a contract that describes the distribution of commissions between
brokers.
1.56 In contrast, an omnibus account is an account of the initiating broker
that is carried on the books of the clearing broker and that represents the sum
of the activity of customers of the initiating broker. The initiating broker's cus-
tomer accounts are carried separately on the books of the initiating broker. For
an omnibus account, the initiating broker prepares and sends confirmations and
monthly statements to customers, maintains customers' accounts and margin
records, and retains most of the responsibility for compliance with regulatory
matters.
Firm Trading
1.57 Firm trading (also referred to as proprietary trading) involves a full
range of activities whereby broker-dealers may take principal positions for their
own accounts. Certain broker-dealers make markets in particular OTC securi-
ties by standing ready to buy or sell securities to their customers or to other
broker-dealers. These broker-dealers often carry an inventory of the securities
in which they make a market and are exposed to the market risks inherent
in such positions. In addition, these broker-dealers may sell securities short in
anticipation of decreases in the price of the securities.
1.58 Riskless Arbitrage. Riskless arbitrage is the simultaneous purchase
and sale of the same or an equivalent security in order to profit from price dis-
crepancies. Convertible arbitrage is a form of riskless arbitrage that uses con-
vertible securities or warrants versus the underlying equity securities. Broker-
dealers can profit from the temporary price differences that exist from the same
or similar securities traded in different financial markets. Another kind of basic
arbitrage involves purchasing and selling similar securities in like markets.
1.59 Risk Arbitrage. Risk arbitrage is a term used to describe special sit-
uations (such as mergers, reorganizations, recapitalizations, tenders for cash,
and tenders for securities) in which the arbitrage trader buys or sells securities,
without fully hedging or offsetting risk, with the intention of realizing a profit
at some future period based on the anticipated market movement when the
special situation is completed.
1.60 Program Trading. Program trading is a term used to describe the
simultaneous buying and selling of a large number of different stocks based
on their perceived correlation. Program trading may encompass several index-
related trading strategies, including hedging, index arbitrage, and portfolio
insurance. Program trades are often accomplished through an exchange's high-
speed order system. By using a high-speed order system, program trades can
be carried out in a matter of minutes. Program trading enables institutions
to make broad changes in their portfolios and thus facilitates index arbitrage.
Index arbitrage combines the buying and selling of stocks with offsetting trades
in stock index futures or options.
1.61 Block Trading. Block trading is the acquisition or disposition of large
quantities of securities by a broker-dealer to facilitate the execution of buy
or sell orders of customers, usually institutions. Block traders locate suitable
trading partners and assist the buyer and seller in negotiating the terms of
the trade. The broker-dealer's assistance is needed because the inflow of orders
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to the exchange floor is generally too small to execute the trade in a reason-
able period of time, and specialists typically do not have sufficient capital to
execute such transactions. In addition, specialists are not allowed to communi-
cate directly with public buyers and sellers whereas block traders may. If the
broker-dealer has negotiated a trade, it is crossed on the exchange; that is, the
broker executes two or more matched orders on the exchange.
1.62 When-Issued Transactions. When-issued transactions are contracts
to purchase or sell securities only when, as, and if new securities are issued.
Broker-dealers enter into such purchase or sale transactions on pending issues
of new securities. Trading in when-issued securities normally begins when the
U.S. Treasury, a municipality, state, or some other issuer of securities announces
a forthcoming issue. Such transactions are contingent upon the issuance of the
securities. Because the exact price and terms of the securities are unknown
before the issuance date, trading prior to that date is on a yield basis, that is,
based on the yields that buyers expect.
1.63 The exact terms and price of the security become known on the is-
suance date, and when-issued trading continues until settlement date, at which
time the securities are delivered and the issuer is paid. When-issued transac-
tions may also arise as a result of underwritings, exchanges, mergers, and so
forth, after preliminary agreement to issue the securities is established but
before a date for settlement has been set.
1.64 Delayed Delivery. A delayed delivery transaction is a transaction in
which both parties to the trade agree on a deferred settlement. Delayed delivery
transactions are purchases or sales of securities similar in most respects to
regular way transactions (normal settlement) except that, by agreement, the
date of consummation or settlement is extended.
1.65 Hedging. Hedging instruments and techniques have been developed
by broker-dealers to offset or minimize the risk of losses that an enterprise
may be exposed to because of the effect of price changes on its assets, liabilities,
or future commitments. Hedging instruments and techniques were developed
in response to the volatility of interest rates, securities and commodity prices,
and foreign exchange rates. These instruments may be used for speculative
purposes as well as for hedging. The more common hedging instruments used
as risk management tools include futures contracts; forward contracts; options;
interest rate caps, floors, collars; and swaps.
1.66 Futures and Forward Contracts. Futures contracts are standardized
contracts, traded on organized exchanges, to purchase or sell a specified finan-
cial instrument or commodity on a future date at a specified price. Financial
futures include contracts for debt instruments (interest rate futures), foreign
currencies, and stock indexes. Forward contracts are individually negotiated
and have economic characteristics similar to those of futures contracts, but they
are not traded on an organized exchange and, consequently, they are generally
referred to as OTC. Forward contracts are contracts for forward placement or
delayed delivery of financial instruments or commodities in which one party
agrees to buy, and another to sell, a specified security or commodity at a speci-
fied price for future delivery.
1.67 Forward contracts and futures contracts both have substantial mar-
ket risk. A buyer (long position) of a futures contract profits when the value
of the underlying financial instrument or commodity increases, while a seller
(short position) of the futures contract incurs a loss.
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1.68 The credit risk associated with a futures contract is generally less
than it is for forward contracts because of the protections afforded by the ex-
change clearing organization system. All futures contracts cleared through a
clearing organization are marked to market (see the Glossary), and the finan-
cial result is settled daily between the clearing organization and the clearing
member. Because of this daily settlement, the amount of unsettled credit expo-
sures is limited to the amount owed the clearing member for any one day.
1.69 The clearing organization also has a guarantee fund consisting of
cash, securities, and bank guarantees that is contributed to by all clearing
member firms. In the event the guarantee funds are insufficient to cover a failed
member firm's obligations to the clearing organization system, the clearing
organization has additional assessment authority over all of the other member
firms.
1.70 These protections are intended to permit the clearing organization
to fulfill the obligations of any failed clearing member firm to other clearing
member firms. However, the exchange clearing organization will not necessarily
guarantee the performance or the money balances of the failed member firm
with respect to the individual customer accounts of a failed member firm; that
is, the clearing organization guarantee is generally limited to the commodities
clearing obligations of the failed member firm to the other clearing member
firms.
1.71 Options. An option contract conveys a right, but not an obligation, to
buy or sell a specified number of units of a financial instrument at a specific price
per unit within a specified time period. The instrument underlying the option
may be a security, a futures contract (for example, an interest rate option), a
commodity, a currency, or a cash instrument. Options may be bought or sold
on organized exchanges or OTC on a principal-to-principal basis or may be
individually negotiated. A call option gives the holder the right, but not the
obligation, to buy the underlying instrument. A put option gives the holder the
right, but not the obligation, to sell the underlying instrument. The price at
which the underlying instrument may be bought or sold during the specified
period is referred to as the strike or exercise price. The option buyer (holder)
is the party that obtains the right, by paying a premium, to buy (call) or sell
(put) an instrument. The option seller (writer) is the party that is obligated to
perform if the option is exercised.
1.72 The option buyer's profit potential can be virtually unlimited. The
option buyer's loss, however, is limited to the cost of the option (premium paid).
Unlike the buyer of an option contract, an option seller may be exposed to large
and sometimes unlimited market risk; however, the premiums received by the
seller may provide a potentially attractive return.
1.73 After the initial exchange of the premium, the writer of the option is
not at risk to a counterparty's default because the buyer is no longer obligated
to perform. The buyer of the option, however, is exposed to the writer's ability to
perform. The risk of counterparty default can be reduced by trading through an
exchange, because the clearing organization of the exchange acts as guarantor
for the option contracts.
1.74 When an option is exercised depends on the market price versus the
strike price, the outlook on how one option will perform in relation to the other
before the expiration date, and the kind of option—European or American. A
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European option is exercisable only at the maturity date of the option, whereas
an American option is exercisable at any time during the option period.
1.75 Caps, Floors, and Collars. An interest rate cap is a contractual agree-
ment between two counterparties in which the buyer, in return for paying a fee,
will receive cash payments from the seller at specified dates if rates go above a
specified interest rate level known as the strike rate (cap). An interest rate floor
is a contractual agreement between two counterparties in which the buyer, in
return for paying a fee, will receive cash payments from the seller at specified
dates if interest rates go below the strike rate. The cap or floor fee (premium)
is generally paid in advance to the seller by the buyer, but it may be paid over
the life of the cap or floor agreement. At each settlement date during the term
of the cap or floor, the strike rate is compared with the market rate (index rate)
to determine whether the seller must make a payment to the buyer. The timing
of these payments varies depending on the agreement between the buyer and
the seller.
1.76 The economic characteristics of caps and floors are analogous to those
of a series of European interest rate options. The risks associated with caps and
floors are also similar to those of options (that is, they are asymmetrical). The
buyer of a cap or floor is protected against adverse interest rate changes (the
loss is limited to the premium), while having the ability to profit from favorable
changes in interest rates.
1.77 As with an option, the writer of a cap or floor has no risk of coun-
terparty default unless the cap or floor fee (premium) is paid over the life of
the cap or floor arrangement. The buyer, in contrast, incurs counterparty credit
risk because the third party may not fulfill its obligation.
1.78 The buyer of the interest rate cap can lower the fee paid in advance
to the writer by writing a floor (minimum level of a floating rate) on the trans-
action. If the floating rate goes below the floor, the buyer of the interest rate
cap (writer of the floor) has to compensate the counterparty for the difference.
An interest rate contract that specifies both a cap and a floor for interest rates
is referred to as a collar.
1.79 Swap Transactions. Swaps are financial transactions in which two
counterparties agree to exchange streams of payments over time according to
a predetermined formula. Swaps are normally used to transform the market
exposure associated with a loan or bond borrowing from one interest rate base
(fixed-term or floating rate) or currency denomination to another (across mar-
kets).
1.80 The typical interest rate swap is an agreement between two parties
under which each party agrees to pay the other specified or determinable cash
amounts on specified future dates. The cash amounts to be paid by each party
are defined in terms of applying a specified interest rate (either fixed or variable)
to a hypothetical principal amount, referred to as the notional principal amount.
The interest rate swap does not modify preexisting debt instruments, and no
securities actually change hands between the parties.
1.81 Currency swaps are similar to interest rate swaps in that interest
streams are exchanged between two counterparties; however, unlike interest
rate swaps, they are in two different currencies (either fixed for fixed, fixed for
floating, or floating for floating). Further, unlike interest rate swaps, because
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two different currencies are involved, there is generally an exchange of principal
at inception of the agreement and a re-exchange of like principal at maturity.
1.82 The term currency swap is also used to describe arrangements in
which spot and forward foreign exchange contracts are entered into with the
same counterparty (foreign exchange swap). The forward amount exchanged is
different from the spot amount because the forward amount includes an interest
differential between a fixed rate in one currency and a fixed rate in the other
currency. Unlike the currency swaps described in the preceding paragraph, in
which there is a series of forward exchanges (interest flows), a foreign exchange
swap has only one forward exchange.
1.83 In interest rate swaps, there is unlimited market risk and reward to
the extent interest rates fluctuate. The fixed-rate receiver loses if interest rates
rise, and the fixed-rate payer loses if interest rates fall. There is no market risk
in the principal amount of interest rate swaps. The counterparty to a currency
swap is exposed to interest rate movements and to foreign exchange risk on the
principal and interest.
1.84 The contractual or notional amounts related to interest rate and
currency swaps do not indicate the risk of default of the counterparty. Risk of
default varies with the financial strength of the counterparties. Further, the
amount at risk at a point in time is limited to the unrealized gain and varies
with market conditions. Additional credit protection may be provided through
the use of an intermediary, who guarantees the payment streams by providing
a backup letter of credit, collateral, or some other support arrangement.
1.85 Asset Securitization. Asset securitization is the process of convert-
ing receivables and other assets that are not readily marketable into securities
that can be placed and traded in capital markets. Assets that have been securi-
tized include residential mortgages, commercial mortgages, agency securities
(including those of GNMA, Federal National Mortgage Association, and Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation), consumer receivables (credit card loans and
home equity loans), retail installment loans (automobile, recreational vehicle,
and mobile home), time-share mortgage loans, trade receivables, insurance-
policy-related receivables, leases (equipment, operating, and automobile), stu-
dent loans, high-yield corporate bonds, and federal assets.
1.86 Securitization transactions span a wide spectrum. At one extreme
are outright sales of assets or interests in assets. At the other extreme are bor-
rowings collateralized by assets. In between are sales of assets with varying
degrees of recourse to the seller and nonrecourse borrowings collateralized by
assets. Asset-backed securities may be issued through a variety of structures,
including pay-through securities, pass-through securities, and commercial pa-
per with multiple classes, differing degrees of subordination, and varying cash
flow priorities. The securities are often backed by some form of credit enhance-
ment. Credit enhancement can take the form of letters of credit, third-party
guarantees, liquidity facilities, spread accounts, reserve funds, subordinate in-
terests, and overcollateralization.
1.87 In a typical asset securitization transaction, a company transfers
assets to a special-purpose vehicle (SPV) or variable interest entity (VIE) in
exchange for cash or securities issued by the SPV or VIE. The SPV or VIE might
be organized in such a way that the likelihood of its bankruptcy is remote and
that the transferred assets are protected from the estate of the transferring
company in the event of its bankruptcy.
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1.88 The most prevalent example of an asset securitization is a collater-
alized mortgage obligation, which is a mortgage-backed bond that aggregates
individual mortgages or mortgage-backed securities into mortgage pools that
are separated into different maturity classes, called tranches. Each tranche has
unique risk characteristics for paying interest, paying principal, or retaining
residual ownership.
1.89 Securitization often allows the holder of assets to raise funds at a
lower rate than the cost of general obligation borrowings, to free up capital
through off-balance-sheet financing, to reduce interest rate and credit risk, to
limit loss exposure, and to gain access to nontraditional funding sources.
1.90 Mutual funds, insurance companies, pension funds, banks, thrifts,
retail investors, and diverse other foreign and domestic investors participate
in the mortgage- and asset-backed securities market. New investment instru-
ments, flexible payment terms, investment-grade credit quality, various degrees
of liquidity, and reduced event risk are among the benefits offered by these se-
curities. The market risks affecting these securities include interest rate risk,
prepayment risk, and varying degrees of credit risk. Given the multitude of
assets and the complexity of securitization structures, an investor must under-
stand both the investment profile and the risks specific to each investment.
1.91 International Trading. A number of major broker-dealers have the
capabilities for executing purchase and sale orders in securities traded abroad.
The recent admission of U.S. broker-dealers to foreign financial markets of-
fers the possibility of 24-hour trading. In addition, many foreign securities are
traded by market makers in the United States. Many broker-dealers trade eq-
uity securities in the form of American Depository Receipts (ADRs). An ADR is
a registered negotiable receipt for shares of a foreign corporation held in cus-
tody in the foreign location. Some ADRs are listed on the NYSE, while many
others trade in the OTC market.
Investment Banking
1.92 Many broker-dealers are engaged in providing investment banking
services to their customers. These services typically include the raising of cap-
ital through the public offering or private placement of securities. In addition,
these broker-dealers counsel companies in the management of their money and
advise companies about corporate structuring opportunities.
1.93 Public Offerings. Corporations and governmental entities that desire
to raise funds through the public sale of securities normally engage securities
broker-dealers to underwrite their securities issues. Underwriting is the act
of distributing a new issue of securities (primary offering) or a large block
of issued securities (secondary offering). Underwritings are accomplished on
either a firm-commitment or a best-efforts basis. The underwriting group for a
transaction on a firm-commitment basis agrees to buy the entire security issue
from the issuer for a specified price, with the intent to resell the securities to
the public at a slightly higher price. The underwriting group for a best-efforts
underwriting agrees to sell the issue at a price to be determined, normally with
a minimum requirement to complete the underwriting. An underwriting group
may also be formed on a standby basis, in which there is a commitment to buy
the securities if called on.
1.94 Underwriting subjects the broker-dealer to substantial risks. A
broker-dealer underwriting securities on a firm-commitment basis is required
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to buy a portion of the positions offered. This results in the need to finance the
unsold portions and to assume the market risk of ownership. In addition, the
broker-dealer may be held liable to the purchasers of the securities under the
Securities Act of 1933. The statute holds all persons (including underwriters)
connected with a registration statement responsible for any material misstate-
ments contained in the registration statement. An underwriting also exposes
the broker-dealer to the risk that its customers or other group members who
had committed to buy the securities being underwritten may refuse to honor
the transactions.
1.95 Because the value of a new issue of securities and the liability for
successful marketing may be too great for any one dealer, group accounts or
syndicates may be formed to spread the risk. In addition, selling groups, which
may include broker-dealers other than members of the underwriting group, are
sometimes formed to obtain wider distribution of the new issue.
1.96 The liability of the underwriting group may be divided or undivided.
If it is divided, each member of the group has a specified maximum liability to
buy a certain number of shares of stock or principal amount of bonds. If it is
undivided, each member of the underwriting group has a designated percentage
liability for unsold securities.
1.97 Advisory Services. Broker-dealers provide advisory services, for which
they receive fee income. These may include consulting on mergers and acqui-
sitions, reorganizations, tender offers, leveraged buyouts, conversions, swaps,
and the pricing of securities to be issued. Fees for these services are generally de-
termined by the transaction size and are often contingent upon results, which
may not be final until after the services are completed. In addition, broker-
dealers may earn fees by advising investment company asset managers about
mutual fund assets and about the distribution and maintenance of mutual fund
shares.
1.98 Private Placements. Broker-dealers may also arrange the private
placement of securities by issuers. Private placements are usually conducted
on a best-efforts, agency basis and therefore expose the placement agent to less
risk than that associated with the underwriting liability of a public offering.
Private placements are distributions of securities that do not involve public
offerings. Typically, private placements are sold to sophisticated institutional
investors and hence do not require a registration statement to be filed with
the SEC. The securities involved in private placements can be either an initial
issuance or a resale of previously issued securities and are generally restricted
as to subsequent resale. For example, they may require registration under state
and federal securities laws prior to resale or an opinion of counsel providing an
exemption from registration requirements. The company's history, size, stabil-
ity, and cash needs are factors in determining when the use of a private place-
ment of debt or equity securities might be preferable to registering securities
for sale to the public. In many instances, the expertise of the broker-dealer may
be essential in analyzing the company's activities and requirements in order to
determine the kind of securities to be offered and to assist in structuring the
placement to enhance marketability. Because private placements are usually
conducted on a best-efforts, agency basis by a broker-dealer, maximum consid-
eration is normally given to locating an investor or a relatively small group of
investors whose investment objectives closely parallel the expectations of the
issuer.
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1.99 In 1990, the SEC adopted rule 144A to provide a safe-harbor exemp-
tion from the registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 for the
resale of private placements when the resale is made to a qualified institu-
tional buyer. Broker-dealers can qualify as institutional buyers if they own and
invest on a discretionary basis at least $10 million in the securities of unaffil-
iated issuers. Broker-dealers with less than $10 million may buy securities as
riskless principals for clients that are themselves qualified institutional buyers.
Financing
1.100 Broker-dealers may finance their activities through the use of bank
loans, stock loans, and repurchase agreements (repos). In recent years, stock
lending and repurchase agreements have also evolved into firm trading strate-
gies whereby broker-dealers earn interest spreads on the simultaneous borrow-
ing and lending of funds collateralized by securities. A discussion of some of the
activities described as broker-dealer financing activities follows.
1.101 Bank Loans. One source of financing in the securities industry is
bank loans. These loans are callable by the bank and are often collateralized by
securities owned by the broker-dealer or, if used to finance loans to the customer,
by customer securities that are not fully paid for. The interest rate charged by
banks on these loans is called the brokers' call rate.
1.102 In addition to the risks faced by all businesses concerning collater-
alized bank loans, broker-dealers are subject to a unique requirement resulting
from regulations governing collateral. SEC rule 15c3-3 prohibits broker-dealers
from utilizing their customers' fully paid or excess margin securities as collat-
eral for bank loans. Federal Reserve Regulations G, T, U, and X of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve system establish the ratio of collateral
value to the amount of loans that must be maintained for loans used to finance
customer-related activity and to finance firm-related activity. Thus firms must
maintain separate records for customer and firm loans and related collateral.
1.103 Securities Lending Agreements. A stock loan is an arrangement in
which securities are loaned from one broker-dealer to another in exchange for
collateral. Broker-dealers may lend securities to enable a borrowing broker-
dealer to make deliveries of securities sold that the borrowing broker-dealer
does not have available to deliver on the settlement date. Securities lending
has become an effective and efficient means of generating funds for financ-
ing broker-dealers' operations. Securities lending is usually conducted through
open-ended "loan" agreements, which may be terminated on short notice by the
lender or borrower. Securities lending is generally collateralized by cash, al-
though securities or letters of credit may also be used as collateral. The nature
of these transactions is generally governed by Regulation T and rule 15c3-3.
1.104 Each stock loan is initially collateralized at a predetermined margin
that is slightly in excess of the value of the securities loaned. If the market
value of the security falls below an acceptable level during the time a loan is
outstanding, the borrower of the security requests the return of the excess cash
collateral. If the value of the security rises, the lender of the security generally
requests additional cash collateral to cover potential exposure to credit risk.
1.105 When a stock loan is terminated, the securities are returned to the
lender and the collateral or cash to the borrower. Fees (often referred to as
rebates) are paid to the cash lender based on the principal amounts outstand-
ing. Such fees are generally calculated at a rate lower than the broker-dealer's
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call rate, and they fluctuate based on the availability of the particular secu-
rities loaned. Some broker-dealers participate in the securities-lending and
securities-borrowing market as intermediaries. They conduct a finder or con-
duit business in which securities are borrowed from one broker-dealer (or other
institution) and loaned to another.
1.106 Repos or Reverse Repos. A repo (also known as a repurchase agree-
ment) is a transaction involving the sale of assets, usually government agency
or mortgage-backed securities, subject to an agreement by the seller to repur-
chase the assets at a specified date or in specified circumstances. A repo may
be made on an overnight or a fixed-maturity basis or made with an agreement
for the seller to buy back the same securities at an open date to be decided by
the buyer and seller. Dollar repurchase agreements (also called dollar rolls)
are agreements to sell and repurchase substantially the same but not identical
securities.
1.107 A reverse repo (also known as a reverse repurchase or resale agree-
ment) is a transaction involving the purchase of assets or securities, subject to
an agreement by the purchaser to resell the assets at a specified date or in spec-
ified circumstances. The buyer is said to enter a reverse repo while the seller
enters a repo. This reciprocal procedure enables the seller to obtain short-term
financing while the buyer is able to earn interest on its excess cash and hold
securities as collateral. For the buyer, the transaction represents another form
of secured lending.
1.108 Government bond dealers that have large inventories to be financed
find it advantageous to execute repos with institutional investors because a
repurchase transaction usually has a lower interest rate than the interest rate
charged by a bank and they can finance a greater percentage of their collateral.
By using repos, buyers are able, with negligible market risk, to earn interest
on their balances. The principal risk to the buyer is the creditworthiness of the
seller, but only if the collateral is in the possession of the seller or if its value
has declined substantially. The possession of the collateral is an important
determinant of the credit risk of a repo transaction. There are three kinds of
custodial arrangements relating to repo transactions: tri-party repos, deliver-
out repos, and hold-in-custody repos.
1.109 In a tri-party repo, an independent institution acting in a custo-
dial capacity enters into a tripartite agreement with the two counterparties to
the transaction. This third-party custodian assumes certain responsibilities for
safeguarding the interests of both counterparties and is involved in transfer-
ring funds and securities between those two parties. In a deliver-out repo, the
securities are delivered to the investor or its designated custodial agent, who
has no relationship with the repo seller. A hold-in-custody repo is characterized
by the repo seller retaining control of the securities and by serving simultane-
ously throughout the transaction not only as principal but also as the investor's
custodial agent.
1.110 Some commonly used terms that describe various kinds of repur-
chase transactions include overnight repos, term repos, repos to maturity, and
matched repos. Matched repos are situations in which the broker-dealer has en-
tered into repos and reverse repos utilizing the same securities. Broker-dealers
make their profits on the differences between the interest charged on the repos
and the interest earned on the reverse repos.
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Other Activities
1.111 Commodities. A commodity may be bought for current delivery or for
future delivery. Broker-dealers buy and sell commodity contracts for future de-
livery on the request of their customers or for their own account. In a purchase
contract (long position), the buyer agrees to accept a specific commodity that
meets a specified quality in a specified month. In a sale contract (short posi-
tion), the seller agrees to deliver the specified commodity during the designated
month.
1.112 Growers, processors, warehouse operators, and other dealers often
buy and sell commodity futures for hedging purposes; that is, they transfer the
price risk to speculators. Speculators buy and sell commodity futures because
of the potential for a large return that could result from the leverage inherent
in commodity futures trading. This leverage exists because a commodity con-
tract controls a substantial amount of the commodity and only a small money
payment (margin deposit) must be made.‡
1.113 Investment Company Shares. Established under the Investment
Company Act of 1940, investment companies are institutions that issue shares
representing a portfolio of assets. The sale and redemption of investment com-
pany shares are often handled by broker-dealers. The AICPA Audit and Ac-
counting Guide Investment Companies provides accounting and auditing guid-
ance relevant to these institutions.
1.114 Broker-dealers may act as agents to offer their customers the oppor-
tunity to invest in investment company shares. Brokers act as agents for their
customers by placing or redeeming orders with mutual funds. Orders with mu-
tual funds are placed in the customers' names through the shareholders' ser-
vicing agent, which keeps records of individual share ownership, including ad-
ditions for the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. The broker-dealer's
financial involvement with mutual funds may be limited to the receipt of com-
mission checks if orders are placed with funds that charge commissions.
1.115 Unit Investment Trusts. A unit investment trust (UIT) registered
under the Investment Company Act of 1940 is a pool of securities fixed at the
date of origination in which an investor holds an interest. Because it is not a
managed investment vehicle, a UIT appeals to investors who, though desiring
diversification, do not seek active professional investment advice. A UIT differs
from a mutual fund in that it has a fixed termination date, roughly correspond-
ing to the maturities of the securities in its portfolio. In addition, a UIT does
not have a board of directors and an investment adviser. Rather, it has a trustee
(or custodian) who holds the UIT's assets; a sponsor who establishes, promotes,
sells, and makes a secondary market in the UIT's units; and an evaluator who
periodically values the UIT's portfolio.
1.116 Foreign Exchange. The trading of currencies and bank deposits de-
nominated in various currencies takes place in the foreign exchange market.
The largest dealers in foreign exchange are money center banks. These dealers
‡ The Commodity Practice Aid Task Force of the AICPA is in the process of revamping the Audits
of Futures Commission Merchants, Introducing Brokers, and Commodity Pools practice aid to reflect
changes in accounting and auditing guidance and regulatory rules that occurred since the original
issuance of this publication. The revised practice aid will provide practitioners with nonauthoritative,
practical guidance on auditing financial statements of futures commission merchants, introducing
brokers, and commodity pools. Readers should be alert to further developments.
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either arrange transactions between each other (in the interbank market) or
place bids and offers through a brokerage system, wherein brokers (including
a number of securities broker-dealers) will attempt to bring buyers and sellers
together for a commission. Currencies are traded in either the spot or forward
markets and the futures markets. Spot transactions call for the immediate
exchange of currencies (typically a two-day settlement), while forward transac-
tions settle at a predetermined future date. The spot and forward markets are
utilized primarily by large commercial users and institutional traders, while
the futures market serves smaller commercial users and speculators.
1.117 Soft Dollar Arrangements. In soft dollar arrangements, the research
required by money managers is paid for using part of the commissions paid by
the money managers. Most soft dollar arrangements are triangular. In the first
corner of the triangle is a money manager who wants to buy research data
without writing a check. In the second corner, there is a broker with whom
the money manager, or the money manager's client, trades. The broker uses a
part of the commission (soft dollars) to pay the research firm on behalf of the
money manager. In the third corner is the researcher who is paid by the broker
and sends the data to the money manager. Since the 1970s, when soft dollars
were first used, some brokers and money managers have used soft dollars to
cover transactions not associated with research. These types of transactions are
governed by Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which allows
the paying of a brokerage commission if the manager determines in good faith
that the commission is reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and
research services received.
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Chapter 2
Broker-Dealer Functions, Books, and Records
Introduction
Overview
2.01 Accounting for securities transactions by broker-dealers is unique in
that two sets of books, the general ledger and the securities record (commonly
referred to as the stock record), are maintained. The general ledger is used to
record entries reflecting money balances, and the securities record is used to
account for security positions.
2.02 This chapter discusses the flow of a security transaction, whether
manual or automated, and standard departments and records within a broker-
dealer. The auditor may find that many of those records and activities are
automated, including the execution, for example, through the Designated Order
Turnaround (DOT) system, clearance, and the settlement of trades and the
processing of transactions, balancing, and reconciliations of records both within
the broker-dealer and with external entities such as the National Securities
Clearing Corporation (NSCC) or the Depository Trust Company (DTC).
2.03 In addition, external service sources, such as market valuation ser-
vices, provide information that is incorporated into the automated recordkeep-
ing system. The extent of automation within the industry varies from company
to company.
Original Entry Journals
2.04 Original source (trade) data must be recorded onto original entry
journals. These journals, which are often referred to as blotters, contain the
following:
 An itemized daily record of the details for all purchases and sales
of securities (by market)
 Receipts and deliveries of securities
 Cash receipts and disbursements
 Other debits and credits, such as listings of floor brokerage receiv-
ables or payables, mutual fund commissions earned, and invest-
ment counseling fees
2.05 For each transaction, blotters or related records should generally
indicate the following:
 The quantity and description of the securities, including the cer-
tificate numbers of the securities
 The unit and aggregate purchase or sales price (if any)
 The trade date
 The name of the broker-dealer from which the securities are pur-
chased or received or to which the securities are sold or delivered
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2.06 A broker-dealer may keep separate blotters to record different types
of transactions. For example, a broker-dealer may keep a clearinghouse blotter
to record purchases and sales of cleared securities transacted on an exchange in
round lots and several other blotters in which transactions in odd lots, unlisted
securities, foreign currencies, bonds, cash receipts and deliveries, and journal
entries are recorded. Other types of blotters for special kinds of business include
a cash blotter to record cash disbursements and receipts; a receive blotter to
record purchases, receipts of securities, and payments of cash; and a deliver
blotter to record sales, deliveries of securities, and receipts of cash.
General Ledger
2.07 Broker-dealers must maintain general ledgers reflecting their assets,
liabilities, revenue, expenses, and capital accounts. The general ledger and re-
lated subsidiary ledgers (commonly referred to as daily bookkeeping ledgers)
provide details relating to all asset, liability, and nominal accounts and enable
the broker-dealer to prepare a trial balance in order to prepare financial state-
ments showing the broker-dealer's financial position, results of operations, and
cash flows. A description of the general ledger accounts is presented in Chap-
ter 4, "Financial Statement Presentation and Classification." Those records are
also used in preparing required net capital and reserve requirement computa-
tions.
Stock Record
2.08 The stock record is a double-entry accounting system for shares of
stock or principal amounts of debt by security issue. It is a record of account-
ability reflecting all securities for which the firm has custodial responsibility
or proprietary ownership. The stock record should balance the way a general
ledger balances: debits and credits should equal in the general ledger; likewise,
long positions and short positions should equal in the stock record. See the
"Illustrative Stock Record Entries" that appear at the end of this chapter that
show how transactions are recorded in the stock record.
2.09 A long position in the stock record indicates ownership of the security
or the right of possession. The most common positions on the long side of the
stock record are the following:
 Customer (securities owned by customer)
 Firm (securities held in inventory for the broker-dealer's own ac-
count and risk)
 Reverse repurchase agreements (also known as resale agreements
or reverse repos)
 Fail-to-deliver (securities sold to or through another broker-dealer
but not delivered)
 Securities borrowed from another broker-dealer or customer
2.10 A short position in the stock record indicates either the location of the
securities or the responsibility of other parties to deliver them to the broker-
dealer. Every security owned or held by the broker-dealer must be accounted
for by its location. The following list includes the most common short positions:
 Box. Securities are physically located at the broker-dealer's own
location, typically in the cashier's cage.
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 Vault. Securities are physically located at the broker-dealer's own
location in a secured area or in a bank safe deposit box.
 Depositories. Securities are on deposit at a depository, such as DTC
or a custodian bank.
 Transfer. Securities are at a transfer agent being reregistered.
 Fail-to-receive. The broker-dealer has purchased securities that
have not yet been received.
 Securities loaned. Securities have been loaned to another broker-
dealer.
 Customer short. A customer sold securities, but delivery has not
yet been made.
 Firm short. The broker-dealer sold a security it does not own.
 Repurchase agreements (also known as repos).
 Bank loan. Securities are held on deposit at a bank and pledged
as collateral for a loan.
2.11 The stock record lists securities by security number, normally by
Committee on Uniform Security Identification Procedure number, and, for each
securities position, the accounts that are long or short in terms of shares (for
stocks and mutual funds), principal amounts (for bonds, treasuries, and other
debt securities), or number of contracts (for options). A stock record summary
indicating all account positions in the security and an activity list indicating
daily changes in the stock record are tabulated daily by the broker-dealer.
2.12 The chart of accounts is the key to reading and understanding the
stock record because transactions are recorded by account numbers and quan-
tities. Many accounts can have both securities positions and related money bal-
ances. However, certain accounts (such as box, vault, transfer, and depository
locations) have only security positions without related money balances.
Regulatory Recordkeeping Requirements
2.13 The basic requirements for preparing and maintaining books and
records are described in rules 17a-3 and 17a-4 under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. In rule 17a-3, the SEC specifies the minimum books and records a
broker-dealer must maintain. They include a complete set of financial account-
ing books and records, including books of original entry, general and subsidiary
ledgers, and the stock record. rule 17a-3 also sets forth other recordkeeping re-
quirements of broker-dealers. Among other things, it requires broker-dealers to
maintain a memorandum of each brokerage order and a memorandum for each
purchase and sale of securities for its own account, showing the price and, to the
extent feasible, the time of execution. The rule also specifies that the broker-
dealer must maintain certain records regarding transactions of employees and
customers, as well as a periodic trial balance and net capital, reserve formula,
and other regulatory computations. Such books and records are required to be
maintained for prescribed periods as set forth in rule 17a-4. In November 2001,
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) adopted amendments to rule
17a-3 and the record retention requirements in rule 17a-4. Among other things,
the amendments to rule 17a-3 revised the information that must be recorded
on order tickets and added new requirements to collect certain account record
information, and periodically provide that information to customers for verifi-
cation. The amendments to rule 17a-3 also added new requirements to create
certain records related to associated persons, a record of customer complaints,
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a record indicating compliance with applicable advertising rules, and records
identifying persons responsible for establishing procedures and persons able to
explain the broker-dealer's records to a regulator.
2.14 Furthermore, in their constitutions and rules, the National Associ-
ation of Securities Dealers (NASD) and many securities exchanges prescribe
certain books and records that members must keep. Depending on the needs of
the individual broker-dealer's business, there are situations that may warrant
the maintenance of certain additional records not specifically required under
the rules of the various regulatory bodies.
Trade Date and Settlement Date
2.15 Prior to computer automation and processing, broker-dealers
recorded securities transactions in their trial balances and stock records on
the date the securities are due for settlement (settlement date) rather than the
date on which the transaction was initiated (trade date). With the advent of au-
tomation, many firms now record their proprietary transactions on a trade date
basis. However, customer records are generally still maintained on a settlement
date basis (see the section of Chapter 7, "Accounting Standards," titled "Trade-
Date Versus Settlement-Date Accounting" for further discussion of trade date
and settlement date accounting). During the period between trade date and
settlement date, various operational departments are responsible for clearing
or settling trades.
2.16 The time period between trade date and settlement date varies de-
pending on the product and specific transaction. Although any settlement date
can be negotiated for any given purchase or sale, the following table provides
a reference for the current standardized (regular way) settlement dates by
product.
Standardized Settlement Dates
Product Settlement Date
Equity Securities Three business days after trade date
Corporate Bonds Three business days after trade date
Municipal Bonds Three business days after trade date
Government Securities One business day after trade date
Government Agency Securities Varies depending on product
Futures and Commodities Same-day settlement
Listed Options (CBOE) One business day after trade date
Money Market Instruments One business day after trade date
Mutual Funds Three business days after trade date
Currency Contract Spot Two business days after trade date
The settlement periods herein refer to the U. S. marketplace. Settlement
dates in other countries vary and may not be standardized. Currently, there
is an effort to standardize global security settlements.
2.17 Trade date information, which includes proprietary inventory reports
used by a broker-dealer's traders, is normally available in the broker-dealer's
internal reporting systems. In addition, customer information is used daily by
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the broker-dealer to determine the amount of margin required for each cus-
tomer's account. Trade date information is also important to the operations
departments to assist them in settlement and clearance.
Trade Execution
Customer Trades
2.18 Sales. The manner in which trades are initiated varies with the type
of broker-dealer (that is, full-service or discount). The customers of full-service
broker-dealers usually have a designated registered representative or sales-
person with whom they place buy or sell orders for securities. The registered
representative normally resides at one of the broker-dealer's branch offices,
which are established to serve a strategic geographic area. Buy and sell orders
may be based on the registered representative's recommendations (solicited) or
may be initiated by the customers (unsolicited). Orders may also be entered by
the broker-dealer pursuant to discretionary powers granted by the customer.
In any case, the registered representative is responsible for routing an order to
the proper operational department so that the order can be executed and pro-
cessed. For discount broker-dealers, orders are unsolicited and, in many cases,
have been automated to the point where the customer places the order directly
into the broker-dealer's system through a personal access code.
2.19 Before initiating an order, the customer must determine the follow-
ing:
 The security
 The trading action to be initiated (buy, sell long, or sell short)
 The number of shares or units to be traded
 The type of order
 The price of the transaction
 The disposition of securities purchased or sold
 The method of payment (cash or margin)
 Other incidental information, such as selling against a prior pur-
chase
2.20 There are many types of orders that a customer may place; the most
common are the market order and the limit order. A market order is an order
to buy or sell a stated amount of a security at the most advantageous price
obtainable after the order is received on the exchange floor or in the trading
area. A limit order is an order to buy or sell a stated amount of a security at
a specified price or at a better price if obtainable after the order is received on
the exchange floor or in the trading area.
2.21 Exchange trading is normally done in round lots (usually 100 shares),
and a bid and offer on a security is usually made for the minimum unit of
trading. A customer must accept a partial execution, in units of trading, unless
the order is marked all or none or fill or kill. A customer's order to buy or sell is
generally transacted as soon as possible after its receipt on the exchange floor
or in the broker-dealer's trading area. An order is considered valid only for the
day of the order; however, a customer can enter an order as good till canceled
(GTC) or an open order, which is valid for longer than one day. The customer
can cancel a GTC order if no action has been taken before the cancellation is
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received. Customers may enter good-through-the-week and good-through-the-
month orders for bonds.
2.22 When a customer places an order, an order ticket is completed. The
ticket includes the following:
 The security description
 The quantity to buy or sell
 The desired price, if specified
 The type of order
 The customer's name and account number
2.23 The order ticket is the broker-dealer's record of the customer's in-
structions. Rule 17a-3 requires broker-dealers to maintain a record of each
brokerage order given or received for the purchase or sale of securities regard-
less of whether the order is executed. The record must show the terms and
conditions of the order and any modification or cancellation. The order should
indicate the customer account for which the order is entered, the time of entry,
the execution price, and, if feasible, the time of execution or cancellation. Orders
entered by the broker-dealer pursuant to discretionary powers must be desig-
nated as discretionary transactions. Rule 17a-3 has been amended to revise the
information that must be recorded on order tickets. Among the amendments,
a brokerage order ticket is required to contain the identity of the associated
person, if any, responsible for the account and any other person who entered or
accepted the order on behalf of the customer, and whether it was entered sub-
ject to discretionary authority. The brokerage order ticket must also include the
time the broker dealer received the customer order. Dealer tickets are required
to include information about any modifications to the order.
2.24 Order Entry. The completed order ticket is entered into the system,
which accepts and reviews the ticket and relays the customer's instructions to
the exchange floor or trading desk where it is to be executed. The exchanges
have developed systems, such as DOT and Super-DOT, whereby an order is
routed to an automated order matching system depending on its size or price
restriction. In addition, some firms have developed internal order matching
systems. Once the order has been executed, the transaction is confirmed with
the customer. Information concerning executed trades is sent to the purchase
and sales (P&S) department, which is responsible for ensuring that system-
generated trade confirmations are correct and mailed to customers.
2.25 Orders for over-the-counter (OTC) securities and certain listed secu-
rities are generally processed by the trading desk. The trader can either buy
or sell the security from the firm's inventory (principal) or can buy from or sell
to another dealer for the account of the customer (agent). If the trader buys
for or sells from its own inventory, the price to the customer reflects a dealer
spread in lieu of a commission. Alternatively, a trader may initiate an order
on the firm's behalf for the benefit of a customer by negotiating the terms with
another broker-dealer. This entails agreeing on the price and terms of the trade
and executing the transaction, for which the customer is charged a commission.
2.26 Rule 17a-3 requires broker-dealers to maintain records of each pur-
chase and sale of securities, showing the price and, to the extent possible, the
time of execution. No records of dealers' quotations or bids or offers made in
the course of trading are required by the rule.
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2.27 An executed trades report containing the terms of the executed orders
is generated daily to facilitate further processing. Executed trades reflecting the
purchase or sale of securities are recorded on a blotter, but they are generally
not posted to the firm's general ledger and stock record until the settlement
date. Instead, they are held in a pending file and posted on a memo basis to
margin records and a bookkeeping journal.
2.28 Customer Records. SEC rule 17a-3 requires broker-dealers to main-
tain a ledger account or other record for each cash and margin account of every
customer regardless of the frequency of transactions. Transactions in the cus-
tomer accounts cover both money balances and security positions, with the
security transaction and related money generally recorded on the settlement
date. Customer accounts should include itemization of the following:
 All purchases and sales
 Securities or commodities received in or delivered out
 Cash receipts and disbursements
 Dividends and interest received or charged
 Other debits and credits
The SEC adopted new rule 17a-3(a)(17) requiring broker-dealers to create a
customer account record with certain minimum information as to each customer
and to furnish account record information to customers on a periodic basis.
2.29 A customer may have several different accounts. Cash and margin
accounts, which are the most common accounts, require distinction because they
are subject to different rules under Federal Reserve Regulation T (Regulation
T) and the regulations of various self-regulatory organizations.
2.30 A cash account requires a customer to purchase or sell securities
strictly on a cash basis. Cash account purchases are limited by Regulation T
to purchases for which sufficient funds are held in the account or in reliance
on an agreement that the customer will promptly make full cash payment for
the security and that the customer does not contemplate selling the security
to make such payment. Cash account sales are similarly limited to sales for
which the security is held in the account or in reliance on an agreement that
the customer owns the security and will make prompt delivery.
2.31 Under Regulation T, no credit may be extended to a customer with
a cash account except for short periods of time between the time an order is
executed and the time payment must be received from the customer. Full cash
payment normally must be made within five business days after the date the se-
curity is purchased. Assuming a three-day settlement period, full cash payment
must be made no later than two business days after the settlement date. How-
ever, if an institutional customer purchases a security with the understanding
that the security will be delivered promptly and that the full cash payment
will be made promptly against such a delivery, meaning a cash-on-delivery or
delivery-versus-payment account, the time period for making payment is not
to exceed 35 calendar days from the trade date.
2.32 A customer's failure to make timely payment would ordinarily re-
quire the prompt cancellation or liquidation of the transaction. The periods of
settlement date plus 2 business days and 35 calendar days may be extended
for one or more limited periods by applying to the broker-dealer's examining
authority.
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2.33 A margin account allows a customer to buy securities without paying
in full. The difference between the purchase price and the amount paid by the
customer represents a collateralized loan to the customer on which interest
is charged. The margin account provides a record of purchase transactions for
which the broker-dealer is expected to extend credit for a portion of the purchase
price. The amount of credit extended is subject to the limits prescribed under
Regulation T. CFTC rules 41.42–41.49 and SEC rules 400–406 establish margin
requirements for securities futures.
2.34 Regulation T establishes the maximum loan value of the securities in
the account and requires the broker-dealer to obtain a deposit of cash or securi-
ties necessary to meet the initial margin requirement within two business days
after the settlement date. That two-day period may be extended for one or more
limited periods by applying to a national securities exchange or to the NASD.
Maximum loan values for securities and a listing of marginable securities are
prescribed periodically by a supplement to Regulation T. Certain securities ex-
changes have rules establishing minimum maintenance margin requirements,
for example, New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) rule 431. A broker-dealer may
establish initial or maintenance margin requirements that are greater than
those required by the rules of the regulatory bodies.
2.35 A short sale is a sale of a security that the seller does not own. Before
a broker-dealer can execute a short sale for a customer, it must know that it
can obtain the security. The broker-dealer is expected to borrow the security if
necessary on behalf of the customer for the purpose of satisfying the delivery
requirements. Short sales are governed by the margin requirements of Regula-
tion T and the rules of self-regulatory organizations (such as NYSE rule 431).
A short sale account must be used to record transactions where securities are
sold short.
2.36 SEC rule 15c3-3 requires that if a security is sold, other than in a
short sale, and is not received from the customer within 10 business days after
the settlement date, the broker-dealer must immediately close the transaction
by purchasing the related security for the account of the selling customer unless
an extension is obtained. Certain municipal bonds and government securities
are exempt from this buy-in requirement.
2.37 A statement of the account must be sent to the customer for any month
for which there is activity, and at least quarterly if positions or cash are held, as
required by regulatory bodies. Broker-dealers are required to mail (pursuant
to SEC rule 10b-10) and retain (pursuant to SEC rule 17a-4) confirmations of
all purchases and sales of securities and notifications of all other debits and
credits for cash securities or other items for the accounts of customers.
2.38 To facilitate the transfer of customer accounts between broker-
dealers, the NSCC has developed a system known as the Automated Customer
Account Transfer system.
2.39 Extension of Credit. After a transaction is recorded, the margin de-
partment monitors the customer's trade activity and account balance to ensure
that payment and delivery are satisfied in accordance with federal, exchange,
and firm requirements. The margin department protects the firm by enforc-
ing collection procedures and policies (checking credit status) and by reviewing
customer account activity to ensure that the firm complies with the rules and
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regulations of various regulatory agencies, such as Regulation T and the rules
of self-regulatory organizations. The margin department normally does the fol-
lowing:
 Determines initial margin
 Maintains customer accounts
 Controls the extension of credit
 Checks the credit status of customers
 Controls payments from accounts
 Initiates margin calls
 Processes and monitors applications for extensions of time for cash
account customers to pay for securities purchased and for margin
account customers to meet initial margin requirements
 Issues instructions for moving securities to or from safekeeping or
segregation
 Maintains copies of documents pertaining to transactions
2.40 Records maintained by the margin department normally indicate the
following, on a trade date basis, for each margin customer:
 Market value of the securities
 Money balance of the account
 Margin excess or deficit
 Safekeeping and segregation instructions
 Pending trades
 Special miscellaneous account balance calculated in conformity
with Regulation T and the rules of self-regulatory organizations
2.41 The margin department advises other departments when they can
or must complete their responsibilities, for example, when a security delivery
or cash payment can or must be completed. Other records and information that
may be maintained by the margin department are the following:
 Standing customer instructions regarding the delivery of securi-
ties
 The disposition of cash from the sale of securities
 Standing customer instructions regarding the receipt of dividends
and interest
 Guarantees of customers' accounts
2.42 The margin department maintains an account record for each cus-
tomer and, based on that information, authorizes the cashier's department to
make delivery on sales and payments on purchases. The margin department
instructs the cashiering department to transfer and deliver securities to cus-
tomers who have paid in full and want possession of certificates.
2.43 The margin department computes the amount of money customers
must deposit and when it must be deposited. The functions of the margin de-
partment relate not only to margin transactions but also to cash accounts and
cash transactions. For transactions in cash accounts, the margin department
ensures that payment is received from the customers on purchases within the
regulatory, specified time periods.
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2.44 For margin and short-sale transactions, the margin department en-
sures that customers deposit sufficient collateral to meet federal and exchange
regulations. The margin department tracks the market value of the collateral;
if the value of the collateral falls below firm guidelines or exchange (mainte-
nance) requirements, the customers are required to satisfy the deficiencies. Due
to the volatility in securities values, it is essential that up-to-date records be
maintained so that the margin department is able to make informed decisions
to limit the firm's exposure to losses.
Proprietary Trades
2.45 Dealer. Many broker-dealers attempt to profit from firm trading by
selling securities at a higher price than what they paid for them. Firm trading
activity can be broadly divided into dealer and positioning strategies.
2.46 With a dealer strategy, the broker-dealer attempts to balance buy and
sell transactions with different customers or other broker-dealers and earn the
difference between the price paid on the purchase (bid) and the price received
on the sale (ask). If a broker-dealer cannot simultaneously execute a buy and
corresponding sell, the firm is at risk to market volatility during the time be-
tween execution of the purchase and execution of the sale. Hedging strategies1
are often employed to minimize that risk.
2.47 Positioning strategies involve the broker-dealer's buying and selling
securities in anticipation of certain market movements and holding such posi-
tions for longer periods than with dealer strategies. If a trader anticipates that
a security's price will rise, the trader may take a long position in that security;
if a security is expected to decline in value, the trader may take a short position.
Positioning strategies are riskier than dealer strategies because the security is
held for a longer time. If a trader incorrectly forecasts the market, losses can
be incurred.
2.48 Trader and Investor. Trading desks typically maintain trade date
records based on trading strategies that may include different types of instru-
ments. Those records, if not integrated with the accounting department records,
should be reconciled periodically to them.
2.49 In addition to marketable securities, broker-dealers may purchase
securities for investment that are not readily marketable or whose sale is re-
stricted by the purchase terms. Securities purchased for investment should be
designated and recorded separately in the accounts of a broker-dealer to meet
the requirements of the IRS, because they are purchased with the expectation
of future capital gains. The broker-dealer's records must clearly indicate by the
close of the day on which an investment security is acquired (floor specialists
currently have seven business days) that it is held for investment.
2.50 Underwriter. A broker-dealer participating in underwriting activi-
ties may act as managing underwriter, comanaging underwriter, or participat-
ing underwriter. The managing underwriter is responsible for organizing the
1 Hedge accounting is permitted only if the requirements of Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) Statements No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activi-
ties, as amended by FASB Statement No. 137, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities—Deferral of the Effective Date of FASB Statement No. 133, No. 138, Accounting for Certain
Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities, No. 149, Amendment of Statement 133 on
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, and No. 155, Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial
Instruments, are met.
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other participating underwriters and the selling group. This function is often
performed jointly by two or more firms as comanagers. A managing under-
writer, in addition to being a participating underwriter, typically negotiates
the transaction with the issuer of the security and maintains the records of the
underwriting group. A comanager takes part in the negotiations but does not
maintain the records of the group.
2.51 Participating underwriters maintain records of each underwriting
participation only to the extent they are involved. To spread the risk of an un-
derwriting and facilitate its distribution, the underwriters may sell all or part
of the securities directly to the public or to a selling group that in turn sells
the securities to the public. If an issue is not fully sold, the liability is shared
among the participating underwriters through either an undivided or divided
arrangement. An undivided liability is an arrangement whereby each member
of an underwriting syndicate is liable for its proportionate share of unsold se-
curities in the underwriting account regardless of the number of securities it
has previously sold. Under divided liability, the member's liability for an un-
derwriting is fixed or definite in amount. Selling groups are not underwriters
and have no obligation to sell the securities allocated to them. Accordingly, they
are entitled only to a selling concession.
2.52 The managing underwriter maintains the subscription records for the
underwriting and receives from the participating underwriters and members
of the selling group reports of orders from their customers, so that it knows the
status of the offering.
2.53 The managing underwriter maintains daily position listings of the
entire issue and ascertains the status of securities subscribed to and whether
they have been delivered to the participating underwriters. Expenses associ-
ated with each underwriting are accumulated in the general ledger in separate
deferred expense accounts. That is known as running the books. When the un-
derwriting is completed, the profit or loss on the underwriting is determined
and distributed to the participating underwriters.
2.54 The difference between the price to the public and that to the is-
suer (the gross underwriting spread) represents the underwriters' and selling
group's compensation for the risk and cost of selling the issue. The gross under-
writing spread is generally apportioned between the underwriters and selling
group and consists of a management fee, an underwriting fee, and a selling
concession. The underwriters may be entitled to a management fee, an under-
writing fee, or both.
2.55 The management fee is the fee paid to the manager or comanagers
of the underwriting for services rendered in organizing the syndicate of under-
writers and maintaining the records for the distribution. The underwriting fee
is paid to the underwriting participants as compensation for the risk assumed
through their agreement to buy a specified portion of the issue. It is usually net
of the expenses directly associated with the underwriting. The selling conces-
sion is the fee paid for selling the offering.
Clearance and Settlement
Overview
2.56 Most transactions on securities exchanges and in certain active un-
listed securities are cleared and settled through clearing organizations that
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were established to simplify and expedite the settlement of transactions be-
tween member firms. Clearance is facilitated through continuous net settle-
ment (CNS) systems, which minimize paperwork and the movement of secu-
rities and money. This results in one net position in each security (either to
deliver or to receive) between the broker-dealer and the clearing organization.
Clearing organizations prepare daily reports for members, showing the net se-
curity position (beginning balance less sales and plus purchases, plus receipts
and less deliveries) by security and the net money balance that is due to or from
the clearing organization.
2.57 After a trade has been executed, the P&S department enters the
trade into the bookkeeping system. Prior to the settlement date, the P&S de-
partment determines the amount to be paid or received at settlement. The P&S
department determines and maintains records supporting its calculation of the
following:
 The contract money (including accrued interest on bonds and other
fixed-income securities)
 Commissions
 Taxes
 All other related money amounts
2.58 Accrued interest earned on fixed-income securities is computed from
the last coupon payment date up to the settlement date. This amount is paid to
the seller of the instrument by the purchaser, who then receives the full periodic
interest amount on the next coupon payment date.
2.59 The P&S department maintains the records of floor brokerage fees
that are due to other broker-dealers who execute orders on the firm's behalf
and brokerage fees due from other broker-dealers. Floor brokers employed by
the firm may execute trades on behalf of other broker-dealers, for which the
firm is paid a brokerage fee. Broker-dealers often engage floor brokers, who
are responsible for executing securities transactions on the exchanges for the
account of the broker-dealer. If the floor broker is employed by the broker-
dealer, any costs associated with the floor broker's employment are generally
reported as employee compensation. Costs paid to independent or other firms'
floor brokers for trades on behalf of the firm are generally reported as floor
brokerage expense.
Comparison
2.60 Comparison procedures performed by the P&S department vary de-
pending on whether a trade is cleared through a clearing organization, through
a clearing bank if it is a government security, or directly with another broker-
dealer. After a trade is executed, the terms, conditions, and details of the trans-
action are compared with those of the clearing organization or other counter-
party.
2.61 On the trade date, each member broker-dealer electronically trans-
mits a list of its day's trades to a clearing organization, detailing the following
for each trade:
 The quantity of a security bought or sold
 A description of the security
 The contract price
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 The identification number of the contra broker-dealer
2.62 These data are sorted by a clearing organization's computerized facil-
ity, such as that of the Securities Industry Automation Corporation. To qualify
for clearing through a clearing organization's CNS system, a trade must be
between two member broker-dealers and the security must be eligible. Eligi-
ble securities are fairly active issues that provide high liquidity. Unless both
of these requirements are satisfied, the parties cannot use the clearing facili-
ties' CNS system and the trade must be settled directly in the trade-for-trade
system or between the individual broker-dealers. Contract sheets itemizing
the purchases and sales by broker-dealers are prepared for eligible securities
cleared through the clearing organization. These contract sheets contain lists
of compared and uncompared trades.
2.63 All trades are compared by the P&S department to verify that all
terms and conditions agree before further processing. Compared trades are
matched transactions in which the information received from both parties
agrees. They require no further processing by the P&S department. Uncom-
pared trades contain differences between the information supplied by the con-
tracting broker-dealers, such as discrepancies in prices, quantities, descriptions
of issues, or counterparties. All uncompared trades are resolved by the P&S de-
partment by the second day following the trade date, or they are settled directly
between the broker-dealers (ex-clearing). Clearing organization cleared trades
may be corrected by the broker-dealer at fault by advising the clearing organi-
zation to correct the discrepancy. Differences not settled in that way must be
settled directly between broker-dealers.
2.64 For trades that are not processed through a clearing organization,
the P&S department reviews a system-generated broker-to-broker compari-
son, which is sent to the counterparty for verification of all pertinent trade
information. If the counterparty agrees with all details of the transaction, the
comparison is signed and returned to the P&S department to evidence its accep-
tance. If the other broker-dealer disagrees with the details of the transaction,
any corrections that must be made in the firm's accounting records are recorded
to enable proper settlement to occur.
Settlement
2.65 Active securities are those used by the broker-dealer to carry out its
daily business and are most typically located in depositories, such as DTC, that
maintain book entry systems. Active securities include the following:
 Customers' securities not yet paid for
 Securities purchased by customers on margin that collateralize
funds advanced by the broker-dealer against the purchase price
 Securities owned by the broker-dealer
2.66 Any active securities maintained on the broker-dealer's premises are
referred to as being in the box.
2.67 A clearing organization delivers securities by transferring securities
on deposit at a depository such as DTC. The selling (delivering) broker-dealer
or clearing organization delivers instructions electronically to the depository to
transfer the securities by book entry rather than by physical movement. This
is known as clearing through book entry.
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2.68 Money is paid or received daily by the broker-dealer so that the money
balance in the account approximates the net market value of the open security
positions. Included in the transmittal to the clearing organization are credit
lists showing the total dollar amounts due from each of the purchasing broker-
dealers.
2.69 The cashiering department is responsible for receipts and deliveries
of securities and money and must reconcile daily the money balance due to or
from the clearing organization or the depository with the firm's records. After
this is accomplished, a check or draft is used to facilitate net money settlement
with the respective clearing organization.
2.70 Although most securities are held in book entry form, the proce-
dures used in the handling of physical securities are described in the following
paragraphs. Procedures performed relating to such settlement of transactions
usually begin on the day prior to the settlement date with the receipt of blot-
ters of trades scheduled to be settled the next business day. Accompanying the
blotters are receive and deliver tickets for transactions to be settled directly
with other broker-dealers and transactions to be settled through the clearing
organization. Physical securities are delivered to the clearing organization with
the delivery tickets attached on the settlement date.
2.71 Physical securities received from a selling broker-dealer must be
counted, verified, matched with the receive ticket, and determined to be in
negotiable form. If the delivery is good, a copy of the deliver ticket is authorized
for payment and payment is made.
2.72 For deliveries to be made directly to other broker-dealers, blotters
are examined and requests for the securities needed for delivery are made,
usually on the business day before the settlement date. If the securities are not
available after all receipts on the day before settlement, the needed security
may be borrowed, in which case the stock loan department would be requested
to borrow the securities from another broker-dealer. If the securities are on
hand, the securities are removed from the box, checked for proper negotiability,
and delivered to the purchasing broker-dealer. If the delivery matches the pur-
chasing broker-dealer's receive instructions, the selling broker-dealer receives
payment.
2.73 Payment received by the selling broker-dealer is verified for propriety
and entered into the cash receipts records. If the purchasing broker-dealer's
instructions do not agree with the delivery attempted, the purchasing broker-
dealer will DK (don't know) the delivery, which means that the broker-dealer
does not know the delivery. If the discrepancy is not corrected by the end of
the day, the transaction represents a fail-to-receive for the purchasing broker-
dealer and a fail-to-deliver for the selling broker-dealer.
2.74 Fails-to-Receive or Fails-to-Deliver. A fail-to-receive is a securities
purchase from another broker-dealer not received from the selling broker-dealer
by the close of business on the settlement date. It is recorded as a short position
on the stock record with a corresponding liability for the contract amount on
the general ledger.
2.75 A fail-to-deliver is a securities sale to another broker-dealer that has
not been delivered to the buying broker-dealer by the close of business on the
settlement date. It is recorded as a long position on the stock record, with a
corresponding receivable for the contract amount on the general ledger.
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2.76 Most broker-dealers have automatic fail systems, which generate
pending files containing all unsettled securities after the trade date. As securi-
ties are settled, they are removed from the pending files. Any unsettled trades
remaining on the day following the settlement date are transferred to fail files.
Blotters of all open fails are forwarded to the cashiering department daily to be
controlled and monitored.
2.77 Fails are forwarded for entry to the stock record (securities) and gen-
eral ledger (money). Normally, an updated file of open fails is produced daily.
When a fail is cleared (securities having been either received or delivered ver-
sus payment), the date of the clearance is noted and the fail position is cleared
from the broker-dealer's records. A fail position may require the broker-dealer
to buy in (see the Glossary) the security if the fail is outstanding longer than
the time period specified by SEC rule 15c3-3.
2.78 Broker-dealers generally record fail-to-receive transactions sepa-
rately from fail-to-deliver transactions for each broker-dealer with whom they
execute transactions. The cashiering department is responsible for resolving
fails as quickly as possible because of the market risk exposure and financing
implications involved. Broker-dealers continuously monitor their fail exposure
by contract and by counterparty. A broker-dealer has exposure if the contract
value exceeds the market value for a fail-to-deliver or if the contract value is
less than the market value for a fail-to-receive. Broker-dealers mark their fail
positions to market to determine their exposure and calculate any net capital
charges pursuant to SEC rule 15c3-1. In addition to its market risk exposure,
a broker-dealer is concerned with securities in its possession that it has failed
to deliver because it must then finance its receivables by other means, such as
bank loans.
2.79 Broker-dealers clearing transactions through correspondent brokers
maintain fail-to-receive and fail-to-deliver records only for transactions that
are self-cleared through U.S. correspondent broker-dealers. For transactions
with foreign correspondent brokers, a broker-dealer is required to maintain
fail records until notified by the foreign correspondent that the transaction has
cleared.
2.80 Depositories. Depositories provide physical custody and transfer of
certain securities, as well as the settlement of securities transactions between
broker-dealers without the physical movement of securities. Securities held by
depositories may be pledged to banks as collateral for loans without the physical
transfer of the securities to the banks.
2.81 Each depository prepares daily reports for member broker-dealers,
indicating activity by security, the money balance on deposit, and a statement
of the balance of all security positions. Broker-dealers have the responsibility of
indicating in their records whether the securities held at a depository are avail-
able for clearance and financing activities (that is, as collateral for bank loans)
or should be reduced to possession or control as required by SEC rule 15c3-3.
The status of such securities may be indicated on a stock record or in separate
records supporting the total stock record position shown for a depository.
Bookkeeping
2.82 The P&S department's responsibilities include ensuring that trades
are entered into the bookkeeping system correctly. If a trade is not properly
recorded by the settlement date, the difference is posted to a suspense account
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until it is resolved (for example, a trade ticket not passed, a one-sided entry
processed, or a bad account number used).
2.83 An entry is also made to a P&S suspense account when only one side
of a principal-party buy or sell trade ticket is processed. The P&S suspense
account item is resolved when the processing of the trade ticket is completed and
reflected in the appropriate account. An operations suspense account records
unidentified cash receipts and differences in trade billings or cash settlements
of trade tickets.
2.84 Debit money balances and short security positions that cannot imme-
diately be identified and cleared are recorded in suspense accounts. They reflect
a potential exposure to the firm and should not be netted against like credits
and long positions that are also placed in suspense accounts. Any material bal-
ances in suspense accounts should be identified and resolved on a timely basis.
This suspense account can subject a broker-dealer to off-balance-sheet risk if
the error is resolved against the broker-dealer and the value of the security is
also against the broker-dealer.
Specialized Clearance Activities
Mortgage-Backed Securities
2.85 The books and records maintained by brokers and dealers in
mortgage-backed securities (MBSs) are somewhat unique because of the re-
quirements for recording receipts and payments of MBS principal and interest
(P&I), maintaining records of both the original face value and amortized face
value of MBSs, recording the allocation of mortgage pools to fulfill sales com-
mitments, and maintaining records for trades for forward settlement where
underlying pool numbers have yet to be announced (TBA).
2.86 MBSs or pass-through securities are created when mortgages are
pooled together and sold. Payments of P&I on the underlying mortgages are
passed through monthly to investors (less certain fees). In some instances, in-
efficient recordkeeping in registering the owner of an MBS with the paying
agent has caused monthly payments of P&I to be forwarded to previous own-
ers, forcing the current owner to submit claim letters to recoup missing P&I
funds. The proper recordkeeping of P&I receivables and payables is essential
to ensure accurate recording and collection.
2.87 Monthly payments for P&I are calculated using factors; the factor rep-
resents the percentages of each pool's original face value still outstanding. With
the increasing application of computer technology to MBSs, the P&I problems
are being resolved. By interfacing with a principal paydown factor service, a
broker-dealer can automatically calculate the monthly accruals for P&I receiv-
ables and payables. Broker-dealers can also efficiently track partial payments
and nonpayments to ensure recovery of receivables.
2.88 Computerized access to factor tapes also allows the broker-dealer
to maintain records of the amortized face value of MBSs more efficiently. The
amortized face value of MBSs is necessary to allocate pools properly to fulfill
sales commitments as well as to amortize properly the purchased premium or
discount.
2.89 A significant amount of MBS trading occurs in TBAs. The broker-
dealer must maintain accounting subledgers that reflect outstanding TBA buy
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and sell transactions. TBA transactions can be settled by receiving or delivering
pools pursuant to the terms of the trade (within 2 percent of the trade amount),
or by offsetting the trade through an offsetting TBA purchase or sale. In both
cases, accurate subledgers are important to calculate properly the pools received
or delivered pursuant to the TBA transactions.
Government Securities
2.90 Treasury issues (with the exception of registered securities) and many
U.S. government agency securities are available in book entry form through
the Federal Reserve's book entry system. Only depository institutions (such
as commercial banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions, and certain
other depositories as defined in the Monetary Control Act of 1980) can maintain
accounts on the system. A depository institution may have several accounts,
including clearing safekeeping accounts and trust safekeeping accounts. The
book entry system electronically transfers government and agency securities
between accounts based on instructions from its members.
2.91 Broker-dealers use members of the system to clear and settle transac-
tions because they do not have direct access to the Federal Reserve's communi-
cation system, the Fed wire. The broker-dealer gives instructions to its clearing
bank (member of the Federal Reserve) for the transfer of funds and securities.
Broker-dealers that have significant activity can make deliveries electronically
through the Federal Reserve member bank by means of a remote access unit,
which their clearing bank can supply.
2.92 All primary government securities dealers and some nonprimary gov-
ernment securities dealers are members of a clearing agency known as the Gov-
ernment Securities Clearing Corporation (GSCC), which is affiliated with the
NSCC. Participating government securities dealers use this net settlement sys-
tem for the clearance and settlement of government securities positions. This
net settlement system will net down settlements (including interest) for deliv-
ery through the Federal Reserve System. The GSCC guarantees all transactions
that are already compared between participants. The settlement of transactions
for government securities is done using federal funds. Government securities
normally settle as regular way trades, one business day after the trade date.
They can also settle for cash (same day as the trade date) or for any mutually
agreed-on settlement date.
Repos and Reverse Repos
2.93 Repos and reverse repos are generally traded on a cash settlement
basis (same day as the trade date). Executions for repo transactions are usually
completed during the morning hours of a business day, to allow time for the
adequate processing and clearing of trades. The paperwork and delivery of the
securities and funds are accomplished during the afternoon. Most securities
transfers and the delivery of funds are settled over the Fed wire. As noted
previously, for government securities only members of the Federal Reserve have
direct access to the Fed wire, so the broker-dealer must use its clearing bank
for the transfer of funds and securities for repo transactions. Actual written
purchase and sale confirmations are also delivered where applicable. Depending
on the arrangement of the repo transaction, the repo collateral may be delivered
(transferred) to the buyer, held in safekeeping in a segregated customer account
by the seller, or delivered to the buyer's custodial account at the seller's clearing
bank.
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2.94 Additional securities transfers or delivery of funds may be necessary
over the Fed wire depending on changes in the market value of the underlying
collateral (mark-to-market). Market value changes can necessitate adjustment
of the repo transaction, either by repricing or a margin call. In a repricing, the
change requires a delivery of funds, while a margin call requires a transfer of
collateral.
Derivative Securities
2.95 Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statements No. 133,
Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, as amended by
FASB Statement No. 137, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities—Deferral of the Effective Date of FASB Statement No. 133; No. 138,
Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities,
and No. 149, Amendment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedg-
ing Activities, and No. 155, Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial Instru-
ments, establishes accounting and reporting standards for derivative instru-
ments, including certain derivative instruments embedded in other contracts.*,
2 See the "Derivatives" section in Chapter 7 of this guide for discussion of FASB
Statement No. 133, as amended. Derivative products (such as interest rate and
currency swaps, swaptions, caps, and floors) involve certain unique settlement
procedures. The settlement of these products does not involve the delivery of
physical or book entry securities, but rather involves only cash exchanges be-
tween counterparties based on interest rates and notional or contract accounts.
Settlement procedures for interest rate swaps require the monitoring and cal-
culation of the required interest payment for the floating rate cash flow and the
calculation of the fixed-rate interest payment for the fixed-rate cash flow. Once
these amounts are determined on the interest payment date, the cash payments
are then transmitted to the appropriate counterparty by the method specified
in the master swap agreement, such as wire or check. Often, a broker-dealer
will have more than one swap agreement with a counterparty. If a master net-
ting agreement is in place, the counterparty may net the interest payments or
receipts and one net cash payment will be made to or from the broker-dealer on
the interest payment date. The floating rate cash flow of an interest rate swap
must be continually updated, as specified under the terms of the swap agree-
ment, to enable the broker-dealer to calculate the interest payment or receipt
from the contract and also to calculate unrealized gain or loss on a contract.
2.96 Caps, floors, and swaptions are settled solely for cash and do not re-
quire the exchange of physical or book entry securities. For interest rate caps,
up-front payments or premiums are paid to the writer in exchange for the right
to receive the excess of a reference interest rate over a given rate. For interest
rate floors, premiums are paid to the writer for the right to receive the excess
of a given rate over a reference interest rate. The underlying contract must be
monitored continuously to determine whether the change in the floating rate
has triggered the cap or floor. Once triggered, the cash payments or receipts
of the amounts in excess of the cap amount and the amounts below the floor
amount must be calculated. Again, cash payments will be made in accordance
* See the "Derivatives" section of Chapter 7 (paragraph 7.45) for a discussion of FASB Statement
No. 155.
2 Broker-dealers mark investments in trading securities and hedges to market. Auditors should
be aware of this practice as they review the provisions of FASB Statement No. 133, as amended.
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with the master swap agreement. On the interest payment date, cash payments
or receipts may be netted for counterparties that have a master netting agree-
ment.
2.97 Swaptions are options to enter into an interest rate swap at a fu-
ture date or to cancel an existing swap in the future. Premiums are paid to
the writers of swaptions. Upon exercise of the swaption, the same clearance
procedures would apply for interest rate swaps or the swap would terminate
with no further cash payment or receipt.
Commodity Futures and Options on Futures
2.98 The underlying commodities in the commodity futures contracts cur-
rently traded include grains, soybeans, rice, potatoes, sugar, coffee, and other
foodstuffs; cotton; meat products, such as live and feeder cattle, pork bellies and
live hogs, and broilers (chickens); precious and other metals, including gold, sil-
ver, copper, palladium, and platinum; foreign currencies; and energy products
such as crude oil, heating oil, and leaded and unleaded gasoline. Contracts in
financial instruments such as U.S. Treasury bills, bonds and notes, Govern-
ment National Mortgage Association securities, bank certificates of deposits,
and Eurodollars are traded by those who wish to speculate or hedge using
various interest rate futures. Also, stock index futures contracts are used for
hedging portfolios3 or for speculating against changes in stock market prices.
Most commodity futures contracts can be settled by taking or making deliv-
ery of the actual underlying commodity. Futures on stock market indexes and
certain other futures are settled in cash. Exchange-traded options on futures
contracts must be settled through the delivery of the related futures contract
by book entry. Although a futures contract may be settled by delivery, virtually
all of the commodity futures and option contracts are not settled by delivery,
but rather with an offsetting purchase or sale of the same futures or options
contract.
2.99 Clearing Organization for Settlement of Commodity Futures and Op-
tion Contracts. A clearing organization is affiliated with a commodity exchange
to clear or match trades executed on that exchange. The clearing organization,
which is composed of clearing members, prepares daily settlement reports for
each member. The reports show details of the trades cleared and the origi-
nal margin on futures or premium deposits on options separately for customer
and noncustomer trades. The open trades at the close of business each day are
marked to market (trade price versus settlement price), resulting in a net cash
payment to or collection from each clearing member as a result of price changes
(that is, gains or losses). The payable or receivable is settled by check, draft, or
wire transfer before the market opens on the next business day. In addition, the
clearing organization may call on the clearing member for additional original
margin. The margin and option premiums deposited at the clearing organiza-
tions are kept under the control of these clearing organizations as a guarantee
against defaults.
2.100 Special Commodities Records. The Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC), which regulates activities in futures and options on fu-
tures, requires full, complete, and systematic records of all transactions relating
to the business. At a minimum, those records include the following:
3 See footnote 1 at paragraph 2.46.
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 Monthly computation of minimum financial requirements
 Daily computation of funds segregated for customers trading on
U.S. futures exchanges and reservation of funds for U.S. customers
trading on non-U.S. futures exchanges
 Records of all charges and credits in each customer's account and
all the following:
— Futures transactions executed for such accounts (includ-
ing the date, price, quantity, market, commodity, and fu-
tures month)
— Options on futures transactions executed for such ac-
counts (including the date, an indication of whether the
transaction involved a put or call, the expiration date, the
quantity, the underlying contract for future delivery or
underlying physical strike price, and details of the pur-
chase price of the option, including premium, mark-up,
commission, and fees)
 Details of securities and property received as margin
 Confirmations to each customer of futures and options transac-
tions executed on the customer's behalf
 Purchase and sale statements to each customer for offsetting
transactions
 Monthly statements to customers, specifying open positions and
trade prices, net unrealized profits or losses in all open futures con-
tracts, the market value of all open options on futures contracts,
the ending ledger balance reflected in the customer's account, and
details of any securities and property deposited by the customer
as margin
 The customer name and address file indicating the principal oc-
cupation or business of the customer, signature cards, and risk
disclosure statements
 Time-stamped order and execution tickets that include the ac-
count identification and order number
 Details of investments of customer funds
 A trade register that is a record for each business day, detailing all
futures transactions and options on futures transactions executed
on that day
 The monthly point balance, which accrues, or brings to the official
closing price or settlement price fixed by the clearing organization,
all open contracts of customers as of the last business day of each
month or of any regular monthly date selected (however, while
CFTC regulations only require a monthly point balance, a firm
with strong internal control would be performing this balancing
on a daily basis)
2.101 A contract position record is usually maintained on a daily basis
and shows a balancing of futures contracts by customer and for the broker-
dealer's own account, offset by the position with the carrying broker or with
the clearing organization. These positions are compared daily with the clearing
organization in a procedure referred to as point balancing.
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2.102 Broker-dealers should record an accrual for commission income for
futures and options on futures transactions on a half-turn basis (see the Glos-
sary), although in some instances the round-turn commissions (see the Glos-
sary) may be reflected in the customer's account upon entering into the trans-
actions or on the date of the round turn.
Forward Transactions
2.103 Forward transactions (forwards) are defined as existing trade com-
mitments with settlement dates subsequent to regular-way trades (see para-
graph 7.15). They may have a time differential of up to one year or more, and
are thus traded on a delayed delivery or forward basis. These transactions are
normally recorded on memo records (such as a pending or when-issued file),
which are confirmed on a regular basis similar to other customer positions that
have settled. The accounting for those forward transactions is to recognize the
gain or loss on a current basis (that is, by valuing the individual transaction
on a current basis). See the "Derivatives" section in Chapter 7 of this guide for
a discussion of FASB Statement No. 133, as amended, which establishes the
accounting and reporting standards for derivative instruments and for hedging
activities.
Municipal Securities
2.104 The clearance and settlement process for municipal securities is very
similar to that for equities and corporate bonds. Most securities clear through
the NSCC, and issues that are depository-eligible normally settle by book entry.
2.105 However, there are certain factors that make the municipal securi-
ties market unique. The most significant are the following:
 Municipal securities, other than new issues, settle trade for trade
rather than CNS because the Municipal Securities Rulemaking
Board (MSRB) prohibits partial settlements.
 MSRB rules limit the buy-in period for aged fails-to-receive to
90 business days without full cooperation with the contra party.
If a buy-in has not been completed within that time, the contra
broker-dealer cannot be held liable for any losses incurred. (This
rule is currently being reevaluated by a Bond Market Association
subcommittee.)
 Many municipal securities are not depository-eligible and, there-
fore, require physical settlements.
 Because of the tax-exempt status of municipal securities, they are
generally not sold short and are not actively loaned or borrowed.
International Securities
2.106 There are certain issues that are unique to non-U.S. securities that
are traded in foreign markets. Each foreign market should be examined sepa-
rately because of the following characteristics:
 There are custody issues related to the receipt and delivery of
securities corresponding to transactions, the collection and pay-
ment of dividends and interest, information gathering, and pro-
cessing with regard to corporate actions. Foreign custody agents
must qualify under SEC rule 17f-4, governing the eligibility of
depositories.
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 Custody requirements vary by country. Settlement cycles, as well
as holiday schedules, are usually different. Other than in the
United States, the exchange of shares for money seldom takes
place simultaneously. In some clearing environments, the actual
delivery of shares takes place more than 24 hours before payment.
Therefore, counterparty risk and the process for choosing counter-
parties are important factors.
 The means of settling transactions in different countries can be
dissimilar. Depending on the marketplace, book shares, physical
shares (both registered and bearer), issuers' receipts, or transfer
agent receipts may be the norm for transferal of ownership.
 Trading in offshore markets may involve the use of corresponding
foreign exchange (FX) transactions to convert into the local cur-
rency of the foreign market. Such an FX transaction is another
contract with its own risks and liabilities.
 Each country has its own unique rules relating to certain
exception-type transactions. The issues may be whether short
sales are allowed in the trading environment, if a stock loan is
a business in that market, and what the regulatory issues relat-
ing to contract closeouts are.
 Tax and regulatory issues within a foreign market are another of
the considerations to review. Issues relating to the withholding of
taxes, principal and income repatriation, and proper registrations
are important within that market. The U.S. rules as they relate
to a U.S. broker-dealer transacting business in the international
marketplace are also a variable that affects business. Aged foreign
fails are treated differently from domestic fails with respect to net
capital charges and buy-ins (see SEC rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3).
 Cultural differences, although not a quantitative concept, can at
times be a factor in doing business internationally. Issues such
as language barriers, differences in work habits, and time-zone
differences should be considered.
Options on Securities
2.107 The books and records required to be maintained by a general se-
curities broker-dealer are also required of an options clearing firm under SEC
rules 17a-3 and 17a-4. An order ticket is required for each option transac-
tion and should contain all relevant information, including the type of account
(customer, firm, or market maker), whether the transaction is a put or a call,
whether it is a purchase or sale, the underlying trading unit, the exercise price,
the expiration date, the premium per unit, and the purchasing and writing
clearing members. In addition, the clearing firm should maintain a separate
P&S blotter and a separate position record for all option transactions for itself
and its customers or market makers. See paragraphs 2.13, 2.23, and 2.28 for
discussions of amendments to rules 17a-3 and 17a-4.
2.108 Every clearing broker-dealer is required to furnish the following to
its customers:
 Confirmations of each trade, showing whether it was a purchase or
sale, the underlying trading unit, the exercise price, the expiration
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month, the number of option contracts, the premium, the commis-
sion, the trade date, and the settlement date
 Monthly statements, showing all purchases and sales during the
month, including all commissions, taxes, interest charges and any
other special charges, the ending market value of all long and
short positions in the account, and the general account equity
2.109 Listed option trades settle on the next business day. Options Clear-
ing Corporation (OCC) member broker-dealers are required to reconcile all op-
tion money and positions on a daily basis. An OCC clearing broker-dealer can
exercise a long options contract by notification to the OCC. Exercise notices
are assigned by the OCC on a random basis to clearing member firms and are
effective the following day. Each assigned clearing member firm is required to
allocate assignment notices to proprietary, customer, and market-maker short
positions by using established set procedures. The allocation of assignment no-
tices must be either on a random-selection or first-in, first-out basis.
2.110 The OCC issues a daily position report, which lists all option activity
and ending positions for all accounts carried by the OCC member broker-dealer
and the net daily pay or collect amount due to or from the OCC. The OCC also
issues a margin report, which shows the OCC margin requirement on the aggre-
gate short option positions and exercised contracts for each account carried by
the OCC member broker-dealer. Required margin may be paid by cash, check,
government securities, common stocks with a market value as specified by the
rules, or an irrevocable letter of credit issued by an OCC-approved bank or trust
company.
2.111 All OCC member broker-dealers that clear market-maker accounts
or floor broker accounts are required to issue an OCC-approved letter of guar-
antee and a letter of authorization for floor brokers, and such letters are filed
with the appropriate exchange. A letter of guarantee provides that the issuing
clearing member accepts financial responsibility for all option market-maker
transactions guaranteed by the clearing broker-dealer. A letter of authorization
provides that the clearing broker-dealer accepts responsibility for the clearance
of all option trades by the floor broker.
2.112 OCC member broker-dealers clearing market-maker transactions
are required to haircut (see the Glossary) the market-maker accounts as re-
quired by SEC rule 15c3-1(c)(2)(X). Because the carrying broker-dealer guar-
antees the market-maker account to the OCC, the carrying broker-dealer is
required to reduce its own net capital by the amount that the market maker's
(c)(2)(X) haircut charges exceed the equity in the account. In addition, SEC
rule 15c3-1 requires that the sum of all market-maker (c)(2)(X) haircut charges
not exceed 1,000 percent of the carrying broker-dealer's net capital (the 1,000
percent test).
Reconciliation and Balancing
2.113 Daily cash receipts and disbursements are totaled on the journals
or blotters, and the closing balance for each bank account is determined. A
summary of the postings is prepared showing the distribution to the control
accounts in the general ledger. The summary is agreed with the totals of the
various source documents and with related items in the summaries prepared
by the receive and deliver departments. In addition to the settlement and cash
journal summaries, broker-dealers may prepare an overall summary of cash
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transactions processed by the cashier's department. Normally, this cash sum-
mary sheet contains numerous descriptive categories and columns to which the
cash movements are posted. Entries are compiled by summarizing working doc-
uments, including blotters, journals, drafts, and other receipt and disbursement
forms.
2.114 The securities record department is responsible for monitoring and
controlling the recording of all securities movements under the broker-dealer's
jurisdiction. The stock record department ensures that longs equal shorts for
securities positions and is responsible for correcting all breaks in the securities
record, just as the accounting department is responsible for ensuring that debits
equal credits for money balances. Uncorrected breaks could cause serious losses
to the firm, and accordingly, such items should be monitored, aged, and reported
to management daily.
2.115 Securities differences may be caused by inaccurate recordkeeping on
the part of a broker-dealer, by an out-of-balance condition in the stock record (a
stock record break), or by errors in the receipt and delivery of securities. Such
differences are normally disclosed through the automated daily balancing of
the stock record, periodic counts of securities on hand, and examination or
confirmation of items such as transfers and fails.
2.116 When a security difference is discovered, it should be recorded in a
security difference account (a suspense account) pending research concerning
the reason for the difference. When the difference is resolved, entries are made
clearing the difference position from the stock record. If a short difference is not
resolved, SEC rule 15c3-3 requires the broker-dealer to buy-in the shortages.
Subject to legal interpretation concerning ownership, the overages may be sold.
Custody†
2.117 Customers' fully paid and excess-margin securities may be kept at
a depository (see the following section, "Possession or Control") or in a vault on
the broker-dealer's premises. Securities belonging to customers are recorded
on the broker-dealer's records so that the real or beneficial owners (customers)
can always be identified. The securities record often provides data concerning
customer securities required to be held in segregation or safekeeping, which
may be shown on the same securities record by using an additional column
† Recently, regulators have become concerned about proxy over-voting. Over-voting occurs when
a broker-dealer or its proxy service provider sends out and processes to the issuer or its agent more
votes than should be allowed. The processes and procedures by which the shares of beneficial owners
are to be voted by member firms are governed by New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) rule 452, Giving
Proxies by Member Organization. In November 2004, the NYSE issued Information Memo 04-58,
Supervision of Proxy Activities and Over-Voting, to address issues uncovered during examinations of
member organizations' proxy departments involving an apparent systemic over-voting of proxies and
a general lack of effective supervision. According to Information Memo 04-58, such problems noted
relate to:
• Failing to properly account for firm and customer short positions when calculating the
firm's long position
• Incorrectly including shares which had been lent in the calculation of the firm's position
• Failing to correctly calculate the long position, then also failing to utilize the proxy service
agency's over-voting reports
The Securities Industry Association (SIA), (now the Securities Industry and Financial Markets As-
sociation [SIFMA]) set up the Ad-Hoc Committee on Proxy Over-Reporting to work with the NYSE
to establish a best practice for proxy processing. Readers should be alert to further developments on
this issue.
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or memo entry, thus eliminating the need for a separate listing or summary.
Customers' certificates may be registered in the broker-dealer's name (segrega-
tion) so that the securities can be delivered quickly. Alternatively, if a customer's
certificates are registered in the customer's own name (safekeeping), they are
nonnegotiable until a stock power is attached, endorsing a change in the ben-
eficial owner, which would then be signature-guaranteed by attachment of an
appropriate medallion.
Possession or Control
2.118 Customers' fully paid or excess-margin securities must be reduced
to the possession or control of the broker-dealer within the time frame speci-
fied in SEC rule 15c3-3. Permissible control locations include box, segregation,
safekeeping, DTC, or other approved depositories. Safekeeping securities are
customers' securities fully paid for and held in custody by the broker-dealer for
the accounts of customers. Safekeeping securities are normally registered in
the name of the customer. Segregated securities are securities that have been
reduced to the possession or control of the broker-dealer for the benefit of cus-
tomers who have fully paid for them, or securities of margin customers in excess
of margin requirements. They are registered in the name of the broker-dealer
or its nominee.
2.119 Securities usually are transferred to and from possession or control
on the basis of instructions prepared by the margin department. The instruc-
tions reflect the following:
 The customer's name
 The quantity and description of the security
 The date the instructions were prepared
 The customer's account number
2.120 The ownership of securities that must be reduced to possession or
control is usually indicated by means of additional columns or codes in the se-
curities record. Instructions for the segregation or release from segregation of
securities are issued by the margin department, frequently through an auto-
mated system. These instructions are processed into the broker-dealer's stock
record, and total customer segregation requirements are compared with the
total quantity of specific securities currently in possession or control. This com-
parison generates a report to the cashier's department indicating, by issue, the
number of shares pending that must be placed in segregation by the cashier
or the number of shares in excess of requirements that may be removed from
segregation by the cashier. The cashier's department carries out the instruc-
tions generated by this comparison, which is produced on a daily basis. This
system (commonly known as bulk segregation) does not relate certificates to
specific customers; as an alternative, some firms may use specific identification
for determining their segregation requirements.
2.121 Securities pending safekeeping or segregation (securities desig-
nated to be placed in safekeeping or segregation) may be fail-to-receive items,
transfer items, out on loan to another broker, or collateral for bank loans. Rule
15c3-3 limits the length of time during which securities can remain in those
locations before the broker-dealer must take action to bring the securities into
possession and control.
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Securities Transfer
2.122 The transfer department is responsible for transfers of ownership,
registration, and reissuance of securities in different certificate denominations
(usually to meet delivery requirements). Securities are generally registered in
the name of the firm unless the customer specifically requests that fully paid
securities be registered in his or her name. If the securities are to be registered
in the customer's name, the transfer instructions are issued by the margin
department.
2.123 The transfer or margin department of a broker-dealer normally pre-
pares securities-transfer instructions containing the following:
 The name in which new certificates are to be registered (and the
account number and mailing address if they are to be registered
in a customer's name)
 The number of shares or principal amount and description of the
securities
 Instructions indicating whether the new certificates are to be sent
to the customer or held by the broker-dealer for the customer's
account
 Certificate numbers of the securities being transferred
2.124 The instructions from the margin department are recorded, and the
security is designated as in transfer on the stock record. The instructions are
then kept in an open transfer ticket file, which constitutes the supporting detail
for the stock record transfer position. A copy of the instructions is sent to the
transfer agent with the securities to be transferred.
2.125 The transfer department sends registered securities to transfer
agents to be reregistered in the new owners' names. Transfer agents (often
banks) maintain the company's list of owners. The certificates must be endorsed
by the registered holder and authorized by a power of attorney. Reregistration
may be made in the name of the beneficial owners or a nominee. Registration
of certificates has been curtailed through the use of depositories.
2.126 Securities received from transfer are matched against the open
transfer instructions, and the completed instructions are used as the basis for
removing the open transfer position from the stock record. If the certificates
are returned, the transfer department records them and returns them to the
vault or sends them to the cashier's department for delivery. Those instruc-
tions remaining in the transfer department provide the supporting detail for
the transfer positions on the stock record.
2.127 The transfer and reorganization departments maintain an aging
of open transfer and reorganization items because any item in excess of 40
calendar days for which a confirmation has not been received from the transfer
agent must be reported in the broker-dealer's regulatory monthly net capital
and weekly reserve computations.
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Dividends, Interest, and Reorganization
Dividends and Interest
2.128 The dividend department records distributions receivable on securi-
ties (such as cash dividends, stock dividends, rights, splits, and interest on debt
instruments) of customers and the broker-dealer. Key dates are the following:
 The declaration date. The date that a corporation announces the
dividend
 The record date. The date that determines who will be paid (stock-
holders and bondholders who are registered owners on the record
date will be paid the distribution)
 The payable date. The date of the dividend and interest payment
 The ex-dividend date (or ex-date). The date that the market price
of the security is reduced to reflect the amount of the dividend
(that is, securities traded on that date do not include rights to the
upcoming dividend payment)
2.129 The principal exchange on which a security is listed sets the ex-date
for listed stocks; the NASD sets the date for those securities traded in the OTC
market. The ex-date is generally two business days before the record date for
cash dividends.
2.130 On the dividend or interest record date, the dividend department
obtains listings that show the record date holders and locations of each security.
The record will indicate how the securities are registered (that is, in the name
of the broker-dealer or in the name of another broker-dealer or individual from
whom the dividend or interest must be claimed).
2.131 To reduce the number of claims, the dividend department usually
notifies the cashier's department daily of securities with approaching record
dates. The cashier's department checks for securities on hand that are regis-
tered in a name other than the broker-dealer's own name and will attempt to
deliver such securities to the transfer agent so that the registration may be
transferred to the broker-dealer's name as of the record date. Broker-dealers
usually use information provided electronically by dividend-reporting services
to identify information regarding dividend dates.
2.132 For each cash dividend or interest payment, the dividend depart-
ment prepares a memo proof to ascertain the total receipts and disbursements
that will be processed in comparison with the total long and short positions for
a particular security. The dividend department determines which customers' or
firm inventory accounts should be credited or debited on the payable date for
the dividend or interest versus the receivable or payable account. Differences
between the amounts received and the receivable amounts must be investigated
by the dividend department.
2.133 For each stock dividend distribution, the dividend department per-
forms procedures similar to those for cash dividends. Long and short entries
to customer and firm accounts are made on the payable date and are offset by
entries to stock dividend accounts; the stock dividend accounts are flattened
after the actual securities have been received.
2.134 The dividend department maintains a record of securities that the
broker-dealer fails to receive or deliver on the record date. Securities received
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or delivered against fails that were open on the record date and that are in
the name of the delivering broker should be accompanied by due bills. A due
bill is an official authorization allowing the purchasing broker-dealer to make
a legal claim on the selling broker-dealer for a future distribution to which it is
entitled. For cash dividends or interest payments, this typically takes the form
of a postdated check. It is usually the responsibility of the dividend department
to collect or authorize payments for transactions of this nature. Broker-dealers
should maintain records for each security by individual declaration date and
should not net dividends or interest either by security or between dates.
2.135 Amounts received that have not been paid or credited because proper
account identification cannot be made are considered to be unclaimed dividends
and interest (suspense items) and are normally paid only on receipt of valid
claims. Balances remaining in dividends or interest payable accounts may be
subject to abandoned property (escheat) laws. Aged dividend or interest receiv-
ables should be readily identifiable so that appropriate net capital charges can
be computed in accordance with SEC rule 15c3-1 and that appropriate reserve
computation treatment can be applied pursuant to SEC rule 15c3-3.
Reorganization
2.136 Reorganization transactions result if an entity undergoes a change
in its ownership or structure affecting its outstanding securities. A common
example of a reorganization transaction is a tender offer on the part of a third
party to purchase a company's shares.
2.137 Reorganization transactions may be either voluntary offers or
mandatory exchanges. Voluntary offers are processed if the broker-dealer is
so instructed by customers who have the option to accept or reject a tender;
subscribe to an issuance; exercise options, rights, or warrants; or convert con-
vertibles shares.
2.138 Mandatory exchanges are generally processed for customers on the
effective date. They include mergers, splits and reverse splits, subscriptions,
consolidations, acquisitions, exchanges of convertible securities into common
stocks, and certain called securities.
2.139 The reorganization department is responsible for processing secu-
rities involving corporate reorganizations. The responsibilities include the fol-
lowing:
 Executing corporate calls for redemption of issues in the custody
of the brokerage firm
 Converting securities into common stock on request of their un-
derlying owner
 Exchanging one class of security for another class of the same
issuer, pursuant to a reorganization of the corporation
 Exchanging one company's securities for another company's secu-
rities or money, pursuant to a merger or acquisition
 Subscribing for new shares in a company, pursuant to a rights
offering
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 Transmitting securities to an intended purchaser under terms of
a tender offer on specific written instructions from its beneficial
owner
 Allocating results to customer accounts on partial tenders
2.140 Recording Customer or Proprietary Reorganization Transactions.
On the effective date of the reorganization, the original security is removed from
the customer or proprietary trading account and set up as a long position in the
reorganization account. The new security (or cash, in the case of a cash tender)
is set up long (credited) in the customer or proprietary trading account and
short (debited) to the reorganization account. When the securities or cash are
received from the reorganization agent, the reorganization account is flattened.
Collateralized Financing
Stock Loan and Stock Borrow
2.141 Securities not available to be delivered on the settlement date may
be borrowed. A stock borrow occurs when a broker-dealer needs a security to de-
liver against a settling transaction, such as a short sale. A short sale is the sale
of a security not owned by the firm or a customer. Short sales are often made in
anticipation of a market decline or as part of a trading or hedging strategy.4 In
addition, a broker-dealer may be involved in a finder's business, whereby secu-
rities are borrowed to relend to another broker-dealer, thus allowing the broker-
dealer to earn a spread on the transaction. Broker-dealers may also engage in
equity securities borrowed transactions solely for financing the positions of an-
other broker-dealer where the equity securities are initially borrowed without a
"permitted purpose" pursuant to Regulation T Section 220.10(a) and placed in a
box location. These transactions, which are referred to as non-purpose borrows,
have regulatory implications that need to be considered in the computation of
net capital.5
2.142 In general, broker-dealers borrow securities to deliver them to an-
other broker-dealer or to a customer. If the cashiering department needs to
borrow securities, it instructs the stock loan department to borrow them. The
borrowing broker-dealer is required to deposit cash or other collateral, which
may be in the form of securities issued or guaranteed by the United States or its
agencies, certain certificates of deposit or bankers' acceptances, or irrevocable
letters of credit. When the borrowing broker-dealer deposits cash, it receives
an interest-like rebate on the amount that was exchanged for the securities.
This rebate is negotiated, with the rate usually established by the lender and
agreed to by the borrower. If a security is difficult to obtain, a lower rebate
would be acceptable. The borrowing broker-dealer records the transaction as
a long on the stock record and as an asset in the general ledger (receivable
from the lending broker). The lending broker records a short position on the
stock record and a liability in the general ledger. FASB Statement No. 140, Ac-
counting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments
of Liabilities, as amended by FASB Statement No. 155, , and FASB Statement
No. 156, Accounting for Servicing of Financial Assets, provides specific criteria
4 See footnote 1 at paragraph 2.46.
5 Refer to SEC rule 15c3-1 interpretations at www.nasd.com/RulesRegulation/
PublicationsGuidance/InterpretationsofFinancialOperationalRules/index.htm for additional
guidance.
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for determining whether a securities lending transaction is to be accounted for
as a sale or as a secured borrowing (see Chapter 7, "Accounting Standards" for
a discussion of secured borrowing) and provides an illustration of the latter.6
2.143 For each security borrow or loan position, information may be pre-
pared and retained in the cashiering department to be used as the basis for an
out-of-loaned or out-of-borrowed entry and also in the comparison of cashiering
department records with the stock record and general ledger for control pur-
poses. The cashiering department records contain details of securities borrowed
and loaned transactions, such as the following:
 Date
 Description of the security
 Quantity
 Total amount of the deposit made (securities borrowed) or received
(securities loaned)
 Party from whom the securities have been borrowed or to whom
they have been loaned
2.144 As with fail-to-receive and fail-to-deliver items, those records pro-
vide the supporting details for the stock record borrow and loan security posi-
tions, as well as for the general ledger money control of amounts due to and due
from others. It is general practice for broker-dealers to adjust daily the contract
value of the securities borrowed and loaned to market value (mark to market).
Bank Loan Financing
2.145 The day-to-day financing needs of a broker-dealer are provided by
the treasurer's department, which may negotiate short-term loans from banks
or other parties.
2.146 A separate record is generally maintained for each such loan, usually
indicating the following:
 The bank's name
 The type of loan (that is, firm, customer, or noncustomer, depend-
ing on the collateral pledged)
 The loan amount
 The interest rate
 The quantity, description, and market value of securities used as
collateral for the loan
2.147 A separate file for securities used as collateral may be maintained
in certain systems. The loan records are the supporting details of the general
ledger and of the security positions shown on the stock record as bank loan
collateral.
2.148 From the reports indicating that the collateral loan securities are
being recalled from the bank or additional securities are being sent to the bank,
either in substitution for securities recalled or as additional collateral, entries
are prepared and entered on the stock record. Separate accounts are generally
6 FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extin-
guishments of Liabilities, (as amended), among other matters, provides guidance for recognition and
reclassification of collateral and for disclosures relating to securitization transactions and collateral.
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maintained in the general ledger for each loan, with separate positions main-
tained in the stock record for the securities collateralizing each loan. Broker-
dealers are required to differentiate their bank loans as either "firm, customer"
or "nonfirm, noncustomer" as provided for in SEC rules 8c-1 and 15c2-1. This
distinction is also required in determining collateral requirements pursuant to
federal regulations and determining amounts to report in the reserve formula
as required by SEC rule 15c3-3. Securities used to collateralize bank loans of
customers cannot be fully paid-for or excess-margin securities because such
securities are required to be segregated by the broker-dealer.
Reverse Repos and Repos
2.149 Reverse repos are similar to securities-borrowed transactions except
that reverse repos are generally executed with government and government-
agency securities. Securities are usually borrowed to make deliveries on short
sales, whereas reverse repos are frequently related to investment activities as
well as meeting delivery requirements.7
2.150 In a reverse repo transaction, a broker-dealer receives securities for
a stated price from another party and agrees to sell them to the same party at
a later date (a) at the same price plus interest at a stated rate or (b) at a higher
price. The higher price reflects the interest earned on the contract price for the
number of days that the contract is outstanding.
2.151 The party entering into a reverse repo does not own the securities.
Accordingly, the reverse repo is treated as a collateralized receivable rather
than as an inventory position. The party selling the securities with the com-
mitment to repurchase maintains most incidences of ownership.
2.152 In a repo, a broker-dealer sells securities at a stated price to another
broker or a customer and agrees to repurchase an identical security at a later
date at the same price plus interest at a stated rate or at a higher price, which
reflects the interest on the principal amount borrowed.
2.153 The rights of parties involved in a repo or reverse repo transaction
depend on the particular terms and conditions of the transactions that are
documented in a written agreement or transaction confirmation. Most firms
use a standard agreement developed by the Bond Market Association (now
SIFMA).8 The documentation diminishes uncertainties for such transactions.
Written agreements should describe the transaction, the terms and conditions
of the contract, and the rights of the parties, including the following:
 The names of the parties
 The quantity and a description of the securities
 Interest, or the formula for determining interest to be paid or
received
 The date and terms of delivery or receipt
 Provisions for marking to market
 The terms of loan or the conditions for return or recall
 The capacity of the parties as principal or agent
7 Reverse repurchase agreements discussed in this Audit and Accounting Guide are usually
referred to as repurchase agreements by the investment company and banking industries.
8 In 2006, the Bond Market Association and the SIA merged to form the SIFMA.
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 The right and ability of the purchaser of the securities to substitute
like securities for repurchase on the repurchase date
 A description of events of default that would permit the purchaser
or seller to liquidate or purchase the underlying securities
 A description of the rights of any trustee or custodian who may
hold the underlying securities during the life of the agreement
 A description of the party that is to have title to the underlying
securities during the term of the agreement
 Timely correction of mark-to-market deficiencies or excesses and
a description of the method of computing mark-to-market require-
ments
 The right of offset
2.154 The accounting records should include details of all securities in
repo and reverse repo transactions showing the following:
 Amount of the contract
 Dates of delivery or receipt
 Identification of counterparties
 Dates and amounts of mark to market and dates the securities are
to be recalled or returned
Regulatory
2.155 The general presumption of SEC rule 17a-3 is that the financial ac-
counting records must have accounting integrity, must be balanced, must have
an appropriate audit trail, and must be posted currently. The rule does not spec-
ify the medium or even format of the records. Instead, it simply specifies the
generic records to be made and requires that they be kept current. This gener-
ally means that financial and regulatory computations can be made promptly
using those records.
2.156 SEC rule 17a-4 prescribes the period of time that the books and
records, as well as certain additional records, must be maintained by the broker-
dealer under SEC rule 17a-3. The rule applies to those records maintained in
connection with a broker-dealer's business, not only those required by SEC rule
17a-3. For example, record retention requirements for correspondence, canceled
checks, memorandums, and other records of the broker-dealer's business are
included under the rule.
2.157 The records of a broker-dealer are generally required to be main-
tained for two years in a readily accessible place at the broker-dealer's principal
place of business. Thereafter, the length of time the broker-dealer is required to
maintain the records varies. Basic accounting records must be kept for six years.
Records relating to the terms and conditions of opening and maintaining an ac-
count must be kept at least six years after closing the account. Other records
(such as corporate charters, partnership agreements, minute books, and stock
certificate books) must be kept for the life of the broker-dealer. Certain states
and other authorities may have additional requirements for keeping books and
records.
2.158 SEC rule 17a-4 permits the broker-dealer to utilize microfilm or
microfiche to preserve the firm's records. Other means such as electronic files
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(for example, image processing) have been approved by the SEC as an alter-
native method of preserving a firm's records provided certain criteria are met.
If records are kept on such media, two copies must be made and kept in sepa-
rate places to protect against loss. If an outside service bureau or other facility
is used by the broker-dealer to prepare the records, the broker-dealer and the
facility must have an agreement that the facility's records are available to the
SEC and self-regulatory organizations.
2.159 A broker-dealer operating as a sole proprietor must maintain records
of all assets and liabilities of the proprietor that are not related to the broker-
dealer's operation. Such records are necessary for determining whether the
broker-dealer has complied with the net capital rule's (rule 15c3-1) requirement
that the excess of personal liabilities over assets not used in the business be
treated as a deduction when computing net capital.
2.160 SEC rule 17a-11 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires
broker-dealers to notify the SEC and their designated examining authority if
certain difficulties are experienced. The rule also requires notification if certain
minimum net capital requirements are not met. With regard to the books and
records, the rule requires a broker-dealer that has failed to keep its books and
records current as specified under SEC rule 17a-3 to give telegraphic notice of
this fact immediately, to specify the books and records that have not been made
and kept current, and to file a report within 48 hours of the notification stating
the steps taken to correct the situation.
2.161 SEC rule 17a-13 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires
quarterly securities examinations (including physical securities counts, verifi-
cations, and comparisons with the records of the firm) and the recording of
differences, as well as appropriate documentation of such procedures.
2.162 The broker-dealer is also required to be in compliance with the net
capital rule at all times. At least monthly, a broker-dealer is required to prepare
and maintain a record of the proof of money balances for all ledger accounts in
the form of trial balances and a record of the computation of aggregate indebt-
edness (unless the alternative capital computation, which uses aggregate debit
items from rule 15c3-3, is being elected) and net capital under rule 15c3-1,
as of the same date. In addition, rule 15c3-3 requires that records be main-
tained of the periodic (weekly or monthly) calculations of aggregate debit and
credit items and the deposits required in the special reserve bank account for
the exclusive benefit of customers and that compliance with the requirements
for maintaining physical possession or control of fully paid and excess-margin
securities of customers be documented.
Tax Information Reporting
2.163 A broker-dealer is required to file information notices with the IRS
for certain customer transactions and to also send such notices to the customer.
Examples of the more common notices and of the information they provide
include the following:
 1099-B (Broker Transactions). The gross proceeds from the sales
of customer transactions conducted by the broker-dealer during
the year
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 1099-INT (Interest). The amount of interest received by the cus-
tomer from securities held by the broker-dealer during the year
 1099-DIV (Dividends). The amount of dividends received by the
customer from equity securities held by the broker-dealer during
the year
 1099-OID (Original Issue Discounts). The amount of interest ac-
creted on original issue discount securities (and any interest re-
ceived on original issue discount securities) held by the broker-
dealer during the year
 1099-R (Retirement Funds). The amounts withdrawn during the
year from an individual retirement account (IRA) or a pension
account that is held at the broker-dealer's firm (the broker-dealer
must also provide other information about IRA arrangements on
Form 5498)
 1099-MISC (Miscellaneous). The amount of dividends earned by
the customer but not received because the security was placed by
the broker-dealer in a stock loan at the customer's request
2.164 The IRS generally matches information notices filed by the broker-
dealer to its database to determine whether the payee's name and taxpayer
identification number (TIN) correspond to its records. If there is a mismatch,
the IRS notifies the broker-dealer (payor) of this fact. The payor is then required
to send a letter to the payee informing him or her of the mismatch and request
a Form W-9 within 30 calendar days of the date of the notification from the IRS.
If the payee does not return this W-9, all future reportable payments must be
subjected to backup withholding. If a payor does not withhold when required
to do so, the payor becomes responsible for the tax.
2.165 The IRS has a 2:3 rule, which provides that a payor receiving 2 no-
tices in any 3-year period reflecting that a payee has provided an incorrect TIN
must begin backup withholding and must continue to do backup withholding
until notified by either the IRS or the Social Security Administration to stop.
Once again, failure to withhold when required to do so will result in the payor
being held responsible for the tax.
2.166 The IRS requires broker-dealers to file FinCEN Form 104, Currency
Transaction Report (formerly Form 4879), for customer deposits, withdrawals,
exchanges of currency, or other payments or transfers by, through, or to the
broker-dealer if they involve a transaction in currency of more than $10,000. In
addition, FinCEN Form 101, Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) by the Securities
and Futures Industries, should be filed to report suspicious activity.
Illustrative Stock Record Entries
2.167 All stock record entries are recorded on a security-by-security basis
on the settlement date. Trade date information is maintained on other files
of the broker-dealer. Although not common, some firms maintain their stock
record on a trade date basis.
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1. Customer A buys 100 shares of ABC at $20.00 per share. Note that the entry
assumes the securities are not received on the settlement date.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long—Customer A 100 Dr. Customer A 2,000
Short— Fail to Receive 100 Cr. Fail to Receive 2,000
2. Customer A pays $2,000 for the securities.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
No entry needed Dr. Cash 2,000
Cr. Customer A 2,000
3. Because the 100 shares of ABC have not been received, the firm borrows one
hundred shares of ABC.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long—Stock Borrow 100 Dr. Stock Borrow 2,000
Short—DTC 100 Cr. Cash 2,000
4. The security failed to receive is now received at the DTC.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long— Fail-to-Receive 100 Dr. Fail-to-Receive 2,000
Short —DTC 100 Cr. Cash 2,000
5. Instead of being returned, the stock borrow was loaned.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long — DTC 100 Dr. Cash 2,000
Short — Stock Loan 100 Cr. Stock Loan 2,000
6. Customer B sold 200 shares of DEF at $30.00 per share. Note that the entry
assumes the securities were in transfer and therefore not delivered on the
settlement date.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long— Fail-to-Deliver 200 Dr. Fail-to-Deliver 6,000
Short—Customer B 200 Cr. Customer B 6,000
7. DEF was delivered through DTC.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long—DTC 200 Dr. Cash 6,000
Short—Fail to Deliver 200 Cr. Fail to Deliver 6,000
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8. The stock record is balanced against DTC, and it was noted that the firm
shows 200 more shares of DEF than does the DTC statement.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long —DTC 200 No entry needed
Short —Suspense 200
9. In addition, the firm's reconciliation showed that DTC sent the firm a check
for $3,500 when the firm's records showed a receivable of $5,000.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
No entry needed Dr. Cash 3,500
Dr. Suspense DTC 1,500
Cr. Receivable from DTC 5,000
10. The firm decides to buy 5000 shares of GHI at $2.00 a share for its inventory.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long—Firm Inventory 5,000 Dr. Firm Inventory 10,000
Short —Box or DTC 5,000 Cr. Cash or DTC 10,000
11. The firm decides to repo treasury bills held at DTC with a face value of
$10 million. Note that the entry assumes delivery of the security and that the
market value of the securities is the same as the face amount.
Stock Record (Quantity) General Ledger ($)
Long —DTC 10,000,000 Dr. Cash 10,000,000
Short—REPO 10,000,000 Cr. Securities Sold
under agreements
to repurchase
10,000,000
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Chapter 3
Regulatory Considerations
3.01 The audit and reporting requirements for securities broker-dealers
are regulated by rule 17a-5 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Such
requirements for broker-dealers that are also commodities brokers, known as
futures commission merchants (FCMs), are regulated by regulation 1.16 of the
Commodity Exchange Act, while the requirements for registered broker-dealers
in U.S. government securities are regulated by section 405.2 of the regulations
pursuant to section 15C of Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Those rules are
listed at the end of this chapter. Before undertaking the audit of a broker-
dealer in securities, the auditor should read the applicable rules and have an
understanding of the prescribed scope of the audit and the related reporting
requirements.
Applicable Rules
3.02 In 2004, the SEC passed rules creating a regulatory framework for
certain investment bank holding companies with broker-dealers that meet cap-
ital and other requirements to be supervised by the SEC as a "consolidated
supervised entity" (CSE). These rules created a two-tier regulatory system for
broker-dealers. The following discussion focuses on the rules and regulations
for broker-dealers not subject to the special provisions of the CSE regulatory
framework. Where applicable, the special provisions pertaining to CSEs are
discussed.
3.03 The Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) rules require the
auditor to be designated by the broker-dealer, in writing, to the SEC and to the
examining authority, such as the National Association of Securities (NASD) or
a securities exchange, of which the broker-dealer is a member. The primary
rules* under Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that are applicable to the audits
of broker-dealers in securities are as follows:1
 Rules 8c-1 and 15c2-1, "Hypothecation of Customers' Securities"
 Rule 15a-6, "Exemption of Certain Foreign Brokers or Dealers"
 Rule 15c3-1, "Net Capital Requirements for Brokers or Dealers"
 Rule 15c3-3, "Customer Protection: Reserves and Custody of Se-
curities"
 Rule 17a-3, "Records to Be Made by Certain Exchange Members,
Brokers, and Dealers"
* The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is considering an amendment to the Financial
Responsibility Rules for Broker-Dealers. SEC Release No. 34-55431 proposes amendments to the net
capital, customer protection, books and records, and notification rules for broker-dealers under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Readers should be alert for further developments.
1 Paragraphs 3.141–.142 of this guide provide additional discussion of rules adopted under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 for over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives dealers who register with
the SEC under a limited regulatory structure rather than under the usual broker-dealer regulatory
regime of Exchange Act Section 15(b).
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 Rule 17a-4, "Records to Be Preserved by Certain Exchange Mem-
bers, Brokers, and Dealers"
 Rule 17a-5, "Reports to Be Made by Certain Brokers and Dealers"
 Rule 17a-11, "Supplemental Current Financial and Operational
Reports to Be Made by Certain Exchange Members, Brokers, and
Dealers"
 Rule 17a-13, "Quarterly Security Counts to Be Made by Certain
Exchange Members, Brokers, and Dealers"
 Rules 17h-1T and 17h-2T, "Final Temporary Risk Assessment
Rules"
 Federal Reserve Regulation T (Regulation T) of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System
 Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) regulations
1.20–.30 and 30.7, "Segregation of Customers' Funds and Foreign
Futures" and "Foreign Options Customers' Secured Amount"
3.04 A general familiarity with the rules of the various exchanges, the
Treasury Department and the CFTC if the broker-dealer is a government se-
curities dealer or an FCM, and the NASD will be helpful to the auditor in
understanding the relationships among the rules.
Interpretations of Rules
3.05 Published interpretations of certain rules of the regulatory bodies2
may be found in the following reference materials:
 Financial and Operational Combined Uniform Single (FOCUS)
report forms and their general instructions
 SEC interpretative releases (Securities Exchange Act of 1934 se-
ries) and published interpretative and no action letters
 Treasury Department Interpretations
 CFTC Interpretations and Advisories
 Interpretation Handbook of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE),
which relates to the uniform net capital, customer protection, and
related rules (The NYSE began issuing information memos and
interpretation memos in 1976; educational circulars that were is-
sued before 1976 continue in effect unless the circular has been
superseded.)
 NASD Guide to Rule Interpretations, NASD Manual, and NASD
interpretations
 Interpretative instructions distributed to their respective mem-
berships by other self-regulatory organizations
 Published securities services (Commerce Clearing House,
Prentice-Hall, and Securities Regulation and Law Report)
3.06 The auditor should inquire whether the broker-dealer has requested
and received specific interpretations from any regulatory agency since the prior
audit. Appropriate consideration should be given to their effect, if any, on the
financial statements of the broker-dealer being audited.
2 Appendix O, "Information Sources", contains contact information for many of the organizations
listed here.
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Explanation of Significant Rules
SEC Rule 15c3-3, ”Customer Protection: Reserves and Custody
of Securities”†
3.07 The SEC adopted rule 15c3-3 under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 to accomplish the following objectives (see paragraph 3.35 for a discussion
of the types of broker-dealers that are exempt from rule 15c3-3):
 To ensure that customers' assets held by a broker-dealer are prop-
erly safeguarded
 To require the broker-dealer to obtain prompt possession or control
of customers' fully paid and excess-margin securities
 To separate firm and customer-related business
 To require a broker-dealer to make daily determinations of secu-
rity locations and to prepare periodic computations of amounts
required to be on deposit in a special bank account for customers
 To motivate the securities industry to process its securities trans-
actions as expeditiously as possible by penalizing a broker-dealer
if a security is in an unacceptable location for too long a period
 To protect customer assets in the event of the liquidation of insol-
vent broker-dealers
3.08 Those objectives are accomplished through the two main sections of
the rule, which provide for (a) the requirement that the broker-dealer obtain
possession or control of fully-paid and excess-margin customer securities and
(b) the reserve formula computation and the maintenance of a "Special Reserve
Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers."
3.09 NYSE Interpretation Memo 98-10 extends the requirement to per-
form a Customer Reserve Computation with respect to proprietary accounts of
introducing brokers (PAIB) carried by their clearing brokers in order for the
introducing broker to receive allowable asset treatment under rule 15c3-1 for
proprietary assets held at their clearing broker. The introducing broker and
its clearing broker must agree in writing to perform the PAIB reserve calcu-
lation under the methodology outlined in the no action letter attached to the
Interpretation Memo.
3.10 The restrictions on the use of customers' funds and securities and the
requirement that securities be brought promptly under physical possession or
control are designed to protect customer assets in the event that a broker-dealer
† Recently regulators focused on cash sweep account programs under which customer funds are
transferred out of a broker-dealer to an interest bearing account for the customer at a bank often
affiliated with the broker-dealer. In February 2005, the NYSE issued Information Memo No. 05-11,
Customer Account Sweeps to Banks, which addresses issues involving the adoption of new cash sweep
programs and provides procedures designed to safeguard investor interests.
Broker-dealers that have sweep arrangements whereby customer funds leave the broker-dealer
and are held for any period of time by a party other than the bank must address critical issues
relating to customer protection and net capital requirements. Customer credit balances that leave
the broker-dealer and are not immediately reinvested in an Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) protected account may be deemed to be included as a credit in the reserve formula. In addition,
any receivable on the broker-dealer's books resulting from a sweep may be deemed to be a nonallowable
asset. Readers should refer to Information Memo 05-11 for more information, and should be alert to
further developments.
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must be liquidated. Rule 15c3-3 also acts as a control over the unwarranted ex-
pansion of a broker-dealer's business by prohibiting the use of customers' funds
and customer-derived funds in other aspects of the broker-dealer's business
such as for underwriting, trading, and overhead expenses.
3.11 SEC rule 15c3-3 offers further customer protection by requiring, un-
der certain circumstances, an increase in the amount of the cash reserve under
the formula to the degree that a broker-dealer fails to promptly obtain posses-
sion or control of customers' fully paid securities or loses control of its records.
One of the consequences of faulty records is an increase, with regard to both
quantity and aging, in such items as securities in transfer, security count differ-
ences, and securities in suspense accounts. As these items increase, the amount
of the customer reserve requirement also increases. The rule also encourages
the settlement of securities on a timely basis and the reduction of fails.
3.12 Under SEC rule 15c3-3, the term customer is defined as any person
from whom or on whose behalf a broker-dealer has received, has acquired, or
holds funds or securities for the account of that person. It does not include the
following:
 Brokers or dealers
 Municipal securities dealer, or a government securities broker or
government securities dealer
 General partner, managing member of a limited liability company
or director or principal officer of the broker or dealer
 A counterparty who has delivered collateral to an over the counter
(OTC) derivatives dealer who registers with the SEC under a lim-
ited regulatory structure, as discussed in paragraph 3.141 of this
guide, pursuant to a transaction in an eligible OTC derivative in-
strument or pursuant to the OTC derivatives dealer's cash man-
agement securities activities or ancillary portfolio management
securities activities, and who has received certain prominent writ-
ten notices from the OTC derivatives dealer
 Any person, to the extent they have a claim on property or funds
which by contract, agreement, or law are part of the capital or
subordinated debt of the broker-dealer
3.13 The following broker-dealer accounts are considered customer ac-
counts:
 A special omnibus account in compliance with Regulation T
 A special custody account for the exclusive benefit of customers in
compliance with SEC rule 15c3-3(c)(7)
 A special custody account for accommodation transfers for the ex-
clusive benefit of customers in compliance with SEC rule 15c3-
3(c)(7)
3.14 Possession or Control.‡ The SEC requires that all registered broker-
dealers carrying accounts of customers promptly obtain and thereafter main-
tain the physical possession or control of all fully paid securities and excess-
margin securities carried for the account of customers. Fully paid securities are
‡ See footnote † to the Custody section in Chapter 2 starting in paragraph 2.117.
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defined to include all securities carried for the account of a customer in a spe-
cial cash account as defined in Regulation T, as well as certain margin equity
securities within the meaning of Regulation T.
3.15 The rule defines excess-margin securities as those customer securities
carried in a customer's general or special accounts (referred to in SEC rule 15c3-
3 as margin accounts), as defined in Regulation T, having a market value in
excess of 140 percent of the total of the debit balances in the customer's margin
account or accounts.
3.16 There are two exceptions to the possession or control requirements
that are contained in SEC rule 15c3-3:
a. Temporary business lags between the time when a security is re-
quired to be in the possession or control of the broker-dealer and
the time it is taken into physical possession or control are one ex-
ception, provided the broker-dealer takes timely steps in good faith
to establish prompt physical possession or control.
b. The broker-dealer borrows from its customers fully paid-for or
excess-margin securities that it is required to have in possession or
control and enters into a written securities-borrowing agreement
with the customer that sets forth in a separate schedule the basis
for compensation for the securities borrowing and the rights or li-
abilities of the parties and provides that the customer is given a
schedule of securities borrowed at the time of the borrowing. The
agreement must also specify that upon the execution of the agree-
ment or, if the borrowing occurs subsequent to the execution of the
agreement, by the close of the business day of the securities borrow-
ing, the broker-dealer provide the customer with certain qualified
collateral and must mark the securities borrowed to the market not
less than daily. In the event that the market value of all the out-
standing securities borrowed at the close of trading at the end of
the business day exceeds 100 percent of the collateral then held by
the customer, the borrowing broker-dealer must provide additional
collateral to the customer by the close of the next business day as
necessary to equal—together with the collateral then held by the
customer—not less than 100 percent of the market value of the se-
curities borrowed. The agreement must also contain a prominent
notice that the provisions of the Securities Investor Protection Act
of 1970 may not protect the customer with respect to the securities
loaned.
3.17 Possession or Control Requirements.† The broker-dealer must perform
the following procedures daily to comply with the rule's possession or control
requirements:
 Determine which customer securities are fully paid for and which
are excess-margin.
 Ascertain which fully paid and excess-margin securities are in
physical possession or control.
 Take appropriate action to obtain proper possession or control of
fully paid or excess-margin securities not already in physical pos-
session or control.
† See footnote † in heading above paragraph 3.07.
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3.18 For cash accounts, the broker-dealer must specifically identify cus-
tomer payments to security purchases and segregate securities when the secu-
rities have been paid for.
3.19 For a margin account, the broker-dealer must determine the cus-
tomer's net debit balance by adding the market value of securities sold short to
the net debit money balance in the account and by multiplying the adjusted net
debit balance by 140 percent. The resulting securities value is generally avail-
able for use by the broker-dealer. Securities having a market value in excess of
140 percent of the adjusted net debit balance must be segregated.
3.20 Currently, the time at which instructions (lockups) must be issued to
the cashiering section to acquire possession or control on the purchase of securi-
ties by customers is on or before the business day following the settlement date
or the business day following the actual date of receipt of payment, whichever
is later.
3.21 The time at which instructions (releases) may be issued to the cashier-
ing section to release from possession or control on sales of securities by cus-
tomers is not earlier than the close of business on the third business day before
the settlement date, which is deemed to allow adequate time for processing
securities for pending deliveries.
3.22 Most broker-dealers have fully computerized the task of determining
segregation requirements. These systems determine the quantity of fully paid
or excess-margin securities in each customer's account as of the close of business
each day. These systems generally use memo fields on the stock record to show
the amount of securities that need to be segregated.
3.23 The broker-dealer must determine, by customer, the amount of each
security that must be segregated. The broker-dealer must then determine the
total securities to be segregated. Securities in the following locations are con-
sidered to be under the control of the broker-dealer:
 A qualified account at a clearing corporation or depository
 A qualified account at a bank (as defined in section 3(a)(6) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934), provided the delivery of such
securities does not require payment and there is written acknowl-
edgment stating that the securities are lien-free
 In transfer for under 40 calendar days or confirmed as being in
transfer (The securities must be bona fide items of transfer.)
 The custody of a qualified foreign depository, foreign clearing
agency, or foreign custodian bank approved by the SEC
 In transit for five business days or less between the offices of a
broker-dealer (for example, between the main and branch offices)
 A special omnibus account carried for the account of any cus-
tomer by another broker-dealer and carried in the name of the
broker-dealer in compliance with Regulation T (Such securities
are considered in control to the extent that the broker-dealer has
instructed the carrying broker-dealer to maintain physical posses-
sion or control of them free of any charge, any lien, or any other
claim in favor of the carrying firm.)
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3.24 Some common examples of fully paid or excess-margin securities
that are not considered to be in a broker-dealer's physical possession or control
include the following:
 Securities collateralizing bank loans
 Securities loaned to other broker-dealers
 Securities failed to receive for more than 30 calendar days
 Stock dividend receivables, stock splits or receivables for more
than 45 calendar days
3.25 Special Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of
Customers. As required by SEC rule 15c3-3, every broker-dealer, unless oth-
erwise exempt, must maintain a "Special Reserve Bank Account for the Ex-
clusive Benefit of Customers" separate from all other bank accounts of the
broker-dealer. In the reserve bank account, the broker-dealer must at all times
maintain cash and qualified securities in an amount not less than the amount
computed under the rule's reserve formula.
3.26 The basic concept involved in the calculation of the reserve formula
is that a broker-dealer will have to maintain cash or qualified securities on
deposit in the reserve bank account to the extent that customer-related credits
exceed customer-related debits. If the broker-dealer's customer-related debits
exceed the customer-related credits, no deposit is required.
3.27 Reserve Formula Computation. Exhibit A of SEC rule 15c3-3 provides
a detailed formula for determining the reserve bank account requirement. The
rule requires the reserve to be calculated as the excess of customer-related cred-
its over customer-related debits. The formula is intended to limit the broker-
dealer's use of customer funds and encompasses receivables and payables to
customers as well as transactions that involve customer securities. The com-
putation is limited solely to customer-related debits and credits with a few
exceptions and adjustments (such as aged differences and receivables).
3.28 In addition, SEC rule 15c3-3 stipulates the designated times for per-
forming the computations as follows.
 Weekly computations should be made as of every week's end and
at month's end, with necessary deposits made no later than one
hour after the opening of banks on the second business day after
the computation date (that is, the last business day of the week).
The computation is not required for the following Friday, in the
same week's or month's end.
 Monthly computations should be made only if the broker-dealer
does not have aggregate indebtedness in excess of 800 percent
of net capital and has less than $1 million in customer credits.
Deposits are also due no later than one hour after the opening of
banks on the second business day after the computation date (that
is, the last business day of the month).
3.29 The auditor should review the broker-dealer's practices, procedures,
and controls covered by this rule and should perform those tests that the audi-
tor considers necessary to be satisfied that the procedures and controls, includ-
ing the written documentation, provide reasonable assurance that the broker-
dealer is in compliance with the rule.
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3.30 Broker-Dealers Exempt From SEC Rule 15c3-3. Certain broker-
dealers adhere to the exemptive provisions of SEC rule 15c3-3. In doing so, the
broker-dealer is not required to comply with the remaining provisions of that
rule, such as computations of amounts required to be on deposit in the "Special
Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefits of Its Customers," possession
or control requirements, and the related record-keeping. The detailed require-
ments to be met in order to qualify for this exemption are outlined in SEC rule
15c3-3 and need to be considered in connection with the rule in its entirety.
3.31 Regulators have consistently taken a stringent enforcement approach
to rule 15c3-3 without regard to materiality. Their approach has probably oc-
curred because of the rule's previously stated objectives of safeguarding cus-
tomer assets, obtaining prompt possession or control, and separating firm from
customer-related business.
3.32 Stringent enforcement has included significant fines, public censure,
and the banning of officers from the security business for periods of time. Ac-
cordingly, in making the required SEC rule 15c3-3 deposit, industry practice,
as well as good business sense, has a firm often add an additional amount or
"cushion" to the amount determined for the weekly or monthly reserve deposit.
3.33 Any deficiency, no matter how small, may cause significant adverse
regulatory penalties.
3.34 Likewise, the regulators have taken a stringent approach to enforcing
the spirit of the rule as well as its letter. Accordingly, the regulators will closely
scrutinize any apparent differences between procedures occurring at either
week's end or month's end (that is, borrowing unsecured at determination date)
and those procedures or business practices occurring on a day-to-day basis
(bank loans secured by customer securities during the remainder of the week).
3.35 In auditing the financial statements of a broker-dealer that is claim-
ing exemption from SEC rule 15c3-3, the auditor should determine under which
specific section of the rule the exemption is being claimed and what controls
and procedures are in place to ensure compliance with that section. The in-
dependent auditor should ascertain that the conditions of the exemption were
being complied with as of the audit date and that no facts came to its attention
to indicate that the exemption had not been complied with during the period
since the prior audit. For example, a nonclearing broker-dealer (fully disclosed)
does not carry customers' accounts on its books and therefore would not have to
comply with the reserve requirements as stated in SEC rule 15c3-3. Therefore,
no computations or review would be made, but the independent auditor should
ascertain that there were indeed no customer accounts that were appearing (or
should have appeared) on the books and records of this broker-dealer.
3.36 In the event that compliance has not been met or the controls and
procedures are deemed inadequate, the auditor should immediately consider
the notification requirements under SEC rules 17a-5 and 17a-11 pertaining to
material inadequacies.
3.37 In reporting on a broker-dealer exempt from SEC Rule 15c3-3, the
schedules titled "Computation for Determination of Reserve Requirements Un-
der rule 15c3-3" and "Information for Possession or Control Requirements Un-
der rule 15c3-3" are not applicable. In lieu of those schedules, a statement
should be included indicating the section under which exemption is claimed.
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With respect to the effect of the exemption on the "Independent Auditor's Sup-
plementary Report on Internal Control," see Appendix D of this guide.
SEC Rule 15c3-1, ”The Uniform Net Capital Rule”||
3.38 SEC rule 15c3-1, "Net Capital Requirements for Brokers or Deal-
ers," also referred to as the "Uniform Net Capital Rule" and set out under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, was enacted as one of the rules establishing
minimum financial responsibility requirements for broker-dealers. The rule
was adopted to create a uniform capital requirement for all registered broker-
dealers and to ensure the liquidity of broker-dealers.
3.39 The capital rule requires broker-dealers to maintain minimum levels
of liquid assets to support the volume and risk of the business in which they
are engaged. This is accomplished through the following mechanisms:
 The broker-dealer's capital (equity plus qualified subordinated in-
debtedness) is reduced to give effect to the elements of market,
credit, or operational risk inherent in the business in which the
broker-dealer currently is engaged.
 The minimum capital that the broker-dealer is required to main-
tain pursuant to SEC rule 15c3-1(a) is established on the basis of
the greater of either: (a) the level of aggregate indebtedness (that
is, the broker-dealer's current liabilities less certain exceptions)
the broker-dealer maintains, (b) the level of customer-related re-
ceivables (aggregate debit items) computed pursuant to SEC rule
15c3-3 (the alternative method), or (c) if the broker-dealer is also
registered as an FCM, the greater of:
(i) The selected SEC Rule 15c3-1 method described above or
4 percent of the amount required to be segregated pur-
suant to the Commodity Exchange Act and the regulations
thereunder (less the market value of commodity options
purchased by option customers on or subject to the rules
of a contract market, each such deduction not to exceed the
amount of funds in the customer's account), or
(ii) The minimum financial requirements for FCM, including
the risk-based requirement, and introducing brokers pur-
suant to CFTC regulation 1.17(a)(1)(i), including under (c)
the amount of adjusted net capital required by a registered
futures association of which it is a member (the only one
of which is the National Futures Association at the time
of this writing).
3.40 In each case, the level of capital is established to ensure that, in
the event of a liquidation, the broker-dealer is maintaining adequate levels of
capital to ensure the payment of its obligations to customers and other broker-
dealers.
3.41 By monitoring the maintenance of liquid assets in excess of the min-
imum requirements, the SEC and the examining authority are in a position
to take action to protect customers prior to the time when the broker-dealer's
|| Please refer to footnote † immediately preceding paragraph 3.07 for a discussion of the potential
impact of cash sweep account programs on broker-dealer's compliance with net capital requirements.
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assets would be insufficient to satisfy customers' claims in the event of liquida-
tion.
3.42 An examining authority utilizes the capital rules to provide an early
warning of any broker-dealer that may be at risk of not having sufficient capital
to stay in operation. Under those rules and various examining authority regu-
lations, broker-dealers must restrict the growth of business if their regulatory
capital fails to meet certain minimums set by the examining authority, reduce
the size of current operations if capital falls to a point below other minimums
set by the examining authority and ultimately liquidate if the regulatory min-
imums are not met. Obviously, it is the intent of the examining authority to
identify potential problems early and correct them.
3.43 The SEC requires all registered broker-dealers to calculate net capi-
tal on a periodic basis and to maintain compliance with the rule at all times. Net
capital is the broker-dealer's net worth adjusted for illiquid (nonallowable) as-
sets, certain operational capital charges, and potential adverse fluctuations in
the value of securities inventory (haircuts). The purpose of the net capital com-
putation is to determine that the broker-dealer's net liquid assets (minimum
capital base) are adequate in the event of sudden adverse business conditions.
3.44 The minimum capital base is designed to protect customers, creditors,
and other broker-dealers. There are basically two parts to the net capital com-
putation: (a) determination of net capital and (b) comparison with percentage
requirements.
3.45 As stated before, net capital is calculated and analyzed either as a
percentage of aggregate indebtedness (the basic method), rule 15c3-3 aggregate
debit items (the alternative method), or if the broker-dealer is also registered
as an FCM, the greater of the SEC requirement or 4 percent of the amount
required to be segregated for commodities customers as defined in the CFTC
regulations.3
3.46 Under the aggregate indebtedness method, a broker-dealer is not
permitted to allow its aggregate indebtedness to exceed 15 times its adjusted
net capital. If the ratio of aggregate indebtedness to adjusted net capital ex-
ceeds 15 to 1, the broker-dealer is prohibited from engaging in any securities
transactions. If the ratio exceeds 12 to 1, the broker-dealer may be required to
reduce its business. If it exceeds 10 to 1, the broker-dealer may be prohibited
from expanding its business.
3.47 As set forth in SEC rule 15c3-1, a broker-dealer may elect to compute
its net capital requirements under the alternative method.
3.48 The minimum net capital percentage required under the alternative
method is 2 percent of aggregate debit items. As a result, this method requires
a broker-dealer to maintain minimum net capital equal to the greater of a
minimum amount or 2 percent aggregate debit balances included in the reserve
formula.
3.49 Percentage requirements also restrict the withdrawal of equity cap-
ital and the repayment of subordinated obligations and the making of any
3 SEC Release No. 34-54575 (File No. S7-16-06) proposes amendments to rule 15c3-1 and rule
17a-11 (applicable to broker-dealers that are also registered as Futures Commission Merchants) to
conform certain SEC provisions to those required by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
Readers should be alert for further developments.
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unsecured advance or loan to a stockholder, partner, sole proprietor, employee,
or affiliate.
3.50 Computation of Net Capital. The net capital of a broker-dealer is equal
to its net worth adjusted by certain additions and deductions. The additions
include the following:
 Certain liabilities, approved by the examining authorities, that
have been subordinated to the claims of general creditors. The
extent to which these liabilities may be included in capital is sub-
ject to limitations. Standardized subordination, secured demand
note, and secured demand note collateral agreements are available
from the NASD, and all executed agreements must be approved
by the broker-dealer's designated self-regulatory organization be-
fore they qualify for capital purposes. A subordination agreement
must meet the following requirements:
— Be written (For a further discussion, see the specific re-
quirements contained in the debt-equity requirements of
rule 15c3-1 and Appendix D to SEC rule 15c3-1.)
— Have a minimum term of one year
— Be for a specific dollar amount
— Effectively subordinate the lender's right to prior pay-
ment of all claims of present and future creditors
— Give the broker-dealer the right to deposit any cash pro-
ceeds in its own name in any bank, as well as the right to
pledge or hypothecate securities without notice
— Meet certain prepayment restrictions
— Suspend the repayment or maturity obligation if, after
giving effect to the obligation, the aggregate indebtedness
of the broker-dealer would exceed 1,200 percent of its net
capital or its net capital would be less than 6 percent of
aggregate debits if the alternative capital method were
used
 Certain discretionary liabilities. A noncontractual bonus accrual
is the most common type of discretionary liability.
 Deferred income tax liabilities resulting from the recognition for
tax purposes of unrealized income or appreciation related to long
inventory or investment positions or to assets that are nonallow-
able for net capital; and deferred income tax benefits resulting
from the recognition for tax purposes of unrealized losses or de-
preciation related to long inventory or investment positions, but
only up to the extent of recognized income tax liabilities. Please
see the specific requirements contained in rule 15c3-1 and related
interpretations.
3.51 Broker-dealers are required to deduct items in the net capital com-
putation to take into account market and liquidity risks. The deductions are in
the following three basic forms.
a. Nonallowable assets. These are certain debit amounts recorded in
the books of the broker-dealer that do not meet liquidity tests or
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have been defined as nonallowable by rule 15c3-1. In general, non-
allowable assets are assets not readily convertible into cash. Ex-
amples of the most frequently encountered nonallowable assets are
fixed assets, securities that are not readily marketable, deficits in
certain customer accounts, good-faith deposits, prepaid expenses,
exchange memberships, intangibles such as goodwill and organi-
zational expenses, and unsecured receivables net of any reserves.
Broker-dealers that introduce their PAIB on a fully disclosed basis
to their clearing broker-dealers must treat these assets as nonal-
lowable unless the introducing broker and its clearing broker agree
in writing to perform a computation for PAIB assets in accordance
with the customer reserve computation set forth in rule 15c3-3 (cus-
tomer reserve formula). Refer to NYSE Interpretation Memo 98-10
and the no action letter attached thereto.
b. Other deductions and charges. In general, these items are not
recorded in the books for money or they represent a percentage of
an amount recorded in the general ledger. These items include op-
erational charges for bookkeeping inefficiencies (for example, aged
fails and securities count differences).
c. Haircuts on proprietary positions and commitments. Haircuts are
percentage deductions that are designed to take into account portfo-
lio risk and market risk on proprietary positions and commitments.
They apply to marketable securities only.4
3.52 Computation of Aggregate Indebtedness. SEC rule 15c3-1 states that
aggregate indebtedness is made up of the total money liabilities of a broker-
dealer arising in connection with any transaction whatsoever, and includes,
among other things, money borrowed, money payable against securities loaned
and securities failed to receive, the market value of securities borrowed to the
extent to which no equivalent value is paid or credited, customers' and noncus-
tomers' free credit balances, credit balances in customers' and noncustomers'
accounts having short positions in securities, equities in customers' and non-
customers' future commodities accounts, and credit balances in customers' and
noncustomers' commodities accounts but excluding certain items.
3.53 In the event that compliance has not been met or the controls and
procedures over the computation of net capital are deemed inadequate, the
auditor should immediately consider the notification requirements under SEC
rules 17a-5 and 17a-11 pertaining to material inadequacies.
3.54 Alternative Net Capital Requirements for Broker-Dealers That Are
Part of Consolidated Supervised Entities. In June 2004, the SEC adopted rule
amendments under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that establish a vol-
untary, alternative method of computing deductions to net capital for cer-
tain broker-dealers. This alternative method permits a broker-dealer to use
mathematical models to calculate net capital requirements for market and
derivatives-related credit risk. A broker-dealer using the alternative method of
computing net capital is subject to enhanced net capital, early warning, record-
keeping, reporting, and certain other requirements, and must implement and
4 An OTC derivatives dealer who registers with the SEC under a limited regulatory structure,
as discussed in paragraph 3.141 of this guide, may apply to the SEC for authorization to compute
capital charges for market and credit risk pursuant to Appendix F to Rule 15c3-1 in lieu of computing
securities haircuts pursuant to Rule 15c3-1(c)(2)(vi).
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document an internal risk management system. Furthermore, as a condition
to its use of the alternative method, a broker-dealer's ultimate holding com-
pany and affiliates (CSE) must consent to group-wide SEC supervision. This
supervision would impose reporting (including reporting of a capital adequacy
measurement consistent with the standards adopted by the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision), recordkeeping, and notification requirements on the
ultimate holding company. The ultimate holding company (other than an "ul-
timate holding company that has a principal regulator") and its affiliates also
would be subject to examination by the SEC. See SEC Release No. 34-49830 for
more information on this rule.
3.55 Expense-Sharing Agreements. Many broker-dealers enter into what
is generally referred to as an expense sharing agreement with their parent
or an affiliated company. The parent or affiliate is usually not registered as a
broker-dealer, and accordingly, is unregulated. In certain instances, a parent
or an affiliate has established a broker-dealer to conduct limited or specialized
securities activities that are coincidental or tangential to the operations of the
parent or affiliate. In other instances, the parent or affiliate will have limited
operations and will conduct separate financial activities using funds obtained
from the broker-dealer's operations. In either case, the broker-dealer and the
parent or affiliate are likely to incur common costs, such as rent, and devise
an arrangement to allocate or assign direct or general (or both) overhead costs
between them and specify which party will settle the related obligations. Thus
an arrangement will deal with both cost recognition and payment responsibility.
3.56 In interpretations related to its rule 15c3-1, The Uniform Net Capital
Rule, the SEC Division of Market Regulation staff have stated clearly that, for
the purpose of computing net capital, broker-dealers are required to recognize
costs on their books and records in accordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles (GAAP). That is, costs need to be recognized as incurred and in
amounts related to the broker/dealer's economic obligations. As regulatory fi-
nancial reports submitted by broker-dealers seemed to indicate a number of
deviations from this standard, the Division of Market Regulation staff issued
an interpretative letter on July 11, 2003, addressing situations when another
party "assumes responsibility for payment of a broker-dealer's expenses."
3.57 The interpretive letter is designed to ensure that in computing net
capital broker-dealers would reflect all costs for which they are in any way obli-
gated to pay either contractually or constructively. In other words, the broker-
dealer serves as the immediate or on-going source of funds for paying a vendor
or creditor, which has a contractual arrangement with the parent or affiliate.
Further, in the interpretive letter the Division of Market Regulation aims to
proscribe cost assignment, other than through the use of a reasonable, consis-
tently applied and well-documented allocation process. The interpretive letter
presumes that if another party reflects in its financial statements the costs of
services or goods benefiting or consumed by the broker-dealer, any amounts
the broker-dealer remits to this party represent a reimbursement of all or a
portion of such costs and the broker-dealer must reflect the remittance as a lia-
bility from the date that the "related" costs were incurred. In October 2003,
NASD published Notice to Members 03-63 which provides additional guid-
ance regarding the interpretive letter, discusses the technical issues in greater
detail and includes related examples. (The interpretive letter can be found
at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/mr-noaction/macchiaroli071103.pdf
and NASD Notice to Members 03-63 is available on NASD's Web site.)
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SEC Rule 17a-13, ”Quarterly Security Counts”
3.58 Under rule 17a-13 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, most bro-
kers and dealers are required to conduct a securities count at least once in each
calendar quarter. The rule requires that at least once in each calendar quarter,
but not more than four months or less than two months apart, all positions in
each security must be accounted for simultaneously, although not all securi-
ties must be accounted for at the same time. The procedures performed by the
broker-dealer would include the following:
 Physically examine and count all securities held.
 Account for all securities in transfer, in transit, pledged, loaned,
borrowed, deposited, failed to receive and failed to deliver, subject
to repurchase agreements (repos) or reverse repos, or otherwise
subject to the broker-dealer's control or direction but not in its
physical possession, by examining and comparing the supporting
detail records with the appropriate ledger control accounts.
 Verify (through confirmation or other form of outside documen-
tation) all securities in transfer, in transit, pledged, loaned, bor-
rowed, deposited, failed to receive and failed to deliver, subject to
repo and reverse repo, or otherwise subject to the broker-dealer's
control or direction but not in its physical possession, if such se-
curities have been in such status for longer than 30 days.
 Compare the results of the count and verification with the broker-
dealer's records.
 Record in the books and records all unresolved differences result-
ing from the count and verification (setting forth the security in-
volved and the date of comparison) in a security count difference
account no later than seven business days after the date of each
securities examination count and verification. This securities dif-
ference account is then considered in determining the applicable
deduction from net capital.
3.59 The examination, count, verification, and comparison may be made
as of a certain date or on a cyclical basis covering all securities. Cyclical counts
enable the broker-dealer to perform the above procedures on specific groups of
securities at different time intervals.
3.60 SEC rule 17a-13 requires that the examination, count, verification,
and comparison be made or supervised by persons whose regular duties do not
require them to have direct responsibility for the proper care and protection of
the securities or for the making or preservation of the books and records.
3.61 If the auditing procedures include a 100-percent verification of all
security positions, the broker-dealer may use this verification as one of the
quarterly counts. In the event that the auditor performs only part of the pro-
cedures required by the rule, the broker-dealer must complete the count and
verification procedures to the extent that they are not carried out by the inde-
pendent auditor.
SEC Rule 17a-3, ”Records to Be Made by Broker-Dealers”
3.62 SEC rule 17a-3, "Records to Be Made by Certain Exchange Members,
Brokers, and Dealers," requires parties to construct and keep current certain
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books and records. For a further discussion of this rule, refer to Chapter 2,
"Broker-Dealer Functions, Books, and Records," of this guide.
SEC Rule 17a-4, ”Records to Be Preserved by Broker-Dealers”
3.63 SEC rule 17a-4, "Records to Be Preserved by Certain Exchange Mem-
bers, Brokers, and Dealers," establishes time requirements for the retention of
the books and records constructed pursuant to rule 17a-3. (For a further dis-
cussion of this rule, refer to Chapter 2 of this guide.)
Regulation T and Maintenance Margin ‡
3.64 Regulation T has been promulgated by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System by authority of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Regulation T establishes the rules and regulations applicable to the extension
of credit to customers and to related transactions. For a customer to enter
securities transactions, he or she must open either a cash account or a margin
account.
3.65 Section 8 of Regulation T governs cash accounts. This type of account
was created by Regulation T for those transactions in which the broker-dealer
is not extending credit to the customer. The broker-dealer may purchase for
(as agent) or sell to (as principal) a customer any security, provided that either
(a) funds sufficient for the purpose are already in the cash account or (b) the
purchase or sale is in reliance on an agreement accepted by the creditor in good
faith that the customer will promptly make full cash payment before selling
and does not contemplate selling the security prior to such payment.
3.66 If full cash payment is not made within five business days after the
trade date of the purchase, the broker-dealer must cancel or liquidate the trans-
action, or request an extension of time from an exchange or the NASD. Exten-
sions of the payment date are normally granted when both the broker-dealer
and the customer are acting in good faith and the circumstances are viewed as
warranting such action.
3.67 A margin account is used to record transactions that result in the
customer borrowing money from the broker-dealer. The customer agrees to pay
a certain percentage of the purchase price, and the broker-dealer will lend the
balance. Extensions of credit by broker-dealers are subject to Regulation T.
3.68 If a customer purchases securities on margin, the security must re-
main under the control of the broker-dealer. A customer generally signs a hy-
pothecation agreement with the broker-dealer at the time the margin account
is opened. This agreement allows the broker-dealer to hypothecate the securi-
ties, pledging them as collateral for money borrowed on a customer bank loan
or loaning them to other broker-dealers.
3.69 In a margin account, the broker-dealer holds the customer's securities
as collateral in readily negotiable form, thus enabling the broker-dealer to liq-
uidate the securities if the customer fails to maintain a proper level of margin.
A margin transaction is an open-ended collateralized loan, with the amount
of collateral the customer is required to deposit prescribed by Regulation T.
The customer may leave the loan open as long as the broker-dealer remains
satisfied with the condition of the account. If the value of the securities in the
‡ See footnote ‡ in paragraph 3.14.
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customer's account appreciates above the Regulation T margin requirement,
the broker-dealer can extend to the customer additional credit (referred to as
Regulation T excess). The customer may then either withdraw the excess from
the account or use it to meet the requirements on additional purchases.
3.70 The NYSE,# the NASD, and broker-dealers themselves may set mar-
gin requirements that are higher than those specified in Regulation T. There
is one major difference between these requirements and the requirements of
Regulation T. Regulation T is an initial requirement. The NYSE and the NASD
requirements are initial and maintenance requirements. This simply means
that, unlike Regulation T, these requirements apply to the initial trades and to
the position that is retained in the account. In addition, many broker-dealers
maintain "house" margin requirements (both initial and maintenance) that are
higher than those established by the NYSE and the NASD.
SEC and CFTC Rules Governing Customer Margin for Transactions
in Security Futures
3.71 The CFMA (see paragraph 1.44 of this guide) provided for the is-
suance of rules governing customer margin for transactions in security futures.
Specifically, the CFMA directed the Federal Reserve Board to prescribe rules es-
tablishing initial and maintenance customer margin requirements. SEC rules
400–406 and CFTC rules 41.42–.49 were issued in August 2002 establishing
margin requirements for security futures pursuant to joint authority delegated
by the Federal Reserve Board.
SEC Rules 17h-1T and 17h-2T, ”Final Temporary Risk
Assessment Rules”
3.72 SEC rules 17h-1T and 17h-2T, "Final Temporary Risk Assessment
Rules," require broker-dealers to maintain and preserve records and other in-
formation and to provide reports to the SEC regarding financial activities of
# New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) rule 431, "Margin Requirements," and NASD Conduct Rule
2520, "Margin Requirements," generally prescribes minimum initial and maintenance margin re-
quirements. On July 14, 2005, the SEC approved amendments to NYSE rule 431 that permit the use
of a prescribed risk-based margin methodology (portfolio margin), for certain specified products, as
an alternative to the strategy-based margin requirements previously stipulated in NYSE Rule 431(a)
through (f). This approval became effective immediately, beginning with a pilot period that will expire
on July 31, 2007. For more information please refer to SEC Release No. 34-52031 and NYSE Informa-
tion Memo No. 05-56. By separate orders, the SEC also approved a parallel rule filing by the Chicago
Board Options Exchange (CBOE), and a related rule filing by the Options Clearing Corporation. See
SEC Releases No. 34-52030 and No. 34-52032.
On December 12, 2006, the SEC approved amendments to the margin rules of the NYSE and
the CBOE that substantially expand the ability of member firms to establish customer margin re-
quirements using a risk-based portfolio margining methodology. The amendments became effective
on April 2, 2007. National Association of Securities Dealers submitted a similar filing to the SEC on
February 12, 2007, that likewise became effective on April 2, 2007.
With these amendments, broker-dealers' portfolio margining programs, which must be first ap-
proved by their designated examining authority, will cover individual equity securities, listed and
unlisted equity-based derivatives options, swaps and forwards, security futures and certain related
futures positions. The amendments are the culmination of years of effort by regulators and industry
participants to establish a portfolio-margining framework in lieu of the specific margin percentages
that currently apply to individual securities positions.
It is anticipated that the amendments will result in substantially lower initial and maintenance
margin requirements for qualifying customer portfolios, particularly those that include hedging or
other risk reducing positions that are currently margined on a cumulative basis. See SEC Release
No. 34-54918 (Dec. 12, 2006), 71 Federal Register (FR) 75790 (Dec. 18, 2006) (the "Approval Release");
SEC Release No. 34-54919 (Dec. 12, 2006), 71 FR 75781 (Dec. 18, 2006). See also NYSE Information
Memo 06-86 (Dec. 21, 2006) ("IM 06-86"); CBOE Regularoty Circular RG06-128 (Dec. 15, 2006.)
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affiliates that could have a material effect on the financial or operational condi-
tion of the broker-dealer. Broker-dealers that do not clear customer accounts or
are exempt from SEC rule 15c3-3 and that have less than $20 million in capital,
including subordinated debt, are not required to comply with the rules.
3.73 In June 2004, the SEC issued rule amendments and new rules under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that establish two separate voluntary reg-
ulatory frameworks for the SEC to supervise broker-dealers and their affiliates
on a consolidated basis. These two rules, Alternative Net Capital Requirements
for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of Consolidated Supervised Entities (CSE)
(SEC Release No. 34-49830) and Supervised Investment Bank Holding Compa-
nies (SIBHC) (SEC Release No. 34-49831), among other things, amend rules
17h-1T and 17h-2T to exempt from the risk assessment rules broker-dealers
that are affiliated with an SIBHC and those broker-dealers that use the alter-
native method of computing net capital and are affiliated with ultimate holding
companies that do not have principal regulators.
3.74 Determination of whether an affiliate or other associated person is a
Material Associated Persons (MAP) requires consideration of the following:
 The legal relationship between the parties
 The financing arrangements of the broker-dealer and the associ-
ated person and the degree to which they are financially dependent
on each other
 The degree to which the broker-dealer or its customers rely on the
associated person for operational support or service
 The level of risk present in the activities of the associated person
 The extent to which the associated person has the authority or
ability to cause a withdrawal of capital from the broker-dealer
3.75 The information to be filed by each MAP on a quarterly basis on or
with Form 17h and for which records must be maintained in a readily accessible
place for three years includes the following:
 Financial information
 Firm inventory amounts
 Off-balance-sheet items
 Unsecured credit extensions
 Current debt
 Summaries of real estate activities
3.76 Certain of these disclosures are required for amounts over a materi-
ality threshold. This amount is the greater of $100 million, 10 percent of the
broker-dealer's tentative net capital, or 10 percent of the MAP's tangible net
worth. Special exemptions exist regarding the information filed by MAPs that
are subject to supervision by other regulatory agencies such as a federal bank-
ing agency or a state insurance commission. In these cases, the broker-dealer
is allowed to satisfy the filing requirements by submitting certain reports filed
by the MAP with its primary regulator.
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SEC Rule 17a-5, ”Reports to Be Made by Certain Brokers
and Dealers”
3.77 SEC rule 17a-5 describes the objectives of an examination by inde-
pendent auditors, which include obtaining reasonable assurance that mate-
rial inadequacies existing at the audit date in the accounting system, control
procedures,** and procedures for safeguarding securities would be disclosed.
rule 17a-5(g)(1) states that a specific objective is to review the practices and
procedures followed by the broker-dealer in the following situations:
 Making the periodic computations of aggregate indebtedness and
net capital under SEC rule 15c3-1 and the reserve required by
SEC rule 15c3-3.
 Making the quarterly securities examinations, counts, verifica-
tions, and comparisons and the recordation of differences required
by SEC rule 17a-13.
 Complying with the requirement for prompt payment for securi-
ties under Section 8 of Regulation T.
 Obtaining and maintaining physical possession or control of all
fully paid and excess-margin securities of customers as required
by SEC rule 15c3-3.
 If the broker-dealer is also registered as an FCM, making the pe-
riodic computations of the minimum financial requirements pur-
suant to regulation 1.17 under the Commodity Exchange Act, daily
computations of the segregation requirements of section 4d(a)(2)
of the act and the act's regulations, and the secured amount re-
quirements of the act and the Aact's regulations.
3.78 These objectives recognize the regulatory concern for safeguarding
customers' property held by broker-dealers.
3.79 The SEC requires independent auditors to issue a report on internal
control. To meet this requirement, a report should (a) express an opinion on
the adequacy of the practices and procedures listed above in relation to the
definition of a material inadequacy as stated in rule 17a-5(g)(3) and (b) disclose
material weaknesses in internal control (including procedures for safeguard-
ing securities) that are revealed through auditing procedures designed and
conducted for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
3.80 A material inadequacy that is expected to be reported includes any
condition that has either contributed substantially to or, if appropriate cor-
rective action is not taken, could reasonably be expected to cause any of the
following:
a. Inhibit a broker-dealer from completing securities transactions or
promptly discharging its responsibilities to customers or to other
brokers, dealers, or creditors
b. Result in material financial loss
** It should be noted that some of the internal control terminology used in SEC rule 17a-5 has
not been updated to reflect the revised terminology used in AU section 319, Consideration of Internal
Control in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). When making refer-
ence to rule 17a-5, this guide uses the outdated internal control terminology contained in that rule in
order to remain consistent with SEC regulations.
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c. Result in material misstatements of the broker's or dealer's finan-
cial statements
d. Result in violations of the SEC's recordkeeping or financial respon-
sibility rules to an extent that could reasonably be expected to result
in the conditions described in the preceding three items.
3.81 AU section 325, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters
Identified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), gives guidance
on reports on internal control based solely on an audit of financial statements
that are intended for the use of management and specific regulatory agencies.
AU section 325 has been updated for the issuance of Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 112, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified
in an Audit, paragraph .06 of AU section 325 defines a material weakness in
internal control as a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficien-
cies, that results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement
of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected. (See paragraphs
5.123–.124 for a detailed discussion of the communication of matters related to
internal control.)
3.82 As used below, the term material inadequacy encompasses either a
material weakness in internal control or a material inadequacy in the practices
and procedures in SEC rule 17a-5(g)(1) or regulation 1.16d(1) of the CFTC, as
appropriate.
3.83 In compliance with the SEC and CFTC rules, the auditor is required
to review and conduct appropriate tests of the accounting system, control pro-
cedures, and procedures for safeguarding securities existing at the date of the
examination. If no matters involving internal control (including procedures for
safeguarding securities) are considered to be material weaknesses as defined
above, the auditor should state this in his or her report on internal control.
3.84 However, if conditions # believed to be material weaknesses are found
to exist or have existed during the year, the report should disclose the nature of
the weaknesses and the corrective action taken or proposed to be taken by the
broker-dealer. If management has implemented control activities to correct the
weaknesses, the auditor should not refer to this corrective action in his or her
report unless the auditor is satisfied that the procedures are suitably designed
to correct the weakness and are being applied as prescribed.
3.85 The auditor's responsibility with respect to material inadequacies as
described in SEC rule 17a-5(h)(2) and CFTC rule 1.16(e)(2) is as follows (see
also Chapter 6, "Internal Control"). The following is paraphrased from the SEC
rule 17a-5(h)(2):
If, during the course of the audit or interim work, the independent
public accountant determines that any material inadequacies exist in
the accounting system, internal control, and its operation including
procedures for safeguarding securities, or as otherwise defined in sub-
paragraph (g)(3), then he or she shall call it to the attention of the
CFO of the broker-dealer, who shall have a responsibility to inform
# See footnote # in paragraph 3.70.
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the SEC and the designated examining authority by telegraphic no-
tice within 24 hours thereafter as set forth in paragraphs (d)–(f) of
SEC rule 17a-11.
The broker-dealer shall also furnish the accountant with a copy of said
notice to the regulators within the 24-hour period. If the accountant
fails to receive such notice from the broker-dealer within said 24-hour
period, or if the accountant disagrees with the statements contained
in the notice of the broker-dealer, the accountant shall have a respon-
sibility to inform the SEC and the designated examining authority by
report of material inadequacy within 24 hours thereafter as set forth in
SEC rule 17a-11. Such report from the accountant shall, if the broker-
dealer failed to file a notice, describe any material inadequacies found
to exist. If the broker-dealer filed a notice, the accountant shall file a
report detailing the aspects, if any, of the broker's or dealer's notice
with which the accountant does not agree.
3.86 A determination of a material inadequacy may, in many instances,
require expanded audit procedures in the affected area, appropriate review at
the decision-making level by management and the independent auditor, and
possible consultation with counsel. The length and complexity of any necessary
deliberations will depend on the circumstances, but should be completed in the
shortest time possible.
3.87 The reports shown in Appendix C, "Report on Internal Control Re-
quired by SEC Rule 17a-5," Appendix D, "Report on Internal Control Required
by SEC rule 17a-5 for a Broker-Dealer Claiming an Exemption From SEC Rule
15c3-3," and Appendix F, "Report on Internal Control Required by CFTC regu-
lation 1.16 and SEC rule 17a-5(g)(1)," of this guide†† are appropriate if the audi-
tor has completed the audit of the financial statements. If the auditor becomes
aware of a material inadequacy that was corrected during the period but not
reported by management to the SEC and the broker-dealer's designated exam-
ining authority, management's failure to report the condition would constitute
a material inadequacy that should be included in the auditor's report on inter-
nal control. Pursuant to SEC rule 17a-5(j), the report on internal control should
be filed along with the annual audit report. Rule 17a-5(c)(2)(iii) provides that
when the independent auditor has commented on a material inadequacy, the
broker-dealer must include, in the statement of financial condition furnished to
customers, a statement that a copy of such report is currently available at the
principal office of the SEC and the SEC regional office for the region in which
the broker-dealer has its principal place of business.5
3.88 The report shown in Appendix E, "Letter to SEC When the Broker-
Dealer Has Not Made the Required Notification," should be used if an audit has
not been completed and if the independent auditor disagrees with the notifica-
tion made by the broker-dealer, or if the broker-dealer has failed to make the
notification deemed appropriate by the auditor. Consideration should be given
to the possible need to consult with legal counsel and to modify the report based
on the particular circumstances.6
†† See also "SEC Requirements for Management's Report on Internal Control over Financial
Reporting" beginning at paragraph 6.67 of the guide.
5 AU section 532, Restricting the Use of an Auditor's Report (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.
1), provides guidance to auditors in determining whether an engagement requires a restricted use
report and if so, the elements to include in that report.
6 See footnote 5 to paragraph 3.87.
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3.89 SEC rule 17a-5 also contains rules relating to the qualification, des-
ignation, independence, and replacement of public accountants who audit the
financial statements of broker-dealers.
3.90 Qualification of Accountant.‡‡ The SEC does not recognize any person
as a certified public accountant who is not duly registered and in good standing
as such under the laws of his or her place of residence or principal office. The
SEC also does not recognize any person as a public accountant who is not in
good standing and entitled to practice as such under the laws of his or her place
of residence or principal office.
3.91 Designation of Accountant. SEC rule 17a-5 also requires every broker-
dealer that is required (by paragraph (d) of SEC rule 17a-5) to file an annual
report of financial statements to also file, by no later than December 10 of each
year, a statement with the SEC's principal office in Washington, DC, with the
regional office of the SEC for the region in which its principal place of business
is located, and with the principal office of the designated examining authority
for such broker-dealer, indicating the existence of an agreement, dated no later
than December 1, with an independent public accountant covering a contractual
commitment to conduct the broker-dealer's annual audit during the following
calendar year. The agreement may be of a continuing nature, providing for
successive yearly audits, in which case no further filing is required. However,
if the agreement is for a single audit, or if the continuing agreement previously
filed has been terminated or amended, a new statement must be filed by the
required date.
3.92 The statement should be headed "Notice Pursuant to Rule 17a-5(f)(2)"
and should contain the following:
 The name, address, telephone number, and registration number
of the broker-dealer
 The name, address, and telephone number of the accounting firm
 The audit date of the broker-dealer for the year covered by the
agreement
3.93 Any broker-dealer that is exempted from the requirement to file an
annual audited report of financial statements must nevertheless file the notice
and must indicate the date as of which the unaudited report will be prepared.
Every newly registered broker-dealer should file the notice designating its ac-
countant within 30 days following the effective date of its registration as a
broker-dealer.
‡‡ Although the Sarbanes-Oxley Act is directed at "issuers" (as defined by the act) and their
auditors, privately held securities broker-dealers also come under the scope of certain provisions of
the act. This is because Section 205(c)(2) of the act amended Section 17 (15 U.S.C. 78q) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 to require all broker-dealers (both public and private) to be audited by a public
accounting firm registered with the PCAOB. However, on December 12, 2006, the SEC extended its
order, which provides that nonpublic broker-dealers may file with the SEC and may send to their
customers documents and information required by Section 17(e) certified by an independent public
accountant, instead of by a registered public accounting firm. For fiscal years ending before January
1, 2009 (see Release No. 34-54920 at www.sec.gov/rules/other/2006/34-54920.pdf). The original Order,
issued on August 4, 2003, and extended on July 14, 2004, and December 7, 2005, was set to expire on
January 1, 2007.
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3.94 Independence of Accountant.|||| SEC rule 17a-5 requires that the pro-
visions set forth in SEC rules 2-01(b) and (c) of regulation S-X be adhered to
when determining whether the accountant is deemed to be independent.
3.95 Replacement of Accountant. A broker-dealer is also required to file
a notice with the SEC's principal office in Washington, DC, the SEC regional
office for the region in which the broker-dealer's principal place of business is
located, and the principal office of the designated examining authority for such
broker-dealer, no more than 15 business days after any of the following.
 The broker-dealer has notified the accountant whose opinion cov-
ered the most recent financial statements filed under paragraph
(d) of SEC rule 17a-5 that his or her services will not be used in
future engagements.
 The broker-dealer has notified an accountant who was engaged to
give an opinion covering the financial statements to be filed under
paragraph (d) that the engagement has been terminated.
 An accountant has notified the broker-dealer that he or she would
not continue under an engagement to give an opinion covering the
financial statements to be filed under paragraph (d).
 A new accountant has been engaged to give an opinion covering
the financial statements to be filed under paragraph (d) without
any notice of termination having been given to or by the previously
engaged accountant.
3.96 SEC rule 17a-5 requires the notice to state the date of notification
of the termination of the engagement (or notification of the engagement of the
new accountant, as applicable) and to state the details of any problems that
existed during the 24 months (or the period of the engagement, if less) preced-
ing such termination or new engagement relating to any matter of accounting
principles or practices, financial statement disclosure, auditing scope or proce-
dure, or compliance with applicable SEC rules and that, if not resolved to the
satisfaction of the former accountant, would have caused him or her to make
reference to them in connection with his or her report on the subject matter of
the problems. The problems required to be reported include both those resolved
to the former accountant's satisfaction and those not resolved to the former
accountant's satisfaction. Such problems would include those which occur at
the decision-making level, that is, between the broker-dealer's principal finan-
cial officers and the accounting firm's personnel responsible for rendering its
report.
|||| In January 2003, the SEC adopted amendments to its requirements regarding auditor inde-
pendence to enhance the independence of accountants who audit and review financial statements and
prepare attestation reports filed with the SEC. In August 2003, the SEC's Office of the Chief Accoun-
tant provided responses to 35 frequently asked questions regarding the application of these rules. The
last question, number 35, indicates that the scope of services provisions of Sarbanes-Oxley extend to
auditors of privately held broker-dealers. Accordingly, auditors of privately held broker-dealers are
restricted from performing those services specifically excluded by Sarbanes-Oxley and are expected
to comply with all other SEC independence rules, including those that prohibit bookkeeping and the
preparation of financial statements for privately held broker-dealers. However, as indicated by the
response to question number 35, the auditor rotation rules do not apply to auditors of private broker-
dealers. SEC answers to frequently asked questions regarding the independence rules can be found
at www.sec.gov/info/accountants/ocafaqaudind080703.htm.
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3.97 The notice should state whether the accountant's report on the fi-
nancial statements for any of the past two years contained an adverse opinion
or a disclaimer of opinion or was qualified as to uncertainties, audit scope,
or accounting principles. The notice should also describe the nature of each
such adverse opinion, disclaimer of opinion, or qualification. The broker-dealer
should also request the former accountant to furnish the broker-dealer with a
letter that is addressed to the SEC that states whether he or she agrees with
the statements contained in the notice of the broker-dealer and, if not, states
the respects in which he or she does not agree. The broker-dealer must file three
copies of the notice and the accountant's letter, one copy of which should be man-
ually signed by the sole proprietor (or a general partner or a duly authorized
corporate officer, as appropriate) and by the accountant, respectively.
Anti-Money Laundering Regulations7
3.98 The Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate
Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (the Patriot
Act) requires broker-dealers to implement certain recordkeeping and report-
ing requirements. They must also establish an anti-money laundering (AML)
program, which, at a minimum, must contain the following components: (1)
development of internal policies, procedures, and controls; (2) designation of a
compliance officer; (3) an ongoing employee training program; and (4) an inde-
pendent audit function to test programs.
3.99 Broker-dealers must also establish, document, and maintain a writ-
ten customer identification program (CIP). This program must be appropriate
for the firm's size and business, be part of the firm's AML compliance program,
and, at a minimum, must contain the following four elements: (1) establishing
identity verification procedures; (2) maintaining records related to CIP; (3) de-
termining whether a customer appears on any designated list of terrorists or
terrorist organizations; and (4) providing customers with notice that informa-
tion is being obtained to verify their identities.
3.100 Among other things, these rules require that firms independently
test their AML programs. The independent tests should occur on an annual
basis. Many broker-dealers are concerned about the independent testing re-
quirement and its impact on their auditors' independence. It would be proper
for the auditor of the broker-dealer to perform testing of anti money launder-
ing program if it is done in accordance with attestation standards. It can be
performed as an agreed upon procedure, or an attestation of management as-
sertions. However, if performed as a consulting service, such as generating work
papers, reports for the NASD or NYSE to review, the SEC staff believes this
would be considered a management function, and therefore would impair the
auditor's independence. Firms may use internal staff as long as they are in-
dependent from the AML program itself and have the knowledge they need
to effectively evaluate a firm's AML system. However, some firms may find it
more cost effective to use a qualified outside party. Training internal staff and
establishing procedures to ensure their independence can be expensive. Some
7 The SEC has available on its Web site an Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Source Tool. It is a
compilation of key AML laws, rules, and guidance applicable to broker dealers. The tool organizes
the key AML compliance materials and provides related source information. It can be accessed at
www.sec.gov/about/offices/ocie/amlsourcetool.htm.
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small firms have coordinated with other small firms to hire an outside auditor
at a reduced group rate.##
Reporting Requirements
3.101 Each broker-dealer reports periodically to its designated examining
authority in a prescribed format, the FOCUS report. Under the rules, broker-
dealers are required to file at the end of each calendar quarter a Part II or
Part IIA FOCUS report. The FOCUS report requires financial information that
presents the financial position and results of operations in conformity with
GAAP, as well as certain regulatory computations.
3.102 The FOCUS report (Form X-17A-5) is composed of the following
parts:
 Part I. A monthly report of selected summarized financial and op-
erational data, filed by broker-dealers that carry customer securi-
ties accounts or clear securities transactions (Examining author-
ities may require other broker-dealers to file Part I on a monthly
basis.)
 Part II. A report of general-purpose financial information that
presents the financial position and the results of operations, sup-
plemental schedules, and operational data and is filed each calen-
dar quarter by broker-dealers that file Part I
 Part IIA. A quarterly report of financial information that presents
the financial position and the results of operations, supplemental
schedules, and operational data, filed by broker-dealers that do not
carry customer securities accounts or clear securities transactions
 Part IIB. A quarterly report made by OTC derivatives dealers who
register with the SEC under a limited regulatory structure, as dis-
cussed in paragraph 3.141 of this guide, that includes statements
of financial condition and income, computation of net capital and
net capital required, capital withdrawals, and other schedules of
financial and operational data
 Schedule I. Annual supplementary schedules reflecting certain
economic and statistical data of broker-dealers on a calendar-year
basis
## On January 5, 2006, the SEC approved a rule change relating to amendments of NASD Rule
3011, "Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Program." Pursuant to the Uniting and Strengthening
America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001
Act, NASD Rule 3011 requires that each member develop and implement an AML program and spec-
ifies the minimum requirements for those programs. The rule change clarifies that in most instances
firms are required to test their AML programs at least annually (on a calendar-year basis). How-
ever, the rule change allows firms that do not execute transactions for customers or otherwise hold
customer accounts and do not act as an introducing broker with respect to customer accounts to test
once every two years (on a calendar-year basis) rather than on an annual basis. The rule change also
clarifies which firm's personnel can conduct the independent testing of a firm's AML program and who
is permitted to be a firm's AML compliance person. Please refer to NASD Notice to Members 06-07
for more information.
On January 25, 2006, the SEC approved amendments to NYSE Rule 445, "Anti-Money Laun-
dering Compliance Program," which requires NYSE members and member organizations to develop
an AML compliance program designed to comply with the requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act. The
amendments to rule 445 establish a time frame for the "independent testing" requirement, establish a
standard to determine who is adequately qualified and sufficiently independent to conduct such test,
and establish affiliation guidelines for AML Officers. Please refer to NYSE Information Memo 06-04
for more information.
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3.103 In certain cases, such as when a broker-dealer exceeds certain pa-
rameters of financial and operational conditions, the designated examining au-
thority may require the broker-dealer to file Part II or Part IIA monthly or
weekly. In addition, audited financial statements are required to be filed on
a fiscal- or calendar-year basis as of a date selected by the broker-dealer. The
annual audit for subsequent years must be as of the same date unless the SEC
issues prior approval for a change of the broker-dealer's fiscal year.
3.104 SEC rule 17a-5 defines fiscal year as the broker-dealer's fiscal year
for reporting purposes; the fiscal year is not necessarily the same as the tax
year. For purposes of defining a time period such as fiscal or calendar quarter,
the last Friday or last business day of such period is acceptable.
3.105 If the broker-dealer selects a date for the annual audited financial
statements that does not coincide with the end of a calendar quarter, an ad-
ditional unaudited Part II or Part IIA of the FOCUS report must be filed by
the broker-dealer as of the date of the annual audit (an exemption from this
additional filing may be obtained if the fiscal year approximates the calendar
year).
Consolidation of Subsidiaries
3.106 The instructions to the FOCUS report require that certain sub-
sidiaries be consolidated if the broker-dealer has guaranteed, endorsed, or as-
sumed the obligations or liabilities of those subsidiaries, and permit the con-
solidation of other subsidiaries. (However, guarantees of specific obligations
may be reflected in the firm's capital computation by a single capital charge
for the amount of the item guaranteed in lieu of full consolidation.) However,
if the effect of consolidating any subsidiary is to improve net capital or the net
capital ratio computed pursuant to SEC rule 15c3-1, the broker-dealer must
obtain an opinion from legal counsel as of the date of the financial statements
(such opinion must be renewed annually) that the net assets of the subsidiary
can be liquidated and distributed to the broker-dealer within 30 calendar days.
Consolidating a subsidiary for the purpose of improving net capital or the net
capital ratio in the FOCUS report is not permitted unless such a legal opinion
is obtained.
The Annual Audited Report
3.107 The annual audited financial statements must be filed by the fol-
lowing:
 Every member (with certain narrow exceptions, such as special-
ists that do not do business with customers, as well as option mar-
ket makers on the Chicago Board Options Exchange of a national
securities exchange who transacts business in securities directly
with or for persons other than members of national securities ex-
changes
 Every broker-dealer (other than a member) who transacts a busi-
ness in securities through a medium of any member of a national
securities exchange
 Every broker-dealer registered in accordance with section 15 of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
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 OTC derivatives dealers registered pursuant to Ssection 15 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 19348
3.108 The annual audited report should consist of a facing page, a table
of contents (report checklist), an oath or affirmation, and the following annual
audited financial statements with appropriate footnotes:
 Statement of financial condition
 Statement of income (loss)
 Statement of cash flows
3.109 In addition, rule 17a-5 requires that the annual audited financial
statements also include a statement of changes in stockholders', partners', or
sole proprietor's equity, and a statement of changes in liabilities subordinated
to claims of general creditors.
3.110 The contents of each of the annual audited financial statements are
discussed in Chapter 4, "Financial Statement Presentation and Classification,"
and illustrations are presented in the final section of that chapter. Broker-
dealers that have issued securities to the public may also be subject to the
disclosure rules that apply to publicly held companies. Such rules require that
comprehensive financial information (including statements of income and cash
flows) be disseminated to stockholders.
3.111 The annual audited financial statements should also contain the
following supplementary schedules, required by rule 17a-5 and regulation
1.10(d)(2) of the CFTC as applicable:
 Computation of net capital and required net capital under rule
15c3-1
 Computation for determination of reserve requirements under Ex-
hibit A of rule 15c3-3
 Information relating to the possession or control requirements un-
der rule 15c3-3
 A schedule of segregation requirements and funds in segregation
for broker-dealers with customers trading on U.S. commodity ex-
changes, as well as a schedule of secured amounts and funds held
in separate accounts for customers trading on non-U.S. commodity
exchanges
 Reconciliations (including appropriate explanations) of material
differences, if any, between the following:
— The broker-dealer's computation of net capital under rule
15c3-1 included in the original unaudited FOCUS filing,
— The broker-dealer's computation for determination of the
reserve requirements under Exhibit A of rule 15c3-3 in-
cluded in the original unaudited FOCUS filing,
— The schedule of segregation requirements and funds in
segregation included in the original unaudited FOCUS
filing, and
8 Rule 17a-12, "Reports to Be Made by Certain OTC Derivatives Dealers," includes the require-
ments for audited annual financial statements of OTC derivatives dealers registered pursuant to
Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 under a limited regulatory structure, as discussed
in paragraph 3.141 of this guide.
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— The corresponding computations made by the indepen-
dent auditor based on the audited financial statements.
As permitted under the SEC Letter to NYSE dated April
24, 1987, if a broker-dealer files an amended FOCUS re-
port that contains the reconciliation and explanation of
material differences between the amended report and the
original report, the audit report may be reconciled with
the amended FOCUS report and would include a state-
ment as to whether any material differences are shown
in the amendment.
If there are no material differences, a statement that a reconciliation is not
necessary pursuant to rule 17a-5(d)(4) must be made.
3.112 Two manually executed copies of the annual audited financial state-
ments of the broker-dealer, together with the report of the independent auditor
and a supplemental report on internal control, must be filed with the SEC's
principal office in Washington, DC, and one copy must be filed with the re-
gional SEC office for the region in which the broker-dealer has its principal
place of business. It is also necessary to provide copies to the designated ex-
amining authority for the broker-dealer, to the self-regulatory organizations of
which the broker-dealer is a member, and in certain circumstances, to many of
the states in which the broker-dealer is registered.
3.113 The report must be filed (received by the SEC) within 60 calendar
days after the date of the financial statements. If the broker-dealer cannot meet
this deadline without undue hardship, an application for an extension of time
(to a specified date not more than 90 calendar days after the date of the financial
statements) may be filed with the appropriate regional office of the SEC before
the due date of the report. Notice of such application should also be sent to the
principal office of the designated examining authority.
3.114 According to NASD manual, the application for an extension should:
a. State the reasons for the requested extension,
b. Indicate that the inability to make a timely filing is due to circum-
stances beyond the control of the broker-dealer if such is the case,
and describe briefly the nature of such circumstances,
c. Indicate if the broker-dealer is in violation of SEC rule 15c3-1 or rule
15c3-3 or has any significant financial or recordkeeping problems,
and
d. Contain an agreement to file the report on or before the date spec-
ified by the broker-dealer in the application.
3.115 The application for an extension is required to be accompanied by a
letter from the independent public accountant stating the following:
a. The reasons for the extension request
b. Whether there is any indication of material inadequacies in the
accounting system, the control procedures, or the procedures for
safeguarding securities
c. Whether there is any indication that the condition of the broker-
dealer's records is endangering its ability to supervise its registered
representatives and their handling of customers' accounts
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d. Whether there is any indication that the broker-dealer is in viola-
tion of the net capital requirements specified in SEC rule 15c3-1 or
the requirements of SEC rule 15c3-3 or has any significant financial
or recordkeeping problems
3.116 Because three of the four questions are answered based on that part
of the audit completed to date, if the auditor has not performed any significant
audit work, the auditor should so state in his or her letter accompanying the
extension request.
3.117 Similar financial statements must be filed with the SEC (for gov-
ernment securities broker-dealers) within 60 calendar days after the date of the
financial statements and with the CFTC (for FCMs) within 90 calendar days
after the date of the financial statements.
3.118 All annual audited financial statements that are filed with the SEC
are treated as public documents unless the broker-dealer makes two separate
filings. If the broker-dealer requests confidential treatment (not available for
public inspection), the complete set of financial statements should be marked
"CONFIDENTIAL" and a separate public document needs to be submitted,
containing the auditor's report, the statement of financial condition, the related
notes, and the report on internal control if that report discloses a material
weakness or material inadequacy.9
3.119 The filing with the various exchanges of which the broker-dealer
is a member should include both (a) the complete annual audited report filed
with the SEC and the CFTC on a confidential basis and (b) the additional filing
made with the SEC and CFTC as a public document.10
3.120 Under CFTC regulation 1.10(g), the following portions of audited
and unaudited financial reports filed by FCMs and IBs with the CFTC will be
considered public information and made available to the public upon request:
 The amount of the FCM's or introducing broker's (IB's) adjusted
net capital; the amount of its minimum net capital requirement
under CFTC regulation 1.17, and the amount of its adjusted net
capital in excess of its minimum net capital requirement
 The following statements and footnote disclosures:
— The Statement of Financial Condition in FCM and IB cer-
tified annual financial reports, but not such statements
in their unaudited financial reports
— The Statements of Segregation Requirements and Funds
in Segregation for customers trading on U.S. commod-
ity exchanges and for customers' dealer options accounts
(only FCMs file these statements)
— The Statement of Secured Amounts and Funds held in
Separate Accounts for foreign futures and foreign op-
tions customers in accordance with CFTC Regulation
30.7 (only FCMs file this statement).
 The independent accountant's opinion filed with FCM and IB cer-
tified annual financial reports
9 See footnote 5 to paragraph 3.87.
10 See footnote 5 to paragraph 3.87.
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 The list, if any, in audited or unaudited FCM financial reports of
their "guaranteed IBs"
3.121 As a matter of administrative convenience, the FCM or IB may
submit with its certified annual financial report an additional copy that has
been marked "public" and contains only the information that is publicly avail-
able upon request under CFTC regulation 1.10(g). The CFTC will not, however,
process any petitions for confidential treatment of any part of the audited or
unaudited financial reports filed by FCMs and IBs. In accordance with the
Freedom of Information Act, the Government in the Sunshine Act, and Parts
145 and 147 of CFTC regulations, all portions of such financial reports will be
treated as nonpublic except for those portions specified as publicly available in
regulation 1.10(g).
3.122 Under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, the CFTC may
disclose to third parties portions of the nonpublic information in the report
under the following circumstances:
 In connection with matters in litigation
 In connection with CFTC investigations
 Where the information is furnished to regulatory, self-regulatory,
and law enforcement agencies to assist them in meeting responsi-
bilities assigned to them by law
 In other circumstances in which withholding of such information
appears unwarranted
3.123 Pursuant to CFTC regulation 1.10(g)(5), the independent public
accountant's opinion on the public portion of an FCM's financial report filing
will be deemed public information.
3.124 Pursuant to CFTC regulation 145.5(d)(1)(i), the independent public
accountant's supplemental report on material inadequacies filed under CFTC
Regulation 1.16(c)(5) will be deemed nonpublic information.
Filings Concurrent With the Annual Audited Report
Report on Internal Control Required by SEC Rule 17a-5
3.125 The auditing procedures should be sufficient to provide reasonable
assurance that material inadequacies existing at the audit date would be dis-
closed.
3.126 Concurrent with the filing of the annual audited report, the broker-
dealer is required to file a supplemental report on internal control. This report is
issued by the independent auditor, describing any material inadequacies found
to exist or to have existed since the date of the previous audit.
3.127 The audit is to be made in accordance with GAAS and should include
the following:
 A review of the accounting system
 A review of internal control and procedures for safeguarding se-
curities
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 Procedures to test the broker-dealer's compliance with the follow-
ing:
— The periodic computations of net capital under rule 17a-
3(a)(11) and the reserve required by rule 15c3-3(e)
— The quarterly securities count rule (rule 17a-13)
— Regulation T requirements for prompt payment of secu-
rities
— The requirements for safeguarding securities (possession
and control)
— The daily computations of the segregation and foreign
set-aside requirements of the Commodity Exchange Act
3.128 The supplemental report should indicate any corrective action taken
or proposed by the broker-dealer. If the audit did not disclose any material in-
adequacies, the supplemental report on internal control should include a state-
ment to that effect.
3.129 During the course of the audit, if the independent auditor deter-
mines that a material inadequacy exists, he or she should call it to the attention
of the CFO of the broker-dealer, who then has the responsibility of informing
the SEC within 24 hours. If this notification does not occur, the auditor has the
responsibility of informing the SEC.
Report to State Regulatory Agencies
3.130 Other filings may be required by various state regulatory agencies.
The auditor should determine, by inquiry of the client, the states in which
the annual audited report, or portions thereof, is required to be filed and who
(client or auditor) is to make such filings. Some jurisdictions (including Califor-
nia, Connecticut, and others) require a specific form of oath or affirmation to
accompany the annual audited report. Others may require the filing of a state-
ment of financial condition only, and not the supplemental report on internal
control structure, and others may not require any financial statement filings.
Financial Statements to Be Furnished to Customers of Securities
Broker-Dealers
3.131 Unless the broker-dealer is exempt by reason of SEC rules, a state-
ment of financial condition with appropriate notes, including the amount of net
capital and required net capital pursuant to rule 15c3-1 (the uniform net capi-
tal rule), is required to be mailed semiannually to all customers (as defined in
the rule) carried by the broker-dealer.
3.132 The rule requiring that the statement of financial condition be fur-
nished to customers also provides that certain notices be given to each cus-
tomer concurrently with the statement of financial condition being furnished.
These notices advise the customer of the availability at specified locations of (a)
the latest audited statement of financial condition filed pursuant to rule 17a-5
(meaning the public report filed concurrently with the annual audited report)
and (b) notification if the auditor had commented on any material inadequacies
in connection with the most recent annual audited report.
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3.133 The audited statement of financial condition is required to be sent
to customers within one hundred five days after the date of the financial state-
ment. This statement should be consistent with the statement filed as a public
document. An extension of time may be requested from the SEC.
3.134 Broker-dealers are also required by the SEC to furnish each cus-
tomer with an unaudited statement of financial condition dated six months
after the date of the audited financial statements. The unaudited statement
should conform to the audited statement with respect to presentation and dis-
closure requirements, and should be furnished within 65 days of the statement
date.
3.135 SEC rule 17a-5 contains a conditional exemption from the rule's
requirement that a broker-dealer that carries customer accounts send its full
statement of financial condition and certain other financial information to each
of its customers twice a year. Paragraph (c)(5) of the rule provides that the
broker-dealer can send its customers summary information regarding its net
capital, as long as it also provides customers with a toll-free number to call for
a free copy of its full statement of financial condition, makes its full statement
of financial condition available to customers over the Internet, and meets other
specified requirements.
3.136 In view of the requirements and definitions relating to the sup-
plemental report on internal control, careful consideration should be given to
determining that the suggestions for improving organization, procedures, or
efficiency that are included in reports to management upon completion of the
audit are not reportable under SEC rule 17a-5.
Other Reports
Reports on Agreed-Upon Procedures for Distributions
3.137 Broker-dealers distribute securities of government-sponsored enti-
ties. In connection with those activities, government-sponsored entities may
require that broker-dealers have their auditors issue reports on agreed-upon
procedures concerning compliance with selling-agreement covenants. An illus-
trative report is shown as Appendix H, "Agreed-Upon Procedures."
Rules Applicable to Broker-Dealers in Commodities and
U.S. Government Securities
3.138 The following are the primary regulations under the Commodity
Exchange Act and rules under the Government Securities Act of 1986 that are
currently applicable to the audit of broker-dealers in commodities and govern-
ment securities.
Commodities Futures Commission Merchants
3.139 The following are applicable to FCMs:
 Part 1 (17 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Ch 1 Part 1—General
Regulations Under the Commodity Exchange Act)
— Regulation 1.10, "Financial Reports of Futures Commis-
sion Merchants and Introducing Brokers"
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— Regulation 1.12, "Maintenance of Minimum Financial
Requirements by Futures Commission Merchants and In-
troducing Brokers"
— Regulation 1.16, "Qualifications and Reports of Accoun-
tants"
— Regulation 1.17, "Minimum Financial Requirements for
Futures Commission Merchants and Introducing Bro-
kers"
— Regulations 1.20–.30, "Segregation of Customers' Funds"
— Regulations 1.31–.37, "FCM Recordkeeping Require-
ments"
 Part 30 (17 CFR Ch 1 Part 30—Foreign Futures and Foreign Op-
tions Transactions)
— Regulation 30.7, "Treatment of Foreign Futures and For-
eign Options Customers' Secured Amount"
 Part 32 (17 CFR Ch 1 Part 32)
— "Regulation of Commodity Option Transactions"
— Commodity Exchange Act (7 United States Code [USC]
section 4d(2)), "Segregation Requirements"
Government Securities Broker-Dealers
3.140 The following are applicable to government securities broker-
dealers under 17 CFR Chapter IV:
 Part 402, "Financial Responsibility"
 Part 403, "Protection of Customer Securities and Balances"
 Part 404, "Recordkeeping and Preservation of Records"
 Part 405, "Reports and Audit"
OTC Derivatives Dealers
3.141 An alternative regulatory framework has been created for OTC
derivatives dealers. The rules establish a special class of broker-dealers who
may choose to register with the SEC under a limited regulatory structure. An
OTC derivatives dealer's securities activities are limited to (a) engaging in
dealer activities in "eligible OTC derivative instruments," as defined in new
rule 3b-13, that are securities; (b) issuing and reacquiring securities that are
issued by the dealer, including warrants or securities, hybrid securities and
structured notes; (c) engaging in cash management securities activities as set
out in new rule 3b-14; (d) engaging in "ancillary portfolio management securi-
ties activities" as defined in new rule 3b-15; (e) engaging in such other securities
activities that the Commission designates by order.
3.142 The rules and rule amendments tailor capital, margin, and other
broker-dealer regulatory requirements to OTC derivatives dealers. These tai-
lored requirements include an alternative net capital regime, exemptions from
certain provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and modified rules
governing recordkeeping and reporting, substantially the same as for fully reg-
ulated broker-dealers, but tailored to the business of OTC derivatives dealers.
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New rules adopted under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 include rules
3b-12, 3b-13, 3b-14, 3b-15, 11a1-6, 15a-1, 15b9-2, 15c3-4, 17a-12, 36a1-1, and
36a1-2. Various Exchange Act rules have been amended, and Form X-17A-5
was revised.
Annual Compliance Certification
3.143 NASD rule 3013, "Annual Certification of Compliance and Supervi-
sory Processes," requires members to (1) designate a CCO and (2) have the CEO
or equivalent officer certify annually that the member has in place processes to
establish, maintain, review, test, and modify written compliance policies and
written supervisory procedures reasonably designed to achieve compliance with
applicable NASD rules, MSRB rules, and federal securities laws and regula-
tions. Recently amended NYSE rule 342.30, "Annual Report," contains similar
requirements. First annual certification pursuant to these rules had to be exe-
cuted by April 1, 2006.
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Chapter 4
Financial Statement Presentation
and Classification
Introduction
4.01 Broker-dealers are guided in their preparation of financial statements
primarily by generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for business en-
terprises in general. However, broker-dealers are further subject to Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) rule 17a-5 and the Financial and Operational
Combined Uniform Single (FOCUS) forms thereunder. That rule requires, in
addition to monthly and quarterly filings on the prescribed forms (Form X-17A-
5—FOCUS Parts I, II and IIA), annual audited financial statements, which in-
clude a statement of financial condition, a statement of income or operations, a
statement of cash flows, a statement of changes in stockholders' or partners' or
sole proprietor's equity, and a statement of changes in liabilities subordinated
to claims of general creditors. Also required are certain supporting schedules
for various specified computations. These are illustrated in Exhibits 4-1–4-9 at
the end of the chapter.
4.02 In addition to the disclosures shown in Exhibit 4-8, "Notes to Consol-
idated Financial Statements," at the end of this chapter, there may be certain
other disclosures required under Regulation S-X of the SEC for those companies
that are registered under section 12(b) or 12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934. Regulation S-X does not apply to the financial statements filed with
the SEC under rule 17a-5, but the independence requirements of regulation
S-X do apply.1
4.03 Broker-dealers commonly prepare their financial statements on a
single-year basis, which complies with the requirements of SEC rule 17a-5.
Coexisting financial statements for other than regulatory filings (such as bank
lending requirements or reports to shareholders) are also generally prepared
on a single-year basis.
4.04 Over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives dealers registered pursuant to
Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 under an alternative regula-
tory framework as discussed in paragraph 3.141 of this guide, are subject to SEC
rule 17a-12. rule 17a-5 states that an OTC derivatives dealer may comply with
rule 17a-5 by complying with the provisions of rule 17a-12. The rules govern-
ing reporting for OTC derivatives dealers remain substantially the same as for
fully regulated broker-dealers. However, they have been tailored to the business
1 In January 2003, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) adopted amendments to its
requirements regarding auditor independence to enhance the independence of accountants who audit
and review financial statements and prepare attestation reports filed with the SEC. In August 2003,
the SEC's Office of the Chief Accountant provided responses to 35 frequently asked questions regarding
the application of these rules. The last question, number 35, indicates that the scope of services
provisions of Sarbanes-Oxley extend to auditors of privately held broker-dealers. Accordingly, auditors
of privately held broker-dealers are restricted from performing those services specifically excluded
by Sarbanes-Oxley and are expected to comply with all other SEC independence rules, including
those that prohibit bookkeeping and the preparation of financial statements for privately held broker-
dealers. However, as indicated by the response to question number 35, the auditor rotation rules do
not apply to auditors of private broker-dealers. SEC answers to frequently asked questions regarding
the independence rules can be found at www.sec.gov/info/accountants/ocafaqaudind080703.htm.
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of OTC derivatives dealers. Readers should refer to the requirements of rule
17a-12 for guidance on reports to be made by OTC derivatives dealers.
4.05 Some of the unique attributes of the financial statements and the
accounts or captions appearing therein, as they relate to broker-dealers, are
discussed in the following sections.
Financial Statements
Statement of Financial Condition
4.06 The audited statement of financial condition should be in a format
and on a basis consistent with the totals reported on the statement of finan-
cial condition contained in Part II or Part IIA of the FOCUS report, as filed
by the broker-dealer. This presentation should conform with GAAP. See para-
graph 4.08 for a discussion on subordinated liabilities and stockholders' equity,
or partners' or proprietor's capital. However, current and noncurrent classi-
fications are ordinarily not presented in the statement of financial condition
because such a distinction normally has little meaning for brokers and dealers.
4.07 The statement of financial condition, when presented with the other
basic financial statements, should disclose on the face of the statement or in
a note the components of stockholders' equity (for example, preferred stock,
common stock, additional paid-in capital, and retained earnings). However, the
statement of financial condition presented alone (for example, the statement
of financial condition bound separately for the SEC; see the discussion of con-
fidentiality in the section of Chapter 3 titled "The Annual Audited Report")
and the statement of financial condition furnished to customers (see the sec-
tion of Chapter 3 titled "Financial Statements to Be Furnished to Customers
of Securities Broker-Dealers") has traditionally not disclosed the components
of stockholders' equity.
4.08 Subordinated liabilities and stockholders' equity (or partners' or pro-
prietor's capital) should be presented separately. Because of the unique charac-
teristics of qualifying subordinated liabilities, disclosure should be made in the
notes to the financial statements or the separate statement of financial condi-
tion of the amount of subordinated debt for which six months' notice has been
given of intent to withdraw.
Statement of Income or Operations
4.09 The statement of income or operations should be in a format that is
consistent with the statement contained in Part II or Part IIA of the FOCUS
report, and it should disclose separately the sources of the broker-dealer's rev-
enues (such as brokerage commissions, trading and investment gains or losses,
underwriting profits or losses, fee income, dividends, and interest). Expenses
should be reported by major types (such as employee compensation and bene-
fits, communications, occupancy and equipment, interest, floor brokerage, and
clearance fees).
Statement of Cash Flows
4.10 The statement of cash flows is required when financial statements
present both the statement of financial condition and the statement of income
or operations in conformity with GAAP. Broker-dealers report their trading
securities activities in the operating section of the statement of cash flows. This
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presentation is appropriate for the securities industry because, unlike other
industries, broker-dealers' business is to acquire and finance securities.
Statement of Changes in Ownership Equity
4.11 The statement of changes in ownership equity should be in a format
that is consistent with the statement contained in Part II or Part IIA of the FO-
CUS report. This statement is required whether the reporting broker-dealer
is a corporation, partnership, or sole proprietor. It should disclose the princi-
pal changes in the equity accounts of the broker-dealer during the periods for
which a statement of income or operations is presented. After the issuance of
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 150, Accounting
for Certain Financial Instruments with Characteristics of both Liabilities and
Equity, some instruments which previously had been classified as equity are
now considered a liability and should be classified as such. Examples include
certain mandatorily redeemable preferred and common stock, general partner
buy/sell arrangements and other similar arrangements. (Please refer to para-
graphs 7.49–.50 for more information.) Separate classification on the face of
the financial statements and disclosure in the footnotes should be made for
any "redeemable" forms of equity. (See FASB Statement No. 150, paragraphs
18–19 and 26–28, and Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) Abstracts, Appendix
D, Topic D-98, Classification and Measurement of Redeemable Securities, for
additional guidance.)
Statement of Changes in Liabilities Subordinated to Claims
of General Creditors
4.12 The SEC requires a statement showing the increases and decreases
to subordinated liabilities for each year being reported on. This statement is
required even if no increases or decreases in subordinated liabilities occur dur-
ing the year; however, no statement is required if no subordinated liabilities
exist at any time during the year.
Consolidation of Subsidiaries2
4.13 Annual audited financial statements of a company and its sub-
sidiaries that are presented in conformity with GAAP are presented on a
consolidated basis in accordance with ARB No. 51, Consolidated Financial
Statements, FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation of All Majority-owned
Subsidiaries,3 Interpretation No. 46 (revised December 2003), Consolidation of
Variable Interest Entities—an interpretation of Accounting Research Bulletins
2 Broker-dealers may act as general partners in private equity, merchant banking and asset
management partnerships. In June 2005, the Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) reached a consensus
on EITF Issue No. 04-5, "Determining Whether a General Partner, or the General Partners as a Group,
Controls a Limited Partnership or Similar Entity When the Limited Partners Have Certain Rights."
The EITF consensus requires a general partner in a limited partnership to consolidate the limited
partnership unless the presumption of control is overcome. The general partner may overcome this
presumption of control and not consolidate the entity if the limited partners have: (a) the substantive
ability to dissolve or liquidate the limited partnership or otherwise remove the general partner without
having to show cause; or (b) substantive participating rights in managing the partnership.
3 On February 23, 1999, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) released an expo-
sure draft (revised) of a proposed FASB Statement, Consolidated Financial Statements: Purpose and
Policy—Revision of Exposure Draft issued October 16, 1995, that, in addition to other matters, would
supersede FASB Statement No. 94. The FASB decided in 2001 to temporarily suspend work on consol-
idation policy issues, and focus its efforts on developing interpretive guidance for special situations,
(continued)
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(ARB) No. 51 (Interpretation No. 46R), and FASB Statement No. 140, Account-
ing for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of
Liabilities—a replacement of FASB Statement No. 125 (which provides special
guidance for consolidation of qualifying SPEs), and FASB Statement No. 155,
Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial Instruments-An amendment of FASB
Statements No. 133 and 140.4 However, audited financial statements filed pur-
suant to Part II or Part IIA of the FOCUS report may have different consoli-
dation requirements. If the statement of financial condition, filed on Part II or
Part IIA of the FOCUS report, is not on a consolidated basis, or if consolidation
on Part II or Part IIA of the FOCUS Report is on a "one line" (equity) basis,
it may differ from the statement reported on by the independent auditor. The
SEC requires that such differences, if material, be disclosed in a note to the
audited financial statements or included as supplementary information.
4.14 In addition, the SEC requires disclosure of summary financial in-
formation (including assets, liabilities, and net worth) concerning subsidiaries
consolidated in the financial statements presented in conformity with GAAP
if that consolidation differs from the presentation in the unaudited Part II or
Part IIA FOCUS filing. Further, for subsidiaries consolidated under the flow-
through capital benefits of Appendix C of SEC rule 15c3-1, the effect of the
consolidation on net capital and required net capital of the broker-dealer must
be disclosed in the notes to the statement of financial condition furnished to
customers.
Supplementary Schedules
4.15 Certain supplementary schedules are required to be filed with the
financial statements. These supplementary schedules should be presented in
the format required by SEC and CFTC rules and should be filed as a part of
the FOCUS report. The independent auditors' report is required to cover these
schedules, which should be filed as of the audit date.
Computation of Net Capital Pursuant to SEC Rule 15c3-1
4.16 This schedule shows the computation of the net capital and required
net capital of the broker-dealer. A reconciliation is required if material differ-
ences exist between the computation reported on by the independent auditor
and the broker-dealer's original unaudited filing of Part II or Part IIA of the
(footnote continued)
in particular variable interest entities. However, following the issuance of FASB Interpretation No.
46R, Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities, the FASB decided to resume work on certain issues
related to consolidation policy.
Currently, the FASB has on its agenda a long-term project entitled Consolidations: Policy and
Procedure to develop comprehensive accounting guidance on accounting for affiliations between
entities, including reconsideration of Accounting Research Bulletins (ARB) No. 51, Consolidated
Financial Statements. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) also has an active
project on its agenda to reconsider its guidance in this area. In April 2004, the IASB and FASB agreed
that an objective of both their projects is the development of a common, high-quality standard on
consolidation policy. The objective of this research project is to identify and develop plans for the next
steps in achieving the FASB's long-term objectives, including plans for coordinating the activities of
the FASB with those of the IASB. The FASB began those staff research and planning activities in
late 2005.
4 FASB Statement No. 155 amended paragraphs 35(c)(2) and 40 of FASB Statement No. 140, as
related to SPEs. See paragraph 7.45 for information on FASB Statement 155.
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FOCUS report.5 If no material differences exist, a statement to that effect must
be made in the schedule.
Computation for Determination of Reserve Requirements
Pursuant to Rule 15c3-3
4.17 This schedule shows the computation of the required deposit in spe-
cial reserve bank accounts for the exclusive benefit of customers. A reconcilia-
tion is required if material differences exist between the computation reported
on by the independent auditor and the computation filed previously by the
broker-dealer in the original unaudited FOCUS report.6 If no material differ-
ences exist, a statement to that effect must be made in the schedule.
Information Relating to Possession or Control Requirements
Under Rule 15c3-3
4.18 This schedule discloses the number of security positions and the re-
lated market value of securities required to be in possession or control that had
not been reduced to possession or control in the proper time frame because (a)
properly issued segregation instructions were not acted upon or (b) segregation
instructions were not issued. In addition, for those items not in possession or
control, the current status of the reduction of those items to possession and
control should be included within the schedule.
Schedules of Segregation Requirements and Funds in Segregation
Pursuant to the Commodity Exchange Act
4.19 The segregation schedule shows the computation of the amount of
funds that must be segregated for customers trading on U.S. commodity ex-
changes and the total funds segregated by the broker-dealer to meet those
requirements. The secured amount schedule shows the computation of funds
required to be set aside in separate accounts for customers trading on non-U.S.
commodity exchanges and the amount of funds in such separate accounts.
Statement-of-Financial-Condition Account Descriptions
4.20 Many statement-of-financial-condition accounts contained in a
broker-dealer's general ledger are self-explanatory. The captions discussed in
the following paragraphs require special comment because they contain certain
characteristics that are unique to broker-dealers.
Cash
4.21 Cash in banks subject to withdrawal restrictions, restricted deposits
held as compensating balances, and cash segregated in compliance with federal
or other regulations (such as cash deposited in a special reserve bank account
for the exclusive benefit of customers pursuant to SEC rule 15c3-3) should
be classified separately in the statement of financial condition or disclosed in
5 As permitted under the SEC Letter to New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) dated April 24, 1987,
if a broker-dealer files an amended FOCUS report that contains the reconciliation and explanation
of material differences between the amended report and the original report, the audit report may
be reconciled with the amended FOCUS report and would include a statement as to whether any
material differences are shown in the amendment.
6 See footnote 5 in paragraph 4.16.
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the notes to the financial statements. Because of the attributes of segregated
cash and related assets under Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
rules, many futures commission merchants and some broker-dealers disclose
in the notes a summary of the computation of segregation requirements and
funds in segregation.
Memberships in Exchanges
4.22 Exchange memberships provide the broker-dealer with the right to
do business on the exchanges of which the broker-dealer is a member. Some
exchange memberships also represent an ownership interest in the exchange.
Due to the demutualization of some exchanges, membership may not be aligned
with ownership in the exchange as trading privileges are disaggregated from
ownership. Many broker-dealers have memberships in several exchanges and
have more than one membership in any particular exchange. Memberships
are usually registered in the names of individuals who are affiliated with the
broker-dealer. A membership held in the name of an individual is considered
to be an asset of the broker-dealer if it is held by the broker-dealer under an
agreement (such as an ABC agreement)7 that would require the member, upon
leaving the broker-dealer, to do one of the following:
a. Pay the member organization the amount necessary to purchase
another membership (if the named individual wished to retain the
membership)
b. Sell the membership and pay the proceeds over to the member or-
ganization
c. Transfer the membership for a nominal consideration to a person
designated by the member organization and satisfactory to the ex-
change
4.23 A membership may be considered to be an asset of the broker-dealer
if its use has been contributed to the broker-dealer under a formal or informal
subordination agreement.
Receivables From and Payables to Broker-Dealers
and Clearing Organizations
4.24 Receivables from broker-dealers and clearing organizations may in-
clude amounts receivable for securities failed to deliver, certain deposits for
securities borrowed, amounts receivable from clearing organizations relating
to open transactions, good-faith and margin deposits, and commissions and
floor-brokerage receivables. Payables to broker-dealers and clearing organiza-
tions include amounts payable for securities failed to receive, certain deposits
received for securities loaned, amounts payable to clearing organizations on
open transactions, and floor-brokerage payables. In addition, the net receivable
or payable arising from unsettled trades would be reflected in those captions.
4.25 If a broker-dealer clears transactions on behalf of or through corre-
spondents, there may be balances in the omnibus accounts with one or more
7 ABC agreement is an agreement between a brokerage firm and one of its employees spelling
out the firm's rights when it purchases a NYSE membership for the employee. Only individuals can be
members of the NYSE, and it is common practice for a firm to finance the purchase of a membership,
or seat, by one of its employees. The NYSE approved ABC agreement contains the following provisions
regarding the future disposition of the seat: (1) the employee may retain the membership and buy
another seat for an individual designated by the firm, (2) the employee may sell the seat and give the
proceeds to the firm, or (3) the employee may transfer the seat to another employee of the firm.
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of the correspondents. Balances included in this category may be shown sepa-
rately as due from or due to correspondent brokers.
4.26 Fail-to-Deliver. A broker-dealer that sells securities, either for its own
account or for a customer's account, but does not deliver the securities on the
settlement date records the selling price, including any accrued interest, as
an asset in the receivable account due from broker-dealers. This asset will be
collected upon delivery of the securities.
4.27 Fail-to-Receive. A broker-dealer that purchases securities, either for
its own account or for a customer's account, but does not receive the securities
on the settlement date records the amount of money representing the purchase
price of the securities, including any accrued interest, as a liability to the selling
broker-dealer. This liability is paid when the securities are received by the
purchasing broker-dealer.
4.28 Clearing Organizations Receivables/Payables. As described in Chap-
ter 1, "The Securities Industry," clearing organizations provide efficient and
orderly trade clearance and settlement services for which broker-dealers pay
fees. Clearing organizations perform post trade processing and trade compar-
isons among numerous broker-dealers and act as settlement agents between
buying and selling broker-dealers. In general, the majority of financial instru-
ment transactions are compared and cleared through a clearing organization.
4.29 All continuous net settlement transactions (see paragraph 1.37 for
a description of these transactions) are netted at each clearing organization to
one cash settlement position. Therefore, if the contract amount of the securities
received (purchased) is greater than that delivered (sold), the broker-dealer
records a payable to the clearing organization for the net movement.
4.30 Securities Borrowed. Broker-dealers borrow securities from other
broker-dealers or institutions for the following purposes:
 To deliver them in place of securities not available because cus-
tomers or broker-dealers sell short (sell securities not owned), cus-
tomers sell securities before they deliver them, or customers de-
liver securities lacking proper endorsements, preventing their de-
livery to buyers
 To lend them in connection with finder or conduit transactions
 To be used for other purposes permitted under Federal Reserve
Regulation T (Regulation T)
4.31 Broker-dealers may advance cash, pledge securities as allowed under
Regulation T (permitted securities), or issue letters of credit as collateral for
borrowed securities. Cash is typically in excess of the market value of the secu-
rities borrowed. The amount of collateral required may increase or decrease de-
pending on changes in the value of the securities. The borrowing broker-dealer
normally receives a rebate on the cash that it exchanges for the securities bor-
rowed.
4.32 Securities Loaned. Securities are loaned to other broker-dealers as
a method of financing or in a finder or conduit business. Collateral, generally
cash, is received for the securities loaned. A rebate is paid by the lending broker-
dealer on the money received for the securities lent. It should be noted that SEC
rule 15c3-3 specifies that customers' fully paid and excess margin securities may
not be lent, except as specifically allowed under the rule.
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4.33 Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 10, Omnibus Opinion—
1966, paragraph 7, states that "it is a general principle of accounting that the
offsetting of assets and liabilities in the balance sheet is improper except where
a right of setoff exists." A debtor having a valid right of setoff may offset the
related asset and liability and report the net amount.
4.34 FASB Interpretation No. 39 defines right of setoff and specifies what
conditions must be met to have that right. Specifically, FASB Interpretation No.
39, Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Contracts, provides in paragraph
5c that a right of setoff exists when all of the following conditions are met.
a. Each of two parties owes the other determinable amounts.
b. The reporting party has the right to set off the amount owed with
the amount owed by the other party.
c. The reporting party intends to set off.
d. The right of setoff is enforceable at law.
Securities borrowed and securities loaned transactions that do not have ex-
plicit settlement dates do not meet the requirement in paragraph 5c of FASB
Interpretation No. 39. Appendix D of the EITF Abstracts, Topic D-43 contains
the FASB staff response to inquiries about the nature of support required for
an assertion in financial statements that a right of setoff is enforceable at law.
Balances arising from securities borrowed and loaned transactions that are
accounted for as secured borrowings are presented gross on the statement of
financial condition because they do not have explicit settlement dates. FASB
Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets
and Extinguishments of Liabilities, provides specific criteria for determining
whether a securities lending transaction is to be accounted for as a sale or as a
secured borrowing (see Chapter 7, "Accounting Standards," for a discussion of
secured borrowing) and provides an illustration of the latter.
Receivables From and Payables to Customers
4.35 The term customers generally excludes other broker-dealers; persons
who are principal officers, directors, and stockholders; and persons whose se-
curities or funds are part of the regulatory net capital of the broker-dealer.
Another broker-dealer's account can be classified as a customer if the account
is carried as an omnibus account in compliance with Regulation T. The accounts
of principal officers, directors, and stockholders may be combined in the cus-
tomer captions if they are not material and the combination is disclosed in the
oath that is required to accompany the annual audited FOCUS report.
Securities Sold Under Agreements to Repurchase*
4.36 A repurchase transaction (repo) is, in its simplest form, a sale of a
security coupled with an agreement by the seller to repurchase the same or
substantially the same security8 from the same counterparty at a fixed or de-
terminable price (generally the original sale price plus accrued interest) within
* On July 24, 2007, FASB issued a proposed FASB Staff Position (FSP FAS 140-d) for comment
that addresses whether there are circumstances that would permit a transferor and a transferee to
evaluate the accounting for a transfer of a financial asset separately from a repurchase agreement that
relates to a previously transferred financial asset (repurchase financing), when the counterparties
to the two transactions are the same under FASB Statement No. 140, Transfers and Servicing of
Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities. Readers should be alert for further developments.
8 The meaning of substantially the same is explained in paragraph 48 of FASB Statement No. 140.
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a fixed or variable time period. FASB Statement No. 140 provides specific crite-
ria for determining whether repos should be accounted for as sales or as secured
borrowings (see the discussion of secured borrowings in Chapter 7).
Securities Purchased Under Agreements to Resell
4.37 A reverse repurchase agreement (reverse repo or resale), is, in its
simplest form, the purchase of a security at a specified price with an agreement
to sell the same or substantially the same security to the same counterparty at
a fixed or determinable price at a future date. Repos and reverse repos that are
accounted for as secured borrowings (see Chapter 7 for a discussion) should be
recorded as both assets and liabilities on the statement of financial condition
and may be netted if the conditions of FASB Interpretation No. 41, Offsetting of
Amounts Related to Certain Repurchase and Reverse Repurchase Agreements,
are met.
Securities Owned and Securities Sold, Not Yet Purchased
4.38 Proprietary securities transactions entered into by the broker-dealer
for trading or investment purposes are included in "Securities Owned and Se-
curities Sold, Not Yet Purchased."
4.39 Although proprietary trading is frequently thought of as purchasing
securities for sale to others, trading securities for the broker-dealer's own ac-
count sometimes leads to a liability for the market value of securities sold but
not yet purchased, that is, sold short. The broker-dealer is then obligated to
purchase the securities at a future date at the then-current market price.
4.40 Security positions resulting from proprietary trading are reported at
current market or fair values, and unrealized gains or losses resulting from
marking these to the market or fair value are included in profit or loss. The
mark to market of fixed-income securities owned that were purchased at a
discount or premium is composed of accreted interest income or changes in
market valuations of the securities or both. Consideration should be given to
reporting these components separately as interest income and trading gains
and losses, respectively. See Chapter 7 for a more complete discussion of valuing
securities owned and securities sold, not yet purchased.
4.41 Specific requirements regarding joint accounts with other broker-
dealers are included in the instructions to the FOCUS report. For joint accounts
carried by the broker-dealer, the applicable portion of the securities or other
positions should be included in the appropriate securities owned or other clas-
sifications, and the other parties' interests in the ledger balance are included in
receivables or payables. If the joint account is carried by another broker-dealer,
the share of the broker-dealer being reported on should be determined with a
contraliability to or receivable from the carrying broker-dealer.
4.42 Broker-dealers acting as principals in underwriting and when-issued
contracts have contractual commitments. Disclosure should be made of such
commitments. The broker-dealer's share (assuming such share is not merely
contingent) in underwriting or joint accounts with other broker-dealers for is-
sued securities should be included with its trading accounts.
Bank Loans
4.43 Bank loans represent obligations incurred by a broker-dealer to fi-
nance securities purchases by customers on margin; to satisfy amounts owed
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for settling securities purchases, net of sales; to finance the firm's securities
inventories; or for other corporate purposes. These loans may be secured or
unsecured. Secured bank loans are generally collateralized by marketable se-
curities. Broker-dealers should disclose in the notes to the financial statements
the general attributes of the loans, including the collateral pledged.9
4.44 Customer-owned securities may be used only to collateralize customer
loans. Unsecured loans are always firm loans. Only securities belonging to the
firm or its subordinated lenders, partners, principal officers, or directors can be
used as collateral for firm loans. Loans that are collateralized by securities not
owned by the broker-dealer but that are held pending delivery or held for the
account of other broker-dealers are considered nonfirm, noncustomer loans.
However, securities that have been sold to a delivery versus payment (DVP)
customer or to another broker-dealer and that have not yet been paid for can be
pledged as collateral for a firm bank loan. Noncustomer bank loans are typically
used to finance positions of a broker-dealer correspondent or an affiliate. Once
a customer's securities are fully paid for or constitute excess margin, they must
be promptly removed from bank loans and segregated as required by SEC rule
15c3-3.
Commitments, Contingencies and Guarantees
4.45 There are many transactions that may be interpreted to be a 'guar-
antee' which may require specific recognition and measurement within the fi-
nancial statements. FASB Interpretation No. 45, Guarantor's Accounting and
Disclosure Requirements for Guarantees, Including Indirect Guarantees of In-
debtedness of Others—an interpretation of FASB Statement Nos. 5, 57, and 107
and rescission of FASB Interpretation No. 34, discusses these transactions. Ex-
amples include a parent's guarantee of a subsidiary's debt, indemnifications to
service providers or counterparties, certain written options and certain credit
default swaps. This interpretation elaborates on the disclosures to be made by a
guarantor in its interim and annual financial statements about its obligations
under certain guarantees that it has issued. It also clarifies that a guarantor is
required to recognize, at the inception of certain guarantees, a liability for the
fair value of the obligation undertaken in issuing the guarantee. Paragraph .07
of Interpretation 45 lists the types of guarantees that are not subject to its
initial recognition and initial measurement provisions, but are subject to its
disclosure requirements.
Subordinated Borrowings
4.46 Broker-dealers use subordinated loans as sources of regulatory cap-
ital. These loans may be cash loans or secured demand notes. They are often
made by persons associated with the broker-dealer, usually a partner, parent
corporation, or principal shareholder, officer, employee, or family relation of the
foregoing. The subordinated loans must be subject to a qualified subordination
agreement or to a qualified secured demand note collateral agreement approved
9 Paragraph 15 of FASB Statement No. 140 addresses the accounting for collateral and requires,
in some cases, that a debtor reclassify an asset pledged as collateral to indicate that it is encumbered.
The standards for accounting for noncash collateral in paragraph 15 of FASB Statement No. 140
require that the debtor reclass noncash collateral that the secured party has the right by contract
or custom to sell or repledge. Cash "collateral," sometimes used, for example, in securities lending
transactions, shall be derecognized by the payer and recognized by the recipient, not as collateral, but
rather as proceeds of either a sale or a borrowing. Paragraph 17 of FASB Statement No. 140 requires
certain disclosures for collateral.
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by the broker-dealer's designated self-regulatory organization to qualify as cap-
ital for purposes of computing the broker-dealer's net capital.
4.47 In a typical subordinated cash loan agreement, the lender lends cash
to the broker-dealer and in return receives from the broker-dealer a written
promise in the form of a note, which sets forth the repayment terms, the interest
rate, and the provisions under which the lender agrees to subordinate its claims
to the claims of the general creditors of the broker-dealer.
4.48 A secured demand note is an interest-bearing promissory note exe-
cuted by the lender and is payable upon demand of the broker-dealer to which
it is contributed. These notes are generally collateralized by marketable securi-
ties. Upon demand, the note becomes due and collectible. The right to demand
payment may be conditioned upon the occurrence of certain events.
4.49 The lender actually retains ownership of the collateral, benefiting
from increases, and bearing the risk for decreases, in its value. Securities
pledged as collateral must be fully paid and must be in bearer form or registered
in the name of the broker-dealer or its custodian, which allows the securities
to be used by the broker-dealer. The lender may withdraw any excess collateral
or substitute cash or other securities as collateral. The securities received as
collateral and cash, if any, would be recorded in a secured demand note account
similar to a customer account. (Also see FASB Statement No. 140, paragraph
15, which determines the financial reporting treatment of collateral.)10
4.50 If a subordinated loan or collateral securing a secured demand note is
subject to a satisfactory subordination agreement, as defined in Appendix D of
SEC rule 15c3-1, it will qualify as capital when computing the broker-dealer's
net capital.
Income Statement Account Descriptions
4.51 Many income statement accounts of broker-dealers are analogous to
those of other entities. This Audit and Accounting Guide (guide) discusses those
income statement accounts that arise based on transactions that are typical to
broker-dealers. The income statement accounts of broker-dealers include the
following:
 Commission income
 Interest income and expense
 Dividend income and expense
 Trading gains and losses
 Underwriting income or loss
 Management and investment advisory income
 Floor brokerage
 Exchange fees
 Occupancy
 Account executive and other employee compensation
 Communications and data processing
10 See footnote 9 in paragraph 4.43.
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Commission Income
4.52 Acting as an agent, a broker-dealer may buy and sell securities on
behalf of its customers. In return for such services, the broker-dealer charges
a commission. Each time a customer enters into a buy or sell transaction, a
commission is earned by the broker-dealer for its selling and administrative
efforts. For securities purchased, the commission is recorded as a receivable
from customers; for securities sold, it is recorded as reductions in the payable
to customers.
4.53 Commissions earned are usually related to the broker-dealer's cus-
tomers' trading volume and the dollar amounts of the trades. Those relation-
ships are important when considering analytical procedures relating to com-
mission income.
Interest Income and Expense
4.54 The sources of interest income earned by a broker-dealer include—
 Interest earned on reverse repurchase transactions.
 Interest charged on debit balances in customer margin accounts.
A broker provides financing to its customers by allowing them to
purchase on credit in return for which the broker-dealer charges
interest.
 Interest income earned by the broker-dealer on its trading and
investment portfolio, including the accretion of discounts and the
amortization of premiums.
 Interest earned on securities-borrowed transactions in which the
broker-dealer has borrowed securities from another broker-dealer
and in return has deposited cash with the other broker-dealer. The
other broker-dealer pays interest (commonly known as a rebate)
for the use of the cash.
4.55 Interest expense typically arises from the following:
 Interest on cash borrowings to finance payment for securities pur-
chased
 Interest or rebates paid on cash collateral received for securities
loaned to others
 Interest on cash collateral received in repurchase transactions
 Interest to subordinated and other lenders
 Payments in lieu of interest on securities sold short
Dividend Income and Expense
4.56 Broker-dealers may earn dividend income from equity securities
owned and may incur payments in lieu of dividends from equity securities sold,
not yet purchased.
Trading Gains and Losses
4.57 A broker-dealer may buy and sell securities for its own account. The
profit or loss is measured by the difference between the acquisition cost and the
selling price or current market or fair value. Trading gains and losses, which
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are composed of both realized and unrealized gains and losses, are generally
presented net.
Underwriting Income or Loss
4.58 A broker-dealer may underwrite a security offering by contracting to
buy the issue either at a fixed price or a price based on selling the offering on
a best-effort basis. The difference between the price paid by the public and the
contract price less the related expenses represents the underwriting income or
loss.
Management and Investment Advisory Income
4.59 Many broker-dealers provide investment advice, research, and ad-
ministrative services for customers. For such services, the broker-dealer re-
ceives a fee that may be based on the net assets of the fund or the account.
Therefore, such income may correlate with the size of the funds or accounts
managed.
Floor Brokerage
4.60 Broker-dealers often use other brokers to execute trades on their
behalf. The trading broker-dealer becomes a customer of the executing broker-
dealer and pays a floor brokerage fee. Such fees are paid periodically either
directly to the executing broker-dealer or through a clearinghouse.
Exchange Fees
4.61 Exchange fees are charged by securities exchanges for the privilege
of trading securities listed on that exchange. Some fees vary with the related
volume, while others are fixed. For transaction charges, each broker-dealer
submits a monthly report of net commissions earned on transactions executed
on the exchange. This report is used for the self-determination of the exchange
fee. Floor brokerage and exchange fees generally vary proportionally with the
volume of trades executed by the broker-dealer on the exchange.
Occupancy
4.62 Occupancy expenses generally include rent, electricity, and depre-
ciation on fixed assets. Rent can be a significant expense for broker-dealers
with large retail networks and numerous branch offices. For this reason, retail
broker-dealers tend to have higher occupancy costs than do large institutional
dealers, which tend to have more concentrated office sites.11
11 On February 7, 2005, the Office of the Chief Accountant of the SEC sent a letter to the AICPA
Center for Public Company Audit Firms in which it expressed its views regarding certain operating
lease accounting matters and their application under GAAP. The letter specifically addresses the ap-
propriate accounting for (1) the amortization of leasehold improvements by a lessee in an operating
lease with lease renewals, (2) the pattern of recognition of rent when the lease term in an operating
lease contains a period where there are free or reduced rents (commonly referred to as "rent holidays"),
and (3) incentives related to leasehold improvements provided by a landlord/lessor to a tenant/lessee
in an operating lease. Financial service institutions, especially those that have numerous branch loca-
tions under leases, should review this guidance to ensure that lease accounting is properly applied. The
reader can view the SEC letter at www.sec.gov/info/accountants/staffletters/cpcaf020705.htm. Also,
in November 2005, the AICPA issued a set of Technical Practice Aids (TPAs) in the form of questions
and answers related to accounting for operating leases. These TPAs are available as a publication on
the AICPA Web site (AICPA, Technical Practice Aids, Technical Q & A, TIS section 5600).
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Account Executive and Other Employee Compensation
4.63 Account executive compensation represents commissions paid to ac-
count executives based on their production, the revenue they generate for
the firm. Commission rates for sales representatives are somewhat standard-
ized but can vary depending on the individual account executive's employment
terms, customer base (for example, institutional or retail), production volume,
and type of product sold. The production on which account executives are paid
includes the following:
 Commission revenue from agency trades
 Fee revenue from assets managed
 Selling concessions from underwriting sales
 Sales credits or trading allowances from principal transactions
4.64 Account executive and other employee compensation includes em-
ployee salaries, bonuses, payroll taxes, and employee benefits. These expenses
are not significantly different for broker-dealers than for other industries, ex-
cept that at broker-dealers, bonuses usually represent a greater percentage of
an individual's total compensation. In the event account executives or employ-
ees of a broker-dealer are compensated with equity of the broker-dealer or a
related entity, FASB Statement No. 123, Accounting for Stock-Based Compen-
sation, (revised 2004), Share-Based Payment, should be referred to for guid-
ance. This pronouncement generally requires companies to recognize the value
of employee stock options and similar awards as compensation expense over
the requisite service period (usually the vesting period).
Communications and Data Processing
4.65 Communications and data processing expenses tend to be very high
for broker-dealers because of their dependence on communication and informa-
tion networks. Traders, account executives, and investment bankers constantly
use the telephone to interact with customers, other broker-dealers, and branch
locations; they use communication lines to receive quotation, ticker, and news
services; and they use direct computer links to other broker-dealers, branches,
clearing organizations, exchanges, analytical services, and major customers.
Disclosures
Disclosures of Certain Significant Risks and Uncertainties
4.66 AICPA Statement of Position (SOP) 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Sig-
nificant Risks and Uncertainties, requires broker-dealers to include in their
financial statements disclosures about (a) the nature of their operations and
(b) the use of estimates in the preparation of their financial statements. Fol-
lowing are illustrations of the application of these disclosure requirements by
a broker-dealer:
 Nature of operations. Standard broker-dealer operates seven
branches in rural and suburban communities in Minnesota and
Nebraska. The broker-dealer's primary source of revenue is pro-
viding brokerage services to customers, who are predominately
small and middle-market businesses and middle-income individ-
uals.
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 Use of estimates in the preparation of financial statements. The
preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles requires management to make es-
timates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of as-
sets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and lia-
bilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.
4.67 If specified disclosure criteria are met, SOP 94-6 also requires broker-
dealers to include in their financial statements disclosures about (a) certain sig-
nificant estimates and (b) current vulnerability due to certain concentrations.
Following is a discussion of the application of SOP 94-6 by a broker-dealer to
example events and circumstances that meet the disclosure criteria.
4.68 Certain Significant Estimates. Paragraphs 12–13 of SOP 94-6 re-
quire disclosure regarding estimates used in the determination of the carrying
amounts of assets or liabilities, or in disclosure of gain or loss contingencies
if known information available prior to issuance of the financial statements
indicates that both of the following criteria are met:
a. It is at least reasonably possible that the estimate of the effect
on the financial statements of a condition, situation, or set of cir-
cumstances that existed at the date of the financial statements
will change in the near term due to one or more future confirming
events.
b. The effect of the change would be material to the financial state-
ments.
4.69 Paragraph 14 of SOP 94-6 says the disclosure should indicate the
nature of the uncertainty and include an indication that it is at least reasonably
possible that a change in the estimate will occur in the near term. Paragraph
14 further requires that, if the estimate involves a loss contingency covered
by FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, the disclosure should
also include an estimate of the possible loss or range of loss, or state that such
an estimate cannot be made.12
4.70 Examples of uncertainties that may fall in one or more of these cat-
egories found at certain broker-dealers include the following:
 Significant inventory positions that were valued as of a specific
time
 Estimates made regarding the value of securities that have no
ready market (such as valuations made in good faith by manage-
ment)
4.71 Paragraph 18 of SOP 94-6 gives examples of assets and liabilities
and related revenues and expenses, and of disclosure of gain or loss contingen-
cies included in financial statements that, based on facts and circumstances
12 As noted in paragraph B-23 of SOP 94-6, paragraph 10 of FASB Statement No. 5 requires
reporting entities to disclose certain loss contingencies, as follows:
If no accrual is made for a loss contingency because one or both of the conditions in paragraph 8 are
not met, or if an exposure to loss exists in excess of the amount accrued pursuant to the provisions of
paragraph 8, disclosure of the contingency shall be made when there is at least a reasonable possibility
that a loss or an additional loss may have been incurred. The disclosure shall indicate the nature of
the contingency and shall give an estimate of the possible loss or range of loss or state that such an
estimate cannot be made. [Emphasis added, footnote omitted.]
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existing at the date of the financial statements, may be based on estimates that
are particularly sensitive to change in the near term. Besides good-faith valu-
ations of securities made by management, examples of similar estimates often
included in broker-dealers' financial statements include the following:
 Impairment of long-lived assets, for example, assets related to
marginal branches
 Estimates involving assumed prepayments, for example, mortg-
age-related derivatives
 Lives of identifiable intangible assets
4.72 Current Vulnerability Due to Certain Concentrations. Paragraph 21
of SOP 94-6 requires broker-dealers to disclose the concentrations described in
paragraph 22 of this SOP if, based on information known to management prior
to issuance of the financial statements, all of the following criteria are met:
a. The concentration exists at the date of the financial statements.
b. The concentration makes the broker-dealer vulnerable to the risk
of a near-term severe impact.
c. It is at least reasonably possible that the events that could cause
the severe impact will occur in the near term.
4.73 The following concentrations described in SOP 94-6 paragraph 22
require disclosure if they meet the criteria of paragraph 21 of the same SOP.
a. Concentrations in the volume of business transacted with a particu-
lar customer, supplier, lender, grantor, or contributor. The potential
for the severe impact can result, for example, from total or partial
loss of the business relationship. For purposes of SOP 94-6, it is
always considered at least reasonably possible that any customer
will be lost in the near term.
b. Concentrations in revenue from particular products, services, or
fund-raising events. The potential for the severe impact can result,
for example, from volume or price changes or the loss of patent
protection for the particular source of revenue.
c. Concentrations in the available sources of supply of materials, labor,
or services, or of licenses or other rights used in the entity's opera-
tions. The potential for the severe impact can result, for example,
from changes in the availability to the entity of a resource or a right.
d. Concentrations in the market or geographic area in which an entity
conducts its operations. The potential for the severe impact can re-
sult, for example, from negative effects of the economic and political
forces within the market or geographic area. For purposes of SOP
94-6, it is always considered at least reasonably possible that op-
erations located outside an entity's home country will be disrupted
in the near term.
4.74 Examples of concentrations found at a broker-dealer that could meet
the criteria requiring disclosure as described in SOP 94-6 include a significant
portion of revenue that is earned from the following:
 Bond underwritings to a particular municipality
 A limited number of customers
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4.75 Concentrations, including known group concentrations, require dis-
closure if they meet the above criteria. (Group concentrations exist if a number
of counterparties or items that have similar economic characteristics collec-
tively expose the reporting entity to a particular kind of risk.)
Disclosures About Derivative Instruments13,†
4.76 FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and
Hedging Activities, as amended by FASB Statement No. 137, Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities—Deferral of the Effective Date
of FASB Statement No. 133, FASB Statement No. 138, Accounting for Cer-
tain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities, FASB Statement
No. 149, Amendment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities, and FASB Statement No. 155, Accounting for Certain Hybrid Finan-
cial Instruments—an amendment of FASB Statements No. 133 and 140, pro-
vides guidance on disclosure requirements for derivative instruments.‡ FASB
Statement No. 133 amends FASB Statement No. 107, Disclosures about Fair
Value of Financial Instruments, to include in FASB Statement No. 107 the dis-
closure provisions about concentrations of credit risk from FASB Statement No.
105, Disclosure of Information about Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-
Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments With Concentrations of Credit Risk, with
certain modifications.
4.77 Freestanding written put options and certain contracts which func-
tion as market value guarantees on a financial asset that is owned by the
guaranteed party, even when classified as derivatives under FASB Statement
13 In February of 2006, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 155, Accounting for Certain Hybrid
Financial Instruments—an amendment of FASB Statements No. 133 and 140, which allows financial
instruments that have embedded derivatives to be accounted for as a whole (eliminating the need to
bifurcate the derivative from its host) if the holder elects to account for the whole instrument on a
fair value basis. Among other matters, FASB Statement No. 155 amends disclosure requirements of
FASB Statement No. 133 to require:
• Separate display, either parenthetically or as a separate line on the face of the statement
of financial condition, of amounts measured at fair value as a result of electing fair value
measurement under FASB Statement No. 155.
• Information that will allow users to understand the effect of changes in the fair value of
hybrid financial instruments on earnings.
FASB Statement No. 155 is effective for all financial instruments acquired, issued, or subject to a
remeasurement (new basis) event occurring after the beginning of an entity's first fiscal year that
begins after September 15, 2006. The fair value election provided for in paragraph 4(c) of FASB State-
ment No. 155 may also be applied upon its adoption for hybrid financial instruments that had been
bifurcated under paragraph 12 of FASB Statement No. 133 prior to the adoption of FASB Statement
No. 155.
† FASB has the Derivative Disclosures project on its agenda the objective of which is to provide
guidance on enhanced disclosure requirements related to derivatives accounted for in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities. An
exposure draft, Disclosures about Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities–an amendment of
FASB Statement 133, was issued on December 8, 2006. The proposed statement would amend and ex-
pand the disclosure requirements in FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments
and Hedging Activities. The exposure draft's public comment period ended March 2, 2007. Readers
should be alert for further developments.
‡ FASB Statement No. 157, Fair Value Measurements and FASB Statement No. 159, The Fair
Value Option for Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities—Including an amendment of FASB State-
ment No. 115 will add additional disclosure requirements for derivative instruments upon the effective
date of the guidance. Many of these disclosures are required for both interim and annual financial
statements. Please see Chapter 7, footnote † (FASB Statement No. 157) and footnote ‡ (FASB State-
ment No. 159) located at the heading prior to paragraph 7.02 for more information on these standards.
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No. 133||, are within the scope of the disclosure provisions of FASB Interpre-
tation No. 45, Guarantor's Accounting and Disclosure Requirements for Guar-
antees, Including Indirect Guarantees of Indebtedness of Others. Under those
provisions, guarantors are required to disclose the following:
a. The nature of the guarantee, including its approximate term, how
the guarantee arose, and the events and circumstances that would
require the guarantor to perform under the guarantee.
b. The undiscounted maximum potential amount of future payments
the guarantor would be required to make under the guarantee, not
reduced by any recourse or collateralization provisions.
c. The current carrying amount of the liability, if any, for the guaran-
tor's obligations under the guarantee.
d. The nature of any recourse provisions that would enable the guar-
antor to recover any amounts paid under the guarantee from third
parties and any assets held as collateral or by third parties that the
guarantor can obtain and liquidate to recover all or a portion of the
amounts paid under the guarantee, together with an indication, if
estimable, of the approximate extent to which the maximum po-
tential amount of future payments is covered by liquidating these
assets.
Financial Statements and Schedules
4.78 The financial statements required to be filed under rule 17a-5 are
not required to be in comparative form, and the following financial statement
exhibits are not prepared on that basis. However, if comparative financial state-
ments are prepared, there is no need to present the supplementary information
on a comparative basis.
4.79 The following financial statement and schedule exhibits include the
required facing page and the oath or affirmation form on form X-17A-5. These
exhibits are illustrative only and have been prepared to show how various
items might be presented, assuming they are material in the particular cir-
cumstances. The financial statements of individual companies may vary from
these illustrations depending on facts or circumstances present at the time of
issuance.
4.80 These illustrative financial statements have been updated to reflect
accounting and reporting requirements of FASB Statement No. 149, Amend-
ment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, and
FASB Interpretation No. 45, Guarantor's Accounting and Disclosure Require-
ments for Guarantees, Including Indirect Guarantees of Indebtedness of Others.
|| On April 30, 2007 FASB issued a Staff Position, FSP FIN 39-1, which addresses certain modi-
fications to FASB Interpretation No. 39, Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Contracts. The FSP
also addresses whether a reporting entity that is party to a master netting arrangement can offset
fair value amounts recognized for the right to reclaim cash collateral (a receivable) or the obligation
to return cash collateral (a payable) against fair value amounts recognized for derivative instruments
that have been offset under the same master netting arrangement in accordance with paragraph 10
of Interpretation 39. FSP FIN 39-1 adds disclosure requirements which include disclosing amounts
recognized at the end of each reporting period for the right to reclaim cash collateral or the obligation
to return cash collateral. FSP FIN 39-1 is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007,
with early application permitted. Please refer to FSP FIN 39-1 for more information.
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Exhibit 4-1
U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549
ANNUAL AUDITED REPORT
FORM X-17A-5
PART III
Information Required of Brokers and Dealers
Pursuant to Section 17 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-5 Thereunder
SEC FILE
8-12345
REPORT FOR THE PERIOD BEGINNING 01/01/X6
MM/DD/YY
AND ENDING 12/31/X6
MM/DD/YY
A. REGISTRANT IDENTIFICATION
NAME OF BROKER-DEALER:
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
OFFICIAL USE
ONLY
_________________
ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS: (Do not use P.O. Box No.)
1 Main Street
(No. and Street)
New York New York 10004
(City) (State) (Zip Code)
NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PERSON TO CONTACT IN REGARD TO THIS REPORT
Joseph P. Brokestock (212) 555-1212
(Area Code - Telephone No.)
B. ACCOUNTANT IDENTIFICATION
INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT (Whose opinion is contained in this Report∗)
(Name . . . if individual, state last, first, middle name)
Accounting Firm
2 Main Street New York New York 10004
(Address) (City) (State) (Zip Code)
CHECK ONE:
x Certified Public Accountant
o Public Accountant
o Accountant not resident in United States or any of its possessions.
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
______________________________
∗ Claims for exemption from the requirement that the annual report be covered
by the opinion of an independent public accountant must be supported by a
statement of facts and circumstances relied on at the bureau of the exemption.
See section 240.17a-5(e)(2).
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Exhibit 4-2
Oath or Affirmation
I, JOSEPH P. BROKESTOCK , swear (or affirm) that, to the best of my knowledge and belief,
the accompanying financial statements and supporting schedules pertaining to the firm of STANDARD
STOCKBROKERAGE CO., as of DECEMBER 31 , 20 X6, are true and correct. I further swear (or affirm)
that neither the Company nor any partner, proprietor, principal officer, or director has any proprietary
interest in any account classified solely as that of a customer, except as follows:
SECURITY ACCOUNTS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS THAT ARE
CLASSIFIED AS CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS (DEBITS $316,513, CREDITS $273,412)
__________________
Signature
VICE PRESIDENT — FINANCE
TitleSubscribed and sworn
to before me
this _____day of _____20X7
_______________________
JOAN P. NOTARY
Notary Public
This report ∗ contains (check all applicable boxes)
x (a) Facing page.
x (b) Statement of financial condition.
x (c) Statement of income (loss).
x (d) Statement of cash flows.
x (e) Statement of changes in stockholders' equity or partners' or sole proprietor's capital.
x (f) Statement of changes in liabilities subordinated to claims of general creditors.
x (g) Computation of net capital for brokers and dealers pursuant to Rule 15c3-1.
x (h) Computation for determination of reserve requirements pursuant to Rule 15c3-3.
x (i) Information relating to the possession or control requirements for brokers and dealers under
Rule 15c3-3.
o (j) A reconciliation, including appropriate explanation, of the computation of net capital under Rule
15c3-1 and the computation for determination of the reserve requirements under exhibit A of
Rule 15c3-3.
o (k) A reconciliation between the audited and unaudited statements of financial condition with respect
to methods of consolidation.
x (l) An oath or affirmation.
o (m) A copy of the SIPC supplemental report.
o (n) A report describing any material inadequacies found to exist or found to have existed since the date
of the previous audit.
x (o) Independent auditor's report on internal accounting control.14
x (p) Schedule of segregation requirements and funds in segregation—customers' regulated commodity
futures account pursuant to Rule 171-5.
∗ For conditions of confidential treatment of certain portions of this filing, see section 240.17a–5(e)(3).
Note: Various exchanges may require an additional letter of attestation.
14 See Appendix C, "Report on Internal Control Required by SEC rule 17a-5," in this Audit and
Accounting Guide.
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Exhibit 4-3
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statement of Financial Condition
December 31, 20X6
(Dollars in Thousands, Except Share Data)
Assets
Cash $ 2,647
Cash and securities segregated under federal and other
regulations 1,005
Securities purchased under agreements to resell 6,282
Deposits with clearing organizations and others (cash of $345 and
securities with a market value of $1,400) 1,745
Receivable from broker-dealers and clearing organizations 25,476
Receivable from customers† 40,360
Securities owned:
Marketable, at market value ($XXX pledged)∗ 29,738
Not readily marketable, at estimated fair value 1,730
Spot commodities owned, at market value ($XXX pledged)∗ 3,278
Secured demand notes 5,215
Memberships in exchanges:
Owned, at adjusted cost (market value $2,500) 2,475
Furniture, equipment, and leasehold improvements, at cost, less
accumulated depreciation and amortization of $2,425 4,881
Other assets 723
$125,555
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Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
Liabilities:
Short-term bank loans $ 26,900
Drafts payable 2,210
Securities sold under agreements to repurchase 5,790
Payable to broker-dealers and clearing organizations 19,164
Payable to customers 12,288
Securities sold, not yet purchased, at market value 1,862
Income taxes payable, including deferred taxes of $1,200 2,276
Accounts payable, accrued expenses, and other liabilities 2,449
Long-term notes payable 3,000
75,939
Commitments, contingencies and guarantees
Subordinated borrowings 9,897
Stockholders' equity:
Preferred stock, $5 cumulative, $100 par value, authorized
100,000 shares, outstanding 50,000 shares 5,000
Common stock, $1 par value, authorized 10,000,000 shares,
issued 6,000,000 shares 6,000
Additional paid-in capital 2,200
Retained earnings 27,719
Less 199,100 shares of common stock in treasury, at cost (1,200)
Total stockholders' equity‡ 39,719
$125,555
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
∗ To the extent that collateral has been given and the counterparty has the
right by contract or custom to sell or repledge the collateral, separate cap-
tions or parenthetical disclosures in the statement of financial condition
may be needed as illustrated in FASB Statement No. 140.
† Valuation allowances should be shown, if material, either parenthetically
or in a note.
‡ It is permissible, for the purpose of the separate report on the statement
of financial condition (which is required to be distributed to customers),
to present only the total of stockholders' equity (that is, $39,719) without
disclosure of the various components.
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Exhibit 4-4
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statement of Income ∗
for the Year Ended December 31, 20X6
(Dollars in Thousands, Except Earnings per Share)
Revenues
Commissions $26,549
Principal transactions 6,707
Investment banking 5,689
Interest and dividends 4,253
Investment advisory fees 2,420
Other income 400
46,018
Expenses:
Employee compensation and benefits 12,815
Floor brokerage, exchange, and clearance fees 7,128
Communications and data processing 5,723
Interest and dividends 3,896
Occupancy 1,625
Other expenses 1,127
32,314
Income before income taxes 13,704
Provision for income taxes 7,100
Net income $ 6,604
Basic and diluted earnings per share †
$ 1.10
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
∗ FASB Statement No. 130, Reporting Comprehensive Income, establishes
standards for the reporting and display of comprehensive income and its
components. The Statement requires that all items that are required to be
recognized under accounting standards as components of comprehensive in-
come be reported in a financial statement that is displayed with the same
prominence as other financial statements. The Statement does not require a
specific format for that financial statement but requires that an enterprise
display an amount representing total comprehensive income for the period
in that financial statement. The Statement does not apply to an enterprise
that has no items of other comprehensive income in any period presented.
† FASB Statement No. 128, Earnings per Share, requires presentation of earn-
ings per share by all entities that have issued common stock or potential com-
mon stock (that is, securities such as options, warrants, convertible securities,
or contingent stock agreements) if those securities trade in a public market ei-
ther on a stock exchange (domestic or foreign) or in the over-the-counter mar-
ket, including securities quoted only locally or regionally. FASB Statement
No. 128 also requires presentation of earnings per share by an entity that has
(continued)
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made a filing or is in the process of filing with a regulatory agency in prepa-
ration for the sale of those securities in a public market.
In December 2003, FASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed state-
ment entitled Earnings per Share—an amendment of FASB Statement No.
128. This proposed Statement would amend the computational guidance in
FASB Statement No. 128, Earnings per Share, for calculating the number of
incremental shares included in diluted shares when applying the treasury
stock method. Also, this proposed Statement would eliminate the provi-
sions of Statement 128 that allow an entity to rebut the presumption that
contracts with the option of settling in either cash or stock will be settled
in stock. In addition, this proposed Statement would require that shares
that will be issued upon conversion of a mandatorily convertible security be
included in the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
used in computing basic earnings per share from the date when conversion
becomes mandatory. As the result of its redeliberations of the 2003 Expo-
sure Draft, the FASB made additional changes to the requirements of FASB
Statement No. 128 but has not made significant changes to the other issues
addressed in that Exposure Draft. Therefore, a revised Exposure Draft that
addresses the additional changes to the requirements of FASB Statement
No. 128 was issued on September 30, 2005. The comment period ended on
November 30, 2005.
In March 2004, the EITF reached a consensus on Issue No. 03-6, Partic-
ipating Securities and the Two Class Method Under FASB Statement No.
128, Earnings Per Share, which addresses a number of questions regard-
ing the computation of earnings per share by companies that have issued
securities other than common stock that contractually entitle the holder
to participate in dividends and earnings of the company. EITF No. 03-6
is effective for fiscal periods beginning after March 31, 2004 and requires
retroactive adjustment of prior period earnings per share.
In September 2004, the EITF reached a consensus on Issue No. 04-8,
The Effect of Contingently Convertible Instruments on Diluted Earnings per
Share, which addresses when contingently convertible instruments should
be included in diluted earnings per share. For purposes of this Issue, contin-
gently convertible instruments are instruments that have embedded con-
version features that are contingently convertible or exercisable based on (a)
a market price trigger or (b) multiple contingencies if one of the contingen-
cies is a market price trigger and the instrument can be converted or share
settled based on meeting the specified market condition. A market price
trigger is a market condition that is based at least in part on the issuer's
own share price. Examples of contingently convertible instruments subject
to this Issue include contingently convertible debt, contingently convertible
preferred stock, and Instrument C in EITF Issue No. 90-19, Convertible
Bonds with Issuer Option to Settle for Cash upon Conversion, all with em-
bedded market price triggers. The guidance in EITF No. 04-8 should be ap-
plied to reporting periods ending after December 15, 2004 and prior-period
diluted earnings per share should be restated.
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Exhibit 4-5
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statement of Changes in Subordinated Borrowings
for the Year Ended December 31, 20X6
(Dollars in Thousands)
Subordinated borrowings at January 1, 20X6 $4,204
Increases:
Secured demand note collateral agreements 3,325
Issuance of subordinated notes 3,675
Decreases:
Payment of subordinated notes (1,307)
Subordinated borrowings at December 31, 20X6 $9,897
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these
financial statements.
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Exhibit 4-7
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
for the Year Ended December 31, 20X6
(Dollars in Thousands)
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income $ 6,604
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by
operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization $ 582
Deferred taxes 376
(Increase) decrease in operating assets:
Cash and securities segregated under federal and other
regulations 500
Deposits with clearing organizations and others 900
Net receivable from broker-dealers and clearing
organizations 4,785
Net receivable from customers, (11,830)
Securities purchased under agreements to resell∗ 2,648
Securities owned, net 4,655
Spot commodities owned (2,914)
Increase (decrease) in operating liabilities:
Securities sold under agreements to repurchase 587
Other, net (691)
Total adjustments (402)
Net cash provided by operating activities 6,202
Cash flows from investing activities:
Proceeds from sale of long-term investments 110
Purchase of long-term investments (50)
Purchase of furniture, equipment, and leasehold
improvements (75)
Net cash used in investing activities (15)
(continued)
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Cash flows from financing activities:
Payment of short-term bank loans (7,762)
Proceeds from issuance of derivatives with a financing
element, net† 100
Proceeds from issuance of common stock from treasury 78
Purchase of common stock for treasury (180)
Proceeds from issuance of subordinated notes 3,675
Payments of subordinated notes (1,307)
Payments of long-term notes payable (500)
Purchase and retirement of preferred stock (262)
Dividend on preferred stock (250)
Net cash used in financing activities (6,408)
Decrease in cash (221)
Cash at beginning of the year 2,868
Cash at end of the year $ 2,647
Supplemental cash flows disclosures:
Income tax payments (paid to parent) $ 6,700
Interest payments $ 3,618
Noncash financing activity—borrowings under secured
demand note collateral agreements
$ 3,325
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
∗ Depending on the nature of the activity, securities purchased under agreements to
resell can be classified as operating or investing; likewise, securities sold under agree-
ments to repurchase can be classified as operating or financing.
† FASB Statement No. 133, as amended, requires all cash flows associated with a
derivative that contains an other-than-insignificant financing element at inception,
other than a financing element inherently included in an at-the-market derivative
instrument with no prepayments (that is, the forward points in an at-the-money for-
ward contract), to be reported as cash flows from financing activities in the statement
of cash flows as opposed to reporting only the cash flows related to a financing element
of a derivative as a financing activity.
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Exhibit 4-8
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. and Subsidiaries
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements#
December 31, 20X6
(Dollars in Thousands)
The following notes to financial statements are illustrative only. In some situa-
tions, the information in the notes may be better presented within the financial
statements; in other situations, information not required by regulation may not
be sufficiently material to warrant disclosure. In addition, these notes may not
include all disclosures required by Regulation S-X.15
1. Organization and Nature of Business
The Company is a broker-dealer registered with the SEC and is a member of
various exchanges and the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD).
The Company is a Delaware Corporation that is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Standard Stockbrokerage Holding Company, Inc. (Parent).
2. Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Presentation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and
its wholly-owned and majority-owned subsidiaries. The Company is engaged in
a single line of business as a securities broker-dealer, which comprises sev-
eral classes of services, including principal transactions, agency transactions,
investment banking, investment advisory, and venture capital businesses. All
material intercompany balances and transactions are eliminated in consolida-
tion.
Securities Transactions
Proprietary securities transactions in regular-way trades are recorded on the
trade date, as if they had settled. Profit and loss arising from all securities
and commodities transactions entered into for the account and risk of the Com-
pany are recorded on a trade date basis. Customers' securities and commodities
transactions are reported on a settlement date basis with related commission
income and expenses reported on a trade date basis.16
Amounts receivable and payable for securities transactions that have not
reached their contractual settlement date are recorded net on the statement
of financial condition.
Marketable securities are valued at market value, and securities not readily
marketable are valued at fair value as determined by management.
# These notes have not been updated for disclosures required under FASB Statement Nos. 155–
159. The footnotes will be updated in a future edition of this guide.
15 A discussion of the disclosures required by SOP 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Significant Risks
and Uncertainties, is included in paragraphs 4.66–.75 in this guide.
16 See Chapter 7, "Accounting Standards," of this guide regarding settlement-date-basis versus
trade-date-basis accounting.
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Resale and Repurchase Agreements
Transactions involving purchases of securities under agreements to resell (re-
verse repurchase agreements or reverse repos) or sales of securities under
agreements to repurchase (repurchase agreements or repos) are accounted for
as collateralized financings except where the Company does not have an agree-
ment to sell (or purchase) the same or substantially the same securities before
maturity at a fixed or determinable price. It is the policy of the Company and
subsidiaries to obtain possession of collateral with a market value equal to or
in excess of the principal amount loaned under resale agreements. Collateral is
valued daily, and the Company may require counterparties to deposit additional
collateral or return collateral pledged when appropriate.
Securities-Lending Activities
Securities borrowed and securities loaned transactions are generally reported
as collateralized financings except where letters of credit or other securities
are used as collateral. Securities-borrowed transactions require the Company
to deposit cash, letters of credit, or other collateral with the lender. With re-
spect to securities loaned, the Company receives collateral in the form of cash
or other collateral in an amount generally in excess of the market value of secu-
rities loaned. The Company monitors the market value of securities borrowed
and loaned on a daily basis, with additional collateral obtained or refunded as
necessary.
Collateral**
The Company continues to report assets it has pledged as collateral in secured
borrowing and other arrangements when the secured party cannot sell or re-
pledge the assets.
Investment Banking
Investment banking revenues include gains, losses, and fees, net of syndicate
expenses, arising from securities offerings in which the Company acts as an un-
derwriter or agent. Investment banking revenues also include fees earned from
providing merger-and-acquisition and financial restructuring advisory services.
Investment banking management fees are recorded on offering date, sales con-
cessions on settlement date, and underwriting fees at the time the underwriting
is completed and the income is reasonably determinable.
Commissions
Commissions and related clearing expenses are recorded on a trade-date basis
as securities transactions occur.
Investment Advisory Income
Investment advisory fees are received quarterly but are recognized as earned
on a pro rata basis over the term of the contract.
** This disclosure has not been updated for FSP FIN 39-1, which requires an entity to have a
consistently applied accounting policy for offsetting fair value amounts. FSP FIN 39-1 is effective for
fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007. See also footnote || at paragraph 4.77.
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Translation of Foreign Currencies
Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at year-
end rates of exchange, while the income statement accounts are translated at
average rates of exchange for the year. Gains or losses resulting from foreign
currency transactions are included in net income.
Income Taxes
The Company and its subsidiaries are included in the consolidated federal in-
come tax return filed by the Parent. Federal income taxes are calculated as if
the companies filed on a separate return basis, and the amount of current tax or
benefit calculated is either remitted to or received from the Parent. The amount
of current and deferred taxes payable or refundable is recognized as of the date
of the financial statements, utilizing currently enacted tax laws and rates. De-
ferred tax expenses or benefits are recognized in the financial statements for
the changes in deferred tax liabilities or assets between years.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis using estimated useful lives of
five to ten years. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the lesser of the
economic useful life of the improvement or the term of the lease.
Drafts Payable
Drafts payable represent amounts drawn by the Company against a bank and
sight overdrafts under a sweep agreement with a bank.
Exchange Memberships
The Company's exchange memberships, which represent ownership interests
in the exchanges and provide the Company with the right to conduct business
on the exchanges, are recorded at cost or, if an other than temporary impair-
ment in value has occurred, at a value that reflects management's estimate of
the impairment. Management believes that such impairment in value occurred
in 20X5, at which time the Company wrote down the cost of its exchange mem-
berships. There were no exchange membership impairments in 20X6.
Statement of Cash Flows
For purposes of the Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows, the Company has
defined cash equivalents as highly liquid investments, with original maturities
of less than three months, that are not held for sale in the ordinary course of
business.
3. Cash and Securities Segregated Under Federal and Other Regulations
Cash of $275 and U.S. Treasury bills with a market value of $630 are segre-
gated under the Commodity Exchange Act and represent funds deposited by
customers and funds accruing to customers as a result of trades or contracts.
Cash of $100 has been segregated in a special reserve bank account for the
benefit of customers under rule 15c3-3 of the SEC.17
17 This is possible wording for those situations in which a deposit is required based on SEC rule
15c3-3 computation.
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4. Receivable From and Payable to Broker-Dealers and Clearing Organizations
Amounts receivable from and payable to broker-dealers and clearing organiza-
tions at December 31, 20X6, consist of the following:
Receivable Payable
Deposits for securities borrowed/loaned $ 7,756 $ 7,395
Securities failed-to-deliver/receive 13,646 1,014
Payable to clearing broker — 9,350
Receivable from clearing organizations 2,173 —
Fees and commissions receivable/payable 1,312 1,196
Other 589 209
$25,476 $19,164
The Company clears certain of its proprietary and customer transactions
through another broker-dealer on a fully disclosed basis. The amount payable
to the clearing broker relates to the aforementioned transactions and is collat-
eralized by securities owned by the Company.
5. Receivable From and Payable to Customers
Accounts receivable from and payable to customers include amounts due on
cash and margin transactions. Securities owned by customers are held as col-
lateral for receivables.
6. Securities Owned and Sold, Not Yet Purchased
Marketable securities owned and sold, not yet purchased, consist of trading and
investment securities at market values, as follows:
Owned
Sold,
Not Yet
Purchased
Obligations of U.S. government $15,400
State and municipal obligations 608
Corporate bonds, debentures, and notes 6,900
Corporate stocks 5,930 $1,190
Options and warrants 900 672
$29,738 $1,862
Securities not readily marketable include investment securities (a) for which
there is no market on a securities exchange or no independent publicly quoted
market, (b) that cannot be publicly offered or sold unless registration has been
effected under the Securities Act of 1933, or (c) that cannot be offered or sold
because of other arrangements, restrictions, or conditions applicable to the se-
curities or to the Company.
At December 31, 20X6, these securities carried at estimated fair values consist
of the following:
Bonds $ 851
Equities 692
Options 187
$1,730
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7. Bank Loans
Customer loans of $18,400 are collateralized by $24,000 of customers' margin
account securities, and firm loans of $8,500 are collateralized by $14,800 of
securities owned by the Company and $3,000 of securities held pursuant to
secured demand note collateral agreements.
8. Long-Term Notes Payable
The long-term notes payable of $3,000 bear interest at 10.5 percent and are
payable in semiannual installments of $250 through July 1, 20Y2. Furniture
and equipment with a net carrying value of $2,500 has been pledged as sole
recourse to secure the notes.
9. Subordinated Borrowings18
The borrowings under subordination agreements at December 31, 20X6, are
listed in the following:
Subordinated notes, 10 percent, due December 31, 20X8 $4,307
Secured demand note collateral agreements, 6 percent,
due $1,000 in March 20X7, $1,200 in March 20X8,
and $3,015 in December 20X8 5,215
Exchange memberships contributed for the use of
the Company 375
$9,897
The subordinated borrowings are available in computing net capital under the
SEC's uniform net capital rule. To the extent that such borrowings are required
for the Company's continued compliance with minimum net capital require-
ments, they may not be repaid. It is the Company's intention not to renew the
secured demand note collateralizing agreements due on March 20X7.19
The carrying amount of subordinated borrowings approximates fair value due
to borrowings at market rate.
10. Preferred Stock
The preferred stock is redeemable at the option of the Company at $105 a share.
There are no calls or puts on the preferred stock.
11. Pension and Other Postretirement Benefit Plans20
The Company has a qualified, noncontributory defined-benefit retirement plan
covering substantially all of its employees. The benefits are based on each em-
ployee's years of service up to a maximum of 25 years, and the average of the
highest 5 consecutive annual salaries of the ten years prior to retirement. The
18 Significant restrictive covenants of debt agreements should be disclosed.
19 Because of the unique characteristics of subordinated borrowings, additional disclosure of the
amount for which six months' notice has been given of intent to withdraw is necessary.
20 The disclosures for pensions and other postretirement benefits in this note to the illustrative
financial statements are based on the requirements of FASB Statement No. 132, Employers' Dis-
closures about Pensions and Other Postretirement Benefits (revised 2003). This note to the financial
statements illustrates the reduced disclosures about pension and postretirement benefit plans for a
nonpublic entity. Readers should refer to FASB Statement No. 132 (revised 2003) when considering
disclosure requirements for public entities.
(continued)
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benefits are reduced by a specified percentage of the employee's social security
benefit. An employee becomes fully vested upon completion of 5 years of qual-
ifying service. It is the policy of the Company to fund the maximum amount
that can be deducted for federal income tax purposes.
The Company provides health and life insurance benefits to retired employees.
The health care component is contributory, with retiree contributions adjusted
periodically. The life insurance component is noncontributory. The accounting
for health care anticipates future changes in cost-sharing provisions. The Com-
pany reserves the right to amend or terminate these programs at any time.
Full-time employees of the Company become eligible for these benefits upon
attainment of age 55 and completion of ten years of service.
The company uses a December 31 measurement date for its plans.
Pension
Benefits
20X6
Other
Benefits
20X6
Benefit cost $ 254 $ 443
Employer contribution 250
Plan participants' contributions 10
Benefits paid (125) (30)
Benefit obligation at December 31 $4,003 $ 1,401
Fair value of plan assets at December 31 4,297 0
Funded status $ 294 $(1,401)
Net amount recognized $ 264 $(1,401)
Amounts recognized in the statement of financial condition consist of:
Pension
Benefits
20X6
Other
Benefits
20X6
Prepaid benefit cost $264 $ 0
Accrued benefit cost 0 (1,401)
Funded status $264 $(1,401)
The accumulated benefit obligation for defined benefit pension plan was $XXX
at December 31, 20X6.
(footnote continued)
On September 29, 2006, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 158, Employers' Account-
ing for Defined Benefit Pension and Other Postretirement Plans—an amendment of FASB Statements
No. 87, 88, 106, and 132(R). FASB Statement No. 158 requires an employer to:
• Recognize in its statement of financial position an asset for a plan's overfunded status or a
liability for a plan's underfunded status
• Measure a plan's assets and its obligations that determine its funded status as of the end
of the employer's fiscal year (with limited exceptions)
• Recognize changes in the funded status of a defined benefit postretirement plan in the year
in which the changes occur. Those changes will be reported in comprehensive income of a
business entity and in changes in net assets of a not-for-profit organization.
FASB Statement No. 158 applies to plan sponsors that are public and private companies and non-
governmental not-for-profit organizations. The requirement to recognize the funded status of a benefit
plan and the disclosure requirements are effective as of the end of the fiscal year ending after De-
cember 15, 2006, for entities with publicly traded equity securities, and at the end of the fiscal year
ending after June 15, 2007, for all other entities. The requirement to measure plan assets and benefit
obligations as of the date of the employer's fiscal year-end statement of financial position is effective
for fiscal years ending after December 15, 2008.
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Additional Information
Assumptions
Weighted-average assumptions used
to determine benefit obligations at
December 31, 20X6:
Pension
Benefits
Other
Benefits
Discount rate 8.00% 8.00%
Rate of compensation increase 5.50%
Weighted-average assumptions used
to determine net periodic benefit cost
for the year ended December 31, 20X6:
Pension
Benefits
Other
Benefits
Discount rate 8.00% 8.00%
Expected return on plan assets 6.50%
Rate of compensation increase 5.50%
[Entity-specific narrative description of the basis used to determine the overall
expected long-term rate of return on assets, as described in paragraph 8(c)(3)
of FASB Statement No. 132 (revised 2003) would be included here.]
Assumed health care cost trend rates at December 31, 20X6
Different health care cost trend rates were assumed for coverage to age 65.
Pre-65 Post-65
Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year 14% 11%
Rate to which the cost trend rate is assumed to decline
(the ultimate trend rate) 7% 5%
Year that the rate reaches the ultimate trend rate 20XX 20XX
Plan Assets
The Company's pension plan weighted-average asset allocations as of December
31, 20X6, by asset category are as follows:
Asset Category
Plan Assets at
December 31,
20X6
Equity securities XX%
Debt securities XX
Real estate XX
Other XX
Total 100%
[Entity specific narrative description of investment policies and strategies for
plan assets, including weighted-average target asset allocations [if used as part
of those policies and strategies] as described in paragraph 8(c)(2) of FASB State-
ment No. 132 (revised 2003) would be included here. According to paragraph
8(c)(4), disclosure of additional asset categories and additional information
about specific assets within a category is encouraged if that information is
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expected to be useful in understanding the risks associated with each asset
category and the overall expected long-term rate of return on assets.]
Cash Flows
Contributions
The Company expects to contribute $XXX to its pension plan and $XXX to its
other postretirement benefit plan in 20X7.
Estimated Future Benefit Payments
The following benefit payments, which reflect expected future service, as ap-
propriate, are expected to be paid:
Pension
Benefits
Other
Benefits
20X7 $XXX $XXX
20X8 $XXX $XXX
20X9 $XXX $XXX
20Y0 $XXX $XXX
20Y1 $XXX $XXX
Years 20Y2–20Y6 $XXX $XXX
12. Financial Instruments††,‡‡
Accounting Policies
Derivative financial instruments used for trading purposes, †including eco-
nomic hedges of trading instruments, are carried at market value or, if market
prices are not readily available, fair value. Market values for exchange-traded
derivatives, principally futures and certain options, are based on quoted mar-
ket prices. Fair values for over-the-counter derivative financial instruments,
principally forwards, options, and swaps, are based on pricing models intended
to approximate the amounts that would be received from or paid to a third
party in settlement of the contracts. Factors taken into consideration in esti-
mating fair value of OTC derivatives include credit spreads, market liquidity,
concentrations, and funding and administrative costs incurred over the life of
the instruments.
†† On September 15, 2006, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 157, Fair Value Measurements,
that provides enhanced guidance for using fair value to measure assets and liabilities. Among other
matters, FASB Statement No. 157 nullifies the guidance in footnote 3 of EITF Issue No. 02-3, "Issues
Involved in Accounting for Derivative Contracts Held for Trading Purposes and Contracts Involved in
Energy Trading and Risk Management Activities," which applied for derivatives (and other) instru-
ments measured at fair value at initial recognition under FASB Statement No. 133. That guidance
precluded immediate recognition in earnings of an unrealized gain or loss, measured as the difference
between the transaction price and the fair value of the instrument at initial recognition, if the fair
value of the instrument was determined using significant unobservable inputs. FASB Statement No.
157 also expands disclosures about the use of fair value to measure assets and liabilities in interim
and annual periods subsequent to initial recognition.
See footnote * immediately preceding paragraph 7.02 for a discussion of other provisions of
FASB Statement No. 157 that may be of interest to broker-dealers and their auditors. See FASB Web
site at www.fasb.org for full text of FASB Statement No. 157. See also footnote * at the heading to
Exhibit 4-8.
‡‡ In February of 2006 the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 155, Accounting for Certain Hybrid
Financial Instruments—an amendment of FASB Statements No. 133 and 140, which allows financial
instruments that have embedded derivatives to be accounted for as a whole (eliminating the need to
bifurcate the derivative from its host) if the holder elects to account for the whole instrument on a
fair value basis. Among other matters, FASB Statement No. 155 amends disclosure requirements of
FASB Statement No. 133. For more information on FASB Statement No. 155 please refer to footnote
13 to the "Disclosures About Derivative Instruments" section of this chapter.
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Derivatives used for economic hedging purposes include swaps, forwards, fu-
tures, and purchased options. Unrealized gains or losses on these derivative
contracts are recognized currently in the statement of income as trading rev-
enues. The Company does not apply hedge accounting as defined in FASB State-
ment No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities,
as amended, as all financial instruments are marked to market with changes
in fair values reflected in earnings. Therefore, the disclosures required in para-
graphs 44 and 45 of the statement are generally not applicable with respect to
these financial instruments.
Fair values of forwards, swaps, and options contracts are recorded in securities
owned or securities sold, not yet purchased, as appropriate. Open equity in
futures transactions are recorded as receivables from and payables to broker-
dealers and clearing organizations or customers, as applicable.
Premiums and unrealized gains and losses for written and purchased option
contracts, as well as unrealized gains and losses on interest rate swaps, are rec-
ognized gross in the consolidated statement of financial condition. The unreal-
ized gains for delayed-delivery, to-be-announced (TBA), and when-issued secu-
rities generally are recorded in the consolidated statement of financial condition
net of unrealized losses by counterparty where master netting agreements are
in place.
Principal Transactions (Disclosure is not required by FASB Statement
No. 133, as amended; however, it is a recommended disclosure for the
Broker-Dealer Industry)
The Company's principal transaction revenues by reporting categories, includ-
ing derivatives, at December 31, 20X6, are the following:
Fixed income $2.6
Equity 3.5
Foreign exchange and other derivative financial instruments 0.6
$6.7
Fair Value of Financial Instruments||||(Disclosure is not required
by FASB Statement No. 133, as amended; however, this
disclosure was encouraged for SEC registrants in a letter from
Lynn Turner, Chief Accountant for the SEC, to the AICPA in
October 2000)
|||| FASB Statement No. 126, Exemption from Certain Required Disclosures about Financial In-
struments for Certain Nonpublic Entities—an amendment to FASB Statement No. 107, as amended
by FASB Statement Nos. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, and No.
149, Amendment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, amends FASB
Statement No. 107, Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments, to make the disclosures
about fair value of financial instruments prescribed in FASB Statement No. 107 optional for entities
that meet all of the following criteria:
a. The entity is a nonpublic entity.
b. The entity's total assets are less than $100 million on the date of the
financial statements.
c. The entity has no instrument that, in whole or in part, is accounted for
as a derivative instrument under FASB Statement No. 133, other than
commitments related to the origination of mortgage loans to be held for
sale, during the reporting period.
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The financial instruments of the Company are reported in the consolidated
statement of financial condition at market or fair values, or at carrying amounts
that approximate fair values because of the short maturity of the instru-
ments, except repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, long-term notes
payable, and subordinated borrowings. The estimated fair values of these fi-
nancial instruments at December 31, 20X6, are as follows:21
Assets (Liabilities)
Carrying
Amount
Fair
Value
Repurchase agreements $(5,790) $ (5,778)
Reverse repurchase agreements 6,282 6,296
Long-term notes payable (3,000) (3,300)
Subordinated borrowings (9,897) (10,800)
The fair value estimates of repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements
are based on dealer quotes. The fair value estimates of the Company's long-
term notes payable and subordinated borrowings are based on current rates
offered to the Company for debt with substantially the same characteristics
and maturities.
Financial Instruments With Off-Balance-Sheet Risk
The Company enters into various transactions involving derivatives and other
off-balance sheet financial instruments. These financial instruments include
futures, forward and foreign exchange contracts, exchange-traded and over-the-
counter options, delayed deliveries, mortgage-backed to-be-announced securi-
ties (TBAs), securities purchased and sold on a when-issued basis (when-issued
securities), and interest rate swaps. These derivative financial instruments are
used to meet the needs of customers, conduct trading activities, and manage
market risks and are, therefore, subject to varying degrees of market and credit
risk. Derivative transactions are entered into for trading purposes or to econom-
ically hedge other positions or transactions.
Futures and forward contracts and TBAs and when-issued securities provide
for the delayed delivery of the underlying instrument. As a writer of options,
the Company receives a premium in exchange for giving the counterparty the
right to buy or sell the security at a future date at a contracted price. Interest
rate swaps involve the exchange of payments based on fixed or floating rates
applied to notional amounts. The contractual or notional amounts related to
these financial instruments reflect the volume and activity and do not reflect
the amounts at risk. Futures contracts are executed on an exchange, and cash
settlement is made on a daily basis for market movements. Accordingly, futures
contracts generally do not have credit risk. The credit risk for forward contracts,
TBAs, options, swaps, and when-issued securities is limited to the unrealized
market valuation gains recorded in the statement of financial condition. Mar-
ket risk is substantially dependent upon the value of the underlying financial
instruments and is affected by market forces such as volatility and changes in
interest and foreign exchange rates.
The Company had certain other transactions which, in accordance with in-
dustry practice, were not recorded on the statement of financial condition. At
21 When carrying amounts and fair values are the same, the table may be omitted if that is
stated.
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December 31, 20X6, the Company had commitments to enter into future resale
and repurchase agreements. At December 31, 20X6, the Company had also
borrowed securities and pledged securities against those borrowed securities.
In addition, the Company has sold securities that it does not currently own and
will therefore be obligated to purchase such securities at a future date. The
Company has recorded these obligations in the financial statements at Dece-
mber 31, 20X6, at market values of the related securities and will incur a loss if
the market value of the securities increases subsequent to December 31, 20X6.
In the normal course of business, the Company's customer activities involve
the execution, settlement, and financing of various customer securities transac-
tions. These activities may expose the Company to off-balance-sheet risk in the
event the customer or other broker is unable to fulfill its contracted obligations
and the Company has to purchase or sell the financial instrument underlying
the contract at a loss.
The Company's customer securities activities are transacted on either a cash
or margin basis. In margin transactions, the Company extends credit to its
customers, subject to various regulatory and internal margin requirements,
collateralized by cash and securities in the customers' accounts. In connection
with these activities, the Company executes and clears customer transactions
involving the sale of securities not yet purchased, substantially all of which
are transacted on a margin basis subject to individual exchange regulations.
Such transactions may expose the Company to significant off-balance-sheet risk
in the event margin requirements are not sufficient to fully cover losses that
customers may incur. In the event the customer fails to satisfy its obligations,
the Company may be required to purchase or sell financial instruments at
prevailing market prices to fulfill the customer's obligations. The Company
seeks to control the risks associated with its customer activities by requiring
customers to maintain margin collateral in compliance with various regulatory
and internal guidelines. The Company monitors required margin levels daily
and, pursuant to such guidelines, requires the customer to deposit additional
collateral or to reduce positions when necessary.
The Company's customer financing and securities settlement activities require
the Company to pledge customer securities as collateral in support of various
secured financing sources such as bank loans and securities loaned. In the
event the counterparty is unable to meet its contractual obligation to return
customer securities pledged as collateral, the Company may be exposed to the
risk of acquiring the securities at prevailing market prices in order to satisfy
its customer obligations. The Company controls this risk by monitoring the
market value of securities pledged on a daily basis and by requiring adjustments
of collateral levels in the event of excess market exposure. In addition, the
Company establishes credit limits for such activities and monitors compliance
on a daily basis.
Quantitative Disclosures for Derivative Financial Instruments Used
for Trading Purposes (Disclosure is not required by FASB Statement
No. 133, as amended; however, it is a recommended disclosure for the
Broker-Dealer Industry)†
As of December 31, 20X6, the gross contractual or notional amounts of deriva-
tive financial instruments used for trading purposes are as follows:
† See footnote † in heading above paragraph 4.76.
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Notional or
Contract Amount
Interest Rate:
Swap agreements, including options,
swaptions, caps, collars, and floors $50
Futures contracts 5
Options held 2
Foreign Exchange:
Futures contracts 5
Forward contracts 23
Options held 1
Options written 2
Mortgage-Backed Securities:
Forward contracts 10
Equity:
Swap agreements 22
Futures contracts 5
Options held 1
Options written 1
The majority of the Company's transactions with off-balance-sheet risk are
short-term in duration with a weighted average maturity of approximately 1.65
years at December 31, 20X6. The remaining maturities for notional or contract
amounts outstanding for derivative financial instruments are as follows:22
Less than
One year
One to Three
Years
Three
to Five
Years
Greater than
5 years Total
Swap agreements $ 20 $ 25 $ 16 $ 11 $ 72
Futures contracts 9 5 1 15
Forward contracts 33 33
Options held 4 4
Options written 3 ___ ___ ___ 3
Total $ 69 $ 30 $ 17 $ 11 $ 127
Percent of total 54% 24% 13% 9% 100%
The fair values of derivative financial instruments held or issued for trading
purposes as of December 31, 20X6, and the average monthly fair value of the
instruments for the year ended December 31, 20X6, are as follows:
Fair Value at Year-End Average Fair Values
Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities
Swap agreements $48.7 $39.2 $49.8 $29.8
Forward contracts 10.9 8.1 3.1 2.0
Options held 32.7 20.3
Options written ___ 38.3 ___ 16.2
Total $92.3 $85.6 $73.2 $48.0
22 The disclosure of the remaining maturities for notional or contract amounts for derivative
financial instruments is encouraged, but not required.
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The following table summarizes the credit quality of the Company's trading-
related derivatives by showing counterparty credit ratings for the replacement
cost (net of collateral of $30.3 million) of contracts in a gain position at December
31, 20X6.23
Rating∗ Net Replacement Cost
AAA $12
AA 22
A 13
BBB and lower 10
Other† 5
______________________________
∗ Rating Agency Equivalent
† "Other" indicates counterparties for which no credit was available from an
independent third-party source. It does not necessarily indicate the counter-
parties credit is below investment grade.
Derivative Financial Instruments Used for Purposes
Other Than Trading
The Company enters into derivative contracts to economically hedge exposures
or to modify the characteristics of financial instruments or transactions.
Open derivative contracts, which are linked to assets or liabilities that are sold
or otherwise disposed of, are terminated at the time of disposition. Unrealized
gains or losses on such derivative contracts are recognized in the statement of
income currently as trading revenues.
(Disclosure in this paragraph is not required by FASB Statement No. 133, as
amended; however, it is a recommended disclosure for the Broker-Dealer In-
dustry). At December 31, 20X6, the Company had outstanding interest rate
and currency swap agreements with a notional principal amount of $800. The
swaps are recorded at fair value, and changes in fair value are included in in-
come currently. Additionally, periodic settlements paid or received are included
in income currently.
Concentrations of Credit Risk
The Company and its subsidiaries are engaged in various trading and broker-
age activities in which counterparties primarily include broker-dealers, banks,
and other financial institutions. In the event counterparties do not fulfill their
obligations, the Company may be exposed to risk. The risk of default depends
on the creditworthiness of the counterparty or issuer of the instrument. It is
the Company's policy to review, as necessary, the credit standing of each coun-
terparty.
13. Commitments and Contingent Liabilities
The Company is contingently liable as of December 31, 20X6, in the amount
of $4,375 under bank guarantees and has outstanding letter-of-credit agree-
ments aggregating $3,000 used in lieu of margin deposits. The Company has
23 Quantitative disclosure for derivative financial instruments such as this table is encouraged,
but not required.
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determined that these commitments do not meet the definition of a derivative,
as defined by FASB Statement No. 133, as amended. These agreements are
generally made for periods of six months to one year and bear interest at rates
from .5 percent to 1 percent.
The Company and its subsidiaries have obligations under operating leases with
initial noncancelable terms in excess of one year. Aggregate annual rentals for
office space and equipment at December 31, 20X6, are approximately as listed
below:
20X7 $1,492
20X8 1,440
20X9 1,006
20Y0 982
20Y1 901
Later years 1,164
$6,985
Certain leases contain renewal options and escalation clauses. Rent expense
for 20X6 aggregated to $1,519 and is included in the Occupancy expense line
item on the Consolidated Statement of Income.
The Company and a subsidiary—together with various other broker-dealers,
corporations, and individuals—have been named as defendants in several class
action lawsuits that allege violations of federal and state securities laws and
claim substantial damages. The Company is also a defendant in other lawsuits
incidental to its securities and commodities business. Management of the Com-
pany, after consultation with outside legal counsel, believes that the resolution
of these various lawsuits will not result in any material adverse effect on the
Company's consolidated financial position.
In the normal course of business, the Company enters into underwriting com-
mitments. Transactions relating to such underwriting commitments that were
open at December 31, 20X6, and were subsequently settled had no material
effect on the financial statements as of that date.
14. Guarantees
FASB Interpretation No. 45 (FIN 45), Guarantor's Accounting and Disclosure
Requirements for Guarantees, Including Indirect Guarantees of Indebtedness
of Others, requires the Company to disclose information about its obligations
under certain guarantee arrangements. FIN 45 defines guarantees as contracts
and indemnification agreements that contingently require a guarantor to make
payments to the guaranteed party based on changes in an underlying (such as
an interest or foreign exchange rate, security or commodity price, an index or
the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a specified event) related to an asset, lia-
bility or equity security of a guaranteed party. FIN 45 also defines guarantees
as contracts that contingently require the guarantor to make payments to the
guaranteed party based on another entity's failure to perform under an agree-
ment as well as indirect guarantees of the indebtedness of others.
Derivative Contracts
Certain derivative contracts that the Company has entered into meet the ac-
counting definition of a guarantee under FIN 45. Derivatives that meet the FIN
45 definition of guarantees include certain written options and credit default
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swaps. Since the Company does not track the counterparties' purpose for en-
tering into a derivative contract, it has disclosed derivative contracts that are
likely to be used to protect against a change in an underlying financial instru-
ment, regardless of their actual use.
The maximum potential payout for certain derivative contracts, such as written
interest rate caps and written foreign currency options, cannot be estimated as
increases in interest or foreign exchange rates in the future could possibly be
unlimited. Therefore, in order to provide information regarding the maximum
potential amount of future payments that the Company could be required to
make under certain derivative contracts, the notional amount of the contracts
has been disclosed.
The Company records all derivative contracts at fair value. For this reason,
the Company does not monitor its risk exposure to derivative contracts based
on derivative notional amounts; rather the Company manages its risk expo-
sure on a fair value basis. Aggregate market risk limits have been established,
and market risk measures are routinely monitored against these limits. The
Company also manages its exposure to these derivative contracts through a
variety of risk mitigation strategies, including, but not limited to, entering into
offsetting economic hedge positions. The Company believes that the notional
amounts of the derivative contracts generally overstate its exposure.
Indemnifications
In the normal course of its business, the Company indemnifies and guarantees
certain service providers, such as clearing and custody agents, trustees and
administrators, against specified potential losses in connection with their act-
ing as an agent of, or providing services to, the Company or its affiliates. The
Company also indemnifies some clients against potential losses incurred in
the event specified third-party service providers, including subcustodians and
third-party brokers, improperly execute transactions. The maximum potential
amount of future payments that the Company could be required to make under
these indemnifications cannot be estimated. However, the Company believes
that it is unlikely it will have to make material payments under these arrange-
ments and has not recorded any contingent liability in the consolidated financial
statements for these indemnifications.
The Company provides representations and warranties to counterparties in
connection with a variety of commercial transactions and occasionally indemni-
fies them against potential losses caused by the breach of those representations
and warranties. The Company may also provide standard indemnifications to
some counterparties to protect them in the event additional taxes are owed or
payments are withheld, due either to a change in or adverse application of cer-
tain tax laws. These indemnifications generally are standard contractual terms
and are entered into in the normal course of business. The maximum poten-
tial amount of future payments that the Company could be required to make
under these indemnifications cannot be estimated. However, the Company be-
lieves that it is unlikely it will have to make material payments under these
arrangements and has not recorded any contingent liability in the consolidated
financial statements for these indemnifications.
Exchange Member Guarantees
The Company is a member of various exchanges that trade and clear securities
and/or futures contracts. Associated with its membership, the Company may
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be required to pay a proportionate share of the financial obligations of another
member who may default on its obligations to the exchange. While the rules gov-
erning different exchange memberships vary, in general the Company's guar-
antee obligations would arise only if the exchange had previously exhausted
its resources. In addition, any such guarantee obligation would be apportioned
among the other non-defaulting members of the exchange. Any potential con-
tingent liability under these membership agreements cannot be estimated. The
Company has not recorded any contingent liability in the consolidated financial
statements for these agreements and believes that any potential requirement
to make payments under these agreements is remote.
Other Guarantees
The Company, in its capacity as an agency lender, occasionally indemnifies
securities lending customers against losses incurred in the event that borrowers
do not return securities and the collateral held is insufficient to cover the market
value of the securities borrowed. In addition, the Company provides letters of
credit and other guarantees, on a limited basis, to enable clients to enhance
their credit standing and complete transactions.
The following table sets forth the maximum payout/notional amounts associ-
ated with the Company's guarantees as of December 31, 20X6:
Maximum Potential Payout/Notional
Years to Maturity
Type of
Guarantee
Less
than 1 1-3 3-5
Over
5 Total
Carrying
Amount
Collateral/
Recourse
(dollars in thousands)
Derivative contracts $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX
Securities lending
indemnifications $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX
Letters of credit and
other guarantees $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX $XX
15. Net Capital Requirements
The Company is subject to the Securities and Exchange Commission Uniform
Net Capital Rule (SEC Rule 15c3-1), which requires the maintenance of min-
imum net capital and requires that the ratio of aggregate indebtedness to net
capital, both as defined, shall not exceed 15 to 1 (and the rule of the "applica-
ble" exchange also provides that equity capital may not be withdrawn or cash
dividends paid if the resulting net capital ratio would exceed 10 to 1).24 The
Company is also subject to the net capital requirements of the Commodity Fu-
tures Trading Commission (CFTC) Regulation 1.17 and the National Futures
Association (NFA) Rule 7001, and is required to maintain "adjusted net capi-
tal", equivalent to the greater of $500,000 or the sum of 8 percent of customer
and 4 percent of noncustomer risk maintenance margin requirements on all po-
sitions, as these terms are defined.25 At December 31, 20X6, the Company had
24 Various regulatory agencies and exchanges may impose additional capital requirements, which
may be necessary to disclose.
25 Only applicable if the broker-dealer is a futures commission merchant subject to Regulation
1.17 of the CFTC.
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net capital of $33,584, which was $29,381 in excess of its required net capital
of $4,203. The Company's net capital ratio was 1.7 to 1.26
16. Income Taxes##
The Company is included in the consolidated federal income tax return filed
by its Parent. Federal income taxes are calculated as if the Company filed a
separate federal income tax return. The Company files its own state and local
tax returns. The current and deferred portions of the income tax expense (ben-
efit) included in the statement of operations as determined in accordance with
FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes, are as follows:
Current Deferred Total
Federal $5,204 $(304) $4,900
State and local 1,280 680 1,960
Foreign 240 — 240
$6,724 $ 376 $7,100
A reconciliation of the difference between the expected income tax expense or
income computed at the U.S. statutory income tax rate and the Company's
income tax expense is shown in the following table:27
Expected income tax expense at
U.S. statutory tax rate $4,659
The effect of:
Nondeductible expenses 1,309
Increase due to state and local taxes, net of U.S. federal
income tax effects 1,293
Tax-exempt income, net of related nondeductible
interest expense (427)
Other, net 266
Income tax expense28 $7,100
17. Basic Earnings Per Share
Basic earnings per share of common stock were computed by dividing income
available to common stockholders (net income, less the preferred stock dividend
requirement), by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding
26 See illustrative Schedule I.
## In July 2006, the FASB issued FASB Interpretation No. 48, Accounting for Uncertainty in
Income Taxes—an interpretation of FASB Statement No. 109, which clarifies the accounting for un-
certainty in income taxes recognized in an enterprise's financial statements in accordance with FASB
Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes. This interpretation prescribes a recognition thresh-
old and measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and measurement of a tax
position taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. This interpretation also provides guidance
on derecognition, classification, interest and penalties, accounting in interim periods, disclosure, and
transition. This interpretation also requires expanded disclosure with respect to the uncertainty in
income taxes. FASB Interpretation No. 48 is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2006. See FASB Web site at www.fasb.org for full text of this interpretation.
27 Optional disclosure for firms not subject to SEC Regulation S-X. An explanation of a dispro-
portionate tax provision, however, is required under generally accepted accounting principles.
28 See paragraphs 43–45 of FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes, and para-
graphs 20—21 of FASB Interpretation No. 48, Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes—an inter-
pretation of FASB Statement No. 109, for additional disclosures required, if material. See footnote **
at Note 16 for a summary of FASB Interpretaion No. 48.
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for the year. Diluted earnings per share are not presented because the Company
has issued no dilutive potential common shares.
18. Consolidated Subsidiaries29
The following is a summary of certain financial information of the Company's
consolidated subsidiaries:
Broker-
Dealer Jr.
Investment
Advisory
Venture
Capital Total
Total assets $12,700 $1,700 $5,100 $19,500
Stockholders' equity 2,800 400 1,800 5,000
The $2,800 of stockholder's equity and $1,500 of the subordinated liabilities of
the broker-dealer subsidiary are included as capital in a consolidated compu-
tation of the Company's net capital, because the assets of the subsidiary are
readily available for the protection of the Company's customers, broker-dealers,
and other creditors, as permitted by rule 15c3-1. The accounts of the other sub-
sidiaries are not included in the computation.
19. Collateral†
Amounts that the Company has pledged as collateral, which are not reclassified
and reported separately, at December 31, 20X6, consist of the following:
Financial Statement
Classification
Carrying
Amount
Securities owned
$XXXSpot commodities owned
$XXX
The Company has accepted collateral with a fair value of $XXX, at December 31,
20X6, that the Company is permitted by contract or custom, to sell or repledge,
and has sold or repledged $XXX of that collateral as of December 31, 20X6.30,31
29 Information in this note is presented to comply with FOCUS requirements (total assets and
stockholders' equity of consolidated subsidiaries and treatment of the flow-through capital of the
broker-dealer subsidiary). Readers should also consider FASB Statement No. 131, Disclosures about
Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information, which requires that public business enterprises
report financial and descriptive information about its reportable operating segments.
† See footnote † in heading above paragraph 4.76.
30 Paragraph 17 of FASB Statement No. 140 requires disclosure of information about the sources
and uses of that collateral.
31 Information in this note is presented to comply with FOCUS requirements (total assets and
stockholders' equity of consolidated subsidiaries and treatment of the flow-through capital of the
broker-dealer subsidiary). Readers should also consider FASB Statement No. 131, Disclosures about
Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information, which requires that public business enterprises
report financial and descriptive information about its reportable operating segments.
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Exhibit 4-9
Supplementary Information
Pursuant to Rule 17a-5 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
As of December 31, 20X6
The accompanying schedules are prepared in accordance with the requirements
and general format of FOCUS Form X-17A-5. If desired, the preprinted FOCUS
forms may be used for presenting the required supplementary information. The
auditor should be aware of certain exemptive provisions under SEC Rule 15c3-
3 regarding the computation of net capital (Schedule I) and the computation
for the determination of reserve requirements (Schedule II). If the exemptive
provisions apply, a note should be added by the broker-dealer to the schedules,
stating the basis under which the broker-dealer claims exemption.
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Schedule I
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
Computation of Net Capital Under Rule 15c3-1 of the
Securities and Exchange Commission∗
(Dollars in Thousands)
As of December 31, 20X6
Net Capital
Total consolidated stockholders' equity $39,719
Deduct stockholders' equity not allowable for net
capital† 2,200
Total stockholders' equity qualified for net capital 37,519
Add:
Subordinated borrowings allowable in computation of
net capital 9,897
Other (deductions) or allowable credits-deferred
income taxes payable 1,200
Total capital and allowable subordinated borrowings 48,616
Deductions and/or charges:
Nonallowable assets:
Securities not readily marketable $1,730
Exchange memberships 2,475
Furniture, equipment, and leasehold
improvements, net‡ 2,381
Other assets|| 98
6,684
Additional charges for customers' and noncustomers'
security accounts 825
Additional charges for customers' and noncustomers'
commodity accounts 78
Aged fails-to-deliver 42
Aged short security differences 44
Secured demand note deficiency 525
Commodity futures contracts and spot
commodities/proprietary capital charges 163
Other deductions and/or charges 514 8,875
Net capital before haircuts on securities positions
(tentative net capital) 39,741
Haircuts on securities
Contractual securities commitments 2,520
Securities collateralizing secured demand notes 828
Trading and investment securities
Bankers' acceptances, certificates of deposit, and
commercial paper 34
(continued)
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U.S. and Canadian government obligations 543
State and municipal government obligations 14
Corporate obligations 237
Stocks and warrants 1,682
Options 212
Undue concentrations 87 6,157
Net capital $33,584
Aggregate indebtedness
Items included in consolidated statement of financial
condition:#
Short-term bank loans (secured by customer's
securities) $18,400
Drafts payable 2,210
Payable to brokers and dealers 8,110
Payable to clearing broker 9,350
Payable to customers 11,716
Other accounts payable and accrued expenses 3,150
Items not included in consolidated statement of
financial condition:
Market value of securities borrowed for which no
equivalent value is paid or credited 2,532
Other unrecorded amounts 1,158
Total aggregate indebtedness $56,626
Computation of basic net capital requirement
Minimum net capital required:
Company $ 3,775
Broker-dealer subsidiary 428
Total $ 4,203
Excess net capital at 1,500 percent $29,381
Excess net capital at 1,000 percent $27,493
Ratio: Aggregate indebtedness to net capital 1.69 to 1
Reconciliation with company's computation∗∗ (included
in Part II of Form X-17A-5 as of December 31, 20X6)
Net capital, as reported in Company's Part II
(unaudited) FOCUS report $35,154
Allowable assets erroneously reported as
nonallowable:
Deposits 582
Accrued interest receivable 378
(continued)
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Difference due to offsetting various asset accounts
against related liabilities (2,518)
Audit adjustments to record additional compensation (600)
Other audit adjustments (net) 373
Other items (net) 215
Net capital per above $33,584
Computation of alternative net capital requirement††
2 percent of aggregate debit items (or $250,000,
if greater) as shown in formula for reserve
requirements pursuant to rule 15c3-3 prepared
as of date of net capital computation—Company $1,077
Capital requirement of consolidated broker-dealer
subsidiary electing alternative method 162
Total net capital requirement $1,239
Excess net capital‡‡ $33,186
Net capital in excess of—
4 percent of aggregate debit items $32,109
5 percent of aggregate debit items $31,570
∗ Practitioners should consider the impact of recently issued accounting pro-
nouncements when preparing or auditing this supplementary schedule.
† Excludes stockholder's equity of investment advisory and venture capital
subsidiaries. See Note 18.
‡ Excludes $2.5 million because of sole recourse of the related indebtedness.
|| Excludes $222 of good-faith deposits for underwritings.
# Excludes balances of consolidated subsidiaries other than wholly-owned
broker-dealer subsidiaries included in consolidated computation of net cap-
ital.
∗∗ If there is no material difference from the company's computation and a
reconciliation is not included, a statement to that effect is required. The
following statement can be used to satisfy this requirement:
Note: There are no material differences between the above computation
and the Company's corresponding unaudited Part II of Form X-17A-5 as of
December 31, 20x6.
This note can be placed at the end of this schedule or on every page of the
schedule.
†† To be included if the company has elected to use the alternative method of
computing net capital pursuant to Appendix C of rule 15c3-1. In this case,
aggregate indebtedness and the computation of basic net capital may be
excluded.
‡‡ Net capital under the alternative method is computed on a basis similar to
the basic net capital computation; the broker-dealer would incur a 1 percent
charge on fails-to-deliver (offset by fails-to-receive), and haircuts on securi-
ties would be reduced. In the examples above, net capital would have been
$34,425 under the alternative computation.
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Schedule II
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
Computation for Determination of Reserve Requirements
Under Rule 15c3-3 of the Securities and Exchange Commission∗
(Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. only)
(Dollars in Thousands)
As of December 31, 20X6
Credit balances
Free credit balances and other credit balances in
customers' security accounts (including
nonregulated commodity accounts, net of
related margin deposits of $322,300) $10,716
Monies borrowed collateralized by securities carried
for the accounts of customers 18,400
Monies payable against customers' securities loaned 1,825
Customers' securities failed to receive (including
credit balances in continuous net
settlement accounts) 6,276
Credit balances in firm accounts that are
attributable to principal sales to customers 1,238
Market value of stock dividends, stock splits, and
similar distributions receivable outstanding over
thirty calendar days 327
Market value of short security count differences over
thirty calendar days old† 5
Market value of short securities and credits (not to be
offset by "longs" or by debits) in all suspense
accounts over thirty calendar days† 78
Market value of securities that are in transfer in
excess of forty calendar days and have not been
confirmed to be in transfer by the transfer agent
or the issuer 38
Total credit items 38,903
(continued)
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Debit balances
Debit balances in customers' cash and margin
accounts excluding unsecured accounts and
accounts doubtful of collection net of deductions
pursuant to Rule 15c3-3‡ 38,988
Securities borrowed to effectuate short sales by
customers and securities borrowed to make
delivery on customers' securities failed to deliver 1,318
Failed to deliver of customers' securities not older
than 30 calendar days (including debit balances in
continuous net settlement accounts) 14,782
Other|| 438
Gross debits 55,526
Less 3 percent charge 1,666
Total debit items‡ 53,860
Reserve computation‡
Excess of total debits over total credits $14,957
Required deposit None
Reconciliation with Company's computation#
(included in Part II of Form X-17A-5 as of
December 31, 20X6)
Excess as reported in Company's Part II FOCUS report $15,496
Nonregulated commodity margin deposits
erroneously excluded from the Company's
computation $322
Other items, net 217 (539)
Excess per above computation $14,957
∗ Practitioners should consider the impact of recently issued accounting pro-
nouncements when preparing or auditing this supplementary schedule.
† Would be seven calendar days if the broker or dealer had elected the alter-
native net capital requirement under rule 15c3-1(f).
‡ Those firms calculating net capital under the basic method must reduce
debit balances in customer accounts by 1 percent, whereas those calculating
net capital under the alternative method are required to reduce total debits
by 3 percent.
|| This caption may only include those interpretive items that do not belong
in the captions specified by the rule.
# If there are no material differences from the company's computation and
a reconciliation is not included, a statement to that effect is required. The
following statement can be used to satisfy this requirement:
Note: There are no material differences between the above computation
and the Company's corresponding unaudited Part II of Form X-17A-5 as of
December 31, 20x6
This note can be placed at the end of this schedule or on every page of the
schedule.
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Schedule III
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
Information Relating to Possession or Control Requirements Under
Rule 15c3-3 of the Securities and Exchange Commission∗
(Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. only)
(Dollars in Thousands)
As of December 31, 20X6
1. Customers' fully paid and excess margin securities not in the
respondent's possession or control as of the report date (for which
instructions to reduce to possession or control had been issued as
of the report date but for which the required action was not taken
by respondent within the time frames specified under Rule
15c3-3):† $18
A. Number of items 2
2. Customers' fully paid securities and excess margin securities for
which instructions to reduce to possession or control had not been
issued as of the report date, excluding items arising from
"temporary lags which result from normal business operations"
as permitted under Rule 15c3-3.‡ $39
A. Number of items 5
∗ Practitioners should consider the impact of recently issued accounting pro-
nouncements when preparing or auditing this supplementary schedule.
† If the customers' fully paid securities are subsequently reduced to posses-
sion or control, a statement to that effect should be included.
‡ In some instances, it may be impractical to determine the number of items
in response to item 2. It may also be impractical to determine whether
the company has subsequently issued instructions to reduce those items to
possession or control or to determine that such instructions were acted on.
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Schedule IV
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
Schedule of Segregation Requirements and Funds
in Segregation for Customers' Regulated
Commodity Futures and Options Accounts∗
(Dollars in Thousands)
As of December 31, 20X6
Segregation requirements
Net ledger balance:
Cash $ 976
Securities (at market) 784
Net unrealized profit (loss) in open futures contracts (367)
Exchange traded options
Add: market value of open option contracts purchased on a
contract market 143
Deduct: market value of open option contracts granted
(sold) on a contract market (129)
Net equity (deficit) 1,407
Add: accounts liquidating to a deficit and accounts with debit
balances with no open trades 78
Amount required to be segregated 1,485
Funds on deposit in segregation
Deposited in segregated funds bank accounts:
Cash 105
Securities representing investments of customers' funds
(at market) 141
Securities held for customers in lieu of cash margins (at
market) 784
Margins on deposit with clearing organizations of contracts
markets:
Cash 170
Securities representing investments of customers' funds
(at market) 489
Settlement due from (to) contract market clearing organization (28)
Exchange traded options:
Add: unrealized receivables for option contracts purchased
on contract markets 143
Deduct: unrealized obligations for option contracts granted
(sold) on contract markets (129)
Net equities with other FCMS 37
Total amount in segregation 1,712
Excess funds (insufficiency) in segregation $ 227
∗ Practitioners should consider the impact of recently issued accounting pro-
nouncements when preparing or auditing this supplementary schedule.
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Chapter 5
Auditing Considerations1
Note: This chapter contains numerous mentions of Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) Auditing Standard No. 2, An
Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Con-
junction With an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Stan-
dards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards"). On May
24, 2007, the PCAOB adopted Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with An
Audit of Financial Statements (PCAOB Standards and Related Rules,
Rules of the Board, "Standards"), to replace Auditing Standard No. 2.
PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5 was approved by the Securities and
Exchange (SEC) on July 25, 2007 and will be effective for all audits
of internal control for fiscal years ending on or after November 15,
2007. Earlier application is permitted. Auditing Standard No. 5 is
principles-based and is designed to increase the likelihood that ma-
terial weaknesses in internal control will be found before they result
in material misstatement of a company's financial statements, and, at
the same time, eliminate procedures that are unnecessary. The final
standard also focuses the auditor on the procedures necessary to per-
form a high quality audit that is tailored to the company's facts and
circumstances. This guide has not been updated for Auditing Standard
No. 5. Readers should refer to the PCAOB Web site at www.pcaob.org
for more information.
On June 20, 2007, the SEC approved an amendment to new inter-
pretive guidance designed to help management of public companies
strengthen internal control over financial reporting and enhance com-
pliance under Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The guid-
ance, Release No. 33-8809, Amendments to Rules Regarding Manage-
ment's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, provides
clarification for management regarding its evaluations of internal con-
trol over financial reporting and the auditor's reporting requirements
pursuant to Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Under the guid-
ance, management can align the nature and extent of its evaluation
procedures with those areas of financial reporting that pose the high-
est risks to reliable financial reporting. The amendments provide that
a company that performs an evaluation in accordance with the new
interpretive guidance also satisfies the annual evaluation required by
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15. Among other rule changes,
the SEC also redefined the term material weakness and revised the
requirements regarding the auditor's attestation report on the effec-
tiveness of internal control over financial reporting to require the au-
ditor to express an opinion directly on the effectiveness of internal
1 Refer to the preface of this guide for important information about the applicability of the
professional standards to audits of issuers and nonissuers (see definitions in the preface). The preface
also discusses the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirement that all broker-dealers (both public and private)
be audited by a public accounting firm registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board (PCAOB) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) deferral of that requirement.
As applicable, this chapter contains referencing to either the AICPA or the PCAOB professional
standards. Refer to the preface for more information on referencing.
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control over financial reporting and not on management's evaluation
process. Readers should refer to the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov for
more information.
General Considerations
5.01 The primary purpose of a financial statement audit of a broker-dealer
is to express an opinion on management's financial statements. As discussed
in the "Regulatory Environment" section of this chapter, the auditor is also
required to report on the adequacy of the broker-dealer's internal control in ac-
cordance with SEC rule 17a-5(g)(1) and on its compliance with specific rules ad-
dressing financial responsibility and recordkeeping. Auditors of issuer broker-
dealers are also required to audit and report on management's assessment of
the company's internal control over financial reporting in conjunction with their
audit of the company's financial statements. PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2,*
for audits of internal control for fiscal years ending on or after November 15,
2007. An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Con-
junction With an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards"), establishes requirements
and provides directions that apply when an auditor is engaged to audit both
a company's financial statements and management's assessment of the effec-
tiveness of internal control over financial reporting. Chapter 6 of this Audit
and Accounting Guide (guide) discusses the auditor's understanding of inter-
nal control in the audit of a broker-dealer's financial statements and provides
an overview of the types of control and monitoring activities that are unique
to brokers-dealers. This guide is not intended to provide guidance to auditors
on how to comply with the requirements of PCAOB Auditing Standard No.
2 although it highlights, as appropriate, additional requirements imposed by
that standard. The objective of the auditing section of this guide is to assist the
independent auditor in auditing the financial statements of broker-dealers in
accordance with both AICPA professional standards, referred to as generally
accepted auditing standards (GAAS) and PCAOB professional standards and
in complying with regulatory requirements discussed below. The term "audit"
generally refers to the audit of financial statements unless it is indicated that
the discussion pertains to the integrated audit or audit of internal controls.
This section of the guide provides guidance, primarily on the application of the
standards of fieldwork. Specifically, this section provides guidance on the risk
assessment process (which includes, among other things, obtaining an under-
standing of the entity and its environment, including its internal control) and
general auditing considerations for broker-dealers.
5.02 The auditor, prior to accepting a new audit client or continuing a re-
lationship with an existing client, should ascertain that the audit engagement
can be conducted in accordance with GAAS or PCAOB standards. If he or she is
satisfied that an audit can be conducted, the auditor must plan the audit so that
it is responsive to the assessment of the risks of material misstatement based
on the auditor's understanding of the entity and its environment, including
its internal control. The auditor and the broker-dealer should establish a clear
* See note at beginning of this chapter regarding PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5 which super-
sedes PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2.
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understanding regarding the scope of services to be performed and should doc-
ument the understanding through a written communication (see paragraphs
5.15–.16 titled "Establishing an Understanding With the Client"). The nature,
timing, and extent of procedures to be performed and the type of reports to be
issued are based on the scope of the services required. In addition, the volatility
and level of activity of some accounts in the broker-dealer affect the auditor's
decision about performing interim substantive tests, such as confirming bal-
ances.
Regulatory Environment
5.03 The regulatory environment has a major effect on the audit of a
broker-dealer because of the requirements that the auditor report on the ade-
quacy of the broker-dealer's internal control in accordance with SEC rule 17a-
5(g)(1) and on its compliance with specific rules addressing financial responsi-
bility and recordkeeping. Accordingly, certain tests of controls are performed
even if the auditor would not otherwise choose to do so as part of the audit of
financial statements.
5.04 The objectives of the annual audit of the financial statements of a
broker-dealer are discussed in SEC rule 17a-5. The rule requires that the audit
be made in accordance with GAAS and include a review of the accounting sys-
tem, the internal accounting control and procedures for safeguarding securities,
including appropriate tests for the period since the prior audit date. Rule 17a-5
requires the audit to include all procedures necessary to enable the auditor to
express an opinion on the following:
 The statements of financial condition, results of operations, and
cash flows
 The computation of net capital under SEC rule 15c3-1
 The computation for determination of reserve requirements for
broker-dealers under SEC rule 15c3-3
 Information relating to the possession or control requirements un-
der SEC rule 15c3-3
5.05 SEC rule 17a-5 recommends that auditors consider synchronizing
the application of auditing procedures and performing tests in certain areas
simultaneously.
5.06 Accordingly, although auditors may exercise their professional judg-
ment in making those decisions, they may be expected to justify a choice not
to synchronize certain substantive tests (such as confirming customer transac-
tions and open or unsettled transactions with other broker-dealers and trans-
fer agents, and substantiating stock record positions by counting securities or
through other appropriate means).
5.07 In planning and performing the audit of financial statements, the
auditor should obtain reasonable assurance that any material inadequacies
existing at the audit report date in the following areas would be disclosed:
 The accounting system
 Internal control
 Procedures for safeguarding securities
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 The practices and procedures whose review is specified by SEC
rule 17a-5
5.08 In addition, as specific objectives, the audit of financial statements
should include reviews of the practices and procedures followed by the broker-
dealer in the following ways:
 Making the periodic computations, pursuant to SEC rule 17a-
3(a)(11), of aggregate indebtedness or aggregate debit items under
the alternative method and net capital under SEC rule 15c3-1 and
the reserve required by SEC rule 15c3-3
 Making the quarterly securities examinations, counts, verifica-
tions and comparisons, and recording of differences required by
SEC rule 17a-13
 Complying with the requirements for prompt payment for secu-
rities under Federal Reserve Regulation T (Regulation T) of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
 Obtaining and maintaining physical possession or control of all
fully paid and excess margin securities of customers, as required
by SEC rule 15c3-3
5.09 This review should include a determination as to the adequacy of
procedures described in the records required to be maintained pursuant to SEC
Rule 15c3-3(d)(4).
5.10 For a broker-dealer that is exempt from rule 15c3-3, the auditor
should ascertain that the conditions of the exemption were being complied with
as of the audit report date and that no facts came to the auditor's attention in-
dicating that the exemption had not been complied with during the period since
the last audit.
5.11 A material inadequacy in the accounting system, internal accounting
controls, procedures for safeguarding securities, and practices and procedures
referred to in paragraph (g)(1) of SEC rule 17a-5 that is expected to be reported
under these audit objectives includes any condition that has contributed sub-
stantially to or, if appropriate corrective action is not taken, could reasonably
be expected to cause any of the following:
a. Inhibit a broker-dealer from promptly completing securities trans-
actions or promptly discharging its responsibilities to customers,
other broker-dealers, or creditors
b. Result in material financial loss
c. Result in material misstatements in the broker-dealer's financial
statements
d. Result in violations of the SEC's recordkeeping or financial respon-
sibility rules to an extent that could reasonably be expected to result
in the conditions described in SEC rule 17a-5(g)(3)
Planning and Other Auditing Considerations
5.12 The objective of an audit of broker-dealer's financial statements is
to express an opinion on whether its financial statements are presented fairly,
in all material respects, and in conformity with generally accepted accounting
practices (GAAP) or other comprehensive basis of accounting. To accomplish
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that objective, the independent auditor's responsibility is to plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance (a high, but not absolute, level of
assurance) that material misstatements, whether caused by errors or fraud,
are detected. This section addresses general planning considerations and other
auditing considerations relevant to broker-dealers.
Audit Planning
5.13 The first standard of field work states, "The auditor must adequately
plan the work and must properly supervise any assistants." AU section 311,
Planning and Supervision (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), establishes
requirements and provides guidance on the considerations and activities ap-
plicable to planning and supervision of an audit conducted in accordance with
GAAS, including appointment of the independent auditor; preliminary engage-
ment activities; establishing an understanding with the client; preparing a
detailed, written audit plan; determining the extent of involvement of profes-
sionals with specialized skills; and communicating with those charged with gov-
ernance and management. Audit planning also involves developing an overall
audit strategy for the expected conduct, organization, and staffing of the audit.
The nature, timing, and extent of planning vary with the size and complexity of
the entity, and with the auditor's experience with the entity and understanding
of the entity and its environment, including its internal control.
5.14 AU section 311.03 states that the auditor must plan the audit so that
it is responsive to the assessment of the risks of material misstatement based
on the auditor's understanding of the entity and its environment, including
its internal control. Planning is not a discrete phase of the audit, but rather
an iterative process that begins with engagement acceptance and continues
throughout the audit as the auditor performs audit procedures and accumulates
sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support the audit opinion.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit of financial statements and in-
ternal control over financial reporting in accordance with PCAOB stan-
dards (subsequently referred to as "integrated audit"), the auditor
should refer to paragraph 39 of Auditing Standard No. 2 regarding
planning considerations in addition to the planning considerations dis-
cussed in AU section 311.
Establishing an Understanding With the Client
5.15 AU section 311, states that the auditor should establish an under-
standing with the client regarding the services to be performed for each en-
gagement. This understanding should be documented through a written com-
munication with the broker-dealer in the form of an engagement letter. The
understanding should include the objectives of the engagement, the responsi-
bilities of management and the auditor, and any limitations of the engagement.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to para-
graph .06 of AU section 310, Appointment of the Independent Auditor
(AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules), which includes re-
quirements specific to the integrated audit related to (1) the objective
of the audit, (2) the responsibility of the auditor for conducting the
audit in accordance with PCAOB standards, and (3) the responsibility
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of the auditor for communicating certain matters in writing to various
parties, including management.
5.16 AU section 311 also identifies specific matters that generally would
be addressed in the understanding with the client, and other contractual mat-
ters an auditor might wish to include in the understanding. Paragraph .46 of
AT section 101, Attest Engagements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
provides guidance on establishing an understanding with the client regarding
the services to be performed for attest engagements.
Audit Risks
5.17 AU section 312, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states that audit risk is a function
of the risk that the financial statements prepared by management are mate-
rially misstated and the risk that the auditor will not detect such material
misstatement. The auditor should consider audit risk in relation to the rele-
vant assertions related to individual account balances, classes of transactions,
and disclosures and at the overall financial statement level.
5.18 At the account balance, class of transactions, relevant assertion, or
disclosure level, audit risk consists of (a) the risk of material misstatement
(consisting of inherent risk and control risk) and (b) the detection risk which
are described as follows:
 Inherent risk is the susceptibility of a relevant assertion to a mis-
statement that could be material, either individually or when ag-
gregated with other misstatements, assuming that there are no
related controls. Inherent risk is greater for some assertions and
related account balances, classes of transactions, and disclosures
than for others (for example, the inherent risk for cash and securi-
ties in the vault is greater than the inherent risk for plant assets).
However, other factors (such as an impending business failure)
may typically increase the inherent risk for all assertions and re-
lated account balances, classes of transactions, and disclosures.
Financial statement balances derived from accounting estimates
pose greater risk than do those derived from relatively routine,
factual data.
 Control risk is the risk that a misstatement that could occur in
a relevant assertion and that could be material, either individ-
ually or when aggregated with other misstatements, will not be
prevented or detected on a timely basis by the broker-dealer's in-
ternal control. That risk is a function of the effectiveness of the
design and operation of internal control in achieving the broker-
dealer's objectives relevant to preparation of the entity's financial
statements. Some control risk will always exist because of the in-
herent limitations of internal control.
 Detection risk is the risk that the auditor will not detect a mis-
statement that exists in a relevant assertion that could be mate-
rial, either individually or when aggregated with other misstate-
ments. Detection risk is a function of the effectiveness of an au-
dit procedure and of its application by the auditor. Detection risk
cannot be reduced to zero because the auditor does not exam-
ine 100 percent of an account balance or a class of transactions
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and because of other factors. Such other factors include the pos-
sibility that an auditor might select an inappropriate audit pro-
cedure, misapply an appropriate audit procedure, or misinterpret
the audit results. These other factors might be addressed through
adequate planning, proper assignment of personnel to the engage-
ment team, the application of professional skepticism, supervision
and review of the audit work performed, and supervision and con-
duct of a firm's audit practice in accordance with appropriate qual-
ity control standards
5.19 The components of audit risk may be assessed in quantitative terms
such as percentages or in nonquantitative terms such as high, medium, or low
risk. The way the auditor should consider these component risks and combines
them involves professional judgment and depends on the auditor's approach
or methodology. It can easily be shown that there is an inverse relationship
between inherent risk, control risk, and detection risk (that is, between the
first two risks and the third). Thus, the lower the inherent and control risk, the
greater the detection risk the auditor can accept.
5.20 The auditor should assess the risk of material misstatement at the
relevant assertion level as a basis for further audit procedures. In assessing
audit risk as it relates specifically to broker-dealers, the following two unique
characteristics become obvious: (a) a high volume of transactions and (b) a
highly controlled environment.
5.21 In considering audit risk at the overall financial statement level,
the auditor should consider risks of material misstatement that relate perva-
sively to the financial statements taken as a whole and potentially affect many
relevant assertions. Risks of this nature often relate to the entity's control envi-
ronment and are not necessarily identifiable with specific relevant assertions at
the class of transactions, account balance, or disclosure level. Such risks may
be especially relevant to the auditor's consideration of the risks of material
misstatement arising from fraud, for example, through management override
of internal control.
5.22 In planning an audit of a broker-dealer, the auditor should assess
the effect of the regulatory environment, changes in that environment, and the
expectations of the client, its customers, and regulators on both audit risk and
materiality (materiality is discussed below). In assessing the risks of material
misstatement, the auditor should be aware of certain aspects of the broker-
dealer's operations that are usually subject to a greater level of audit risk than
others. The auditor should consider, among other factors, the effectiveness of
the broker-dealer's internal control, materiality, inherent risk, and the possible
need to synchronize the timing of certain auditing procedures. In the chart
entitled "Securities Broker-Dealer Auditing Considerations" at the end of this
chapter, see the "Regulatory" section under the column heading, "Audit Areas."
5.23 The auditor's judgment about the level of audit risk may affect en-
gagement staffing, the extent of supervision, and the scope of the audit. For
instance, for an aspect of the audit that is judged to involve high risk, the
auditor should consider staffing the engagement with auditors having relevant
experience in auditing the aspect assessed to have high risk and should increase
the nature, timing, and extent of the audit work.
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Planning Materiality
5.24 FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 2, Qualitative
Characteristics of Accounting Information, states that information is material
if, in the light of the surrounding circumstances, the judgment of a reasonable
person relying on the information would have been changed or influenced by its
omission or misstatement. That suggests that the auditor, when making mate-
riality judgments, should consider both the circumstances of the broker-dealer
as well as the information needs of those who rely on the financial statements.
In accordance with AU section 312, (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) the
auditor's consideration of materiality is a matter of professional judgment and
is influenced by the auditor's perception of the needs of users of financial state-
ments. Materiality judgments are made in light of surrounding circumstances
and necessarily involve both quantitative and qualitative considerations.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, refer to paragraphs 22–23 of
Auditing Standard No. 2 regarding materiality considerations.
5.25 In accordance with AU section 312.27 (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1), the auditor should determine a materiality level for the financial
statements taken as a whole when establishing the overall audit strategy for
the audit.2 The auditor may make an initial judgment regarding materiality
levels in planning the audit and may utilize another level in evaluating the
audit findings. The discrepancy in levels may be due to information that was
obtained during the course of the audit, as well as overall changing circum-
stances. The auditor often may apply a percentage to a chosen benchmark as a
step in determining materiality for the financial statements taken as a whole.
Some other common factors used by auditors in ascertaining the materiality
level for a broker-dealer include the following:
 The absolute or relative size of the misstatement
 The nature of the misstatement
 The cumulative effects of any and all known or likely misstate-
ments
 Any uncertainty surrounding the misstatement
Tolerable Misstatement
5.26 The initial determination of materiality is made for the financial
statement taken as a whole. However, the auditor should allow for the possi-
bility that some misstatements of lesser amounts than the materiality levels
could, in the aggregate, result in a material misstatement of the financial state-
ments. To do so, the auditor should determine one or more levels of tolerable
misstatement. AU section 312.34 defines tolerable misstatement (or tolerable
error) as the maximum error in a population, for example, the class of trans-
actions or account balance, that the auditor is willing to accept. Such levels of
tolerable misstatement are normally lower than the materiality levels.
2 SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 99, Materiality, addresses the application of materi-
ality thresholds in the preparation and audit of financial statements filed with the SEC. Among other
matters, SAB No. 99 addresses the evaluation of misstatements discovered in the financial reporting
and auditing processes. SAB No. 99 does not create new standards or definitions for materiality, but
reaffirms the concepts of materiality as expressed in the accounting and auditing literature.
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Qualitative Aspects of Materiality
5.27 As indicated above, judgments about materiality include both quanti-
tative and qualitative information. As a result of the interaction of quantitative
and qualitative considerations in materiality judgments, misstatements of rela-
tively small amounts that come to the auditor's attention could have a material
effect on the financial statements. For example, an illegal payment of an other-
wise immaterial amount could be material if there is a reasonable possibility
that it could lead to a material contingent liability or a material loss of revenue.
5.28 Qualitative considerations also influence the auditor in reaching a
conclusion about whether misstatements are material. Paragraph .60 of AU
section 312 provides qualitative factors that the auditor may consider relevant
in determining whether misstatements are material.
Illegal Acts
5.29 AU section 317, Illegal Acts by Clients (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1),† provides guidance on the nature and extent of the considera-
tions the auditor should give to the possibility of illegal acts by clients. The
term illegal acts, for the purposes of AU section 317, relates to violations of
laws or government regulations. Illegal acts may vary considerably in their re-
lation to the financial statements. The auditor considers laws and regulations
that are generally recognized by auditors to have a direct and material effect
on the determination of financial statement amounts. AU section 317 provides
that the auditor's responsibility to detect and report misstatements resulting
from illegal acts that have a direct and material effect on the determination of
financial statement amounts is the same as that for material fraud as described
in AU section 110, Responsibilities and Functions of the Independent Auditor
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). That is, the auditor should design the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance of detecting illegal acts that have a direct
and material effect on the financial statements.
5.30 Broker-dealers may be affected by many laws or regulations, includ-
ing those related to fair practice, securities trading, underwriting, and cus-
tomer transactions. The laws and regulations generally relate more to a broker-
dealer's operating aspects than to its financial and accounting aspects, and their
financial statement effects are indirect. Normally, an audit of financial state-
ments in accordance with GAAS or PCAOB standards does not include audit
procedures specifically designed to detect illegal acts that have an indirect ef-
fect on the financial statements. However, the auditor may become aware of the
possibility of such acts during the course of performing procedures for the pur-
pose of forming an opinion on the financial statements. AU section 317 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1) provides guidance with respect to the auditor's
response to such possible illegal acts.
† In November 2004, the AICPA's Professional Issues Task Force issued Practice Alert 2004-1,
Illegal Acts, to provide auditors of nonissuers and their firms with guidance regarding the extent of the
consideration an independent auditor should give to the possibility of illegal acts by a client in an audit
of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. The alert provides
guidance regarding the auditor's responsibility for detecting illegal acts that have a direct or indirect
effect on the financial statements; audit procedures in the absence of specific information indicating the
existence of possible illegal acts; what should be done if you discover possible illegal acts; disclosure
of illegal acts to third parties; reporting considerations and documentation. The Alert is currently
available on the AICPA's Web site at www.aicpa.org/download/auditstd/pract_alert/PA_2004_1.pdf.
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Use of Assertions in Obtaining Audit Evidence
5.31 Paragraphs .14–.19 of AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Pro-
fessional Standards, vol. 1), discuss the use of assertions in obtaining audit
evidence. In representing that the financial statements are fairly presented in
accordance with GAAP, management implicitly or explicitly makes assertions
regarding the recognition, measurement, and disclosure of information in the
financial statements and related disclosures. Assertions used by the auditor
fall into the following categories:
Categories of Assertions
Description of Assertions
Classes of
Transactions and
Events During the
Period
Account Balances
at the End of the
Period
Presentation and
Disclosure
Occurrence/
Existence
Transactions and
events that have
been recorded have
occurred and
pertain to the
entity.
Assets, liabilities,
and equity
interests exist.
Disclosed events
and transactions
have occurred.
Rights and
Obligations
—— The entity holds or
controls the rights
to assets, and
liabilities are the
obligations of the
entity.
Disclosed events
and transactions
pertain to the
entity.
Completeness All transactions
and events that
should have been
recorded have been
recorded.
All assets,
liabilities, and
equity interests
that should have
been recorded have
been recorded.
All disclosures
that should have
been included in
the financial
statements have
been included.
Accuracy/
Valuation and
Allocation
Amounts and other
data relating to
recorded
transactions and
events have been
recorded
appropriately.
Assets, liabilities,
and equity
interests are
included in the
financial
statements at
appropriate
amounts, and any
resulting valuation
or allocation
adjustments are
recorded
appropriately.
Financial and
other information
is disclosed fairly
and at
appropriate
amounts.
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Categories of Assertions—continued
Description of Assertions
Classes of
Transactions and
Events During the
Period
Account Balances
at the End of the
Period
Presentation and
Disclosure
Cut-off Transactions and
events have been
recorded in the
correct accounting
period.
—— ——
Classification
and Under-
standability
Transactions and
events have been
recorded in the
proper accounts.
—— Financial
information is
appropriately
presented and
described, and
information in
disclosures is
expressed clearly.
5.32 The auditor should use relevant assertions for classes of transactions,
account balances, and presentation and disclosures in sufficient detail to form
a basis for the assessment of risks of material misstatement and the design
and performance of further audit procedures. The auditor should use relevant
assertions in assessing risks by considering the different types of potential
misstatements that may occur, and then designing further audit procedures
that are responsive to the assessed risks.
Understanding the Entity, Its Environment,
and Its Internal Control
5.33 AU section 314, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), establishes requirements and provides guidance about implementing
the second standard of field work, as follows:
"The auditor must obtain a sufficient understanding of the en-
tity and its environment, including its internal control, to as-
sess the risks of material misstatement of the financial state-
ments whether due to error or fraud, and to design the nature,
timing, and extent of further audit procedures."
5.34 Obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment, in-
cluding its internal control, is a continuous, dynamic process of gathering,
updating, and analyzing information throughout the audit. Throughout this
process, the auditor should also consider the guidance in AU section 316, Con-
sideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1). See paragraphs 5.76–.78 for additional guidance pertaining to
AU section 316.
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5.35 This section addresses the unique aspects of broker-dealers that may
be helpful in developing the required understanding of the entity, its environ-
ment, and its internal control.
Risk Assessment Procedures
5.36 As described in AU section 326, Evidential Matter (AICPA, Profes-
sional Standards, vol. 1), audit procedures performed to obtain an understand-
ing of the entity and its environment, including its internal control, and to
assess the risks of material misstatement at the financial statement and rele-
vant assertion levels are referred to as risk assessment procedures. AU section
326.21 states that the auditor must perform risk assessment procedures to pro-
vide a satisfactory basis for the assessment of risks at the financial statement
and relevant assertion levels. Risk assessment procedures by themselves do
not provide sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base the audit
opinion and must be supplemented by further audit procedures in the form of
tests of controls, when relevant or necessary, and substantive procedures.
5.37 In accordance with AU section 314.06 (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1), the auditor should perform the following risk assessment proce-
dures to obtain an understanding of the entity and its environment, including
its internal control:
a. Inquiries of management and others within the entity
b. Analytical procedures (refer to the section below titled "Analytical
Procedures" for additional guidance)
c. Observation and inspection
See paragraphs .06–.13 of AU section 314 for additional guidance on risk
assessment procedures.
Discussion Among the Audit Team
5.38 In obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment, in-
cluding its internal control, AU section 314 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1) states that there should be discussion among the audit team. In accor-
dance with paragraph .14 of AU section 314, the members of the audit team,
including the auditor with final responsibility for the audit, should discuss the
susceptibility of the entity's financial statements to material misstatements.
This discussion could be held concurrently with the discussion among the audit
team that is specified by AU section 316 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
to discuss the susceptibility of the entity's financial statements to fraud.
Understanding of the Entity and Its Environment
5.39 AU section 314 requires auditors to obtain an understanding of the
entity and its environment, including its internal control. In accordance with
AU section 314.04, the auditor should use professional judgment to determine
the extent of the understanding required of the entity and its environment,
including its internal control. The auditor's primary consideration is whether
the understanding that has been obtained is sufficient (1) to assess risks of
material misstatement of the financial statements and (2) to design and perform
further audit procedures (tests of controls and substantive tests).
5.40 The auditor's understanding of the entity and its environment con-
sists of an understanding of the following aspects:
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a. Industry, regulatory, and other external factors
b. Nature of the entity
c. Objectives and strategies and the related business risks that may
result in a material misstatement of the financial statements
d. Measurement and review of the entity's financial performance
e. Internal control, which includes the selection and application of
accounting policies (see section below for further discussion)
Refer to Appendix A of AU section 314 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1) for examples of matters that the auditor may consider in obtaining an
understanding of the entity and its environment relating to categories (a)–(d).
Refer to Chapters 1–3 of this guide for background on the securities indus-
try, including regulatory considerations that may be helpful in developing an
understanding of a broker-dealer.‡
Understanding of Internal Control
5.41 AU section 314 defines internal control and states that the auditor
should obtain an understanding of the five components of internal control suf-
ficient to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements
whether due to error or fraud, and to design the nature, timing, and extent of
further audit procedures. Obtaining an understanding of internal control as
well as key control and monitoring activities of a broker-dealer are described
in Chapter 6, "Internal Control," of this guide.
5.42 Auditors of broker dealers that are issuers are also required to attest
to and report on management's assessment of the company's internal control
over financial reporting in conjunction with their audit of the company's fi-
nancial statements in accordance with PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2. As
discussed in paragraph 5.01, this guide is not intended to provide guidance to
auditors on how to comply with the requirements of PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 2 although it highlights, as appropriate, additional requirements imposed
by that standard.
Assessment of Risks of Material Misstatement and the
Design of Further Audit Procedures
5.43 As discussed above, risk assessment procedures allow the auditor to
gather the information necessary to obtain an understanding of the entity and
its environment, including its internal control. This knowledge provides a basis
for assessing the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements.
These risk assessments are then used to design further audit procedures, such
as tests of controls, substantive tests, or both. This section provides guidance on
assessing the risks of material misstatement and how to design further audit
procedures that effectively respond to those risks.
Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
5.44 AU section 314.102 states that the auditor should identify and assess
the risks of material misstatement at the financial statement level and at the
‡ Additional guidance on matters the auditor may consider when obtaining an understanding
of the industry, regulatory and other external factors that affect the entity; the nature of the entity;
objectives and strategies and related business risks; and measurement and review of the entity's
financial performance will be incorporated in a future edition of this guide.
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relevant assertion level related to classes of transactions, account balances, and
disclosures. For this purpose, the auditor should:
a. Identify risks throughout the process of obtaining an understand-
ing of the entity and its environment, including relevant controls
that relate to the risks, and considering the classes of transactions,
account balances, and disclosures in the financial statements.
b. Relate the identified risks to what can go wrong at the relevant
assertion level.
c. Consider whether the risks are of a magnitude that could result in
a material misstatement of the financial statements.
d. Consider the likelihood that the risks could result in a material
misstatement of the financial statements.
5.45 The auditor should use information gathered by performing risk as-
sessment procedures, including the audit evidence obtained in evaluating the
design of controls and determining whether they have been implemented, as
audit evidence to support the risk assessment. The auditor should use the as-
sessment of the risks of material misstatement at the relevant assertion level
as the basis to determine the nature, timing, and extent of further audit proce-
dures to be performed.
Identification of Significant Risks
5.46 As part of the assessment of the risks of material misstatement, the
auditor should determine which of the risks identified are, in the auditor's judg-
ment, risks that require special audit consideration (such risks are defined as
significant risks). One or more significant risks normally arise on most audits.
In exercising this judgment, the auditor should consider inherent risk to de-
termine whether the nature of the risk, the likely magnitude of the potential
misstatement including the possibility that the risk may give rise to multiple
misstatements, and the likelihood of the risk occurring are such that they re-
quire special audit consideration. Refer to paragraphs .45 and .53 of AU section
318, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluat-
ing the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), for
further audit procedures pertaining to significant risks.
Designing and Performing Further Audit Procedures
5.47 AU section 318 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) provides guid-
ance about implementing the third standard of field work, as follows:
"The auditor must obtain sufficient appropriate audit evi-
dence by performing audit procedures to afford a reasonable
basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under
audit."
5.48 To reduce audit risk to an acceptably low level, the auditor (1) should
determine overall responses to address the assessed risks of material misstate-
ment at the financial statement level and (2) should design and perform fur-
ther audit procedures whose nature, timing, and extent are responsive to the
assessed risks of material misstatement at the relevant assertion level. The
purpose is to provide a clear linkage between the nature, timing, and extent of
the auditor's further audit procedures and the assessed risks. The overall re-
sponses and the nature, timing, and extent of the further audit procedures to be
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performed are matters for the professional judgment of the auditor and should
be based on the auditor's assessment of the risks of material misstatement.
5.49 With respect to the extent and timing of auditing procedures, SEC
rule 17a-5 also states, in part:
The extent and timing of audit procedures are matters for
the independent public accountant to determine on the ba-
sis of his (or her) review and evaluation of existing internal
controls and other audit procedures performed in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards and the audit ob-
jectives set forth in paragraph (g) of this section. In determin-
ing the extent of testing, consideration shall be given to the
materiality of an area and the possible effect on the finan-
cial statements and schedules of a material misstatement in
a related account. The performance of auditing procedures
involves the proper synchronization of their application and
thus comprehends the need to consider simultaneous perfor-
mance of procedures in certain areas such as, for example,
securities counts, transfer verification and customer and bro-
ker confirmation in connection with verification of securities
positions.
5.50 Certain auditing procedures (including security counts and related
confirmations) may be performed at a date other than the date of the financial
statements. AU section 318 provides guidance on factors to be considered before
applying substantive tests to details of asset and liability accounts at a date
prior to the date of the financial statements. The extent of an audit procedure
is determined by the judgment of the auditor after considering the tolerable
misstatement, the assessed risks of material misstatement, and the degree of
assurance that auditor plans to obtain. Guidance concerning the timing of tests
of controls in connection with the audit of financial statements is provided in
AU section 318.35–.45 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to para-
graphs .88–.107 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 which provide di-
rections about the nature, timing, and extent of testing of the design
and operating effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.
(Appendix B—Paragraph B30 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2.)
In addition, the audit scope for review and testing of procedures relative
to net capital, quarterly security counts, and compliance with Regulation T
and rule 15c3-3 should be sufficient to provide reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that any material inadequacies existing at the audit date would be
disclosed as prescribed in rule 17a-5.
Overall Responses
5.51 The auditor's overall responses to address the assessed risks of mate-
rial misstatement at the financial statement level may include emphasizing to
the audit team the need to maintain professional skepticism in gathering and
evaluating audit evidence, assigning more experienced staff or those with spe-
cialized skills or using specialists, providing more supervision, or incorporating
additional elements of unpredictability in the selection of further audit proce-
dures to be performed. Additionally, the auditor may make general changes to
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the nature, timing, or extent of further audit procedures as an overall response,
for example, performing substantive procedures at period end instead of at an
interim date.
Further Audit Procedures
5.52 Further audit procedures provide important audit evidence to sup-
port an audit opinion. These procedures consist of tests of controls and substan-
tive tests. The nature, timing and extent of the further audit procedures to be
performed by the auditor should be based on the auditor's assessment of risks
of material misstatement at the relevant assertion level.
5.53 In some cases, an auditor may determine that performing only sub-
stantive procedures is appropriate. However, the auditor often will determine
that a combined audit approach using both tests of the operating effectiveness
of controls and substantive procedures is an effective audit approach.
5.54 The auditor should perform tests of controls when the auditor's risk
assessment includes an expectation of the operating effectiveness of controls or
when substantive procedures alone do not provide sufficient appropriate audit
evidence at the relevant assertion level.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor also should evalu-
ate the results of any additional tests of controls performed to achieve
the objective related to expressing an opinion on management's assess-
ment of the company's internal control over financial reporting when
concluding on the effectiveness of controls for the purpose of assessing
control risk. Consideration of these results may require the auditor to
alter the nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures and to
plan and perform further tests of controls, particularly in response to
identified control deficiencies. (Paragraph 151 of Auditing Standard
No. 2)
If, during the audit of internal control over financial reporting, the
auditor identifies a control deficiency, he or she should determine the
effect on the nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures to be
performed to reduce the risk of material misstatement of the financial
statements to an appropriately low level. (Paragraph 156 of Auditing
Standard No. 2)
In an audit of internal control over financial reporting, the auditor
should evaluate the effect of the findings of all substantive auditing
procedures performed in the audit of financial statements on the effec-
tiveness of internal control over financial reporting. (Paragraph 157 of
Auditing Standard No. 2)
5.55 Regardless of the audit approach selected, the auditor should design
and perform substantive procedures for all relevant assertions related to each
material class of transactions, account balance, and disclosure.
5.56 The auditor's substantive procedures should include the following
audit procedures related to the financial statement reporting process:
 Agreeing the financial statements, including their accompanying
notes, to the underlying accounting records; and
 Examining material journal entries and other adjustments made
during the course of preparing the financial statements.
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The nature and extent of the auditor's examination of journal entries and
other adjustments depend on the nature and complexity of the entity's financial
reporting system and the associated risks of material misstatement.
5.57 Regulatory requirements have a major effect on the audit of a broker-
dealer because the auditor is required to issue a report on the adequacy of
the broker-dealer's internal control in accordance with SEC rule 17a-5(g)(1)
and on its compliance with specific rules addressing financial responsibility
and recordkeeping. Accordingly, some tests of controls are normally performed
even if the auditor does not rely on internal control for purposes of rendering
an opinion on the financial statements.
5.58 There is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between audit ob-
jectives and audit procedures. Some procedures may relate to more than one
objective. A combination of procedures may be needed to achieve a single ob-
jective. The chart titled "Securities Broker-Dealers' Auditing Considerations"
at the end of this chapter, provides illustrations of audit assertions, audit ob-
jectives, and substantive tests/tests of controls. The chart is intended neither
to be all-inclusive nor to suggest that specific audit objectives or substantive
procedures should be applied.
5.59 The chart is arranged by broad audit objectives. Such classifications
may be useful in the evaluation process, but the classifications are of secondary
importance. Some specific objectives may achieve more than one broad objec-
tive. A number of the objectives may not be relevant to a particular broker-
dealer because of the nature of its operations or the absence of certain types of
transactions.
5.60 Refer to paragraphs 5.154–.189 located in the section entitled "Sub-
stantive Audit Procedures" in the later part of this chapter for specific guidance
on the more significant auditing procedures that the independent auditor may
consider in the audits of broker-dealers.
Audit Sampling
5.61 AU section 350, Audit Sampling, (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), provides guidance for planning, performing, and evaluating both statis-
tical and nonstatistical audit samples. The statement also includes discussions
intended to enhance professional judgment in assessing sampling risk, plan-
ning samples, sample selection, and performance and evaluation. The AICPA
Audit Guide Audit Sampling presents recommendations to help auditors apply
audit sampling in accordance with AU section 350.
5.62 As with any audit, sampling can be utilized in a broker-dealer audit
for tests of controls or verifying account balances. Some areas in which sampling
may be used in a broker-dealer audit include the following:
 Verification of customer balances. The auditor may not need to
confirm all account balances; thus sampling would be appropriate.
 Verification of the stock record. Sampling may be used in the fol-
lowing three ways:
(a) To select securities maintained on the client's premises for
physical inspection and counting
(b) To confirm securities held by various depositories
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(c) To test clearing organization reconciliations, confirming
street-side accounts (such as fails, stock loan, and stock
borrow), or reviewing suspense accounts
 Letter on internal control. Sampling may be used in the following
two ways:
(a) To determine the adequacy of the broker-dealers' practices
and procedures relating to performing the net capital and
reserve requirement computations, security counts, and
compliance with Regulation T
(b) To obtain and maintain physical possession or control of
required securities during the year in order to issue the
auditor's letter on internal control
 Net capital computation. Sampling may be used to test the ac-
curacy and completeness of the broker-dealer's schedule of aged
fails-to-receive and fails-to-deliver and short security count differ-
ences, to test the market values of firm inventory and the related
regulatory haircuts in the broker-dealer's net capital computation
as of the balance sheet date.
 Reserve requirement computation. Sampling may be used to test
the accuracy and completeness of the broker-dealer's allocation
of securities between the customer and the firm, and to review
adjustments made to certain balance sheet accounts that were
previously tested by the auditor.
 Possession or control requirements. Sampling may be used to test
the accuracy and completeness of information regarding viola-
tions, if any, of possession or control requirements as of the balance
sheet date.
Evaluating Misstatements||
5.63 Based on the results of substantive procedures, the auditor may iden-
tify misstatements in accounts or notes to the financial statements. Paragraph
.42 of AU section 312 states that auditors must accumulate all known and likely
misstatements identified during the audit, other than those that the auditor
believes are trivial and communicate them to the appropriate level of manage-
ment. AU section 312 further states that auditors must consider the effects,
both individually and in the aggregate, of misstatements (known and likely)
that are not corrected by the entity. This consideration includes, among other
things, the effect of misstatements related to prior periods.
5.64 For detailed guidance on evaluating audit findings and audit evi-
dence, refer to AU section 312 and AU section 326 respectively.
|| SEC SAB 108, Considering the Effects of Prior Year Misstatements when Quantifying Misstate-
ments in Current Year Financial Statements, can be found on the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov/interps/
account.shtml for more information on financial statement misstatements.
Also, FASB has a proposed Staff Position, FAS 154-a, Considering the Effects of Prior-Year Misstate-
ments When Quantifying Misstatements in Current-Year Financial Statements, outstanding as an
exposure draft. Readers should be alert for further developments.
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Audit Documentation
Audits Conducted in Accordance With GAAS
General
5.65 AU section 339, Audit Documentation (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1), provides guidance on audit documentation. The guidance states
that the auditor must prepare audit documentation in connection with each
engagement in sufficient detail to provide a clear understanding of the work
performed (including the nature, timing, extent, and results of audit proce-
dures performed), the audit evidence obtained and its source, and the conclu-
sion reached. Audit documentation:
a. Provides the principal support for the representation in the audi-
tor's report that the auditor performed the audit in accordance with
generally acceptable auditing standards.
b. Provides the principal support for the opinion expressed regard-
ing the financial information or the assertion to the effect that an
opinion cannot be expressed.
5.66 Audit documentation is an essential element of audit quality. Al-
though documentation alone does not guarantee audit quality, the process of
preparing sufficient and appropriate documentation contributes to the quality
of an audit.
5.67 Audit documentation is the record of audit procedures performed,
relevant audit evidence obtained, and conclusions the auditor reached. Audit
documentation, also known as working papers or workpapers, may be recorded
on paper or on electronic or other media. When transferring or copying paper
documentation to another media, the auditor should apply procedures to gen-
erate a copy that is faithful in form and content to the original paper document.
5.68 Audit documentation includes, for example, audit programs, analy-
ses, issues memoranda, summaries of significant findings or issues, letters of
confirmation and representation, checklists, abstracts or copies of important
documents, correspondence (including e-mail) concerning significant findings
or issues, and schedules of the work the auditor performed. Abstracts or copies
of the entity's records (for example, significant and specific contracts and agree-
ments) should be included as part of the audit documentation if they are needed
to enable an experienced auditor to understand the work performed and conclu-
sions reached. The audit documentation for a specific engagement is assembled
in an audit file.
Form, Content, and Extent of Audit Documentation
5.69 The auditor should prepare audit documentation that enables an
experienced auditor, having no previous connection to the audit, to understand
(AU section 339.10):
a. The nature, timing, and extent of auditing procedures performed
to comply with Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs) and ap-
plicable legal and regulatory requirements
b. The results of the audit procedures performed and the audit evi-
dence obtained
c. The conclusions reached on significant matters
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d. That the accounting records agree or reconcile with the audited
financial statements or other audited information
Dating of the Auditor’s Report #
5.70 Paragraph .23 of AU section 339 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1) amends SAS No. 1 to provide that the auditor's report should not be
dated earlier than the date on which the auditor has obtained sufficient ap-
propriate audit evidence to support the opinion. Among other things, sufficient
appropriate audit evidence includes evidence that the audit documentation has
been reviewed and that the entity's financial statements, including disclosures,
have been prepared and that management has asserted that it has taken re-
sponsibility for them. This ordinarily will result in a report date that is close
to the date the auditor grants the entity permission to use the auditor's report
in connection with the financial statements (report release date). Delays in re-
leasing the report may require the auditor to perform additional procedures to
comply with the requirements of AU section 560, Subsequent Events (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1).
5.71 AU section 339 includes additional requirements related to the fol-
lowing topics that should be complied with:
 Form, content, and extent of audit documentation
 Significant findings and issues
 Identification of preparer and reviewer
 Documentation of specific items tested
 Documentation of departures from statements on auditing stan-
dards
 Revisions to audit documentation
Appendix A to AU section 339 lists the audit documentation requirements con-
tained in other areas of AICPA professional standards.
Audits Conducted in Accordance With PCAOB Standards
5.72 PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 3, Audit Documentation (AICPA,
PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards"), estab-
lishes general requirements for documentation the auditor should prepare and
retain in connection with engagements conducted pursuant to PCAOB stan-
dards. Audit documentation is the written record of the basis for the auditor's
conclusions that provides the support for the auditor's representations, whether
those representations are contained in the auditor's report or otherwise. Audit
documentation facilitates the planning, performance, and supervision of the
engagement, and is the basis for the review of the quality of the work because
it provides the reviewer with written documentation of the evidence supporting
the auditor's significant conclusions. Among other things, audit documentation
includes records of the planning and performance of the work, the procedures
performed, evidence obtained, and conclusions reached by the auditor.
5.73 The auditor must prepare audit documentation in connection with
each engagement conducted pursuant to the standards of the PCAOB. Audit
# Practice Alert 07-01, Dating of the Auditor's Report and Related Practical Guidance, found at
PA section 16,290 (AICPA, Technical Practice Aids), provides guidance regarding the application of
certain provisions of SAS No. 103, primarily related to dating the auditor's report.
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documentation should be prepared in sufficient detail to provide a clear un-
derstanding of its purpose, source, and the conclusions reached. Also, the doc-
umentation should be appropriately organized to provide a clear link to the
significant findings or issues. Examples of audit documentation include mem-
oranda, confirmations, correspondence, schedules, audit programs, and letters
of representation. Audit documentation may be in the form of paper, electronic
files, or other media.
5.74 PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 3 provides additional guidance on
documentation of specific matters, and retention of and subsequent changes to
audit documentation. See PCAOB Standards for further guidance.
5.75 PCAOB Statement on Auditing Standards No. 2 requires that in addi-
tion to the documentation requirements of Auditing Standard No. 3 of PCAOB
Standards, the auditor should document certain items related to their audit of
internal control over financial reporting.
Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit
5.76 AU section 316 is the primary source of authoritative guidance about
an auditor's responsibilities concerning the consideration of fraud in a financial
statement audit. AU section 316 establishes standards and provides guidance
to auditors in fulfilling their responsibility to plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud as stated in paragraph
.02 of AU section 110, Responsibilities and Functions of the Independent Auditor
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to para-
graphs 24–26 of Auditing Standard No. 2 regarding fraud considera-
tions, in addition to the fraud considerations set forth in AU section
316.
5.77 There are two types of misstatements relevant to the auditor's con-
sideration of fraud in a financial statement audit:
 Misstatements arising from fraudulent financial reporting
 Misstatements arising from misappropriation of assets
5.78 Three conditions generally are present when fraud occurs. First, man-
agement or other employees have an incentive or are under pressure, which
provides a reason to commit fraud. Second, circumstances exist—for example,
the absence of controls, ineffective controls, or the ability of management to
override controls—that provide an opportunity for a fraud to be perpetrated.
Third, those involved are able to rationalize committing a fraudulent act.
The Importance of Exercising Professional Skepticism
5.79 Because of the characteristics of fraud, the auditor's exercise of pro-
fessional skepticism is important when considering the risk of material mis-
statement due to fraud. Professional skepticism is an attitude that includes
a questioning mind and a critical assessment of audit evidence. The auditor
should conduct the engagement with a mindset that recognizes the possibil-
ity that a material misstatement due to fraud could be present, regardless
of any past experience with the entity and regardless of the auditor's belief
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about management's honesty and integrity. Furthermore, professional skepti-
cism requires an ongoing questioning of whether the information and evidence
obtained suggests that a material misstatement due to fraud has occurred.
Discussion Among Engagement Personnel Regarding the Risks
of Material Misstatement Due to Fraud3
5.80 Members of the audit team should discuss the potential for material
misstatement due to fraud in accordance with the requirements of paragraphs
.14–.18 of AU section 316. The discussion among the audit team members about
the susceptibility of the entity's financial statements to material misstatement
due to fraud should include a consideration of the known external and internal
factors affecting the entity that might (a) create incentives/pressures for man-
agement and others to commit fraud, (b) provide the opportunity for fraud to
be perpetrated, and (c) indicate a culture or environment that enables manage-
ment to rationalize committing fraud. Communication among the audit team
members about the risks of material misstatement due to fraud also should
continue throughout the audit.
5.81 Additional discussion and examples of fraud risk factors for bro-
kers and dealers in securities, classified based on the three conditions gen-
erally present when material misstatements due to fraud occur (1) incentives/
pressures, (2) opportunities, and (3) attitudes/rationalizations, are included in
Appendix A to this chapter.
Obtaining the Information Needed to Identify the Risks
of Material Misstatement Due to Fraud
5.82 AU section 314 establishes requirements and provides guidance
about how the auditor obtains an understanding of the entity and its envi-
ronment, including its internal control for the purpose of assessing the risk
of material misstatement. In performing that work, information may come to
the auditor's attention that should be considered in identifying risks of material
misstatement due to fraud. As part of this work, the auditor should perform the
following procedures to obtain information that is used (as described in para-
graphs .35–.42 of AU section 316 to identify the risks of material misstatement
due to fraud:
a. Make inquiries of management and others within the entity to
obtain their views about the risks of fraud and how they are ad-
dressed. (See paragraphs .20–.27 of AU section 316.)
b. Consider any unusual or unexpected relationships that have been
identified in performing analytical procedures in planning the au-
dit. (See paragraphs .28–.30 of AU section 316.)
c. Consider whether one or more fraud risk factors exist. (See para-
graphs .31–.33 of AU section 316, the Appendix to AU section 316,
and paragraph 5.84 of this guide.)
d. Consider other information that may be helpful in the identification
of risks of material misstatement due to fraud. (See paragraph .34
of AU section 316.)
3 The brainstorming session to discuss the entity's susceptibility to material misstatements due
to fraud could be held concurrently with the brainstorming session required under AU section 314 to
discuss the potential of the risk of material misstatement.
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5.83 In planning the audit, the auditor also should perform analytical pro-
cedures relating to revenue with the objective of identifying unusual or unex-
pected relationships involving revenue accounts that may indicate a material
misstatement due to fraudulent financial reporting. See Appendix A to this
chapter for examples of unusual or unexpected relationships that may indicate
a material misstatement due to fraud for brokers and dealers in securities.
5.84 Considering Fraud Risk Factors. As indicated in paragraph 5.82c, the
auditor may identify events or conditions that indicate incentives/pressures
to perpetrate fraud, opportunities to carry out the fraud, or atti-
tudes/rationalizations to justify a fraudulent action. Such events or conditions
are referred to as "fraud risk factors." Fraud risk factors do not necessarily in-
dicate the existence of fraud; however, they often are present in circumstances
where fraud exists.
5.85 AU section 316 provides fraud risk factor examples that have been
written to apply to most enterprises. As discussed in paragraph 5.81 of this
guide, Appendix A to this chapter contains a list of fraud risk factors specific
to brokers and dealers in securities. Remember that fraud risk factors are only
one of several sources of information an auditor considers when identifying and
assessing risk of material misstatement due to fraud.
Identifying Risks That May Result in a Material Misstatement
Due to Fraud4
5.86 In identifying risks of material misstatement due to fraud, it is help-
ful for the auditor to consider the information that has been gathered in accor-
dance with the requirements of paragraphs .19–.34 of AU section 316 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1). The auditor's identification of fraud risks may
be influenced by characteristics such as the size, complexity, and ownership
attributes of the entity. In addition, the auditor should evaluate whether iden-
tified risks of material misstatement due to fraud can be related to specific
financial-statement account balances or classes of transactions and related as-
sertions, or whether they relate more pervasively to the financial statements
as a whole. Certain accounts, classes of transactions, and assertions that have
high inherent risk because they involve a high degree of management judgment
and subjectivity also may present risks of material misstatement due to fraud
because they are susceptible to manipulation by management. Appendix A to
this chapter provides examples, specific for brokers and dealers in securities, on
accounts, classes of transactions and assertions that may have high inherent
risk because they involve a high degree of management judgment and subjec-
tivity and are susceptible to manipulation by management.
A Presumption That Improper Revenue Recognition Is a Fraud Risk
5.87 Material misstatements due to fraudulent financial reporting often
result from an overstatement of revenues (for example, through premature
revenue recognition or recording fictitious revenues) or an understatement of
revenues (for example, through improperly shifting revenues to a later period).
Therefore, the auditor should ordinarily presume that there is a risk of material
4 AU section 314, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks of
Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to identify and
assess the risk of material misstatement at the financial statement level and at the relevant assertion
level related to classes of transactions, account balances and disclosures. See AU section 314.102.
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misstatement due to fraud relating to revenue recognition (see paragraph .41 of
AU section 316 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Additional examples of
improper revenue recognition for brokers and dealers in securities is included
in Appendix A [paragraph 5.195] to this chapter.
A Consideration of the Risk of Management Override of Controls
5.88 Even if specific risks of material misstatement due to fraud are not
identified by the auditor, there is a possibility that management override of
controls could occur, and accordingly, the auditor should address that risk (see
paragraph .57 of AU section 316) apart from any conclusions regarding the
existence of more specifically identifiable risks. Specifically, the procedures de-
scribed in paragraphs .58–.67 of AU section 316 should be performed to further
address the risk of management override of controls. These procedures include
(1) examining journal entries and other adjustments for evidence of possible
material misstatement due to fraud, (2) reviewing accounting estimates for bi-
ases that could result in material misstatement due to fraud, and (3) evaluating
the business rationale for significant unusual transactions.
Key Estimates
5.89 Examples of key estimates for brokers and dealers in securities are
provided in Appendix A to this chapter.
Assessing the Identified Risks After Taking Into Account an
Evaluation of the Entity’s Programs and Controls That Address
the Risks
5.90 Auditors should comply with the requirements of paragraphs .43–.45
of AU section 316 concerning an entity's programs and controls that address
identified risks of material misstatement due to fraud. Examples of programs
and controls for brokers and dealers in securities are provided in Appendix A
to this chapter.
5.91 The auditor should consider whether such programs and controls
mitigate the identified risks of material misstatement due to fraud or whether
specific control deficiencies exacerbate the risks. After the auditor has evaluated
whether the entity's programs and controls have been suitably designed and
placed in operation, the auditor should assess these risks taking into account
that evaluation. This assessment should be considered when developing the
auditor's response to the identified risks of material misstatement due to fraud.
Responding to the Results of the Assessment5
5.92 Paragraphs .46–.67 of AU section 316 (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1) provide requirements and guidance about an auditor's response
to the results of the assessment of the risks of material misstatement due to
fraud. The auditor responds to risks of material misstatement due to fraud in
the following three ways:
5 AU section 318, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to deter-
mine overall responses and design and perform further audit procedures to respond to the assessed
risks of material misstatement at the financial statement and relevant assertion levels in a financial
statement audit. See paragraphs .04 and .07 of AU section 318.
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a. A response that has an overall effect on how the audit is cond-
ucted—that is, a response involving more general considerations
apart from the specific procedures otherwise planned (see para-
graph .50 of AU section 316).
b. A response to identified risks involving the nature, timing, and ex-
tent of the auditing procedures to be performed (see paragraphs
.51–.56 of AU section 316). Examples of auditing procedures that
could be performed by auditors of brokers and dealers in securities
are provided in Appendix A to this chapter.
c. A response involving the performance of certain procedures to fur-
ther address the risk of material misstatement due to fraud involv-
ing management override of controls, given the unpredictable ways
in which such override could occur (see paragraphs .57–.67 of AU
section 316 and paragraph 5.88 of this guide).
Evaluating Audit Evidence
5.93 Paragraphs .68–.78 of AU section 316 (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1) provide requirements and guidance for evaluating audit evi-
dence. The auditor should evaluate whether analytical procedures that were
performed as substantive tests or in the overall review stage of the audit in-
dicate a previously unrecognized risk of material misstatement due to fraud.
The auditor also should consider whether responses to inquiries throughout the
audit about analytical relationships have been vague or implausible, or have
produced evidence that is inconsistent with other audit evidence accumulated
during the audit.
5.94 At or near the completion of fieldwork, the auditor should evaluate
whether the accumulated results of auditing procedures and other observa-
tions affect the assessment of the risks of material misstatement due to fraud
made earlier in the audit. As part of this evaluation, the auditor with final
responsibility for the audit should ascertain that there has been appropriate
communication with the other audit team members throughout the audit re-
garding information or conditions indicative of risks of material misstatement
due to fraud.
Responding to Misstatements That May Be the Result of Fraud
5.95 When audit test results identify misstatements in the financial state-
ments, the auditor should consider whether such misstatements may be indica-
tive of fraud. See paragraphs .75–.78 of AU section 316 for requirements and
guidance about an auditor's response to misstatements that may be the result
of fraud. If the auditor believes that misstatements are or may be the result of
fraud, but the effect of the misstatements is not material to the financial state-
ments, the auditor nevertheless should evaluate the implications, especially
those dealing with the organizational position of the person(s) involved.
5.96 If the auditor believes that the misstatement is or may be the re-
sult of fraud, and either has determined that the effect could be material to
the financial statements or has been unable to evaluate whether the effect is
material, the auditor should:
a. Attempt to obtain additional audit evidence to determine whether
material fraud has occurred or is likely to have occurred, and, if
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so, its effect on the financial statements and the auditor's report
thereon.6
b. Consider the implications for other aspects of the audit (see para-
graph .76 of AU section 316).
c. Discuss the matter and the approach for further investigation with
an appropriate level of management that is at least one level above
those involved, and with senior management and those charged
with governance.
d. If appropriate, suggest that the client consult with legal counsel.
5.97 The auditor's consideration of the risks of material misstatement and
the results of audit tests may indicate such a significant risk of material mis-
statement due to fraud that the auditor should consider withdrawing from the
engagement and communicating the reasons for withdrawal to those charged
with governance. The auditor may wish to consult with legal counsel when
considering withdrawal from an engagement.
Communicating About Possible Fraud to Management, Those
Charged with Governance, and Others
5.98 Whenever the auditor has determined that there is evidence that
fraud may exist, that matter should be brought to the attention of an appro-
priate level of management. See paragraphs .79–.82 of AU section 316.7 for
further requirements and guidance about communications with management
and those charged with governance.
Documenting the Auditor’s Consideration of Fraud
5.99 Paragraph .83 of AU section 316 requires certain items and events to
be documented by the auditor. Auditors should comply with those requirements.
Practical Guidance
5.100 The AICPA Practice Aid, Fraud Detection in a GAAS Audit—
(Revised Edition), provides a wealth of information and help on complying with
the provisions of AU section 316 Moreover, this Practice Aid provides an un-
derstanding of the differences between the requirements of AU section 316.
This Practice Aid is an Other Auditing Publication as defined in AU section
150, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1). Other Auditing Publications have no authoritative status; however, they
may help the auditor understand and apply auditing standards.
6 See AU section 508, Reports on Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), for guidance on auditor's reports issued in connection with audits of financial statements.
7 PCAOB guidance provided in paragraph .80 of AU section 316 (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules) differs from the AICPA guidance in paragraph .80 of AU section 316 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1). The phrase "the auditor should consider whether these risks rep-
resent significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in the entity's internal control that should be
communicated to management and those charged with governance" is used in the AICPA Professional
Standards. The PCAOB equivalent paragraph states "the auditor should consider whether these risks
represent significant deficiencies that must be communicated to senior management and the audit
committee" in the PCAOB Standards. Also, the reference to section 325, Communication of Internal
Control Related Matters Noted in an Audit, paragraph .04 in the AICPA Professional Standards was
replaced with the reference to section 325, Communications About Control Deficiencies in An Audit of
Financial Statements, paragraph .04 in the PCAOB Standards.
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Consideration of the Work of Internal Auditors
5.101 In audits of broker-dealers, independent auditors may consider us-
ing the work of internal auditors. If the independent auditor will be considering
or using the work of or receiving direct assistance from the broker-dealer's in-
ternal auditors, the provisions of AU section 322, The Auditor's Consideration
of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), provide guidance relating to the independent
auditor's consideration of internal auditors' competence and objectivity and in
evaluating their work.
5.102 AU section 322 also provides guidance concerning the independent
auditor's use of work performed by the internal audit function. Reviewing and
testing internal control is often an important responsibility of the internal audit
function. Thus, the work of the internal auditors may have an important bearing
on the independent auditor's procedures. If the independent auditor intends to
consider or use the work of or receive direct assistance from the broker-dealer's
internal auditors, the independent auditor should follow the guidance in AU
section 316 in considering the competence and objectivity of the internal auditor
and in evaluating their work.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to para-
graphs 108–126 of Auditing Standard No. 2 (AICPA, PCAOB Stan-
dards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards") for a dis-
cussion on using the work of others to alter the nature, timing, and
extent of the work that otherwise would have been performed to test
controls.
5.103 The broker-dealer's internal auditors or other personnel can also
be used to prepare schedules, obtain documentation, and research matters. As
objectivity and competence increase, the level of utilization of broker-dealers'
personnel may increase as well. For certain internal audit procedures that are
objective, competent, and well supervised, independent audit procedures may
consist of reviewing and testing internal audit work rather than the broker-
dealer's systems and accounts.
Analytical Procedures
5.104 Analytical procedures are one of the most effective planning tools
used by the auditor to identify potential areas of high risk. AU section 329,
Analytical Procedures (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires that
analytical procedures be performed during the planning stage and overall re-
view stages of all audits. The Statement notes that analytical procedures should
be performed in planning the audit, not only to improve the auditor's under-
standing of the broker-dealer's business and the transactions and events that
have occurred since the last audit date, but also to highlight unusual relation-
ships and unexpected fluctuations in the financial information that may require
further investigation during the audit. The AICPA Audit Guide Analytical Pro-
cedures provides practical guidance to auditors on the effective use of analytical
procedures. This Audit Guide includes a discussion of AU section 329; concepts
and definitions; a series of questions and answers; an illustrative case study;
and an appendix that includes useful financial ratios.
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5.105 Analytical procedures involve the systematic analysis and compar-
ison of recorded amounts or ratios derived from recorded amounts with ex-
pectations that have been developed by the auditor. Those expectations may
be developed by identifying plausible relations that are reasonably expected
to exist based on understanding the broker-dealer and the industry in which
it operates. The goal is to determine any unusual fluctuations, trends, ratios,
transactions, events, and amounts that indicate that special attention is mer-
ited. Specifically, auditors of broker-dealers may use the following information
in performing analytical procedures:
 Internally prepared budgets
 Prior-period financial information
 Forecasts
 Extrapolations from interim data
 Comparisons with industry statistics, broker-dealer financial in-
formation, or statistical data prepared by the Securities Industry
Association (now SIFMA) or other industry groups
 Comparisons of financial information with relevant nonfinancial
information
5.106 Analytical procedures can be used when assessing the risks of ma-
terial misstatement, including accounts or audit areas that require particular
attention or those items that need little or no audit emphasis. Analytical pro-
cedures are especially useful because of the ease in obtaining information with
which to assess a broker-dealer, which thus permits easy identification of ar-
eas where greater or lesser effort are necessary. Analytical procedures may be
useful as part of the initial planning process to do the following:
 Enhance knowledge of the broker-dealer's business
 Provide a basis for preliminary judgments about materiality
 Increase awareness of inherent risk factors
 Direct attention to accounts and classes of transactions (or
changes in them) that merit additional audit emphasis
5.107 Analytical procedures may be useful during the engagement to do
the following:
 Corroborate the results of substantive tests of details applied to
an account or group of related accounts
 Be used instead of substantive tests of details applied to accounts
or portions of accounts where a low level of audit assurance would
be desired
 Be used instead of substantive tests of details applied to accounts
over which controls operate and have been found to be effective,
or to accounts related to other accounts that have been tested
through other substantive procedures
 Highlight the need for or assist in the design of specific substantive
tests
 Assess the risk of further misstatements in accounts
5.108 At the conclusion of an engagement, analytical procedures may be
useful to (a) confirm the results of other audit procedures and (b) help ensure
that the auditor is aware of the reasons for all significant fluctuations.
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5.109 The auditor may apply analytical procedures to financial statement
captions, account balances, and quarterly financial statements, although the
extent and timing of the procedures will vary from one broker-dealer to another.
5.110 Specific analytical procedures that may be applicable to a broker-
dealer include the following:
 Interest income as a percentage of the average balances of resale
transactions, customers' margin receivables, and stock borrows
(separately computed), to compare with the average earnings yield
on resale transactions, customer margin receivables, and stock
borrows, respectively
 Interest expense as a percentage of the average balances of re-
purchase (repo) transactions, customer payables, and stock loans
(separately computed), to compare with the yields incurred on repo
transactions, customer payables, and stock loans
 Mutual fund fees by type compared with transaction volume (such
as front-end-load fee income compared with the volume of mutual
funds sold to customers or redemption fee income compared with
the volume of mutual funds redeemed by customers)
 Management fees compared with the amount of funds under man-
agement
 Exchange fees, listed commission income, and expenses as com-
pared with the trading volume on exchanges
 Sales credits on over-the-counter (OTC) trades compared with
OTC trading volume
 For nonclearing broker-dealers, the level of interest income or in-
terest expense compared with their money balance at the clearing
broker-dealer
5.111 AU section 329.22 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires
that the auditor document certain matters when an analytical procedure is used
as the principal substantive test of a significant financial statement assertion.
5.112 For audits conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards, AU sec-
tion 329 (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules) provides that before
using the results obtained from substantive analytical procedures, the auditor
should either test the design and operating effectiveness of controls over finan-
cial information used in the substantive analytical procedures or perform other
procedures to support the completeness and accuracy of the underlying infor-
mation. Furthermore, paragraph .09 of AU section 329 of PCAOB standards
indicate that for significant risks of material misstatement, it is unlikely that
audit evidence obtained from substantive analytical procedures alone will be
sufficient.
Auditing Accounting Estimates
5.113 As part of the scope of audit procedures to be performed, the audi-
tor should be aware that certain areas of an audit of broker-dealers' operations
require estimates that may be material in the preparation and presentation of
the broker-dealer's financial statements. An accounting estimate is an approx-
imation of a financial statement element, item, or account instead of a precise
measurement.
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5.114 Professional judgment is required in formulating an estimate. Al-
though it is the responsibility of a broker-dealer's management to prepare es-
timates for the financial statements, the auditor is responsible for evaluating
their reasonableness. AU section 342, Auditing Accounting Estimates (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides guidance for the auditor on obtaining
and evaluating sufficient appropriate audit evidence in support of accounting
estimates included in the financial statements.
5.115 Although significant accounting estimates may affect many ele-
ments of a broker-dealer's financial statements, they often affect the following:
 Valuation of securities that are not readily marketable or other
investments
 Estimates of compensation for deferred 12b-1 fees
 Reserves for promissory notes to account executives (contract
notes usually forgiven over three to five years)
 Customer reserves
 Estimates of the useful lives of plant, property, and equipment
 Underwriting costs accrued and capitalized based on a high per-
centage of recovery
 Employee compensation plans
 Valuation of exchange memberships
 The estimate of deferred taxes
 Unrealized gain or loss on swap transactions
 Unrealized gain or loss on forwards, futures, and other unsettled
transactions and commitments
5.116 Although management is responsible for making estimates, the au-
ditor is responsible for evaluating the reasonableness of estimates and should
consider appropriate procedures in planning and performing the audit. Those
procedures should include both subjective and objective factors. In evaluating
accounting estimates for reasonableness, the auditor should understand how
management developed those estimates. Based on that understanding, the au-
ditor should decide on one or a combination of the following three approaches
to assess reasonableness.
a. Review and test the process used by management to develop the
estimate. To satisfy this approach, the following procedures may be
performed.
(1) Determine what controls (if any) are in operation over the
preparation of accounting estimates and the supporting
data that may be useful in that evaluation.
(2) Determine whether factors that management used in
forming the underlying assumptions are relevant, reliable,
and sufficient based on information gathered from other
audit tests.
(3) Consider whether the assumptions are consistent with one
another, the supporting data, relevant historical data, and
industry data.
(4) Consider whether changes in the broker-dealer's business
or industry may affect the assumptions underlying the ac-
counting estimates.
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(5) Test the calculations used by management to convert the
assumptions and other factors into the accounting esti-
mates.
b. Develop independent expectations of the estimates used by man-
agement for corroboration. Based on the understanding of the facts
and circumstances relating to the broker-dealer, the auditor should
generate independent expectations that are based on alternative
assumptions, as a means of confirming the reasonableness of the
accounting estimates.
c. Review subsequent events or transactions occurring prior to the
date of the auditor's report. To evaluate the reasonableness of ac-
counting estimates, the auditor may find it helpful to consider
events or transactions occurring after the date of the balance sheet
but before the completion of fieldwork.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor may use any of the
three approaches. However, the work that the auditor performs as part
of the audit of internal control over financial reporting should neces-
sarily inform the auditor's decisions about the approach he or she takes
to auditing an estimate because, as part of the audit of internal con-
trol over financial reporting, the auditor would be required to obtain
an understanding of the process management used to develop the es-
timate and to test controls over all relevant assertions related to the
estimate. (Paragraph .10 of AU section 342).
5.117 As investment strategies increasingly include investing in more
complex and higher risk securities, the values of securities may not be read-
ily available through market quotations. Such securities are often valued at
amounts determined by the broker-dealers' management. Auditing the valua-
tion of such securities is an area that requires a high degree of judgment and
scrutiny to ensure that the valuation procedures are reasonable and underlying
support is appropriate. There is no single method for determining fair value in
good faith because fair value depends on the facts and circumstances of each
individual case. In auditing securities valuations determined by management,
auditors should review the information that formed the basis for the valua-
tions and ascertain that the procedures followed were reasonable. AU section
328, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), provides guidance on auditing fair value measurements and
disclosures contained in financial statements. Under AU section 328, the audi-
tor's substantive tests of fair value measurements involve (a) testing manage-
ment's significant assumptions, the valuation model, and the underlying data,
(b) developing independent fair value estimates for corroborative purposes, or
(c) examining subsequent events and transactions that confirm or disconfirm
the estimate. In some instances, the auditor may consider using the work of
a specialist in auditing the valuation of such securities. AU section 336, Us-
ing the Work of a Specialist (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides
guidance when auditors consider the work done by a specialist. AU section
332, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in
Securities (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), among other matters, pro-
vides guidance to auditors in planning and performing auditing procedures for
assertions about investments in securities that are made in an entity's finan-
cial statements. A companion Audit Guide Auditing Derivative Instruments,
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Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities, provides practical guidance
for implementing AU section 332.
Audits Conducted in Accordance With GAAS
5.118 Auditing Interpretation No. 1, "Auditing Investments in Securities
Where a Readily Determinable Fair Value Does Not Exist," in AU section 9332
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), which interprets AU section 332 pro-
vides guidance for audits conducted in accordance with GAAS pertaining to
situations where a readily determinable fair value does not exist. For exam-
ple, an entity may have an investment in a hedge fund that it reports at fair
value, but for which a readily determinable fair value does not exist. Further,
the hedge fund may own interests in investments in limited partnership in-
terests or other private equity securities for which a readily determinable fair
value does not exist. As part of an auditor's procedures in accordance with AU
section 332, the auditor typically would satisfy the existence assertion through
either confirmation with the hedge fund, examination of legal documents, or
other means as discussed in AU section 332. In confirming the existence, the
auditor may request the hedge fund to indicate or to confirm the fair value of
the entity's investment in the hedge fund, including the fair value of invest-
ments held by the hedge fund. In some circumstances, the hedge fund will not
provide management or the auditor detailed information about the basis and
method for measuring the entity's investment in the hedge fund, nor will they
provide information about the specific investments held by the hedge fund. For
example, in some circumstances the hedge fund may inform management or
the auditor that investments are held by the hedge fund as follows:
 In aggregate, such as "$XXX of total investments"
 In aggregate, such as "$XXX of total investments in private eq-
uity securities, $YYY of total investments in interests in limited
partnerships, and $ZZZ of total investments in debt securities"
 On an investment-by-investment basis, such as "AA shares of com-
mon stock of private company A, with a fair value of $AAA; BB
shares of preferred stock of private company B, with a fair value
of $BBB; CC units of limited partnership interest CCC, with a fair
value of $CCC; and real estate property DDD, with a fair value of
$DDDD"
In circumstances in which the auditor determines that the nature and ex-
tent of auditing procedures should include verifying the existence and testing
the measurement of investments in securities, simply receiving a confirmation
from a third party, either in aggregate or on a security-by-security basis, does
not in and of itself constitute adequate audit evidence with respect to the val-
uation assertion in AU section 332. In addition, receiving confirmation from
a third party for investments in aggregate (illustrated by the first two bullets
above) does not constitute adequate audit evidence with respect to the existence
assertion under AU section 332. Receiving confirmation from a third party on a
security-by-security basis (illustrated by the third bullet above), however, typ-
ically would constitute adequate audit evidence with respect to the existence
assertion under AU section 332.
5.119 Auditing Interpretation No. 1, "Auditing Interests in Trusts Held
by a Third-Party Trustee and Reported at Fair Value," in AU section 9328
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), which interprets AU section 328 , pro-
vides guidance in connection with confirmations received for interest in trusts
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held by a third-party trustee. The guidance in this interpretation is similar
to guidance in AU section 9332 (discussed in the preceding paragraph) and is
applicable to audits conducted in accordance with GAAS. The full text of these
interpretations can be viewed at www.aicpa.org/download/auditstd/announce/
Audit_Interpretations_Auditing_Fair_Value.pdf.
Going-Concern Considerations
5.120 AU section 341, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides
guidance to the auditor with respect to evaluating whether there is substantial
doubt about the broker-dealer's ability to continue as a going concern.
5.121 Continuation of a broker-dealer as a going concern is assumed in
financial reporting in the absence of significant information to the contrary. Or-
dinarily, information that significantly contradicts the going-concern assump-
tion relates to the broker-dealer's inability to continue to meet its obligations as
they become due without substantial disposition of assets outside the ordinary
course of business, restructuring of debt, noncompliance with various rules and
regulations, externally forced revision of its operations, or similar actions. The
ability of a broker-dealer to meet statutory net capital requirements is a major
factor to consider in assessing the going-concern assumption.
5.122 During the course of the audit, the auditor may become aware of
information that raises substantial doubt about the broker-dealer's ability to
continue as a going concern. AU section 341 states that the auditor has a respon-
sibility to evaluate whether there is substantial doubt about the broker-dealer's
ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time, not to ex-
ceed one year beyond the date of the financial statements being audited. The
evidence necessary to make this evaluation will usually be obtained through
planning and gathering audit evidence relative to the various audit objectives
(including review of compliance with debt agreements, analytical procedures,
and subsequent events) and through completing the audit. If, after consider-
ing the identified conditions and events in the aggregate, the auditor believes
that there is substantial doubt about the ability of a broker-dealer to continue
as a going concern, he or she should consider management's plans to miti-
gate the current conditions and events, the effect on the financial statements
and the related disclosures, and the effects on the auditor's report. AU section
341.17 requires the auditor to document certain matters if, after considering
the identified conditions and events in the aggregate, the auditor believes there
is substantial doubt about the ability of the entity to continue as a going con-
cern for a reasonable period of time, not to exceed one year beyond the date of
the financial statements being audited.
Communication of Matters Related to Internal Control
Audits Conducted in Accordance With GAAS
5.123 AU section 325 has been updated for the issuance of SAS No. 112.
Among other matters, SAS No. 112 made the following changes to the guidance:
 Incorporates the definitions of the terms control deficiency, signif-
icant deficiency, and material weakness used in PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 2
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 Requires the auditor to communicate significant deficiencies and
material weaknesses to management and those charged with gov-
ernance
 Requires that the communication be in writing
5.124 AU section 325, provides guidance on evaluating and communicat-
ing matters related to a broker-dealer's internal control over financial reporting
identified during an audit of financial statements. AU section 325 requires that
control deficiencies identified during the audit that upon evaluation are consid-
ered significant deficiencies or material weaknesses must be communicated in
writing to management and those charged with governance as a part of each
audit, including significant deficiencies and material weaknesses that were
communicated to management and those charged with governance in previous
audits, and have not yet been remediated. A control deficiency exists when the
design or operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in
the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency,
or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects the entity's ability
to initiate, authorize, record, process, or report financial data reliably in accor-
dance with generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more
than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the entity's financial state-
ments that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by
the entity's internal control. A material weakness is a significant deficiency,
or combination of significant deficiencies, that results in more than a remote
likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be
prevented or detected by the entity's internal control. AU section 325 provides
that the communication should state that it is intended solely for the informa-
tion and use of management, those charged with governance, and others within
the organization and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone
other than these specified parties. If an entity is required to furnish such au-
ditor communications to a governmental authority, specific reference to such
governmental authorities may be made.
Audits Conducted in Accordance With PCAOB Standards
5.125 AU section 325 of PCAOB standards, Communications About Con-
trol Deficiencies in an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Stan-
dards and Related Rules), provides guidance on identifying and reporting defi-
ciencies in the company's internal control over financial reporting in an audit of
financial statements in accordance with PCAOB standards. It provides that the
auditor must communicate in writing to management and the audit committee
all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses identified during the audit.
The written communication should be made prior to the issuance of the audi-
tor's report on the financial statements. The auditor's communication should
distinguish clearly between those matters considered significant deficiencies
and those considered material weaknesses.
5.126 If oversight of the company's external financial reporting and in-
ternal control over financial reporting by the company's audit committee is
ineffective, that circumstance should be regarded as at least a significant defi-
ciency and as a strong indicator that a material weakness in internal control
over financial reporting exists which the auditor must communicate in writing
to the board of directors.
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5.127 The auditor might identify matters in addition to those required
to be communicated by AU section 325 of PCAOB standards. Such matters
include control deficiencies identified by the auditor that are neither significant
deficiencies nor material weaknesses and matters the company may request
the auditor to be alert to that go beyond those contemplated by this standard.
The auditor may report such matters to management, the audit committee, or
others, as appropriate.
5.128 The auditor should not report in writing that no significant defi-
ciencies were discovered during an audit of financial statements because of the
potential that the limited degree of assurance associated with such a report
will be misunderstood.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to para-
graphs 207–214 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 (AICPA, PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards") for
guidance on required communications.
Communication With Those Charged With Governance
5.129 AU section 380, The Auditor's Communication With Those Charged
With Governance, (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), has been updated for
the issuance of SAS No. 114. The auditor must communicate with those charged
with governance matters related to the financial statement audit that are, in
the auditor's professional judgment, significant and relevant to the responsi-
bilities of those charged with governance in overseeing the financial reporting
process. The new guidance defines "those charged with governance" as the per-
son(s) with responsibility for overseeing the strategic direction of the entity and
obligations related to the accountability of the entity. This includes overseeing
the reporting process. (In some cases, those charged with governance are re-
sponsible for approving the entity's financial statements, while in other cases
management has this responsibility.) AU section 380 is applicable to all broker-
dealers being audited under generally accepted auditing standards, regardless
of their governance structure or size. AU section 380 establishes a requirement
for the auditor to communicate certain matters relating to the audit. This in-
cludes:
 The auditor's responsibilities under generally accepted auditing
standards
 An overview of the planned scope and timing of the audit
 Significant findings from the audit
While the communication can be oral, it should be in writing when, in the
auditor's judgment, oral communication would not be adequate. In the event
the required communication is oral, it should be documented by the auditor.
AU section 380 also contains information on the communication process, tim-
ing of communication and specific examples of what should be communicated.
[See paragraphs .23–.44 of AU section 380 for examples of items to be commu-
nicated.] Paragraph .40 of AU section 380 states that the auditor should com-
municate uncorrected misstatements and the effect that they may have on the
opinion in the auditor's report, and may request their correction. Paragraphs
.40–.41 of AU section 380 contains more information related to the communi-
cation of misstatements. AU section 380 also states that open and constructive
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communication about qualitative aspects of the entity's significant accounting
practices may include comment of the acceptability of significant accounting
practices. Appendix B of AU section 380 provides guidance on the matters that
may be included in this communication. AU section 532, Restricting the Use of
an Auditor's Report (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), refers to reports
issued under AU section 380 as by-product reports, and states that the use of
such reports should be restricted.
Management Representations
5.130 AU section 333, Management Representations (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), establishes a requirement that an auditor, performing an
audit in accordance with GAAS or PCAOB standards, obtain written repre-
sentations from management for all financial statements and periods covered
by the auditor's report. AU section 333 also provides guidance concerning the
representations to be obtained, along with an illustrative management rep-
resentation letter. The management representation letter should include an
acknowledgement by management that the effects of any uncorrected finan-
cial statement misstatements aggregated by the auditor during the current
engagement and pertaining to the latest period presented are immaterial, both
individually and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole.
A summary of the uncorrected misstatements should be included in or attached
to the representation letter. Certain other representations related to a broker-
dealer's operations are normally obtained (see Appendix G, "Representation
Letter," of this guide).
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to para-
graphs 142–144 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 (AICPA, PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards") for
additional required written representations to be obtained from man-
agement.
5.131 In August 2002, the SEC adopted final rules for "Certification of
Disclosure in Companies' Quarterly and Annual Reports." In response to Sec-
tion 302(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Chief Executive Officers (CEOs)
and Chief Financial Officers (CFOs), or persons performing similar functions,
are now required to certify the financial and other information contained in
quarterly and annual reports and make certain disclosures. This certification
includes (among other things) (a) the accuracy of the filed report, (b) the design
of the issuer's internal accounting controls, and (c) the disclosure to the audit
committee of any material weaknesses in those controls.
5.132 As part of the certification of financial statements required by the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, the CEO and the CFO of a publicly held broker-
dealer are required to disclose to the broker-dealer's audit committee and inde-
pendent auditors all significant deficiencies in the design or operation of inter-
nal controls which could adversely affect the broker-dealer's ability to record,
process, summarize and report financial data, and to identify to the auditors
any material weaknesses in internal controls. Further, they are to disclose to
the audit committee and the auditors any fraud, whether or not material, that
involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
broker-dealer's internal controls.
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5.133 AU section 337, Inquiry of a Client's Lawyer Concerning Litigation,
Claims, and Assessments (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires the
auditor to obtain audit evidence relevant to litigation, claims, and assessments.
AU section 337 concludes that a letter of inquiry to the client's lawyer is the
auditor's primary means of obtaining corroboration of the information furnished
by management concerning litigation, claims, and assessments. The auditor
should obtain a client representation about the following factors:
 The existence of a condition, situation, or set of circumstances
indicating an uncertainty about the possible loss to a broker-dealer
arising from litigation, claims, and assessments
 The period in which the underlying cause for legal action occurred
 The degree of probability of an unfavorable outcome
 The amount or range of potential loss
Effect of Information Technology on Internal Control
5.134 The auditor should consider the methods the broker-dealer uses to
process accounting information because the methods that are used, together
with the complexity of the processing system, may influence the nature, tim-
ing, and extent of the audit procedures to be performed. The use of computers is
often an important element of a broker-dealer's processing and control environ-
ment, regardless of the size of the business. The large volume of transactions
and the need to maintain accountability for security positions (both ownership
and location) have caused most broker-dealers to automate their recordkeeping
systems.
5.135 AU section 314, states that in obtaining an understanding of in-
ternal control sufficient to plan the audit of financial statements, the auditor
should obtain an understanding of how an entity's use of information technol-
ogy (IT) and manual procedures may affect controls relevant to the audit. IT
encompasses automated means of originating, processing, storing, and commu-
nicating information, and includes recording devices, communication systems,
computer systems, and other electronic devices. The auditor is primarily inter-
ested in the entity's use of IT to initiate, authorize, record, process, and report
transactions or other financial data. An entity's use of IT may affect any of
the five components of internal control relevant to the achievement of the en-
tity's financial reporting, operations, or compliance objectives, and its operating
units or business functions. The use of IT also affects the fundamental man-
ner in which transactions are initiated, authorized, recorded, processed, and
reported.
5.136 IT provides potential benefits of effectiveness and efficiency for an
entity's internal control, and also poses specific risks to an entity's internal
control. The extent and nature of the specific risks to internal control vary
depending on the nature and characteristics of the entity's information system.
5.137 The auditor, when assessing the risks of material misstatement in
terms of financial statement assertions, should consider, among other things,
the nature and complexity of the systems, including the use of IT, by which
the entity processes and controls information supporting the assertion. In cir-
cumstances where a significant amount of information supporting one or more
financial statement assertions is electronically initiated, authorized, recorded,
processed, or reported, the auditor may determine that it is not possible to
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design effective substantive tests that by themselves would provide sufficient
evidence that the assertions are not materially misstated. For such assertions,
significant audit evidence may be available only in electronic form. In such
cases, its competence and sufficiency as audit evidence usually depend on the
effectiveness of controls over its accuracy and completeness. Furthermore, the
potential for improper initiation or alteration of information to occur and not
be detected may be greater if information is initiated, authorized, recorded,
processed, or reported only in electronic form and appropriate controls are not
operating effectively. In such circumstances, the auditor should perform tests
of controls to gather audit evidence to use in assessing the risks of material
misstatement.
5.138 The auditor should consider whether specialized skills are needed
for the auditor to determine the effect of IT on the audit, to understand the
IT controls, or to design and perform tests of IT controls or substantive tests.
A professional possessing IT skills may be either on the auditor's staff or an
outside professional. The auditor should also consider whether specialized skills
are needed to design or perform tests of automated controls.
Consideration of Controls at IT Service Centers
5.139 A broker-dealer may use outside service organizations (sometimes
referred to as service centers) to perform services that are part of the broker-
dealer's information system. A service organization's services are part of an
entity's information system if they affect any of the following:
 The classes of transactions in the entity's operations that are sig-
nificant to the entity's financial statements
 The procedures, both automated and manual, by which the entity's
transactions are initiated, authorized, recorded, processed, and
reported from their occurrence to their inclusion in the financial
statements
 The related accounting records, whether electronic or manual,
supporting information, and specific accounts in the entity's fi-
nancial statements involved in initiating, authorizing, recording,
processing and reporting the entity's transactions
 How the entity's information system captures other events and
conditions that are significant to the financial statements
 The financial reporting process used to prepare the entity's finan-
cial statements, including significant accounting estimates and
disclosures
The use of a service organization may improve internal control because of
the separation of responsibilities inherent in the third-party status of the ser-
vice organization. Accordingly, transactions that affect its financial statements
flow through accounting systems that are—at least in part—physically and
operationally separate from the broker-dealer.
5.140 AU section 314 states that the auditor should obtain an under-
standing of an entity's internal control, sufficient to assess the risks of material
misstatement and design the nature, timing, and extent of further audit pro-
cedures. This understanding may encompass controls placed in operation by
the broker-dealer and by service organizations whose services are part of the
broker-dealer's information system.
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5.141 AU section 324, Service Organizations (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1), explains the considerations an auditor should make in obtaining
an understanding of internal control and assessing control risk for entities that
use a service organization to process transactions. See paragraphs 5.134–.138
for a discussion of the auditor's consideration of an entity's use of IT.
5.142 The auditor should identify significant classes of transactions that
are processed by the service center and understand the flow of transactions
through the entire accounting system, including the portion maintained by the
service center. The facts and circumstances of each case should determine the
additional work that needs to be done by the auditor with regard to controls
at the service center. If, for example, after examining the output of the ser-
vice center, the auditor is satisfied that the broker-dealer can check the daily
output throughout the year, he or she may not need to consider the service
center's processing controls any further. However, the auditor should inquire
about problems pertaining to system continuity or data file security that are
due to inadequate equipment or program backup or to poor control at the service
center.
5.143 Information about the nature of the services provided by the ser-
vice organization that are part of the broker-dealer's information system and
the service organization's controls over those services may be available from
sources such as user manuals, system overviews, technical manuals, the con-
tract between the broker-dealer and the service organization, and reports by
auditors of the service organization (service auditors), internal auditors, or reg-
ulatory authorities on the service organization's controls. If the services and the
service organization's controls over those services are highly standardized, in-
formation obtained through the broker-dealer auditor's prior experience with
the service organization may be helpful in planning the audit.
5.144 After considering the available information, the auditor of the
broker-dealer may conclude that he or she has the means to obtain a sufficient
understanding of internal control to assess the risks of material misstatement.
If the auditor of the broker-dealer concludes that information is not available
to obtain a sufficient understanding to assess the risks of material misstate-
ment, he or she may consider contacting the service organization, through the
broker-dealer, to obtain specific information or request that a service auditor
be engaged to perform procedures that will supply the necessary information,
or the auditor of the broker-dealer may visit the service organization and per-
form such procedures. If the auditor of the broker-dealer is unable to obtain
sufficient evidence to achieve his or her audit objectives, the auditor of the
broker-dealer should qualify his or her opinion or disclaim an opinion on the
financial statements because of a scope limitation.
5.145 In considering whether the service auditor's report is satisfactory for
his or her purposes, the broker-dealer's auditor should make inquiries concern-
ing the service auditor's professional reputation. See AU section 324 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1) for further guidance.
5.146 If the auditor believes that the service auditor's report may not be
sufficient to meet his or her objectives, the auditor may supplement his or her
understanding of the service auditor's procedures and conclusions by discussing
with the service auditor the scope and results of the service auditor's work. In
addition, if the auditor believes it is necessary, he or she may contact the service
organization, through the broker-dealer, to request that the service auditor
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perform agreed-upon procedures at the service organization, or the auditor
may perform such procedures.
5.147 The AICPA Audit Guide Service Organizations: Applying SAS
No. 70, as Amended, provides guidance to service auditors engaged to issue
reports on a service organization's controls that may be part of a user organi-
zation's information system in the context of an audit of financial statements,
and to user auditors engaged to audit the financial statements of entities that
use service organizations.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, refer to paragraphs B18–
B29 of Appendix B, Additional Performance Requirements and Direc-
tions; Extent-of-Testing Examples, of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2
(AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board,
"Standards") regarding the use of service organizations.
Omnibus and Fully Disclosed Accounts
5.148 The following paragraphs provide a discussion of certain unique
auditing procedures that should be performed for omnibus and fully-disclosed
accounts.
Omnibus Accounts
5.149 Carrying Broker. A broker-dealer may perform clearing functions
for other brokers (the initiating or introducing brokers). Such transactions are
recorded in accounts designated as omnibus or fully disclosed accounts. The au-
ditor should confirm material balances in omnibus accounts. The broker-dealer
should explain any differences that exist between the books and confirmation
responses, and reconciling items should be traced to supporting documenta-
tion. The auditor should test the clearing broker's segregation, transfer, and
cashiering operations and controls pertaining to transactions of the initiating
broker, to determine that the instructions of the initiating broker were carried
out on a timely basis, in compliance with their agreement, and in accordance
with the prescribed rules and regulations of applicable regulatory agencies. In
addition, the auditor may want to trace selected trades in the omnibus accounts
to underlying documentation furnished by the initiating broker and test that
the clearing fee is in conformity with the applicable agreement.
5.150 Introducing Broker. The balance in the omnibus account should be
confirmed with the clearing broker. The auditor should trace any difference
between the confirmation response and the client's records to underlying docu-
mentation. In addition, the auditor should consider testing the computation of
the clearing fee for compliance with the related agreement and should consider
the introducing broker-dealer's obligations pursuant to the clearing agreement
as to guaranteeing the deficits of its introduced customers.
Fully Disclosed Accounts
5.151 Carrying Broker. Because the accounts of the introducing broker's
customers are maintained on the books of the carrying broker, as if they were
customers of the carrying broker, the auditing procedures for those accounts
are the same as those performed on other customers' accounts. In addition, the
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auditor should consider testing the fees earned for carrying the other broker's
accounts.
5.152 Introducing Broker. The auditor should determine that the intro-
ducing broker is credited with the agreed-on fee for trades generated by its
customers. There should be tests of the introducing broker's system to ver-
ify that all trades were executed in accordance with its instructions and that
fees comply with the applicable agreement. Such tests would ordinarily include
comparing daily trading activity summaries prepared by the carrying broker
with memorandums of the introducing broker. In addition, the auditor should
consider testing the computation of the clearing fee for compliance with the
related agreement and should consider the introducing broker-dealer's obliga-
tions pursuant to the clearing agreement as to guaranteeing the deficits of its
introduced customers.
5.153 When auditing the omnibus account of an initiating broker or the
fully disclosed accounts of an introducing broker, the auditor should consider
the relationship with and financial viability of the clearing or carrying broker,
respectively, and should consider obtaining from management the report on
internal control filed by the clearing or carrying broker with the SEC. The
auditor should also consider whether, under the guidelines of AU section 324 it
would be best to request a service auditor's report from the clearing or carrying
broker.
Substantive Audit Procedures
5.154 Certain auditing procedures unique to an audit of a broker-dealer
are discussed in the following paragraphs. The chart beginning at the end of this
chapter provides illustrations of audit assertions, audit objectives, and substan-
tive tests. In accordance with AU section 318.07, the nature, timing and extent
of these procedures should be based on the auditor's assessment of the risks
of material misstatements at the assertion level. In addition, there are other
auditing procedures that need to be performed in the audits of broker-dealers
that are not unique to such audits or that do not require special application
in them. Such procedures are not discussed in this chapter and the auditors
should refer to other sources for those requirements.
Securities Record
5.155 The specific audit objective related to the securities record is to deter-
mine that positions are in balance (meaning that total long positions equal total
short positions). Verifying that a balanced securities record exists is similar to
verifying that the trial balance balances. It provides evidence of completeness
and acts as a reference tool for audit procedures applied to accounts with securi-
ties positions and as additional assurance that general ledger account balances
are accurate.
5.156 The auditor generally tests the securities record to ensure that posi-
tions are in balance and to test the balancing of selected items. Audit evidence
for stock record positions may be obtained by physical inspection, through con-
firmation, or by a combination of both.
Securities in Physical Possession
5.157 The auditor would normally account for securities in physical pos-
session by counting them or by observing and testing the broker-dealer's
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procedures for physical inspection as part of the quarterly security count re-
quirements of SEC rule 17a-13.
5.158 If the auditor observes the broker-dealer's security count, he or she
should do the following:
 Consider whether procedures employed result in a complete and
accurate count.
 Review the procedures used and the execution of those procedures.
 Perform test counts, to the extent necessary, and follow-up proce-
dures to clear exceptions.
5.159 If the securities on hand are tested at interim dates, the auditor may
want to be involved in the quarterly count made on the date closest to the date
of the financial statements. This involvement could be limited to discussions
with the broker-dealer and to a review of the procedures to be followed during
the count to determine whether they are consistent with those that the auditor
has previously reviewed, tested, and determined to be reasonable.
5.160 Depending on the significance of the security count (considering
the volume of securities on hand or the involvement of internal auditors), the
auditor may want to be present during portions of the count to be satisfied that
those procedures are being followed and that there has been no change from the
procedures tested. The auditor should be familiar with the guidance provided
by AU section 322 and AU section 313, Substantive Tests Prior to the Balance
Sheet Date (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
5.161 The auditor should inquire about the results of the security count
and determine whether there are any material unresolved differences. If there
are such differences, the auditor should be satisfied, to the extent he or she
considers necessary, concerning the reason, nature, and ultimate disposition of
the differences and their effect on the financial statements and other regulatory
reporting requirements.
Securities in for Transfer, Exchange, or Redemption
5.162 A broker-dealer, particularly one that engages in a substantial vol-
ume of transactions, may have a separate transfer department or division to
handle securities held for transfer.
5.163 Securities out for transfer may be audited, to the extent the auditor
deems necessary, by direct correspondence with the transfer agents or the cor-
porate issuers or by physical inspection of the securities when they are returned
to the broker-dealer. In determining the procedures to be applied, the auditor
should consider the extent to which transfers are being processed through a
depository or, if they are being processed by a transfer agent, the length of time
that such items have been in transfer. An audit of the securities when they are
returned implies that it is reasonable to assume that such returns suggest that
the securities were held by the transfer agent on the date being tested.
Securities Serviced at Depositories
5.164 The auditor should consider confirming directly with depositories
and clearing organizations security positions serviced on behalf of the broker-
dealer as of the date of the security count. The broker-dealer should prepare
a reconciliation of positions serviced by these organizations, which the auditor
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should test by comparing it to the statement received directly from the organi-
zations.
5.165 For the continuous net settlement accounts, there is a direct rela-
tionship between the net market value of the securities to be settled and the
money to be settled. This relationship should be reviewed, and any differences
should be explained. Because most of the securities serviced by broker-dealers
will be located at depositories, the auditor needs to consider internal control in
effect at such organizations. The auditor may do so by obtaining the most recent
report issued by that organization's independent auditors on the organization's
internal control (see AU section 324).
Securities Failed to Receive and Failed to Deliver, Securities
Borrowed and Loaned, Securities Held Under Repos and Reverse
Repos, and Securities Held as Collateral for Bank Loans
5.166 The auditor would normally test the positions of securities failed to
receive, failed to deliver, borrowed and loaned, held under repos and reverse
repos, and held as bank loan collateral through confirmation with the other
party to the transaction. The extent of the confirmation procedures should be
based on the following:
 The auditor's judgment concerning internal control
 The size of the accounts
 The relationship of money balance to security value
 The types of error or fraud that have occurred
Securities Held by Branch Office
5.167 The auditor should inquire about securities held by branch offices
and, if they are material, should consider whether he or she should inspect
them in coordination with the inspection at the main office. Otherwise, the
auditor should determine whether a review of the broker-dealer's procedures
for controlling and accounting for securities at branch offices would be sufficient.
Considerations for Integrated Audits
When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should refer to
Appendix B, "Additional Performance Requirements and Directions;
Extent-of-Testing Examples," of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2
(AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board,
"Standards") for discussion of considerations when a company has mul-
tiple locations or business units.
Securities Position Differences
5.168 All differences disclosed through the comparison of counts and con-
firmations with the records of the broker-dealer should be resolved by the
broker-dealer, and adjustments should be reviewed by the auditor to the ex-
tent considered necessary.
Customers’ Accounts (Including Partners, Officers, Directors,
Employees, and Shareholders)
5.169 The auditor should normally confirm account positions and bal-
ances. Sampling techniques may be suitable if there are many accounts. In
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selecting customers' accounts for confirmation, the auditor needs to consider the
value of the security positions in such accounts, as well as the ledger (money)
balances; the auditor should also consider confirming some accounts with zero
balances. AU section 330, The Confirmation Process (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1), provides guidance# to the auditor on using confirmations.
5.170 The broker-dealer might, for its own purposes, request that the au-
ditor extend the confirmation of customers' accounts beyond those necessary
for purposes of the audit. In those cases, the auditor should consider the im-
plications on his or her auditing procedures of misstatements discovered in
performing the additional confirmations at the request of the client.
5.171 The auditor should also review customers' accounts for evidence of
undermargined, partly secured, or unsecured conditions that may affect the net
capital computation under SEC rule 15c3-1 and the reserve and possession-or-
control requirements of rule 15c3-3, as well as the collectibility of accounts. In
performing such a review, it may be helpful to obtain an equity run, which is a
report that indicates, for each customer's account, the ledger balance and the
market values of all securities positions in the account. In performing audit
procedures in the customer area, the auditor should review the broker-dealer's
practices and procedures that are established to comply with Regulation T and
SEC rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3.
Trading and Investment Accounts
5.172 The auditor should ascertain that the trading department position
records are in agreement with or have been reconciled to the stock record and
that accruals for profit or loss on the broker-dealer's inventory positions re-
lated to unsettled trades are made. For further details, see Chapter 7, "Ac-
counting Standards," the section entitled "Trade-Date Versus Settlement-Date
Accounting." In addition, the auditor should test, if material, the values of such
securities and all pricing sources should be indicated in the audit documen-
tation. Quotations for exempted securities and securities not actively traded
may be obtained from the trading department of the broker-dealer being exam-
ined; however, the auditor should test material items independently with other
broker-dealers that have knowledge of the particular security or with other ap-
propriate sources. The sources of the market price quotations used should be
documented.
5.173 For securities with no ready market, the auditor does not function
as an appraiser and is not expected to substitute his or her judgment for that of
the management of the broker-dealer in determining value; rather, the auditor
should review the information relied on by management and determine whether
the procedures followed are reasonable in the circumstances. If management
or its pricing service uses a formula-based pricing or a similar method, the
auditor's understanding of the procedures should be sufficient to satisfy him or
her that the procedures produce a reasonable determination of value.
5.174 The auditor should perform those test calculations that he or she
deems necessary in the circumstances. As partial substantiation for the valua-
tion of such securities, the auditor may also wish to review purchases or sales
made shortly before and after the valuation date being tested. The auditor may
# See AICPA Auditing Interpretation No. 1, "Use of Electronic Confirmations" (AICPA, Profes-
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU section 9330), regarding the use of electronic confirmations.
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also request a valuation from other broker-dealers or from independent pricing
services.
5.175 Management's valuation procedures of securities that are not read-
ily marketable are designed to approximate the fair value. Those procedures
are generally a good-faith estimate by management. If the auditor concludes
that the procedures used to estimate value are reasonable and the documen-
tation is appropriate, the opinion need not be modified. However, should the
auditor conclude otherwise, the opinion should be modified.
5.176 AU section 328, provides guidance on auditing fair value measure-
ments and disclosures contained in financial statements. Under AU section 328,
the auditor's substantive tests of fair value measurements involve (a) testing
management's significant assumptions, the valuation model, and the underly-
ing data, (b) developing independent fair value estimates for corroborative pur-
poses, or (c) examining subsequent events and transactions that confirm or dis-
confirm the estimate. AU section 332 among other matters, provides guidance to
auditors in planning and performing auditing procedures for assertions about
investments in securities that are made in an entity's financial statements.
A companion Audit Guide Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities,
and Investments in Securities, provides practical guidance for implementing AU
section 332. For audits conducted in accordance with GAAS, AU section 9328
and 9332 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) provide that if the auditor
determines that the nature and extent of auditing procedures should include
tests of the measurement of investments in securities (or interests in a trust
that holds investments in securities), simply receiving a confirmation from a
third party (including a trustee) does not, in and of itself, constitute adequate
audit evidence with respect to the valuation assertion. The interpretations also
provide that receiving confirmation from a third party (including a trustee)
for investments in aggregate does not constitute adequate audit evidence with
respect to the existence assertion. Receiving confirmation from a third party
(including a trustee) on a security-by-security or investment-by-investment ba-
sis, however, typically would constitute adequate audit evidence with respect
to the existence assertion.
Good-Faith Deposits
5.177 Normally, good-faith deposits accompany bids to purchase new is-
sues of securities. The deposit and the related commitment can normally be
confirmed at the same time. The broker-dealer may be acting as the manager
of a group making a bid for a new issue of securities; in such cases, the other
participating members usually deposit proportionate amounts of the required
deposit with the managing dealer. The auditor may request that the partici-
pants confirm in writing the amount of their deposits.
Subordinated Accounts and Borrowings
5.178 The auditor should obtain satisfaction concerning cash subordina-
tion or secured demand note agreements and determine whether they have been
approved by the appropriate regulatory bodies. That may be done through di-
rect confirmation. The auditor should also determine, through confirmation,
the expiration dates of the agreements, the amounts subordinated, any collat-
eral, any limits in relation to those amounts, and the nature of the liability to
the subordinating party. In addition, the auditor should determine whether the
broker-dealer is in compliance with any restrictive covenants contained in the
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subordination agreement. This information is needed to determine the proper
carrying value of the accounts and the appropriate treatment under net capital
rules.
Dividends Receivable or Payable
5.179 Dividends receivable in cash or securities should be analyzed and
reviewed for age and collectibility, and those that are material in amount may be
confirmed, as deemed necessary. The auditor should review the procedures for
recording dividends receivable and payable to determine the extent of material
unrecorded amounts.
Unclaimed Dividends, Coupons, and Securities
5.180 The auditor should review the procedures followed by the broker-
dealer for recording material transactions in accounts for unclaimed dividends,
coupons, and securities. Detailed accounts maintained for unclaimed items
should be compared with control accounts. Charges against unclaimed items
can be examined on a selected basis and compared with claims or correspon-
dence, particularly charges against older items. The auditor should review the
broker-dealer's procedures for determining its compliance with state laws. Mar-
ket action affecting underlying items may give rise to contingent liabilities and
net capital charges, and such activity should be reviewed.
Exchange Memberships
5.181 The ownership of exchange memberships can be confirmed through
direct correspondence with the exchange. It is not unusual for a broker-dealer
to have more than one membership on a particular exchange. The propriety
of considering exchange memberships as assets of the broker-dealer should be
ascertained by referring to partnership agreements or other documents of the
broker-dealer. The auditor should also be satisfied concerning the propriety of
the carrying value of the memberships and whether the carrying value has been
impaired. Due to the demutualization of some exchanges, membership may
not be aligned with ownership in the exchange. In a demutualization, trading
privileges are disaggregated from ownership and valuation of memberships and
other forms of ownership/trading privileges should be carefully evaluated.
Open Contractual Commitments
5.182 The auditor may wish to confirm contractual commitments (other
than endorsed puts and calls, the holders of which are unknown) on a test ba-
sis. In many cases, the commitments of customers will appear in their accounts
and will be confirmed when those accounts are confirmed. In other cases, in-
formation concerning purchases and sales of securities on a when-issued or
when-distributed basis may not appear in the customers' accounts or in the
stock record, but may be maintained instead in a subsidiary record (such as
tickets in an open contract file). In such cases, the open contracts may be con-
firmed in the same manner as are other accounts.
5.183 Sometimes, if a settlement date (subsequent to the date of the fi-
nancial statements) has been fixed for an open contract transaction, the broker-
dealer will clear the open contract file and enter the transactions on the settle-
ment blotter for the day of settlement. Such transactions are not regular-way
transactions and may be confirmed separately.
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5.184 Another type of contract involves the broker-dealer's interest in joint
accounts in issued or to-be-issued securities carried by other broker-dealers.
In many cases, the interest in those security positions contained within the
accounts is not recorded in the general ledger of the noncarrying member of
the joint account. In such cases, an adjustment is usually recorded in the trial
balance to reflect such accounts in the financial statements. Details of the joint
accounts may be confirmed in writing with the carrying broker-dealers to the
extent the auditor considers necessary.
5.185 Broker-dealers that engage in underwriting securities for issuers
may incur an open contractual commitment in the event the firm definitively
and conclusively agrees or contracts to underwrite an issuer's securities prior to
its offering. Typically, this type of commitment occurs immediately prior to the
offering. However, broker-dealers may enter into a contract with an issuer that
provides a "firm commitment" to underwrite securities several days or weeks
prior to the actual offering. Auditor may wish to look at a broker-dealer's un-
derwriting function to ensure the identification and proper recording, including
regulatory capital charges, of any underwriting open contractual commitments.
Private Placements
5.186 The audit of private placement transactions may include a review
with management of agreements between the broker-dealer and entities for
which debt or equity securities have been placed. The auditor should review
the status of the individual contracts to determine any existing broker-dealer
obligations that may require disclosure in the financial statements. In addition,
the auditor should consider confirming outstanding contractual agreements
offsetting customers' commitments to purchase such securities.
Mutual Funds
5.187 Procedures for testing mutual fund transactions will differ depend-
ing on the amount of activity and the method of accounting for customer pur-
chases and redemptions. Few auditing procedures are necessary in cases in
which the broker assists a customer in the purchase or redemption of mutual
fund shares in the name of the customer. However, if a broker-dealer, acting
in a custodial capacity for customers, maintains an active account in its name
with one or more mutual funds, certain procedures should be considered, in-
cluding confirming the number of shares held by the mutual funds in the name
of the broker-dealer and comparing those quantities to safekeeping records of
the broker-dealer. The auditor may consider testing the accrual of 12b-1 fees,
as well as the methodology used in deferring and amortizing deferred sales
charges, by reviewing the broker-dealer's control over customer-owned mutual
fund shares that it has sold. Depending on the materiality of open purchases
or redemptions, those amounts may also be confirmed.
Municipal Refunding Bond Underwritings
5.188 The auditor's objectives in examining municipal refunding bond
underwritings should be similar to those for regular underwritings and open
contractual commitments. However, the auditor should also determine that
the broker-dealer has met its commitment to the issuer to purchase U.S. gov-
ernment securities that are to be placed in escrow. Often, U.S. government
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securities may not be available in the quantities desired or at the same price
as anticipated at the time the underwriting agreement was executed. In such
cases, the broker-dealer may sustain losses in satisfying its obligation to the
issuer. These losses should be recorded in the accounts.
Suspense Accounts
5.189 The purchase and sales and the operations suspense accounts
should be analyzed at the end of the period, and these amounts should be
charged to income or expense or reclassified as appropriate to accounts such as
inventory, customer, receivable, or payable or to other accounts for financial re-
porting purposes. The auditor should review the analysis for propriety of aging
and classification, and might also test specific items by confirmation with third
parties, comparison with underlying records, or other procedures.
Computation of Formula for Determination of Reserve
Requirement, Possession or Control of Securities,
and Net Capital
Reserve Requirement and Possession or Control of Securities
5.190 SEC rule 15c3-3 requires every broker-dealer who carries customer
accounts to maintain a "Special Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit
of Customers" with a bank (at all times when deposits are required). That ac-
count should be separate from any other bank account of the broker-dealer and
should contain deposits in cash and qualified securities in amounts computed
in accordance with the formula attached in Exhibit A of SEC rule 15c3-3.
5.191 Rule 15c3-3 provides a detailed formula for determining the re-
serve bank account requirement and designates when such computations must
be made. The rule also requires a broker-dealer to promptly obtain physical
possession or control of all fully paid securities and excess-margin securities
carried for the accounts of customers, and it requires the broker-dealer to act
within a specified time period when possession or control has not been estab-
lished.
5.192 The auditor should review the broker-dealer's procedures and con-
trols required by SEC rule 15c3-3 and should perform those tests considered
necessary to be satisfied that the procedures and controls (including the writ-
ten documentation) provide reasonable assurance that the broker-dealer is in
compliance with the rule.
Net Capital
5.193 SEC rules require all registered broker-dealers to comply at all times
with the net capital requirements and to calculate net capital on a periodic basis
to demonstrate compliance. Net capital is the broker-dealer's net worth, includ-
ing allowable subordinated liabilities and other credits adjusted for nonliquid
(nonallowable) assets, capital charges for operational items, and possible ad-
verse fluctuations in the value of inventory (haircuts). The purpose of the net
capital computation is to determine the broker-dealer's net liquid assets (mini-
mum capital base) in the event of adverse business conditions. This minimum
capital base is designed to protect (a) customers, (b) creditors, and (c) other
broker-dealers.
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5.194 The auditor should review the broker-dealer's procedures and con-
trols covered by SEC rule 15c3-1 and should perform those tests considered
necessary to be satisfied that the procedures and controls, including the writ-
ten documentation, provide reasonable assurance that the broker-dealer is in
compliance with the rule. If appropriate, the auditor should also consider the
effect on the supplemental schedules of differences identified as a result of the
audit of the basic financial statements. See paragraphs 4.15 and 4.16.
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5.195
Appendix A—Consideration of Fraud in a Financial
Statement Audit: Examples and Considerations for
Auditors of Brokers and Dealers in Securities
Risk Factors and Auditor Responses (see paragraphs 5.80
and 5.92b of the guide)
Two types of fraud are relevant to the auditor's consideration: fraudulent finan-
cial reporting and misappropriation of assets. For each of these types of fraud,
the risk factors are further classified based on the three conditions generally
present when material misstatements due to fraud occur: incentives/pressures,
opportunities, and attitudes/rationalizations. Although the risk factors cover a
broad range of situations, they are only examples and, accordingly, the audi-
tor may wish to consider additional or different risk factors. Also, the order of
the examples of risk factors provided is not intended to reflect their relative
importance or frequency of occurrence.
Part 1: Fraudulent Financial Reporting
An auditor's interest specifically relates to fraudulent acts that cause a material
misstatement of financial statements. Some of the following factors and condi-
tions are present in entities where specific circumstances do not present a risk
of material misstatement. Also, specific controls may exist that mitigate the risk
of material misstatement due to fraud, even though risk factors or conditions
are present. When identifying risk factors and other conditions, you should as-
sess whether those risk factors and conditions, individually and in combination,
present a risk of material misstatement of the financial statements.
A. Incentives/Pressures
1. Financial stability or profitability is threatened by economic, indus-
try, or entity operating conditions, such as (or as indicated by):
a. High degree of competition or market saturation, accom-
panied by declining margins.
(1) High-degree of competition relating to bank-
owned broker-dealers that have been granted ex-
panded powers to engage in securities activities or
registered investment companies/mutual funds,
accompanied by declining margins.
b. High vulnerability to rapid changes, such as changes in
technology, or interest rates.
(1) A failure or inability to keep pace with the rapid
growth in electronic trading, if the financial sta-
bility or profitability of the particular entity is
placed at risk, due to that failure or inability.
(2) Concentration in a particular type of financial in-
strument.
c. Unusually high level of "soft dollar" brokerage activities.
2. Excessive pressure exists for management to meet the require-
ments or expectations of third parties due to the following:
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a. The pressure on management to meet the expectations of
analysts and rating agencies or parents (for broker-dealers
that are subsidiaries of banks or overseas entities.
3. Management or those individuals charged with governance's per-
sonal net worth is threatened by the entity's financial performance
arising from the following:
a. The structure of incentive plans induces traders to take
unusually greater risks.
b. There is unusually high level of internal competition for
capital allocation among product types/trading desks.
4. Research analysts are not independent. Their compensation is con-
trolled by investment banking or other areas for which the firm
receives fees from covered companies.
5. Extensive benefits are provided to money managers that may drive
fraudulent behavior. The value of such benefits is included in the
commissions generated by customers on trades directed by money
managers.
6. There are certain arrangements between the broker who directs
the trade and the market maker who executes the trade that are
not in the best interest of the customer.
B. Opportunities
1. The nature of the industry or the entity's operations provides oppor-
tunities to engage in fraudulent financial reporting that can arise
from the following:
a. A failure by management to have an adequate understand-
ing of the entity's trading and investment strategies as con-
ducted by the entity's traders, including the types, charac-
teristics, and risks associated with the financial products
purchased and sold by the entity.
b. Significant, unusual, or highly complex transactions, espe-
cially those close to year end that pose difficult "substance
over form" questions.
(1) Unusually significant increase in unsettled
trades at year end.
(2) A high degree of complex accounting standards
relating to, for example, financial instruments
and off-balance sheet transactions.
(3) Transactions (straddling) year end in similar se-
curities.
2. Internal control components are deficient as a result of the follow-
ing:
a. Inadequate monitoring of controls, including automated
controls and controls over interim financial reporting.
(1) A failure by management and those charged with
governance to set parameters (for example, trad-
ing limits, credit limits, and aggregate market
risk limits) and to continuously monitor trading
activities against those parameters.
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(2) Lack of sufficient access controls for front-office
and back-office systems.
(3) Lack of adequate "Chinese Wall" between invest-
ment banking and trading (that is, potential for
insider trading).
(4) Failure to monitor the filling of customer orders
from the firm's inventory (for example, front-
running and excessive mark-up).
(5) Lack of review of customer lists and insufficient
controls surrounding the customer account ap-
proval and maintenance processes for both cash
and margin accounts.
(6) A lack of sufficient controls over the review pro-
cess for new products, structured finance, and off-
balance-sheet transactions.
(7) A lack of sufficient controls over the valuation pro-
cess for less liquid securities, including controls
over the changes of valuation pricing and the ap-
propriate segregation of duties.
b. High turnover rates or employment of ineffective account-
ing, internal audit, or information technology staff.
(1) A failure by management to ensure that the bro-
kers are properly trained, appropriately licensed,
and adequately supervised.
(2) Lack of policies and training over the range of
product offerings.
(3) A failure by management to assess the quality
and breadth of the company's internal audit de-
partment, to ensure that the department receives
adequate training and resources to match the so-
phistication and progression of the company.
(4) Improper reporting lines for internal audit.
c. Ineffective accounting and information systems, includ-
ing situations involving control deficiencies and material
weaknesses.
(1) Lack of approval by those charged with gover-
nance and a specialist's independent evaluation
of in-house developed valuation models.
d. Use of error accounts to hide trading errors, made to meet
commitments to clients, particularly for block trades in
meeting a predetermined value-weighted average price
(VWAP).
e. Use of valuation reserves for other purposes, such as to
hide errors or expenses. Assumptions in valuation reserves
may be changed without adequate approval. Lack of proper
approval for the establishment of valuation reserves.
f. Use of customer collateral for firm purposes. (Tested by
possession or control procedures.)
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g. Intercompany transactions designed to improperly man-
age earnings.
h. Transactions accounted for as sales as opposed to financ-
ing.
i. Use of different valuations of same product in two related
companies.
j. Use of a borrowed security to cover a theft of customer-
related security.
k. Poor controls over corporate actions in which the client
fails to receive entire benefit.
l. Not properly valuing collateral or reflecting the extent of
cross-collateralization on rate swaps.
m. Weak controls causing a failure to record trades on a timely
basis, which may facilitate customers' poor trading activ-
ity.
n. Lack of controls over the execution of customer transac-
tions.
C. Attitudes/Rationalizations
Risk factors reflective of attitudes/rationalizations by those charged with gover-
nance, management, or employees that allow them to engage in and/or justify
fraudulent financial reporting, may not be susceptible to observation by the
auditor. Nevertheless, the auditor who becomes aware of the existence of such
information should consider it in identifying the risks of material misstatement
arising from fraudulent financial reporting. For example, auditors may become
aware of the following information that may indicate a risk factor:
1. Excessive interest by management in maintaining or increasing the
entity's stock price or earnings trend.
a. Unusually aggressive interpretations of regulatory rules
(for example, net capital rules and weekly reserve formula)
when the company is reaching minimum net capital re-
quired by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
b. Lax attitude toward regulatory compliance (example: se-
curity segregation requirements).
D. Auditor Responses
In addition to the sample responses presented in AU section 316, an auditor
may want to consider the following responses.
• Extend confirmation procedures concerning agreements with
counterparties (for example, leases, clearing, custody, margin, and
subordinated debt).
• Extend confirmation procedures concerning the terms of selected
transactions (for example, swaps, financing transactions, and
fails) with counterparties.
• Review the results of valuation testing performed by departments
of the company (for example, controllers, internal audit, and mid-
dle office).
• Review background information about those individuals charged
with governance and management to determine if they have the
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capacity to understand trading and investment strategies. Con-
versations with appropriate people and review of the experience
and credentials of those charged with governance and manage-
ment may be necessary.
• Review management summary reports on performance and meet
with management to discuss trading and business direction.
• Perform periodic reviews of valuation methodologies by indepen-
dent specialists throughout the year.
• Meet with middle office personnel to gain an understanding of the
company's policies concerning managing risk (for example, stress
testing and valuations).
• Extend testing on regulatory computations for companies barely
meeting the minimum net capital requirements.
• Extend testing of the entity's "soft dollar" arrangements to ensure
compliance with the SEC rules and regulations.
• How management dealt with regulatory issues in the past.
• How management responded to past regulatory examinations.
• Is there a code of conduct.
Part 2: Misappropriation of Assets
An auditor's interest specifically relates to fraudulent acts that cause a material
misstatement of financial statements. Some of the following factors and condi-
tions are present in entities where specific circumstances do not present a risk
of material misstatement. Also, specific controls may exist that mitigate the risk
of material misstatement due to fraud, even though risk factors or conditions
are present. When identifying risk factors and other conditions, you should as-
sess whether those risk factors and conditions, individually and in combination,
present a risk of material misstatement of the financial statements.
Risk factors that relate to misstatements arising from misappropriation of as-
sets are also classified along the three conditions generally present when fraud
exists: incentives/pressures, opportunity, and attitudes/rationalizations. Some
of the risk factors related to misstatements arising from fraudulent financial
reporting also may be present when misstatements arising from misappropri-
ation of assets occur. For example, ineffective monitoring of management and
weakness in internal control may be present when misstatements due to ei-
ther fraudulent financial reporting or misappropriation of assets exists. The
following are examples of risk factors related to misstatements arising from
misappropriation of assets.
A. Opportunities
1. Certain characteristics or circumstances may increase the suscep-
tibility of assets to misappropriation. For example, opportunities to
misappropriate assets increase when there are the following:
a. Securities (for example, bearer instruments) held in the
company's vault.
b. Commingling of customer securities with the entity's se-
curities at a custodian bank.
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2. Inadequate internal control over assets may increase the suscepti-
bility to misappropriation of those assets. For example, misappro-
priation of assets may occur because there is the following:
a. Inadequate management oversight of employees responsi-
ble for assets.
(1) Lack of management oversight of extensive retail
branches, or overseas branches and subsidiaries.
(2) Inadequate supervision of traders' trading prac-
tices and limits, especially for those generating a
large proportion of the entity's total revenue.
(3) Large amounts of cash or securities at branches
or branch offices.
(4) Poor control over wire transfers.
b. Inadequate segregation of duties or independent checks.
(1) Lack of segregation of duties between the front-
office (that is, execution of trades) and the back-
office (that is, settlement and accounting for
trades).
(2) Lack of independent review of periodic reconcilia-
tions (for example, settlement accounts, cash ac-
counts, and stock records).
(3) Failure to confirm failed transactions on a timely
basis.
(4) Failure to periodically review items in suspense
accounts.
(5) Failure to review the aging of items, including
failed transactions and receivables.
(6) Lack of or infrequent independent pricing of in-
ventory performed by middle-office or back-office
(that is, risk management and controller's group).
(7) Poor controls over journal entries to customer ac-
counts.
(8) Failure to confirm customer transactions on a
timely basis.
c. Inadequate physical safeguards over cash, investments,
inventory, or fixed assets.
(1) Lack of safeguarding and insuring securities in
transfer.
(2) Lack of sufficient access controls for cash wiring
systems.
d. Lack of timely and appropriate documentation of transac-
tions.
(1) Lack of documentation related to "soft dollar" bro-
kerage activities.
(2) Lack of documentation related to derivative
transactions with counter parties, such as ISDA
master agreements.
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e. Lack of controls relating to the rehypothecation of securi-
ties.
B. Auditor Responses
In addition to the sample responses presented in AU section 316, an auditor
may want to consider the following responses.
• Review exception and break reports for settlement activities.
• Ensure that the compliance function reviews the personal account
statements of the company's employees.
• Extend testing of access controls of online fund wiring system ter-
minals.
• Review revenue trend of an individual trader over a period of time.
• Review level of errors and broker chargebacks of commissions.
• Look at controls over dealing with customer complaints.
Unusual or Unexpected Relationships (see paragraph 5.83
of the guide)
Examples of unusual or unexpected relationships that may indicate a material
misstatement due to fraud may include the following:
• Recognition of unusually high unrealized gains on financial in-
struments at financial statement date.
• High volume of transactions around financial statement date.
Accounts, Classes of Transactions, and Assertions
(see paragraph 5.86 of the guide)
Examples of accounts, classes of transactions and assertions that may have high
inherent risk, involve a high degree of management judgment and subjectivity
and be susceptible to manipulation by management:
• Valuation of inventory.
• Litigation reserves.
• Intercompany transactions.
• Valuation of collateral.
• Bonus determinations.
• Use of special-purpose entities.
Improper Revenue Recognition (see paragraph 5.87 of the guide)
Examples of improper revenue recognition may include:
• Incorrect valuation of inventory.
• Transactions between related entities designed to improperly
manage earnings.
• Accelerating or deferring revenue to other periods.
Key Estimates (see paragraph 5.89 of the guide)
Examples of key estimates for brokers and dealers in securities may include:
• Valuation of inventory.
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• Litigation reserves.
• Bonus determinations.
• Determination of carrying amount of goodwill.
• Realization of deferred tax assets.
Programs and Controls (see paragraph 5.90 of the guide)
Examples of programs and controls for brokers and dealers in securities may
include:
• Code of conduct.
• Risk monitoring procedures for credit risk and market risk.
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Chapter 6
Internal Control *
Note: This chapter contains numerous mentions of PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 2, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Report-
ing Performed in Conjunction With an Audit of Financial Statements
(AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board,
"Standards"). On May 24, 2007, the PCAOB adopted Auditing Stan-
dard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That
Is Integrated with An Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards"), to re-
place Auditing Standard No. 2. PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5 was
approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on July
25, 2007 and will be effective for all audits of internal control for fis-
cal years ending on or after November 15, 2007. Earlier application
is permitted. Auditing Standard No. 5 is principles-based. It is de-
signed to increase the likelihood that material weaknesses in internal
control will be found before they result in material misstatement of
a company's financial statements, and, at the same time, eliminate
procedures that are unnecessary. The final standard also focuses the
auditor on the procedures necessary to perform a high quality audit
that is tailored to the company's facts and circumstances. This guide
has not been updated for Auditing Standard No. 5. Readers should
refer to the PCAOB Web site at www.pcaob.org for more information.
On June 20, 2007 the SEC approved an amendment to new inter-
pretive guidance designed to help management of public companies
strengthen internal control over financial reporting and enhance com-
pliance under Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The guid-
ance, Release No. 33-8809, Amendments to Rules Regarding Manage-
ment's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, provides
clarification for management regarding its evaluations of internal
control over financial reporting and the auditor's reporting require-
ments pursuant to Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Under
the guidance, management can align the nature and extent of its eval-
uation procedures with those areas of financial reporting that pose
the highest risks to reliable financial reporting. The amendments pro-
vide that a company that performs an evaluation in accordance with
the new interpretive guidance also satisfies the annual evaluation re-
quired by Exchange Act Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15. Among other rule
* Refer to the preface of this guide for important information about the applicability of the pro-
fessional standards to audits of issuers and nonissuers (see definitions in the preface). The preface
also discusses the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirement that all broker-dealers (both public and private)
be audited by a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) deferral of that requirement. As applicable, this chapter contains referencing to
either the AICPA or the PCAOB professional standards. Refer to the preface for more information on
referencing.
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changes, the SEC also redefined the term material weakness and re-
vised the requirements regarding the auditor's attestation report on
the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to require
the auditor to express an opinion directly on the effectiveness of inter-
nal control over financial reporting and not on management's evalua-
tion process. Readers should refer to the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov
for more information.
Auditor’s Understanding of Internal Control in a Financial
Statement Audit
6.01 The regulatory environment has a major effect on the audit of a
broker-dealer because of the requirements that the auditor report on the ade-
quacy of the broker-dealer's internal control in accordance with SEC rule 17a-
5(g)(1) and on its compliance with specific rules addressing financial respon-
sibility and recordkeeping. Auditors of issuers are also required to audit and
report on management's assessment of the company's internal control over fi-
nancial reporting in conjunction with their audit of the company's financial
statements. PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting Performed in Conjunction With an Audit of Finan-
cial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the
Board, "Standards"), establishes requirements and provides directions that ap-
ply when an auditor is engaged to audit both a company's financial statements
and management's assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over fi-
nancial reporting. Paragraph .42 of AU section 319 (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, "Standards") states that for purposes
of evaluating the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting in
accordance with PCAOB standards, the auditor's understanding of control ac-
tivities encompasses a broader range of accounts and disclosures than what
is normally obtained in a financial statement audit. Moreover, paragraph 148
of Auditing Standard No. 2 states that the auditor may be required to test
the design and operating effectiveness of some controls he or she might not
test if expressing an opinion only on the financial statements. Furthermore,
paragraph 146 of Auditing Standard No. 2 states that the understanding of in-
ternal control over financial reporting the auditor obtains and the procedures
the auditor performs for purposes of expressing an opinion on management's as-
sessment are interrelated with the internal control understanding the auditor
obtains and procedures the auditor performs to assess control risk for purposes
of expressing an opinion on the financial statements. As a result, it is efficient
for the auditor to coordinate obtaining the understanding and performing the
procedures.
6.02 This part of the chapter discusses the auditor's understanding of in-
ternal control in auditing a broker-dealer's financial statements. The "Broker-
Dealer Control and Monitoring Activities" part of the chapter provides an
overview of the types of control and monitoring activities that are unique to
brokers-dealers. This guide is not intended to provide guidance to auditors
on how to comply with the requirements of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2,
although it highlights, as appropriate, some of the additional requirements
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imposed by that standard.1 The term audit generally refers to the audit of fi-
nancial statements unless it is indicated that the discussion pertains to the
integrated audit or audit of internal controls.
6.03 As discussed in Chapter 5, the second standard of fieldwork states
that the auditor must obtain a sufficient understanding of the entity and its
environment, including its internal control, to assess the risks of material mis-
statement of the financial statements whether due to error or fraud, and to
design the nature, timing, and extent of further audit procedures. AU section
314, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks
of Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states that
the auditor should obtain an understanding of the five components of internal
control sufficient to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements whether due to error or fraud, and to design the nature, timing,
and extent of further audit procedures. The auditor should obtain a sufficient
understanding by performing risk assessment procedures to:
a. Evaluate the design of controls relevant to an audit of financial
statements
b. Determine whether they have been implemented
In obtaining this understanding, the auditor considers how an entity's use
of information technology (IT) and manual procedures may affect controls rele-
vant to the audit of financial statements. IT encompasses automated means of
originating, processing, storing, and communicating information, and includes
recording devices, communication systems, computer systems, and other elec-
tronic devices. The auditor is primarily interested in the entity's use of IT to
initiate, authorize, record, process, and report transactions or other financial
data.
6.04 The auditor should use the understanding to:
 Identify types of potential misstatements
 Consider factors that affect the risks of material misstatement
 Design tests of controls, when applicable, and substantive proce-
dures
1 Auditors of issuers may wish to refer to The Auditor's Guide to Understanding PCAOB Au-
diting Standard No. 2, issued by the AICPA, to help them understand the requirements of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2. Subsequent to the approval of the Auditing Standard No. 2, the PCAOB
issued staff questions and answers titled, Auditing Internal Control over Financial Reporting, which
address certain specific practice issues relating to the Auditing Standards No. 2. These documents,
which are available at the PCAOB Web site (www.pcaobus.org), set forth the PCAOB staff 's opinions
and views on certain matters. Pertinent guidance from these documents has also been included in
this guide.
The SEC Staff also issued a set of FAQs regarding Management's Report on Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting and Disclosure in Exchange Act Periodic Reports. These FAQs address is-
sues that have arisen since implementing and interpreting the rules that the SEC released for such
reports on June 5, 2003 [SEC Release Nos. 33-8238; 34-47986; IC-26068]. These FAQs can be accessed
at www.sec.gov/info/accountants/controlfaq1004.htm.
Auditors of issuers may also wish to refer to A Framework for Evaluating Control Exceptions
and Deficiencies on the evaluation of exceptions and deficiencies resulting from the evaluation of a
company's internal control over financial reporting which was developed by representatives of nine
CPA firms and a professor at Georgia State University. This paper should be read in conjunction
with PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2. The framework is not a substitute for PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 2 and other relevant professional literature, nor will its mere mechanical application,
in and of itself, necessarily lead to an appropriate conclusion. The framework can be obtained at
www.aicpa.org/cpcaf/download/Framework_Version3.pdf.
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6.05 Obtaining an understanding of controls should be distinguished from
testing the operating effectiveness of controls. The objective of obtaining an
understanding of controls is to evaluate the design of controls and determine
whether they have been implemented for the purpose of assessing the risks of
material misstatement. In contrast, the objective of testing the operating effec-
tiveness of controls is to determine whether the controls, as designed, prevent
or detect a material misstatement.
6.06 AU section 314.41 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) defines
internal control as a process—effected by those charged with governance, man-
agement, and other personnel—designed to provide reasonable assurance re-
garding the achievement of objectives in the following categories:
a. The reliability of the entity's financial reporting
b. The effectiveness and efficiency of the entity's operations
c. The entity's compliance with applicable laws and regulations
6.07 There is a direct relationship between an entity's objectives related to
financial reporting, operations, and compliance, and the components of internal
control it implements to provide reasonable assurance about their achievement.
The following are the five interrelated internal control components:
a. Control environment sets the tone of an organization, influenc-
ing the control consciousness of its people. It is the foundation for
all other components of internal control, providing discipline and
structure
b. Risk assessment is the entity's identification and analysis of rel-
evant risks to achievement of its objectives, forming a basis for
determining how the risks should be managed
c. Control activities are the policies and procedures that help ensure
that management directives are carried out
d. Information and communication systems support the identifica-
tion, capture, and exchange of information in a form and time frame
that enable people to carry out their responsibilities
e. Monitoring is a process that assesses the quality of internal control
performance over time.
Refer to paragraphs .40–.101 of AU section 314 (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1) for a detailed discussion of the internal control components in
addition to the guidance provided below. Refer to Chapter 5 for guidance on
designing and performing further audit procedures, which includes tests of
controls.
The Control Environment
6.08 The control environment sets the tone of an organization, influenc-
ing the control consciousness of its people. It is the foundation for all other
components of internal control, providing discipline and structure. Control en-
vironment factors include the following:
 Communication and enforcement of integrity and ethical values
 Commitment to competence
 Participation of those charged with governance
 Management's philosophy and operating style
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 Organizational structure
 Assignment of authority and responsibility
 Human resource policies and practices
6.09 The control environment comprises the conditions under which the
broker-dealer's information and communication system, the risk assessment
process, monitoring, and control activities are designed, implemented, and func-
tion.
6.10 The control environment represents the collective effect of various
factors on the overall effectiveness of the broker-dealer's internal control. These
factors include the following:
 Management's personal characteristics, philosophy, and operating
style and its commitment to accurate financial reporting have a
significant influence on the control environment, particularly if
management is dominated by one or a few individuals. A posi-
tive tone at the top is an important prerequisite to accurate and
complete financial reporting. In a broker-dealer, compliance and
control over legal matters are important indicators of the overall
philosophy held by senior management. Management's approach
to taking and monitoring business risks and its commitment to
accurate financial reporting are other indications of the tone at
the top. Management's commitment to accurate financial report-
ing may influence the activities of employees throughout the or-
ganization. Likewise, the types of activities that a broker-dealer
engages in, as well as the amount of risk they are willing to take,
affect their operating style. For example, the following business
activities may affect management's operating style:
— Retail brokerage
— Discount brokerage
— Arbitrage trading
— Venture capital
— Merchant banking
— Underwriting initial public offerings (IPOs)
 The external business and regulatory environment motivates
management to establish and maintain effective internal control
in a broker-dealer. For example, examinations by self-regulatory
bodies and their enforcement powers, as well as review of compli-
ance reports by the SEC and other governmental bodies, motivate
the management of broker-dealers to establish effective controls.
 Management's commitment to designing and maintaining reli-
able accounting and stock record systems has a significant influ-
ence on the control environment. A low level of management con-
cern about acceptable business practices, as well as deficiencies in
controls, may lead a broker-dealer's employees either to adopt a
similarly low level of concern or to attempt to take advantage of
deficient controls. The reliability of information systems and the
effectiveness of controls may be impaired as a result. Personnel
policies may enhance or inhibit the competence and continuity of
the broker-dealer's employees. An inadequate or incompetent staff
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that is unable to process transactions and perform control activi-
ties may lead to a reduction in the reliability of information sys-
tems and the effectiveness of controls. To understand the degree
of management's commitment to the design and maintenance of
effective internal control and reliable accounting and stock record
systems, the auditor should review the guidance contained in AU
section 314 and should consider the following broker-dealer poli-
cies:
— Systems security
— Trading limits
— Sales practices
— Hiring practices
— Risk monitoring
— Management's response and corrective action taken with
respect to material inadequacies in internal control
 Management's ability to control the business also influences the
control environment. Those charged with governance should take
an active role in overseeing a broker-dealer's accounting and fi-
nancial reporting practices, as well as those practices regarding
the prevention of illegal acts and compliance with laws and regula-
tions. To understand the ability of a broker-dealer's management
to control the business, an auditor should consider the following:
— The broker-dealer's organizational structure
— The methods used by the broker-dealer in assigning au-
thority and responsibility
— The ability of the broker-dealer's management to super-
vise and monitor operations effectively
— The methods used by senior management to monitor and
control the effectiveness of the accounting system and
controls
Understanding the Control Environment
6.11 When obtaining an understanding of the control environment, the
auditor should consider the collective effect on the control environment of
strengths and weaknesses in various control environment elements. Manage-
ment's strengths and weaknesses may have a pervasive effect on internal con-
trol. For example, an active and independent board of directors may influence
the philosophy and operating style of senior management. Alternatively, man-
agement's failure to commit sufficient resources to address security risks pre-
sented by IT may adversely affect internal control by allowing improper changes
to be made to computer programs or to data, or by allowing unauthorized trans-
actions to be processed. Similarly, human resource policies and practices di-
rected toward hiring competent financial, accounting, and IT personnel may
not mitigate a strong bias by top management to overstate earnings.
6.12 The auditor should obtain sufficient knowledge of the control environ-
ment to understand the attitudes, awareness, and actions of management and
those charged with governance concerning the broker-dealer's internal control
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and its importance in achieving reliable financial reporting. In understanding
the control environment, the auditor should concentrate on the implementation
of controls because controls may be established but not acted upon. For exam-
ple, management may establish a formal code of conduct but act in a manner
that condones violations of that code.
6.13 In obtaining an understanding of the control environment, the audi-
tor gains knowledge about the overall attitude, awareness, and actions of man-
agement, those charged with governance, and others concerning the importance
of control and its emphasis within the broker-dealer. The auditor should also
consider management's attitudes, awareness, and actions related to compliance
matters that might affect the broker-dealer's financial statements and supple-
mentary schedules. See paragraphs 5.134–.147 for a discussion of the effect of
IT on internal control.
Risk Assessment for Financial Reporting Purposes
6.14 A broker-dealer's risk assessment for financial reporting purposes is
its identification, analysis, and management of risks relevant to the prepara-
tion of financial statements that are fairly presented in conformity with gener-
ally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). For example, risk assessment may
address how the broker-dealer considers the possibility of unrecorded transac-
tions or identifies and analyzes significant estimates recorded in the financial
statements. Risks relevant to reliable financial reporting also relate to specific
events or transactions. Risks relevant to financial reporting include external
and internal events and circumstances that may occur and adversely affect a
broker-dealer's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, and report financial
data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements.
Once risks are identified, management considers their significance, the likeli-
hood of their occurrence, and how they should be managed. Management may
initiate plans, programs, or actions to address specific risks or it may decide to
accept a risk because of cost or other considerations. Risks can arise or change
due to circumstances such as the following:
 Changes in operating environment. Changes in the regulatory or
operating environment can result in changes in competitive pres-
sures and significantly different risks.
 New personnel. New personnel may have a different focus on or
understanding of internal control.
 New or revamped information systems. Significant and rapid
changes in information systems can change the risk relating to
internal control.
 Rapid growth. Significant and rapid expansion of operations can
strain controls and increase the risk of a breakdown in controls.
 New technology. Incorporating new technologies into operating
processes or information systems may change the risk associated
with internal control.
 New business models, products, or activities. Entering into busi-
ness areas or transactions with which a broker-dealer has little
experience may introduce new risks associated with internal con-
trol.
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 Corporate restructurings. Restructurings may be accompanied by
staff reductions and changes in supervision and segregation of
duties that may change the risk associated with internal control.
 Expanded foreign operations. The expansion or acquisition of for-
eign operations carries new and often unique risks that may affect
internal control, for example, additional or changed risks from for-
eign currency transactions.
 New accounting pronouncements. Adoption of new accounting
principles or changing accounting principles may affect risks in
preparing financial statements.
6.15 Broker-dealers devote a significant amount of time and resources to-
ward the identification, quantification, analysis, and control of risk. A broker-
dealer's control and monitoring activities are concerned with mitigating busi-
ness risks and exposures. Risk refers to the likelihood that a loss might occur,
while exposure refers to the condition of being unprotected. The decision to in-
cur business risk rests with the broker-dealer's management. The following is
an overview of the major risks and exposures facing a broker-dealer.
6.16 Operational Risk. Operational risk arises in processing broker-dealer
transactions. Exposure can be created by a failure to either process transac-
tions properly or safeguard securities adequately. If operational risk is properly
managed, other risks will be mitigated. In viewing operational exposure, it is
important to look at the broad exposure within particular accounts, such as sus-
pense accounts, difference accounts, reconciling items (for any accounts), and
aged transfers and fails. For instance, within a particular suspense account,
the exposure is frequently not the net balance in the account. A more accurate
view of exposure is to identify debit-only items (no related security positions),
short-market-value-only items (no related money balance), debit money with
long market value (LMV), and credit money with short market value (SMV).
By viewing each of those items separately, the auditor will better understand
the total exposure.
6.17 Credit Risk. Credit risk refers to potential losses arising from the
failure of another party to perform according to the terms of a contract (coun-
terparty default).
6.18 Credit risk can be customer- or broker-related. The exposure to the
broker-dealer is for the amount of extended credit that is not fully collateral-
ized. Therefore, obtaining adequate collateral from the counterparty could help
minimize credit risk. An extension of credit can result in any of the following
transactions: margin transactions, cash transactions prior to settlement, stock
borrows and stock loans, resale and repurchase agreements (repos), swaps, fu-
tures, forwards, options, and similar items. Broker-dealers will usually have
credit committees, which set limits for total credit lines and exposure and for
any particular counterparty.
6.19 Market Risk. Market risk refers to potential losses from fluctuations
in market prices that may make a financial instrument less valuable or more
onerous. A change in market price may occur (for example, for interest-bearing
financial instruments) because of changes in general interest rates (interest
rate risk), changes in the relationship between general and specific market
interest rates (an aspect of credit risk), or changes in the rates of exchange
between currencies (foreign exchange risk).
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6.20 Litigation Risk. Litigation risk refers to the risk of losses resulting
from lawsuits and the cost of defending against such claims. Lawsuits can arise
from the various aspects of the broker-dealer's business. Areas of particular con-
cern include underwriting activities, as well as the maintenance of customer
accounts. Broker-dealers can help mitigate litigation risk in many ways, includ-
ing the following:
 Establishing policies regarding a code of professional conduct, the
employer's responsibilities, and due diligence and establishing a
system to monitor compliance with such policies
 Establishing a compliance function to review the activities of the
sales departments and branch office operations
6.21 Regulatory Risk. Regulatory risk refers to potential losses that might
arise for failing to comply with applicable statutes, regulations, and rules.
Broker-dealers operate in a highly regulated industry that requires close atten-
tion to compliance matters. Not only may such matters affect a broker-dealer's
reputation and growth, but noncompliance may also lead to fines, limitation on
activities the broker-dealer is allowed to carry out, or even the suspension or
revocation of the broker-dealer's registration.
Understanding Risk Assessment
6.22 The auditor should obtain sufficient knowledge of the broker-dealer's
risk assessment process to understand how management considers risks rel-
evant to financial reporting objectives and decides about actions to address
those risks. In evaluating the design and implementation of the entity's risk
assessment process, the auditor should consider how management identifies
business risks relevant to financial reporting, estimates the significance of the
risks, assesses the likelihood of their occurrence, and decides upon actions to
manage them. The use of IT may be an important part of a broker-dealer's
risk assessment process, including providing timely information to facilitate
the identification and management of risks.
6.23 A broker-dealer's risk assessment differs from the auditor's consid-
eration of audit risk in a financial statement audit. The purpose of a broker-
dealer's risk assessment is to identify, analyze, and manage risks that affect the
broker-dealer's objectives. In a financial statement audit, the auditor assesses
risks to evaluate the likelihood that material misstatements could occur in the
financial statements.
Information and Communication System
6.24 An information system consists of infrastructure (physical and hard-
ware components), software, people, procedures (manual and automated), and
data. Infrastructure and software will be absent, or have less significance, in
systems that are exclusively or primarily manual. Many information systems
make extensive use of IT. The information system relevant to financial report-
ing objectives, which includes the accounting system, consists of the proce-
dures, whether IT or manual, and records established to initiate, authorize,
record, process, and report the broker-dealer's transactions (as well as events
and conditions) and to maintain accountability for the related assets, liabilities,
and equity. Transactions may be initiated manually or automatically by pro-
grammed procedures. Authorization includes the process of approving transac-
tions by the appropriate level of management. Recording includes identifying
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and capturing the relevant information for transactions or events. Processing
includes functions such as edit and validation, calculation, measurement, valu-
ation, summarization, and reconciliation, whether performed by IT or manual
procedures. Reporting relates to the preparation of financial reports as well as
other information, in electronic or printed format, that the entity uses in mea-
suring and reviewing the entity's financial performance and in other functions.
The quality of system-generated information affects management's ability to
make appropriate decisions in managing and controlling the broker-dealer's
activities and to prepare reliable financial reports. Accordingly, an information
system encompasses methods and records that:
 Identify and record all valid transactions.
 Describe, on a timely basis, the transactions in sufficient detail to
permit proper classification of transactions for financial reporting.
 Measure the value of transactions in a manner that permits
recording their proper monetary value in the financial statements.
 Determine the time period in which transactions occurred to per-
mit recording of transactions in the proper accounting period.
 Present properly the transactions and related disclosures in the
financial statements.
6.25 Communication involves providing an understanding of individual
roles and responsibilities pertaining to internal control over financial reporting.
It includes the extent to which personnel understand how their activities in
the financial reporting information system relate to the work of others and the
means of reporting exceptions to an appropriate higher level within the broker-
dealer. Open communication channels help ensure that exceptions are reported
and acted on. Communication can take the form of policy manuals, accounting
and financial reporting manuals, and memoranda. Communication also can be
made electronically, orally, and through the actions of management.
Understanding the Broker-Dealer’s Information and
Communication System
6.26 The auditor should obtain sufficient knowledge of the broker-dealer's
information system, including the related business processes relevant to finan-
cial reporting, to understand the following:
 The classes of transactions in the broker-dealer's operations that
are significant to the financial statements
 The procedures, within both automated and manual systems, by
which transactions are initiated, authorized, recorded, processed,
and reported from their occurrence to their inclusion in the finan-
cial statements
 The related accounting records, whether electronic or manual,
supporting information, and specific accounts in the financial
statements involved in initiating, recording, processing and re-
porting transactions
 How the information system captures other events and conditions
that are significant to the financial statements
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 The financial reporting process used to prepare the broker-dealer's
financial statements, including significant accounting estimates
and disclosures
6.27 When IT is used to initiate, record, process, or report transactions or
other financial data for inclusion in financial statements, the systems and pro-
grams may include controls related to the corresponding assertions for signifi-
cant accounts or may be critical to the effective functioning of manual controls
that depend on IT.
6.28 In obtaining an understanding of the financial reporting process (in-
cluding the closing process), the auditor should understand the automated and
manual procedures an entity uses to prepare financial statements and related
disclosures, and how misstatements may occur. Such procedures include:
 The procedures used to enter transaction totals into the general
ledger.
 The procedures used to initiate, authorize, record, and process
journal entries in the general ledger.
 Other procedures used to record recurring and nonrecurring ad-
justments to the financial statements.
 The procedures to combine and consolidate general ledger data.
 The procedures to prepare financial statements and disclosures.
6.29 The auditor also should obtain sufficient knowledge of the means the
broker-dealer uses to communicate financial reporting roles and responsibilities
and significant matters relating to financial reporting.
Control Activities
6.30 Control activities are the policies and procedures that help ensure
that management directives are carried out. They help ensure that necessary
actions are taken to address risks to achievement of the broker-dealer's objec-
tives. Control activities, whether automated or manual, have various objectives
and are applied at various organizational and functional levels. Each control
activity is designed to accomplish a specific control objective. Generally, control
activities that may be relevant to an audit may be categorized as policies and
procedures that pertain to the following:
 Performance reviews (that is, ensuring that controls are perform-
ing as expected)
 Information processing
 Physical controls
 Segregation of duties
6.31 Many of the activities of broker-dealers are unique, and consequently,
many of the control activities are also unique. Control activities that may ad-
dress the following audit concerns include the following:
 Validity. Control activities designed to reasonably ensure that
recorded transactions include only those that have actually oc-
curred.
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 Completeness. Control activities designed to reasonably ensure
that valid transactions are not omitted entirely from the account-
ing records.
 Authorization. Control activities intended to reasonably ensure
that transactions are approved before they are executed and
recorded.
 Valuation (accuracy). Control activities designed to reasonably en-
sure that dollar amounts and values are correctly determined.
 Classification. Control activities intended to reasonably ensure
that transactions are recorded in the proper accounts, charged
and credited to the appropriate customers, and so on.
 Presentation and disclosure. Control activities designed to rea-
sonably ensure that the accounting process for a transaction is
completely performed and is in conformity with GAAP.
 Timing (cutoff). Control activities that are designed to reasonably
ensure a transaction is accounted for in the proper time period.
 Regulatory. Control activities that are designed to reasonably en-
sure that a transaction complies with the applicable laws and reg-
ulations of the SEC and other regulatory bodies.
 Safeguarding of Assets. Control activities that are designed to pro-
tect against unauthorized acquisition, use or disposal of assets,
including customer related assets.
Understanding Control Activities
6.32 The auditor should obtain an understanding of those control activi-
ties relevant to the audit. As the auditor obtains an understanding of the other
components, he or she is also likely to obtain knowledge about some control ac-
tivities. For example, in obtaining an understanding of the documents, records,
and processing steps in the financial reporting information system that per-
tain to cash, the auditor is likely to become aware of whether bank accounts
are reconciled. The auditor should consider the knowledge about the presence
or absence of control activities obtained from the understanding of the other
components in determining whether it is necessary to devote additional at-
tention to obtaining an understanding of control activities. An audit does not
require an understanding of all the control activities related to each account
balance, class of transactions , and disclosure component in the financial state-
ments or to every relevant assertion. Ordinarily, control activities that may
be relevant to an audit include those relating to authorization, segregation of
duties, safeguarding of assets, and asset accountability, including, for example,
reconciliations of the general ledger to the detailed records. The auditor should
obtain an understanding of the process of reconciling detail to the general ledger
for significant accounts. Also, control activities are relevant to the audit if the
auditor is required to evaluate them as discussed in paragraphs .115–.117 of
AU section 314 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
6.33 In obtaining an understanding of control activities, the auditor's pri-
mary consideration is whether, and how, a specific control activity, individu-
ally or in combination with others, prevents, or detects and corrects, material
misstatements in classes of transactions, account balances, or disclosures. Con-
trol activities relevant to the audit are those for which the auditor considers
it necessary to obtain an understanding in order to assess risks of material
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misstatement at the assertion level and to design and perform further audit
procedures responsive to the assessed risks. The auditor's emphasis is on iden-
tifying and obtaining an understanding of control activities that address the
areas where the auditor considers that material misstatements are more likely
to occur. When multiple control activities achieve the same objective, it is un-
necessary to obtain an understanding of each of the control activities related to
such objective.
6.34 For purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of internal control over
financial reporting in accordance with PCAOB standards, the auditor's under-
standing of control activities encompasses a broader range of accounts and dis-
closures than what is normally obtained in a financial statement audit. (Para-
graph .42 of AU section 319 [AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules,
Rules of the Board, "Standards"]).
6.35 The auditor should obtain an understanding of how IT affects con-
trol activities that are relevant to planning the audit. Some broker-dealers and
auditors may view the IT control activities in terms of application controls
and general controls. Application controls apply to the processing of individual
applications. Accordingly, application controls relate to the use of IT to initi-
ate, authorize, record, process, and report transactions or other financial data.
These controls help ensure that transactions occurred, are authorized, and are
completely and accurately recorded and processed.
6.36 Application controls may be performed by IT or by individuals. When
application controls are performed by people interacting with IT, they may be
referred to as user controls. The effectiveness of user controls, such as reviews
of computer-produced exception reports or other information produced by IT,
may depend on the accuracy of the information produced.
6.37 General controls are policies and procedures that relate to many ap-
plications and support the effective functioning of application controls by help-
ing to ensure the continued proper operation of information systems. General
controls commonly include controls over data center and network operations;
system software acquisition and maintenance; access security; and application
system acquisition, development, and maintenance.
6.38 The use of IT affects the way that control activities are implemented.
For example, when IT is used in an information system, segregation of duties
often is achieved by implementing security controls.
Monitoring
6.39 Monitoring is a process that assesses the quality of an entity's in-
ternal control performance over time. It involves assessing the design and op-
eration of controls on a timely basis and taking necessary corrective actions.
The frequency with which controls are assessed depends on the significance of
the risk being controlled, and the importance of a particular control in reducing
the risk. Higher priority risks generally will require more frequent assessment.
Similarly, those controls most critical to reducing a given risk will tend to be
assessed more often.
6.40 Monitoring of controls is accomplished through ongoing monitoring
activities, through separate evaluations, or a combination of the two. Ongo-
ing monitoring activities are built into the normal recurring activities of a
broker-dealer, and include regular management and supervisory activities,
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comparisons, reconciliations, and other actions personnel take in performing
their duties. Managers at divisional and corporate levels are in touch with op-
erations and may question reports that differ significantly from their knowledge
of operations. Usually, some combination of ongoing monitoring and separate
evaluations will together ensure that internal control maintains its effective-
ness over time.
6.41 In many broker-dealers, internal auditors or personnel perform-
ing similar functions contribute to the monitoring of broker-dealer's activities
through separate evaluations. They regularly provide information about the
functioning of internal control, focusing considerable attention on evaluating
the design and operation of internal control. They communicate information
about strengths and weaknesses and recommendations for improving internal
control.
6.42 Monitoring activities may include using information from commu-
nications from external parties. Customers implicitly corroborate transaction
data by paying their amount owed or complaining about their charges. In addi-
tion, regulators may communicate with the broker-dealer concerning matters
that affect the functioning of internal control, for example, communications con-
cerning examinations by self-regulatory organizations. Also, management may
consider communications relating to internal control from external auditors in
performing monitoring activities.
6.43 In many entities, much of the information used in monitoring may
be produced by the entity's information system. If management assumes that
data used for monitoring are accurate without having a basis for that assump-
tion, errors may exist in the information, potentially leading management to
incorrect conclusions from its monitoring activities.
Understanding Monitoring Activities
6.44 The auditor should obtain an understanding of the major types of
activities the broker-dealer uses to monitor internal control over financial re-
porting, including the source of the information related to those activities, and
how those activities are used to initiate corrective action. When obtaining an
understanding of the internal audit function, the auditor should follow the
guidance in paragraphs .04–.08 of AU section 322, The Auditor's Consideration
of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1).
Broker-Dealer Control and Monitoring Activities
6.45 Control and monitoring activities may be present in the functions of a
broker-dealer. Management uses such activities to mitigate business risk. This
guide discusses only those control and monitoring activities that are unique to
broker-dealers. The absence of any of these specific control activities is not in-
dicative of an internal control deficiency; however, an internal control deficiency
may exist if the overall control objective is not met.
6.46 The discussion of control and monitoring activities in this part of the
chapter is primarily from management's perspective and is intended to provide
the auditor with an overview of the types of desirable controls. Management of
a broker-dealer has a responsibility to establish and maintain adequate inter-
nal control over financial reporting and to comply with specific rules addressing
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financial responsibility and recordkeeping. Management of an issuer is required
by Section 404(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 to assess the effectiveness
of the company's internal control over financial reporting and to include in the
company's annual report to shareholders management's conclusion as a result
of that assessment about whether the company's internal control is effective.2
This guide is not intended to provide guidance to management of issuer broker-
dealers on how to comply with the requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
However, the SEC Requirements for Management's Report on Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting section at the end of this chapter provides some gen-
eral information on internal control reporting requirements established by the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. This guide is not intended to provide guidance to manage-
ment of issuer broker-dealers on how to comply with the requirements of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. However, the SEC Requirements for Management's Report
on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting section at the end of this chapter
provides some general information on internal control reporting requirements
established by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
6.47 Security transactions may be processed, recorded, and monitored by
different departments within the broker-dealer. Even though this discussion
addresses specific broker-dealer control and monitoring activities, the presen-
tation is general in nature and does not necessarily reflect the actual operations
or departments of every broker-dealer. Control and monitoring activities should
be performed by persons with appropriate segregation of duties.
Sales and Compliance
6.48 New Accounts. Control and monitoring activities for opening and
maintaining new accounts are essential for broker-dealers. The opening of new
accounts is primarily the responsibility of customer service centers (CSCs) and
branch offices. Control and monitoring activities are designed to ensure that
recorded transactions are valid, complete, and properly authorized. Broker-
dealers follow various activities (some of which are required by regulatory au-
thorities), such as the following:
 Have new accounts approved by appropriate personnel and en-
sure that the account file contains documentation concerning the
essential facts pertaining to each customer. For instance, if the
customer is a corporation, the file indicates that the person from
whom the orders are accepted is duly authorized by the corpora-
tion to act on its behalf. Rules requiring such documentation, as
well as related account supervision activities, are referred to as
2 Management of issuers may wish to refer to PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2: A Guide for
Financial Managers, issued by the AICPA, to help them understand the requirements of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2. This practice aid focuses on the way in which company management will
conduct its own required assessment in internal control effectiveness. Pertinent guidance in the prac-
tice aid covers management's responsibilities relating to the company's self-assessment of internal
control and the related audit; how the company may and may not work with its auditors to carry
out its responsibilities; and the performance requirements for each major phase of the assessment of
internal control, including planning the scope of the work, documenting internal control, evaluating
the design effectiveness of internal control, testing the operating effectiveness of internal control, and
assessing internal control deficiencies.
The SEC Staff also issued a set of FAQs regarding Management's Report on Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting and Disclosure in Exchange Act Periodic Reports. These FAQs address is-
sues that have arisen since implementing and interpreting the rules that the SEC released for such
reports on June 5, 2003 [SEC Release Nos. 33-8238; 34-47986; IC-26068]. These FAQs can be accessed
at www.sec.gov/info/accountants/controlfaq1004.htm.
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the "know your customer" rules. Special documentation may also
be required for other accounts, such as for all customers who wish
to trade options or customers who are nonresident aliens.
 Have customer files contain signed copies of IRS Form W-9, "Re-
quest for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification," and,
for non-U.S. citizens, IRS Form W-8, "Certificate of Foreign Sta-
tus."
 Have margin customers sign agreements, referred to as hypoth-
ecation agreements, that authorize the broker-dealer to use cus-
tomers' securities that are not fully paid for. Broker-dealers may
finance unpaid balances by borrowing money from banks or other
broker-dealers, and use customer securities as collateral to the
extent permissible.
 Require all accounts in the name of the customer, unless the
broker-dealer has received a written statement signed by the cus-
tomer attesting to his or her ownership of an account in any other
name, symbol, or number.
 Mail letters to customers, requesting confirmation after being no-
tified of changes in addresses. Some broker-dealers mail confirma-
tion requests to the customers' last known and current addresses.
 Mail customer statements periodically (at least quarterly, or
monthly if there is any activity), unless a customer has requested
in writing—and a designated official has approved the request—
that the statements not be mailed.
 Require written authorization from each customer for whom the
broker-dealer carries a discretionary account, receiving the ap-
proval (from a designated person who does not exercise discre-
tionary authority) for every trade in the discretionary account,
and mail an advice to the discretionary account customer on the
date each trade is executed.
 Identify the accounts of partners, officers, and employees and their
known relatives so that transactions in such accounts can be re-
viewed by designated personnel.
 Obtain written approval from another broker-dealer for opening
an account of an employee of that broker-dealer.
 Ensure policies and procedures exist and function to comply with
the requirements of the Uniting and Strengthening America by
Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct
Terrorism Act of 2001 (the Patriot Act).
6.49 Order Entry. The primary objectives of the order department are to
ensure that all authorized orders are directed to the proper marketplace, exe-
cuted, and accurately recorded. Control and monitoring activities over customer
orders to purchase and sell securities should be identified and tested because
accounting information is generated from customer order forms. Customer or-
ders generate accounting entries that affect the following financial statement
accounts:
 Receivables from and payables to customers
 Firm inventory
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 Receivables from and payables to other broker-dealers and clear-
ing organizations
 Commission income and expense
 Interest income and expense
 Cash
6.50 Some of the control and monitoring activities typically associated
with the order department include—
 Assigning a number to orders when placed and accounting for all
order numbers.
 Reviewing, by supervisory personnel, the open order file.
 Comparing trade data recorded on the customer confirmation with
the order form prepared by the order department and registered
representative before mailing it to the customer.
 Requiring that the execution price of an order be confirmed by
the order department to the registered representative, and by the
registered representative to the customer, shortly after placing the
order. Lack of confirmation of execution usually initiates inquiry
by the registered representative or customer.
 Including a check digit in the customer account number on order
forms.
 Segregating and not processing orders lacking required informa-
tion, such as an invalid contra broker-dealer number.
 Verifying completed order forms.
 Not processing limit orders if the execution price is not within
predetermined market limits.
 Using order forms that provide for the entry of all relevant infor-
mation about an order to be processed.
 Time-stamping orders when they are placed, when they are trans-
mitted to exchanges or trading rooms, and upon notice of execu-
tion. Disputes regarding prices can be resolved based on the time
the order was placed and executed.
 Requiring orders, other than those automatically executed, to be
initiated by a registered representative, placed by the order desk,
executed by a trader, and confirmed by a floor clerk.
 Reviewing exception reports to resolve quantity and price differ-
ences.
6.51 Sales Compliance. The compliance department is responsible for en-
suring that the broker-dealer's sales activities are conducted in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations. Some of the control and monitoring activities
typically associated with and in connection with regulatory rules requiring ad-
equate supervision of the sales compliance function include the following:
 Monitoring and reviewing transactions in customer accounts for
suitability, particularly with respect to discretionary accounts.
 Documenting and investigating customer complaints.
 Requiring sales representatives to be registered in accordance
with applicable regulations.
 Monitoring and reviewing transactions in employee accounts.
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 Requiring a cash transaction reporting form to be completed for
all receipts of funds, in conformity with the Bank Secrecy Act.
 Reviewing proprietary transactions to identify transactions that
may violate prohibitions on insider trading or represent manipu-
lative and deceptive practices.
 Monitoring and actively reviewing closed accounts or inactive ac-
counts.
 Generating and then reviewing exception reports that highlight
unusual activity.
 Reviewing sales and advertising literature to ensure compliance
with federal and state securities laws, as well as with various
regulations of self-regulatory bodies.
 Reviewing IPOs to customers to ensure that the securities offered
are registered in accordance with the Securities Act of 1933 and
in accordance with state Blue-Sky laws.
Clearance
6.52 Purchases and Sales. The purchase and sales (P&S) department pro-
cesses customer and proprietary orders and is responsible for the following:
 Recording purchases and sales transactions if that is not done
automatically through the order entry process
 Preparing confirmations of securities transactions
 Comparing transactions with other broker-dealers and clearing
organizations, and computing commissions, taxes, and other fees
6.53 Some of the control and monitoring activities typically associated
with the P&S department include the following.
 Compare the total number of orders entered to the total number of
orders on the trade date blotter and reconcile any differences (for
instance, canceled trades, limit orders not executed, and rejects).
 Recap daily the adjustments between trade date blotters (such as
T/D+1, T/D+2, T/D+3) and use them to reconcile those blotters.
 Trace all totals on the settlement blotters to the general ledger.
 Prohibit P&S personnel from obtaining access to customer ac-
counts, stock records, margin records, the cashier's department,
and the mailing department.
 Compare order tickets, on a test basis, to entries on the trade date
blotter, and recomputing commissions, taxes, and other fees.
 Compare all transactions cleared through clearing organiza-
tions with clearing organization contract sheets, or electronically
through IT interfaces (including electronic communications net-
works [ECNs]), and comparing all broker-to-broker transactions
with confirmations received from the contra broker-dealer.
 Balance principal transactions with customers internally against
the firm trading accounts with exceptions promptly entered into
the suspense file and investigated.
 Balance presettlement customer and streetside transactions daily,
to ensure that balance entries are posted to the general ledger and
securities record.
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 Periodically (preferably daily) review, age, and report to appro-
priate officials concerning open P&S suspense items because sus-
pended trades represent potential fails, don't knows (DKs), un-
known inventory positions, or financing costs.
 Agree amounts and account distributions on the settlement blotter
to general ledger entries.
 Summarize on exception reports and actively review "as of" trans-
actions and "canceled and corrected" transactions.
 Mail trade confirmations to customers generally before settlement
date and reporting any misstatements noted by customers.
Securities Settlement
6.54 Receive and Deliver. All receipts and deliveries of securities and
money are handled by the receive-and-deliver section of the cashier's depart-
ment. Some of the control and monitoring activities typically associated with
the receive-and-deliver function include the following:
 Receiving or delivering securities only if they are supported by
written instructions prepared by another department or worksta-
tion
 Electronic imaging of securities received and delivered to resolve
any differences between broker-dealers
 Examining for negotiability (that is, properly endorsed, signed,
and guaranteed) and for completeness (that is, coupons and war-
rants) securities received before they are placed in the active box
or vault
 Recording the certificate numbers of securities received
 Authorizing certain designated employees to execute or guarantee
assignments
 Maintaining control over the facsimile signature devices used
 Designating an employee who does not handle securities or cash to
determine that payment is received when securities are delivered
against payment
 Bonding all employees who handle securities
 Balancing daily movements of securities, and assigning responsi-
bility for the clearance of out-of-balance positions to specific indi-
viduals who have no other duties related to any other aspects of
securities processing
 Investigating and resolving securities positions (and related
ledger amounts) in suspense accounts on a timely basis
 Ensuring that due bills for dividends are identified and recorded
with the receipt or delivery of securities
 Periodically comparing the details of fails-to-receive and fails-to-
deliver with the stock record in accordance with SEC Rule 17a-13,
and agreeing the respective amounts receivable or payable to the
related general ledger control accounts
 Maintaining aging schedules of fail-to-receive and fail-to-deliver
transactions currently, following up on aged fail transactions,
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initiating buy-ins in accordance with various regulatory rules, and
analyzing aged fails for regulatory purposes
 Periodically reviewing operations suspense items to determine the
propriety of receivables or payables carried in the account
 Comparing suspense items with underlying trade tickets or other
records, and reviewing the propriety of the subsequent clearance
of suspense items
6.55 Extension of Credit. The margin department, also called the credit
department, monitors the extension of credit to customers. Some of the control
and monitoring activities over transactions with customers that are typically
associated with the margin department include the following:
 Establishing procedures to ensure compliance with the require-
ments of Federal Reserve Regulation T (Regulation T) including
cash, margin, and other accounts, as well as maintenance margin
(rule 431) requirements†
 Implementing a system designed to prevent violations of Regula-
tion T and similar regulations addressing the extension and main-
tenance of credit, including the prompt issuance of Regulation T
calls and maintenance calls, and prompt follow-up action in the
event that calls are not met
 Implementing a system to have "house" margin requirements that
are higher than those established by regulatory authorities, if it
is considered necessary for the protection of the broker-dealer
 Performing credit investigations before transacting business with
a customer and before establishing credit limits
 Obtaining signed margin agreements before trading in a margin
account can occur
 Disbursing cash and delivering securities only upon written au-
thorization of the appropriate personnel
 Requiring the authorization of margin department personnel be-
fore paying funds or withdrawing securities from customers' ac-
counts
 Prohibiting margin clerks from initiating entries to customer ac-
counts and from having contact with customers' securities, remit-
tances, or disbursements
 Assigning responsibility for monitoring customer accounts to spe-
cific employees, who are rotated onto other duties periodically
 Reviewing margin records periodically (by an employee who has
no duties in connection with them) to determine that the minimum
margin requirements of the firm are being maintained
 Promptly reporting to management on customers' undermargined
accounts and unsecured or partly secured accounts, for purposes
of evaluation as to collectibility
 Delegating duties appropriately and rotating the duties of person-
nel in key control areas
† Please refer to the footnote to paragraph 3.70 for a discussion of the amended margin rule.
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 Accepting securities received from customers that are registered
in a name other than the customer's only if proof of ownership is
provided
 Permitting only designated employees to make entries to customer
accounts, and requiring that two employees approve changes to
customer account files. Limit the types of transactions (such as
cash receipts, cash disbursements, securities receipts and deliver-
ies, or adjustments) that an employee can initiate
 Establishing procedures to ensure compliance with the require-
ments of SEC Rules 400–406 and CFTC rules 41.42–41.49 gov-
erning customer margin for transactions in security futures
 Reviewing securities underlying receivables and payables regu-
larly as to their valuation
Custody
6.56 Cashiering. The cashiering department is responsible for the custody,
safekeeping, and segregation of securities. Some of the control and monitoring
activities typically associated with the custody function include—
 Maintaining securities that are on the premises in a fireproof
vault.
 Keeping securities that are not needed in daily operations at de-
positories.
 Maintaining physical controls over securities on hand by restrict-
ing access to areas containing securities to authorized employees,
and by keeping the cage and vault doors always locked.
 Using dual controls over access to securities.
 Limiting the number of employees who have access to physical
securities.
 Noting, in the records of the broker-dealer, customers' fully paid
and excess-margin securities as securities required to be in its
physical possession or control in accordance with SEC Rule 15c3-
3; maintaining records of customers' fully paid and excess-margin
securities not in the broker-dealer's possession or control, deter-
mining the location of such securities, and initiating action to bring
them into possession or control within the time frame set forth in
the rule.
 Periodically imaging electronically securities on hand for use in
researching any misstatements.
 Conducting surprise counts of securities on hand.
 Confirming securities, counting securities, or both, once each cal-
endar quarter and comparing the results to the books and records,
as required under SEC Rule 17a-13, "Quarterly Securities Exam-
inations." SEC Rule 17a-13 requires that certain broker-dealers,
at least once in each calendar quarter, physically examine and
count all securities held and account for all other securities that
are subject to the broker-dealer's control or direction and are not
in its physical possession. The counting and verification of secu-
rities is required to be performed by or supervised by personnel
that do not have daily responsibility for the securities.
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 Agreeing results of security counts, and verifications to the stock
record, with any differences noted in accordance with the Rule
17a-13 and followed to a conclusion.
 Agreeing daily, and reconciling at least monthly, the details of
transactions for accounts carried by other broker-dealers (such as
omnibus accounts), and resolving any differences.
 Daily reconciling of the securities held at depositories to the stock
record.
 Balancing, on a daily basis, customer accounts with the stock
record and general ledger control accounts, as well as with margin
department records.
 Identifying and segregating worthless and restricted securities.
6.57 Securities Transfer. The transfer department is responsible for the
transfer of ownership and the registration and reissuance of securities. The
following are some of the control and monitoring activities typically associated
with the transfer department:
 Recording in a memo field on the stock record transfer instructions
 Matching securities received back from the transfer agent against
open transfer instructions
 Maintaining and reporting, for management and regulatory pur-
poses, the aging of open transfer items
 Periodically confirming, with the transfer agent, aged open trans-
fer items
Dividends, Interest, and Reorganization
6.58 Dividends and Interest. The dividend department normally monitors
dividends declared by corporations, monitors the collection (and payment, if the
broker-dealer is short) of dividends, records interest and dividends on securities
owned by the firm or its customers, and credits customer and firm accounts
with their dividends and interest. The following are some of the control and
monitoring activities typically associated with the processing of dividends and
interest:
 Receiving information regarding dividend declarations electroni-
cally from independent dividend-reporting services
 Manually reviewing input dividend information separately
 Obtaining information regarding bond interest coupon dates when
new issues are recorded on the securities master file
 Automatically creating, on the record date from an extract of the
stock record (commonly referred to as a take-off sheet), a dividend
file that identifies all long and short security positions in each
issue for which a dividend has been declared
 Debiting, through an automated process on the payment date, all
entries to customer, noncustomer, and processing accounts
 Recording in the suspense account and having the dividend de-
partment investigate differences between money received and the
receivable amount or between money paid and the payable amount
 Following up with paying agents or depositories holding the firm's
and its customers' securities in street name for payments
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 Routinely aging receivables and payables and long and short stock
dividends for exposure and for regulatory purposes, and reporting
them to management
6.59 Reorganizations. The reorganization department is responsible for
the processing of securities involving corporate reorganizations, consolidations,
subscriptions, and exchanges. Some of the control and monitoring activities
typically associated with reorganization departments include—
 Receiving information regarding pending reorganization transactions
electronically from independent reporting services.
 Manually reviewing input reorganization information separately.
 Controlling physical movements of securities subject to pending reor-
ganizations by processing them through the appropriate reorganiza-
tion accounts.
 Balancing all reorganization transactions on a security-by-security ba-
sis.
 Periodically recording and confirming money receivable or securities
at agents with any differences entered into a suspense account and
investigated.
Mortgage-Backed Securities
6.60 Broker-dealers obtain and sell mortgage-backed securities. Some of
the control and monitoring activities that are typically associated with such
securities include:
 Establishing and monitoring a standardized strategy for allocat-
ing to be announced securities (TBAs) to specified pools.
 Analyzing and monitoring securities received in incoming pools.
 Properly recording unallocated TBAs as fails.
 Ensuring that the allocation of TBAs to pools is efficient, ade-
quately validated, and properly recorded.
 Ensuring that complete and correct factor updates are received on
a timely basis.
 Obtaining principal and interest (P&I) information (including fac-
tors) from external sources (especially for derivatives) and ensur-
ing that the validated information is updated on the appropriate
systems on a timely basis.
Principal Transactions
6.61 Firm Trading. Many broker-dealers buy and sell securities and OTC
derivatives in their capacity as dealers and as part of various positioning strate-
gies that attempt to generate profits by anticipating future market movements.
These dealer and positioning strategies are collectively referred to as firm trad-
ing. Given the volatility of the financial markets, proper control and monitor-
ing activities over firm trading activities are critical. Some of the control and
monitoring activities that are typically associated with firm trading generally
include—
 Establishing overall position limits, as well as separate limits for
each trader and product.
 Monitoring positions daily and daily monitoring trading gains and
losses by each trader on a trade date basis.
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 Daily reconciling trading desk records, which are maintained on
a trade date basis, to the accounting department records.
 Daily marking to market firm trading positions with prices ob-
tained from independent pricing sources.
 Reviewing all trader-determined valuations or overridden valua-
tions.
 Management review of reports of all aged positions.
 Management review of reports of position concentrations.
 Sending trade confirmations to each counterparty.
 Recording traders' phone conversations with counterparties.
 Reviewing daily the automated comparison of settled positions on
the firm inventory system versus positions on the stock record.
 Comparing trade tickets to the daily transaction information
recorded on the firm's books and records.
 Time-stamping or electronic monitoring of trade tickets at the time
a transaction is received and executed.
 Reviewing and verifying all confirmations received from counter-
parties.
 Daily balancing principal transactions conducted with the broker-
dealer's customers.
 Reviewing pending trades file.
 Performing reconciliations between the front-end trading systems
and the general ledger.
6.62 Underwriting. A broker-dealer may act as a manager, comanager,
or syndicate member in the underwriting of public or private offerings of se-
curities. Many of the control and monitoring activities related to firm trading
also serve as control and monitoring activities over underwriting activity. Some
additional control and monitoring activities typically associated with the un-
derwriting function include—
 Maintaining the subscription records for the underwriting, and
receiving from members of the buying and selling groups reports
of orders from their customers, so that the managing underwriter
knows at all times the status of the offering.
 Separately accounting for the revenue and expenses of the syndi-
cate.
 Aging, and separately maintaining on a deal-by-deal basis,
amounts receivable or payable that are recorded on the broker-
dealer's books pursuant to an underwriting.
OTC Derivative Transactions
6.63 Many broker-dealers enter into derivative transactions in their ca-
pacity as dealers and as part of various strategies. Some of the control and mon-
itoring activities that are typically associated with such transactions include—
 Providing training to staff with respect to systems used to process
derivatives, as well as technical updates on the processing of and
accounting for new products.
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 Hiring staff that is experienced with the various types of products
processed and ensuring that such staff is supervised by experi-
enced individuals.
 Reviewing the systems used to process and account for deriva-
tive transactions in order to ensure that they are operating as
intended.
 Ensuring that the system selected to process derivative transac-
tions is able to handle the current and projected volume of busi-
ness.
 Ensuring that systems or technical personnel are capable of sup-
porting the current system and augmenting features of the system
as needed.
 Developing a contingency plan in the event that the system breaks
down.
 Restricting access to the system by using codes and passwords.
 Maintaining signed contracts for each derivative transaction, as
well as a list of outstanding unsigned contracts.
 Reviewing master netting agreements and presentation of netted
transactions to ensure that it complies with requirements of FASB
Interpretation No. 39, Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain
Contracts—an interpretation of APB Opinion No. 10 and FASB
Statement No. 105.
 Keeping files of correspondence from counterparties regarding
payment instructions, amounts to be paid or received, modifica-
tions to current contracts, and notifications of early terminations
and final payments.
 Separating the functions of inputting derivative transactions into
the system and of verifying the accuracy of the input.
 Separating such functions as monitoring, calculating, and process-
ing of payments and receipts.
 Ensuring that the execution of derivative transactions and the
monitoring of counterparty credit quality and counterparty expo-
sure limits are performed by separate individuals.
 Establishing and maintaining formal policies concerning hedging
strategies.3
 Restricting control and maintenance over legal documentation.
 Performing reconciliations between cash disbursements and re-
ceipts, systems calculations, and correspondence from counterpar-
ties.
 Performing the valuation of the derivatives portfolio frequently
and obtaining, from reliable sources consistently on each valuation
date, the market data used to value the portfolio. Limiting access
to models used to value positions and reviewing changes made to
those models. The valuation process and the verification of this
process is performed by separate individuals.
3 Hedge accounting is permitted only if the requirements of FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting
for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, as amended, are met.
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 Analyzing the changes in the portfolio's valuation into the follow-
ing separate components:
— Market fluctuations
— Accretion
— Swap payments/receipts
— Maturations/terminations
— New transactions
 Reconciling traders' estimates of profit and loss to the portfolio
valuation system.
Collateralized Financings
6.64 Stock Loan and Stock Borrow. These transactions generally result
from the need for one broker-dealer to borrow securities for delivery to another
broker-dealer or to a customer. At large broker-dealers, the stock loan depart-
ment has responsibility for entering into such transactions. Some of the control
and monitoring activities typically associated with stock loan and stock borrow
activity include—
 Reviewing counterparties for creditworthiness and obtaining mas-
ter trade agreements and credit approval for counterparties before
entering into a stock-loan or stock-borrow transaction.
 Establishing transaction limits by counterparty.
 Listing those securities in excess of SEC rule 15c3-3 possession
or control requirements as available to be loaned for any given
day. Recalling those securities in deficits within the time frames
required.
 Obtaining physical possession or control of all collateral.
 Ensuring that borrows are made in accordance with the require-
ments of Federal Reserve Regulation T.
 Marking to market all collateral daily and, if a deficit (within es-
tablished guidelines) exists, obtaining additional collateral from
the counterparty.
 Reconciling the stock-loan and stock-borrow subsidiary ledgers to
the stock record (positions) and general ledger (contract amounts)
daily. Out-of-balances are recorded as suspense items and re-
searched immediately.
 Confirming transactions periodically on a basis that, at a min-
imum, complies with SEC Rule 17a-13 regarding the quarterly
verification of securities.
 Listing transactions with unusually high or low rebate terms on
an exception report for review by management.
6.65 Repos and Reverse Repos. Repo agreements are typically entered
into to finance positions in government and government-agency securities
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(see Chapter 1). Reverse repo agreements are similar to stock borrow trans-
actions, except that reverse repo agreements are generally executed in govern-
ment and government-agency securities and frequently relate to investment ac-
tivities, in addition to meeting delivery requirements. Control and monitoring
activities typically associated with repo and reverse repo agreements include—
 Reviewing counterparties for creditworthiness and obtaining mas-
ter trade agreements and credit approval for counterparties before
entering into a repo or reverse repo transaction.
 Establishing position and credit limits by counterparty.
 Reviewing presentation of offsetting transactions (netdown) to en-
sure that it complies with requirements of FASB Interpretation
No. 41, Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Repurchase and
Reverse Repurchase Agreements—an interpretation of APB Opin-
ion No. 10 and a modification of FASB Interpretation No. 39.
 Obtaining collateral from the counterparty.
 Marking to market all collateral daily; if a deficit (within estab-
lished guidelines) exists, additional collateral may be obtained
from the counterparty.
 Reconciling the repo and reverse repo subsidiary ledgers to the
stock record (positions) and general ledger (contract amounts)
daily. Out-of-balances are recorded as suspense items and re-
searched immediately.
 Periodically confirming transactions on a basis that, at a mini-
mum, complies with SEC Rule 17a-13 regarding quarterly verifi-
cation of securities.
 Listing transactions with unusually high or low interest terms on
an exception report for review by management.
6.66 Bank Loan Financing. A broker-dealer may finance its proprietary or
customer activity through collateralized bank loans. Such loans must be nego-
tiated separately with each bank. Some of the control and monitoring activities
typically associated with bank loan financing include the following:
 Ensuring that customer, noncustomer, and firm bank loans are
separately maintained and that procedures are in place to prevent
commingling of collateral.
 Maintaining separate accounts in the general ledger for each loan,
with separate positions being maintained on the stock record for
the securities collateralizing each loan.
 Ensuring that securities used to collateralize bank loans for cus-
tomers are not fully paid or excess-margin securities, because such
securities are required to be segregated pursuant to SEC Rule
15c3-3 possession or control requirements.
 Periodically confirming bank loan collateral on a basis that, at a
minimum, complies with SEC Rule 17a-13 regarding the quarterly
verification of securities.
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SEC Requirements for Management’s Report on Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting‡
6.67 As directed by Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, the
SEC adopted final rules requiring companies subject to the reporting require-
ments of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, other than registered investment
companies, to include in their annual reports a report of management on the
company's internal control over financial reporting. See the SEC web site at
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8238.htm for the full text of the regulation. This re-
quirement is applicable to public companies. Therefore, privately held broker-
dealers would not have to include in their annual reports a management's re-
port on the company's internal control over financial reporting. However, for
broker-dealers that are subsidiaries of public companies, auditors may perform
additional procedures to be able to report on the consolidated entity's financial
statements and internal control in accordance with the SEC requirements and
PCAOB standards.
6.68 The SEC rules clarify that management's assessment and report is
limited to internal control over financial reporting. Management is not required
to consider other aspects of control, such as controls pertaining to operating
efficiency. The SEC's definition of internal control encompasses the Committee
of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) definition
but the SEC does not mandate that the entity use COSO as its criteria for
judging effectiveness.
‡ A company that is an "accelerated filer" as defined in Rule 12b-2 under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 (generally, a U.S. company that has equity market capitalization over $75 million and
has filed at least one annual report with the commission), must begin to comply with the SEC rules
regarding Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act for its first fiscal year ending on or after Nov. 15, 2004.
The deadline for nonaccelerated filers and foreign private issuers to comply with these requirements
was extended to July 15, 2006.
On August 9, 2006, the SEC issued two releases to grant smaller public companies and many
foreign private issuers further relief from compliance with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002. The first release is a final rule extending for an additional year the deadline for foreign private
issuers that are accelerated filers, but not large accelerated files, and that file their file their annual
reports on Form 20-F or Form 40-F, for initial compliance with the Section 404(b) requirement to
provide an auditor's attestation report on internal control over financial reporting in their annual
reports. This group of issuers will be required to comply only with the Section 404 requirement to
include management's report in the Form 20-F or 40-F annual report filed for their first fiscal year
ending on or after July 15, 2006. They will not need to comply with the requirement to provide the
registered public accounting firm's attestation report until they file a Form 20-F or 40-F annual report
for a fiscal year ending on or after July 15, 2007. [SEC Release No. 33-8730]
The second release consists of proposals for smaller public companies and for newly public
companies. Specifically, the SEC is proposing to grant relief to smaller public companies by extending
the date by which nonaccelerated filers must start providing a report by management assessing the
effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting. The initial compliance date for
these companies would be moved from fiscal years ending on or after July 15, 2007, until fiscal years
ending on or after Dec. 15, 2007. The SEC also proposes to extend the date by which nonaccelerated
filers must begin to comply with the Section 404(b) requirement to provide an auditor's attestation
report on internal control over financial reporting in their annual reports. This deadline would be
moved to the first annual report for a fiscal year ending on or after Dec. 15, 2008. This proposed
extension would result in all nonaccelerated filers being required to complete only the management's
portion of the internal control requirements in their first year of compliance with the requirements.
For newly public companies, the SEC is proposing to amend its rules so that a company would
not be required to provide either a management assessment or an auditor attestation report until it
has previously filed one annual report with the SEC. [SEC Release No. 33-8731]
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Annual Reporting Requirements
6.69 Under the SEC rules, the company's annual 10-K must include:
1. Management's Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting. This report on the company's internal control over finan-
cial reporting should contain:
a. A statement of management's responsibilities for estab-
lishing and maintaining adequate internal control over fi-
nancial reporting.
b. A statement identifying the framework used by manage-
ment to evaluate the effectiveness of the company's inter-
nal control over financial reporting.
c. Management's assessment of the effectiveness of the com-
pany's internal control over financial reporting as of the
end of the most recent fiscal year, including a statement
as to whether or not internal control over financial report-
ing is effective. This discussion must include disclosure of
any material weakness in the company's internal control
over financial reporting identified by management. Man-
agement is not permitted to conclude that the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting is effective if there
are one or more material weaknesses in the company's in-
ternal control over financial reporting.
d. A statement that the registered public accounting firm
that audited the financial statements included in the an-
nual report has issued an attestation report on manage-
ment's assessment of the registrant's internal control over
financial reporting.
2. Attestation Report of the Registered Public Accounting Firm. This is
the registered public accounting firm's attestation report on man-
agement's assessment of the company's internal control over finan-
cial reporting.
3. Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting. This report
must disclose any change in the company's internal control over
financial reporting that has materially affected or is reasonably
likely to materially affect the company's internal control over fi-
nancial reporting.
Quarterly Reporting Requirements
6.70 The SEC rules also require management to evaluate any change
in the entity's internal control that occurred during a fiscal quarter and that
has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the entity's
internal control over financial reporting.
6.71 Additionally, management is required to evaluate the effectiveness
of the entity's disclosure controls and procedures and issue a report as to their
effectiveness on a quarterly basis. With these rules, the SEC introduced a new
term, disclosure controls and procedures, which is different from internal con-
trols over financial reporting and much broader.
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6.72 As defined, disclosure controls and procedures encompass the con-
trols over all material financial and nonfinancial information in the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 reports. Information that would fall under this definition
that would not be part of an entity's internal control over financial reporting
might include the signing of a significant contract, changes in a strategic rela-
tionship, management compensation, or legal proceedings.
Internal Risk Management Control Systems of
Consolidated Supervised Entities
6.73 In April 2004, the SEC adopted rule amendments under the Secu-
rities Exchange Act of 1934 that establish a voluntary, alternative method of
computing deductions to net capital for certain broker-dealers that are part
of a consolidated supervised entity (CSE). This alternative method permits a
broker-dealer to use mathematical models to calculate net capital requirements
for market and derivatives-related credit risk.
6.74 According to the amended rules (Appendixes E and G to Rule 15c3-
1, "Net Capital Requirements for Brokers or Dealers"), broker-dealers that use
this alternative method of computing net capital are required to have both their
internal audit function and external auditors perform specific procedures re-
lated to their internal risk management controls in accordance with Rule 15c3-
4, "Internal Risk Management Control Systems for OTC Derivatives Dealers,"
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The amended rules specify that only
a registered public accounting firm (as that term is defined in section 2(a)(12) of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (15 U.S.C. 7201 et seq.)) could act in the capac-
ity of an external auditor for such broker-dealers. Under the rule, the external
auditors would be required to review the internal risk management control
system in accordance with procedures agreed upon by the broker-dealer, the
external auditor conducting the review, and the SEC.
6.75 The five industry participants currently registered as CSEs made a
proposal to the SEC in late 2005 to replace the requirements for an annual Ac-
countants Report on Internal Risk Management Control Systems under Rule
15c3-1 Appendix G (b)(1)(iii)(B) with an emphasis on the role the Internal Au-
dit Department (IAD) would play in reviewing such controls each year. IAD
would provide appropriate feedback on the regular assessment, and operating
effectiveness, of the Internal Risk Management Control System within CSE
registrant firms covered by Rule 15c3-4 to both senior management and the
Audit Committee. The SEC Division of Market Regulation has agreed to the
proposal which is being implemented in 2006.
Review Requirements
6.76 The CSE registrants are required to demonstrate that the Internal
Risk Management Control Systems (as defined in Rule 15c3-4) are included
within IAD's universe of coverage, that IAD reviews the key elements of those
activities on a periodic basis, and that the results of those reviews are reported
to senior management and the Audit Committee, and are available for discus-
sion with the SEC. In addition, IAD's periodic reviews must be conducted on a
frequency and scope driven by a risk assessment program.
6.77 As part of the proposal, Internal Risk Management Control System
reviews should be conducted by IAD at three levels:
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1. Risk Oversight and Governance. This is generally executed through
senior risk management oversight committees that establish over-
all risk management policies. These committees cover, for example,
credit and market risks. IAD would conduct periodic governance re-
views that include, as relevant, examination of the constitution of
charters, span of authority, reporting procedures, the breadth and
appropriateness of committee membership, sufficiency of commit-
tee minutes or similar documentation, and the frequency of meet-
ings.
2. Functional Risk Management. This is generally executed by inde-
pendent dedicated risk management functions within each CSE
and includes day to day risk management activities such as limit
setting and monitoring, and firmwide risk aggregation. These dedi-
cated risk management functions have responsibility for managing
risks arising out of business activities, including market, credit,
leverage, liquidity, legal, and operational risks. IAD would conduct
periodic reviews of these risk management functions including, as
relevant, examining policies and procedures, reporting lines, limit
administration, escalation procedures for limit breaches, data ac-
curacy and completeness, data security controls, testing and autho-
rization controls over models, processes to establish internal credit
ratings, and other activities relevant to each CSE's functional risk
management.
3. Business Level Risk Management. This is generally executed by
individual business/product areas within each CSE and includes
day to day risk management activities such as limit monitoring,
requests/approval process for limit adjustments, and transmission
of risk data to the functional risk management areas. IAD would
conduct periodic reviews of these risk management activities as a
component of their business/product area audits
Communication Requirements
6.78 The scope of IAD's reviews of the Internal Risk Management Control
System that will be regularly presented to the Audit Committee and the SEC's
Division of Market Regulation will include the Risk Oversight and Governance
and Functional Risk Management levels described above.
6.79 Audit Committee Communications. Periodically, but not less than
annually, each CSE's IAD will present the following materials to their Audit
Committee at a meeting where their Registered Public Accounting Firm (RPAF)
is present:
1. A schedule detailing the status of the year's audit plan over the In-
ternal Risk Management Control System, including projected de-
lays, if applicable.
2. The rationale for any deferrals or delays in coverage.
3. A review of the results of such audits.
6.80 The Audit Committee minutes will reflect that the above topics were
discussed, and will include any relevant matters raised by the RPAF. Prior to the
Audit Committee meeting, the RPAF will have had the opportunity to review
relevant reports and workpapers to be in a position to discuss IAD's coverage
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and findings related to the Internal Risk Management Control System, and to
respond to other appropriate questions.
6.81 Periodic Meetings between IAD and the Division of Market Regulation.
The following specific items will be provided to the SEC's Division of Market
Regulation in addition to materials already being provided during the recurring
quarterly meetings relating to IAD's reviews of the Internal Risk Management
Control System:
Quarterly meeting following Internal Audit's annual planning process:
1. IAD's universe of auditable entities comprising coverage
over the Internal Risk Management Control System.
2. A schedule detailing actual audit coverage, of the universe
listed in #1 above, for the past 2 years and projected cov-
erage for the current and following year.
Each quarterly meeting:
1. A schedule detailing the status of the year's audit coverage
of the Internal Risk Management Control System, includ-
ing projected delays, if applicable.
2. A review of the results of completed audits relating to the
Internal Risk Management Control System.
3. A schedule detailing any open and past due significant
issues arising from the reviews of the Internal Risk Man-
agement Control System.
4. Organizational chart showing Internal Audit's indepen-
dent reporting lines, if applicable due to any changes since
the last meeting.
6.82 At the request of the SEC's Division of Market Regulation, RPAFs
may meet annually with the Division of Market Regulation, with the consent
of the CSE's management, to discuss matters relevant to the CSE's IAD review
of the Internal Risk Management Control System.
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Chapter 7
Accounting Standards
7.01 Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) apply to broker-
dealers in the same manner as they apply to other industries; however, certain
activities of broker-dealers' operations are unique. It is the purpose of this chap-
ter to identify and discuss the accounting treatment* for certain of those unique
activities that are engaged in by broker-dealers. New broker-dealer activities
may develop that will require accounting guidance to reflect their economic sub-
stance. The accounting principles that apply to the specific activities addressed
in this chapter can be applied to other activities that are similar to those dis-
cussed. It should be noted that broker-dealers also prepare regulatory reports
and supplemental information. Accounting and reporting requirements under
GAAP may differ from broker-dealer regulatory accounting and reporting re-
quirements stipulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
other regulatory organizations (see Chapter 3, "Regulatory Considerations").
In addition, the financial reporting practices and the recording of transactions
discussed in this chapter may differ significantly from the tax basis of reporting.
Accounting Model†,‡
7.02 A broker-dealer accounts for inventory and derivative positions (such
as futures, forwards, swaps, and options) at fair value. (See the "Derivatives"
section in this chapter for a discussion of Financial Accounting Standards Board
* On November 16, 2006, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Emerging Issues
Task Force (EITF) discussed EITF Issue 06-12, Accounting for Physical Commodity Inventories for
Entities within the Scope of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, "Brokers and Dealers in Securi-
ties". Two main issues were identified during the discussion, "how to determine whether an entity is
included within the scope of the guide," and "Whether entities within the scope of the guide should
record physical commodity inventory at fair value." The EITF deferred making a decision on these
issues during the meeting, and recommended that the FASB should consider addressing the account-
ing for traded physical commodity inventory through the issuance of a FASB Staff Position. Readers
should be alert for further developments.
† On September 15, 2006, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 157, Fair Value Measurements,
that provides enhanced guidance for using fair value to measure assets and liabilities. FASB
Statement No. 157 applies whenever other standards require (or permit) assets or liabilities to
be measured at fair value and does not expand the use of fair value in any new circumstances.
FASB Statement No. 157 is effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after
November 15, 2007, and interim periods within those fiscal years. Earlier application is encouraged,
provided that the reporting entity has not yet issued financial statements for that fiscal year,
including financial statements for an interim period within that fiscal year. Below is a brief discussion
of some of the provisions of FASB Statement No. 157 that should be of interest to broker-dealers and
their auditors.
Paragraph 5 of FASB Statement No. 157 defines fair value as "the price that would be received
to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants
at the measurement date." This is a clarification of the definition of fair value and will be effective
as of the adoption of FASB Statement No. 157. FASB Statement No. 157 establishes the fair value
hierarchy which prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value into three
broad levels. Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or
liabilities that the reporting entity has the ability to access at the measurement date. Level 2 inputs
are inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly or indirectly. Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.
Unobservable inputs should be used to measure fair value to the extent that observable inputs are
not available, thereby allowing for situations in which there is little, if any, market activity for the
asset or liability at the measurement date.
(continued)
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(FASB) Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities, as amended by FASB Statement No. 137, Accounting for Derivative
Instruments and Hedging Activities—Deferral of the Effective Date of FASB
Statement No. 133, FASB Statement No. 138, Accounting for Certain Deriva-
tive Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities, and FASB Statement No. 149,
Amendment of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activ-
ities.) Most other assets, such as fixed assets, accounts receivable, securities
borrowed, securities purchased under agreements to resell (known as resale or
reverse repurchase agreements or reverse repos), and exchange memberships
owned, are reported at historical cost or at contract or the fair value of col-
lateral to be returned. Obligations for short inventory positions are reported
at fair value. Liabilities related to broker-dealer operations, such as fails to
(footnote continued)
Among other matters, FASB Statement No. 157 precludes the use of a blockage factor.
Paragraph 27 of FASB Statement No. 157 provides that "If the reporting entity holds a position in
a single financial instrument (including a block) and the instrument is traded in an active market,
the fair value of the position shall be measured within Level 1 as the product of the quoted price for
the individual instrument times the quantity held. The quoted price shall not be adjusted because of
the size of the position relative to trading volume (blockage factor). The use of a blockage factor is
prohibited, even if a market's normal daily trading volume is not sufficient to absorb the quantity
held and placing orders to sell the position in a single transaction might affect the quoted price."
Footnote 11 to this paragraph states that "The guidance in this Statement applies for positions in
financial instruments (including blocks) held by all entities, including broker-dealers and investment
companies within the scope of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides for those industries."
The guidance in FASB Statement No. 157 applies for derivatives and other financial instruments
measured at fair value under FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and
Hedging Activities, at initial recognition and in all subsequent periods. Therefore, FASB Statement
No. 157 nullifies the guidance in footnote 3 of EITF Issue No. 02-3, "Issues Involved in Accounting
for Derivative Contracts Held for Trading Purposes and Contracts Involved in Energy Trading and
Risk Management Activities," which applied for derivatives (and other) instruments measured at
fair value at initial recognition under FASB Statement No. 133. That guidance precluded immediate
recognition in earnings of an unrealized gain or loss, measured as the difference between the
transaction price and the fair value of the instrument at initial recognition, if the fair value of
the instrument was determined using significant unobservable inputs. FASB Statement No. 157
provides, however, that for unobservable inputs the fair value measurement objective remains the
same, that is, an exit price from the perspective of a market participant that holds the asset or owes
the liability. Consistent with that objective, FASB Statement No. 157 clarifies that the fair value
measurements should be adjusted for risk, that is, the amount market participants would demand
because of the risk (uncertainty) inherent in a particular valuation technique used to measure fair
value (such as a pricing model) or the risk inherent in the inputs to the valuation technique (a risk
premium notion). Accordingly, a measurement (for example, a "mark-to-model" measurement) that
does not include an adjustment for risk would not represent a fair value measurement if market
participants would include one in pricing the related asset or liability.
FASB Statement No. 157 also amends FASB Statement No. 133 to remove the similar guidance
to that in EITF Issue No. 02-3, which was added by FASB Statement No. 155, Accounting for Certain
Hybrid Financial Instruments.
FASB Statement No. 157 provides that if an input used to measure fair value is based on bid
and ask prices (for example, in a dealer market), the price within the bid-ask spread that is most
representative of fair value in the circumstances should be used to measure fair value, regardless of
where in the fair value hierarchy the input falls (Level 1, 2, or 3). FASB Statement No. 157 does not
preclude the use of mid-market pricing or other pricing conventions as a practical expedient for fair
value measurements within a bid-ask spread.
FASB Statement No. 157 clarifies that market participant assumptions also include assump-
tions about the effect of a restriction on the sale or use of an asset. A fair value measurement for a
restricted asset should consider the effect of the restriction if market participants would consider the
effect of the restriction in pricing the asset.
FASB Statement No. 157 also clarifies that a fair value measurement for a liability reflects its
nonperformance risk (the risk that the obligation will not be fulfilled). Because nonperformance risk
includes the reporting entity's credit risk, the reporting entity should consider the effect of its credit
risk (credit standing) on the fair value of the liability in all periods in which the liability is measured
at fair value under other accounting pronouncements, including FASB Statement No. 133.
(continued)
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receive and securities sold under agreements to repurchase (known as repur-
chase agreements or repos), are recorded at contract, amounts or the fair value
of collateral to be returned. The fair value of a financial instrument is the price
at which a willing buyer and a willing seller would enter into an exchange.||Fair
value is measured by management, taking into consideration all the relevant
information available, and is usually determined for accounting purposes as of
the end of the entity's business day in the principal location of the broker-dealer
entity issuing financial statements.
7.03 Although broker-dealers value their portfolios at the time of the close
of trading on the principal exchange on which the financial instruments are
traded, significant events or price changes that occur after this time but before
the end of the entity's business day should be considered in the valuation of the
financial instruments. Related financial instruments may be traded in tandem,
for example, as part of an arbitrage-trading strategy whose profitability is de-
termined by the relative value of the financial instruments. It is appropriate
to review the prices occurring on different exchanges or in different markets
for all the individual financial instruments in the trading strategy at a given
time in order to assign the proper value to all securities encompassed in that
financial strategy.
7.04 Fair value is measured in a variety of ways depending on the na-
ture of the instrument and the manner in which it is traded. Many financial
instruments are publicly traded, and end-of-day market quotations are read-
ily available. Quoted market prices, if available, are the best evidence of the
(footnote continued)
FASB Statement No. 157 also expands disclosures about the use of fair value to measure
assets and liabilities in interim and annual periods subsequent to initial recognition. The disclosures
focus on the inputs used to measure fair value and for recurring fair value measurements using
significant unobservable inputs (within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy), the effect of the mea-
surements on earnings (or changes in net assets) for the period. FASB Statement No. 157 encourages
entities to combine the fair value information disclosed under FASB Statement No. 157 with the fair
value information disclosed under other accounting pronouncements, including FASB Statement No.
107, Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments, where practicable.
The May 2008 edition of this guide will be updated to reflect changes arising from FASB
Statement No. 157.
‡ On February 15, 2007, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 159, The Fair Value Option for
Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities—Including an amendment of FASB Statement No. 115.
Effective as of the beginning of an entity's first fiscal year that begins after November 15, 2007,
this statement permits an entity to elect to measure many financial instruments and certain other
items at fair value. This statement applies to all entities, including not-for-profit organizations. The
fair value option established by this statement may be elected at specified election dates. An entity
may apply the fair value option to eligible items on an instrument by instrument basis (with a few
exceptions). The election is irrevocable and may be applied only to entire instruments (and not to
portions of instruments). A business entity shall report unrealized gains and losses on items for
which the fair value option has been elected in earnings at each subsequent reporting date. Early
adoption is permitted provided the entity also elects to apply the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 157, among other requirements. FASB Statement No. 159 requires disclosures regarding items
measured at fair value under the option provided in FASB Statement No.159. Many of the required
disclosures are applicable to both interim and annual financial statements. Please see the full text of
FASB Statement No. 159 for details of the required disclosures. The stated objective of this Statement
is to improve financial reporting by providing entities with the opportunity to mitigate volatility in
reported earnings caused by measuring related assets and liabilities differently without having to
apply complex hedge accounting provisions. The May 2008 edition of this guide will be updated to
reflect changes arising from FASB Statement No. 159.
|| FASB Statement No. 157 redefines fair value as "the price that would be received to sell an
asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurement date" as of the adoption of FASB Statement No. 157. See footnote † in the heading prior
to paragraph 7.02 for more information.
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fair value of a financial instrument. If quoted market prices are not available,
management's best estimate of fair value should be based on the consistent
application of a variety of factors available to management. These factors are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Financial Instruments Listed on a Recognized Exchange
7.05 Ordinarily, management values a financial instrument traded on a
recognized exchange1 based on quotations of completed transactions. A finan-
cial instrument traded on a recognized exchange on the valuation date is usu-
ally valued at the last quoted sales price. Such prices are published daily. In the
case of a financial instrument listed on more than one recognized exchange, the
financial instrument is valued at the last quoted sales price on the exchange
on which the financial instrument is principally traded. Where appropriate, a
composite quotation that reflects subsequent price changes in the financial in-
strument occurring on another exchange should be used. A financial instrument
traded primarily on foreign exchanges is valued at the U.S.-dollar equivalent,
generally at the closing price on the principal exchange where it is traded.
7.06 Quoted market prices provide the most reliable measure of fair
value.||Accordingly, quoted market prices are the appropriate basis for valuing
financial instruments listed on recognized exchanges. However, in certain situ-
ations, the total market value of a financial instrument is not readily realizable
(for example, if a broker-dealer makes the market in a financial instrument
or owns a substantial block of a thinly traded financial instrument). Those
situations should be considered in determining whether a lower value is appro-
priate for a particular financial instrument held by the broker-dealer, in order
to properly reflect that financial instrument's fair value. Notes to the financial
statements should disclose the following if financial instruments are valued at
lower than quoted market prices:
 Description of the financial instrument
 Total value of the financial instrument as measured by the quoted
market price
 Total value reported in the statement of financial condition
 Methods and significant assumptions used to value the instru-
ment at lower than the quoted market price
Financial Instruments Not Listed on a Recognized Exchange But
Having a Readily Available Market Price
7.07 Nonexchange-traded financial instruments are often traded in over-
the-counter (OTC) markets by dealers or other intermediaries from whom mar-
ket prices are obtainable. Quotations are available from various sources for
many financial instruments traded regularly in the OTC market. Those sources
include the financial press, various quotation publications and financial report-
ing services, and individual market makers.
7.08 A broker-dealer may adopt a policy that is applied on a consistent
basis and that uses one of the following:
1 Reference to a recognized exchange includes the National Association of Securities Dealers
Automated Quotation System market.
|| See footnote ||in paragraph 7.02.
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 An average of bid and asked prices
 Bid prices for long positions and asked prices for short positions
 Some average of price quotations of a representative selection of
market makers quoting on a particular financial instrument
 A valuation within the range of bid and asked prices considered
best to represent value in the circumstances
Asked prices should not be used for long positions nor should bid prices be used
for short positions.
7.09 If there is a limited amount of trading activity for a financial instru-
ment (that is, if the instrument is thinly traded), the reliability of the market
quotation and other market information (for example, volume data) should be
evaluated by management. In instances where the fair value as determined
by management is lower than the market quotation, the financial instruments
should be valued at such fair value.
Financial Instruments Not Having a Readily Available
Market Price
7.10 A broker-dealer may have to determine the fair values of financial in-
struments for which there are no readily available price quotations or for which
readily available price quotations are unreliable. These price quotations may
be deemed unreliable because the financial instruments may have restrictions
associated with them (such as not being registered) or may be thinly traded or
traded in a market where sales are infrequent. In such cases, it may be appro-
priate for these financial instruments to be valued at fair value as determined
in good faith by management. To determine fair value, management should
satisfy itself that the following are true:
 All appropriate factors relevant to the value of financial instru-
ments for which price quotations are not readily available have
been considered.
 The procedures for arriving at the fair value of each financial in-
strument are reasonable and consistently applied.
 The underlying documentation supports the fair value estimates.
7.11 To the extent considered necessary, management should take into
consideration all indications of value that are available in determining the fair
value assigned to a particular financial instrument. This guide does not purport
to delineate all factors that may be considered; however, the following is a list
of certain factors:2
 Financial standing of the issuer
 Business and financial plan of the issuer
 Cost at date of purchase
 Size of position held and the liquidity of the market
 Contractual restrictions on salability
2 The Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) Codification of Financial Reporting Policies
provides guidance on the factors to be considered, and on the methods used to value securities for
which market quotations are not readily available. Paragraphs 22–29 of FASB Statement No. 107,
Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments, specifically address financial instruments with
no quoted market prices.
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 Pending public offering with respect to the financial instrument
 Pending reorganization activity affecting the financial instrument
(such as merger proposals, tender offers, debt restructurings, and
conversions)
 Reported prices and the extent of public trading in similar finan-
cial instruments of the issuer or comparable companies
 Ability of the issuer to obtain needed financing
 Changes in the economic conditions affecting the issuer
 A recent purchase or sale of a security of the company
 Pricing by other dealers in similar securities
7.12 The information so considered and the basis for the decision should
be documented.
7.13 Management may use a variety of methods to assist in determin-
ing the valuation of a financial instrument. These methods include analogy
to reliable quotations of similar financial instruments, pricing models, matrix
pricing, and other formula-based pricing methods. These methodologies incor-
porate factors for which published market data may be available. For instance,
the mathematical technique known as matrix pricing may be used to determine
the values based on market data available with respect to the issue and similar
issues without exclusive reliance on issuer-specific quoted market prices.
7.14 Pricing methods may also be based on a multiple of earnings or a
discount (or less frequently, a premium) from market of a similar, freely traded
security; on a yield to maturity with respect to debt issues; or on a combination
of these and other methods. In addition, with respect to derivative products,
other factors (such as volatility, anticipated future interest rates, and term
to maturity) should be considered. (The Group of Thirty Report, Derivatives
Practices and Principles,3 contains several recommendations regarding dealers'
pricing, including that derivative portfolios be valued based on mid-market
levels less specific adjustments.) If such methods are used, management should
continuously review the appropriateness of such methods to satisfy themselves
that the resulting valuations are fair.
Trade-Date Versus Settlement-Date Accounting
7.15 Broker-dealers execute a wide variety of transactions in financial
instruments for their own accounts (proprietary transactions, also referred to
as principal transactions) or on behalf of customers (agency transactions). The
transactions usually involve at least two important dates.
Trade date—The date on which an agreement (an executory contract)
is entered into, setting forth the important aspects of the transac-
tion (such as a description of the instruments, quantity, price, delivery
terms, and so forth).
Settlement date—The date on which the financial instrument is re-
quired to be delivered to the purchaser and consideration paid. De-
pending on the particular transaction, the settlement date could be as
3 Group of Thirty. Derivatives: Practices and Principles. Washington, DC: Group of Thirty, 1993,
and Enhancing Public Confidence in Financial Reporting. Washington D.C: Group of Thirty, 2003.
[Group of Thirty, 1990 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036].
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early as the same day as the trade date or as far away as months (and
sometimes more than a year) after the trade date.
7.16 The settlement date is generally established by convention or by
regulations of the market in which the transaction is executed (for instance,
regular-way trades executed on the floor of a stock exchange); for certain types
of transactions, the settlement date is based on the terms agreed to by the
parties (for instance, forward transactions).
7.17 Although the terms for each type of transaction may differ in many
respects, they tend to have the following two major aspects in common:
a. On the trade date, the purchaser assumes the risks and rewards of
further changes in the value of the underlying financial instrument.
b. On the settlement date, the seller is required to deliver and the
purchaser is required to pay for the financial instrument.
Proprietary/Principal Transactions
7.18 Risk, benefits, and economic potentials are created and conveyed at
the trade date (that is, the inception of the contract), which is when the major
terms have been agreed to by the parties. In order to properly reflect the eco-
nomic effects of purchase and sale transactions for financial instruments (that
is, to reflect the assumption of the risks and rewards resulting from changes
in the value of financial instruments), broker-dealers should account for the
changes in value relating to all proprietary/principal transactions on a trade-
date basis.
7.19 The statement of financial condition should reflect all regular-way
trades on an accrual or trade-date basis. For example, if the broker-dealer pur-
chased financial instruments for its own account on the date of the statement
of financial condition, the transaction would be reflected in the broker-dealer's
inventory with a corresponding credit to net receivable or payable for unsettled
regular-way trades. Regular-way trades include the following. (a) All trans-
actions in exchange-traded financial instruments that are expected to settle
within the standard settlement cycle of that exchange (for example, three days
for United States securities exchanges). (b) All transactions in cash-market-
traded financial instruments that are expected to settle within the time frame
prevalent or traditional for each specific instrument (for example, for U.S. gov-
ernment securities, one or two days). For physical commodities (such as lumber,
crude oil, and precious metals), the prevalent trade practice for recording such
transactions should be followed, which is typically when title passes.
7.20 The risk of nonperformance of regular-way settling trades is mini-
mal given the following. (a) They are fully collateralized on the trade date. (b)
The period of time between trade date and settlement date is reasonably short.
(c) Most equity, U.S. Government, and mortgage-backed agency securities are
affirmed by both parties to the trade and settle net through a clearing orga-
nization. Accordingly, payables and receivables arising from these unsettled
regular-way transactions may be recorded net in an account titled net receiv-
able (or payable) for unsettled regular-way trades. Paragraph 7 of FASB Inter-
pretation No. 39, Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Contracts, permits
this accounting treatment.
7.21 Certain other contracts are also recognized in the financial state-
ments of broker-dealers on a trade-date basis. Contracts that are defined as
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derivative instruments according to FASB Statement No. 133 shall be mea-
sured at fair value|| and recognized in the statement of financial condition as
either assets or liabilities depending on the rights or obligations under the
contracts. The fair values of unsettled delayed-delivery and to-be-announced
securities (TBA) trades should be based on prices for forward-settling trades.
For example, a foreign-exchange forward contract may call for a party to de-
liver one million U.S. dollars in exchange for two million German marks at a
specified future date. Under current reporting practice, the party would not
record a receivable for the German marks or a payable for the U.S. dollars.
Rather, a net amount reflecting the fair value of the position would be reported
in the statement of financial condition. The fair values of these contracts or of
accrued receivables or payables arising from the contracts may be offset only if
the provisions of FASB Interpretation No. 39# are met.
7.22 If the exchange does not occur on the contracted settlement date
(referred to as a fail-to-deliver or fail-to-receive), these transactions should be
recognized on the statement of financial condition as fails-to-deliver or fails-to-
receive. The receivables and payables resulting from these failed transactions
may be netted for financial statement reporting purposes to the extent the
provisions of FASB Interpretation No. 39 are met.
Agency Transactions
7.23 Transactions executed by broker-dealers as agents for customers are
not reflected in the statement of financial condition of the broker-dealer un-
less the transaction fails to settle on the contracted settlement date. Unlike a
principal transaction, where the broker-dealer is the counterparty to the trans-
action with the customer and thus would have the securities transactions flow
through its inventory as it is acting in a dealer capacity, in an agency trans-
action the broker-dealer is simply a middleman between two counterparties,
and thus, the securities transaction does not flow through its inventory as it is
acting in a broker capacity. Because the broker-dealer typically delivers cash
or financial instruments on behalf of the customer, if the customer fails on the
settlement date, the broker-dealer is required to record the transaction (for ex-
ample, as a fail-to-receive from customer, payable to customer, or stock borrowed
or loaned on behalf of customer). The commission income and related expenses
are accrued by the broker-dealer on the trade date, because substantially all
the efforts in generating the commissions have been completed.
Statement-of-Financial-Condition Considerations
Due From and Due to Other Broker-Dealers
and Clearing Organizations
7.24 Amounts due from and due to other broker-dealers and clearing or-
ganizations may arise from the following:
 Net receivables or payables arising from unsettled regular-way
transactions
|| See footnote ||in paragraph 7.02.
# FASB Staff Position (FSP) FIN 39-1, Amendment of FASB Interpretation No. 39, revises FASB
Interpretation No. 39, Offsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Contracts: an interpretation of APB
Opinion No. 10 and FASB Statement No. 105 for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007.
Please see footnote # at paragraph 4.77 for more information.
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 Securities borrowed and loaned
 Failed settlement transactions
 Clearing organization balances
 Commissions
 Deposits
7.25 Balances arising from the foregoing, with the exception of the net
payable or receivable arising from unsettled transactions, are reported gross
on the statement of financial condition, unless the provisions of FASB Interpre-
tation No. 39 are met. For example, a broker-dealer may report on a net basis
payables and receivables associated with clearing through a clearing organi-
zation that provides for and guarantees net settlement balances, because the
criteria of FASB Interpretation No. 39 are met. Emerging Issues Task Force
(EITF) Abstract, Topic D-43, Assurance That a Right of Setoff Is Enforceable
in a Bankruptcy under FASB Interpretation No. 39, contains the FASB staff
response to inquiries about the nature of support required for an assertion in
financial statements that a right of setoff is enforceable at law.
Secured Borrowings**
7.26 Broker-dealers enter into a variety of transactions that may be re-
quired to be accounted for either as sales of securities or as secured borrowings,4
depending on the terms of the particular transaction. These include securities
borrowing and lending transactions, repurchase (repo) and reverse repurchase
(reverse repo) agreements, and dollar repurchase agreements (dollar rolls).
7.27 Securities lending transactions are documented as loans of securities
in which the borrower of securities generally is required to provide collateral
to the lender of securities, commonly cash but sometimes other securities or
standby letters of credit, with a value slightly higher than that of the securities
borrowed. If the collateral is cash, the lender of securities typically earns a
return by investing that cash at rates higher than the rate paid or rebated
to the borrower. If the collateral is other than cash, the lender of securities
typically receives a fee.
7.28 Repo and reverse repo agreements are typically documented as
sales/purchases of securities with forward purchase/sales contracts. In a repo
agreement, a security is sold with an agreement to repurchase the security from
the buyer; in a reverse repo agreement, a security is purchased with an agree-
ment to resell the security to the seller-lender at a stated price plus interest at
a specific date or in specified circumstances.5
7.29 Dollar rolls are documented as agreements to sell and repurchase
similar but not identical securities. Dollar rolls differ from regular repo agree-
ments in that the securities sold and repurchased, which are usually of the same
issuer, are represented by different certificates, are collateralized by different
but similar collateral (for example, single-family residential mortgages), and
** See footnote * in the heading before paragraph 4.36 regarding FSP FAS 140-d, Accounting for
Transfers of Financial Assets and Repurchase Financing Transactions.
4 Secured borrowings, as that term is used in FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers
and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities, are also sometimes referred to
as collateralized financings.
5 In certain industries, the terminology is reversed.
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generally have different principal amounts. The most common types of dollar
rolls are fixed-coupon and yield-maintenance arrangements.
7.30 FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing
of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities as amended by FASB
Statement No. 155, Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial Instruments—
an amendment of FASB Statements No. 133 and 140, and FASB Statement
No. 156,6 Accounting for Servicing of Financial Asset—an amendment of FASB
Statement No. 140, sets forth standards for distinguishing transfers of finan-
cial assets that are to be accounted for as sales from transfers that are to be
accounted for as secured borrowings.†† Paragraph 9 of FASB Statement No. 140
states:
A transfer of financial assets (or all or a portion of a financial asset)
in which the transferor surrenders control over those financial assets
shall be accounted for as a sale to the extent that consideration other
than beneficial interests in the transferred assets is received in ex-
change. The transferor has surrendered control over transferred assets
if and only if all of the following conditions are met:
a. The transferred assets have been isolated from the
transferor—put presumptively beyond the reach of the
transferor and its creditors, even in bankruptcy or other
receivership (paragraphs 27–28).
b. Each transferee (or, if the transferee is a qualifying special-
purpose entity (SPE) (paragraph 357), each holder of its
beneficial interests) has the right to pledge or exchange
the assets (or beneficial interests) it received, and no condi-
tion both constrains the transferee (or holder) from taking
advantage of its right to pledge or exchange and provides
more than a trivial benefit to the transferor (paragraphs
29–34).
c. The transferor does not maintain effective control over the
transferred assets through either (1) an agreement that
both entitles and obligates the transferor to repurchase or
redeem them before their maturity (paragraphs 47–49) or
(2) the ability to unilaterally cause the holder to return
specific assets, other than through a cleanup call (para-
graphs 50–54).
If a transfer of financial assets in exchange for cash or other considera-
tion (other than beneficial interests in the transferred assets) does not
meet these criteria for a sale, the transfer is to be accounted for by the
6 A discussion of FASB Statement No. 156, Accounting for Servicing of Financial Assets—an
amendment of FASB Statement No. 140, can be found at paragraph 7.38.
†† In August 2005, the FASB issued a related exposure draft, Accounting for Transfers of Financial
Assets—an amendment of FASB Statement No. 140, which would revise or clarify the derecognition
requirements for financial assets and the initial measurement of interests related to transferred
financial assets that are held by a transferor. Specifically, the proposed statement seeks to (a) clearly
specify the circumstances that require the use of a qualifying special-purpose entity (SPE) in order to
derecognize all or a portion of financial assets, (b) provide additional guidance on permitted activities
of qualifying SPEs, (c) eliminate the prohibition on a qualifying SPE's ability to hold passive derivative
financial instruments that pertain to beneficial interests held by a transferor, and (d) revise the initial
measurement of interests related to transferred financial assets held by a transferor. Readers should
be alert for further developments.
7 See paragraph 7.45 for a discussion of FASB Statement No. 155.
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transferor and transferee as a secured borrowing with a pledge of col-
lateral. (The paragraphs referenced in paragraph 9 of FASB Statement
No. 140 provide guidance on implementing the specified sale criteria.)
7.31 Paragraph 93 of FASB Statement No. 140 describes the accounting
for securities lending transactions accounted for as secured borrowings in terms
of the following, as stated in FASB Statement No. 140:
cash (or securities that the holder is permitted by contract or custom
to sell or repledge) received as "collateral" is considered the amount
borrowed, the securities "loaned" are considered pledged as collateral
against the cash borrowed, and reclassified as set forth in paragraph
15(a), and any "rebate" paid to the transferee of securities is interest
on the cash the transferor is considered to have borrowed.
Paragraph 94 of FASB Statement No. 140 states that the transferor of securities
being "loaned" accounts for cash received in the same way whether the transfer
is accounted for as a sale or a secured borrowing. The cash received shall be
recognized as the transferor's asset—as shall investments made with that cash,
even if made by agents or in pools with other securities lenders—along with
the obligation to return the cash. If securities that may be sold or repledged
are received, the transferor of the securities being "loaned" accounts for those
securities in the same way as it would account for cash received. The accounting
for noncash collateral by the debtor (or obligor) and the secured party depends
on whether the secured party has the right to sell or repledge the collateral and
on whether the debtor has defaulted.8 Paragraph 15 of FASB Statement No.
140 provides guidance on accounting for collateral.
7.32 Paragraph 100 of FASB Statement No. 140 states the following with
respect to repurchase agreements:
As with securities lending transactions, under many agreements to re-
purchase transferred assets before their maturity the transferor main-
tains effective control over those assets. Repurchase agreements that
do not meet all the criteria in paragraph 9 shall be treated as secured
borrowings. Fixed-coupon and dollar-roll repurchase agreements, and
other contracts under which the securities to be repurchased need not
be the same as the securities sold, qualify as borrowings if the return
of substantially the same (paragraph 48) securities as those concur-
rently transferred is assured. Therefore, those transactions shall be
accounted for as secured borrowings by both parties to the transfer.
7.33 Balances arising from securities lending transactions that are ac-
counted for as secured borrowings are reported gross on the statement of finan-
cial condition. Because securities-borrowed and securities-loaned transactions
do not typically have explicit settlement dates, they do not meet the require-
ment, in paragraph 5c of FASB Interpretation No. 39, that the reporting party
intends to set off. Balances arising from repo transactions treated as secured
borrowings should be reported gross in the statement of financial condition un-
less all of the provisions of FASB Interpretation No. 41, Offsetting of Amounts
Related to Certain Repurchase and Reverse Repurchase Agreements, are met.
FASB Interpretation No. 41 may be applied only to repo and reverse repo trans-
actions.
8 Cash "collateral," sometimes used, for example, in securities lending transactions (paragraphs
91–95 of FASB Statement No. 140), shall be derecognized by the payer and recognized by the recipient,
not as collateral, but rather as proceeds of either a sale or borrowing.
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Exchange Memberships Owned or Contributed
7.34 The accounting for exchange memberships depends on the rights they
convey and the reasons they are held as assets:
a. Exchange memberships should be accounted for at cost or at a lesser
amount if there is an other-than-temporary impairment in value
if they represent (a) both an ownership interest and the right to
conduct business on the exchange, which are owned by a broker-
dealer and held for operating purposes, or (b) an ownership interest,
which must be held by a broker-dealer to conduct business on the
exchange.
b. Exchange memberships should be accounted for as intangible as-
sets in accordance with FASB Statement No. 142, Goodwill and
Other Intangible Assets, if they represent only the right to conduct
business on an exchange. Such memberships may have finite or
indefinite lives based on the terms of the arrangement and the es-
timated life of the membership.
c. Exchange memberships contributed for the use of the broker-dealer
and subordinated to claims of general creditors should be accounted
for at fair value with an equal and offsetting amount accounted for
as liabilities subordinated to claims of general creditors.
Suspense Accounts
7.35 Because of the number of transactions that take place when trades
are cleared for the broker-dealer or its customers, unreconciled differences and
trading errors occur. Unreconciled differences are recorded at the amount of
the transaction with an appropriate valuation account until a determination of
the cause of the differences is made and the differences are resolved. Trading
errors are recorded in the broker-dealer's error suspense account until they are
resolved. The underlying securities are marked to market, and the gain or loss
is recognized in income. A broker-dealer often has several suspense accounts
to facilitate the identification and resolution of differences.
Conditional Transactions
7.36 Certain transactions (for example, those for when-issued securities)
are, by their nature, conditional; that is, their completion is dependent on the
occurrence of a future event or events. However, contracts for the purchase or
sale of when-issued securities or other securities that do not yet exist, that are
derivative instruments, as defined by FASB Statement No. 133, as amended,
and that do not meet the criteria for exclusion discussed in paragraph 59(a)
of that statement are subject to the requirements of that statement. Based
on guidance in paragraph 59(a) of FASB Statement No. 133, as amended, the
regular-way security trades exception discussed in paragraph 10(a) may be
applied to certain securities referred to as when-issued securities or other se-
curities that do not yet exist, even if they have net settlement provisions or
a market mechanism exists to facilitate net settlement if it is probable at in-
ception and throughout the term of the individual contract that the contract
will not settle net and will result in physical delivery of a security when it is
issued. (See the "Derivatives" section in this chapter for a discussion of FASB
Statement No. 133, as amended.) For those transactions in which completion
is assured beyond a reasonable doubt, the recording of the transactions and
related profit and loss should be the same as for unconditional transactions.
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For those transactions in which completion is not assured beyond a reason-
able doubt, only mark-to-market losses should be provided, while market-value
gains should be deferred until the uncertainty is eliminated.
Leveraged Buyouts and Bridge Loans
7.37 Some broker-dealers may make investments in the form of equity or
provide financing to another entity in connection with financial-restructuring
transactions. These investments may take many forms, including a direct in-
vestment or an investment in a company (sometimes referred to as a bridge
company) that is established for the purpose of accumulating funds from sev-
eral sources sufficient to make the investment. These investments should be
presented at fair value, which is usually based on management's good-faith
determination in the absence of a ready market. Prevalent industry practice is
generally not to consolidate majority-owned investee companies because con-
trol of such companies is likely to be temporary (refer to paragraph 2 of Ac-
counting Research Bulletin (ARB) No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements,
as amended by FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation of All Majority-owned
Subsidiaries, and FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or
Disposal of Long-Lived Assets).‡‡ Although FASB Statement No. 144 amended
paragraph 2 of ARB No. 51 to eliminate the temporary control exception to con-
solidation, that amendment was not intended to apply to the prevalent industry
practice described above.
Asset Securitizations9
7.38 The complexity of securitized products has increased significantly
because of the nature of underlying collateral, the complexity of the structure
(for example, residual tranches and interest- and principal-only strips), and the
depth of markets. Such factors have affected the accounting and valuation of
those products. Broker-dealers may acquire, either through market purchases
or through the underwriting process, securities arising from asset securitiza-
tions. Those securities should be marked to market in accordance with the
guidelines discussed previously. For years beginning after September 15, 2006,
entities should apply the requirements of FASB Statement No. 156. This state-
ment amends FASB Statement No. 140 to require that all separately recognized
servicing assets and servicing liabilities be initially measured at fair value, if
practicable. The statement permits, but does not require, the subsequent mea-
surement of separately recognized servicing assets and servicing liabilities at
fair value. An entity that uses derivative instruments to mitigate the risks
‡‡ The FASB has on its agenda a long-term project entitled Consolidations: Policy and Procedure
to develop comprehensive accounting guidance on accounting for affiliations between entities, includ-
ing reconsideration of Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements.
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) also has an active project on its agenda to re-
consider its guidance in this area. In April 2004, the IASB and FASB agreed that an objective of both
of their projects is the development of a common, high-quality standard on consolidation policy. The
objective of this research project is to identify and develop plans for the next steps in achieving the
FASB's long-term objectives, including plans for coordinating the activities of the FASB with those of
the IASB. The FASB began those staff research and planning activities in late 2005.
9 FASB Statement No. 155, generally amends guidance found in FASB Statement No. 133. (One
example is that it clarifies which interest–only strips and principal-only strips are subject to FASB
Statement No. 133). However, it does amend FASB Statement No. 140 to eliminate the prohibition on
a qualifying SPE from holding a derivative financial instrument that pertains to a beneficial interest
other than another derivative financial instrument. See paragraph 7.45 for further discussion of FASB
Statement No. 155.
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inherent in servicing assets and servicing liabilities is required to account for
those derivative instruments at fair value. Under this Statement, an entity can
elect subsequent fair value measurement to account for its separately recog-
nized servicing assets and servicing liabilities. By electing that option, an entity
may simplify its accounting because this Statement permits income statement
recognition of the potential offsetting changes in fair value of those servicing
assets and servicing liabilities and derivative instruments in the same account-
ing period. Please refer to the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org for the full text
of FASB Statement No. 156.
7.39 In addition, certain securities that arise from asset securitizations
may raise issues about whether the underlying legal entity should be consol-
idated by the broker-dealer. FASB Statement No. 140, as amended, provides
guidance on the securitization of financial assets held by broker-dealers and
for other transfers of financial assets involving SPEs. In a typical asset secu-
ritization transaction, a company transfers assets to a special-purpose vehicle
(SPV) or variable interest entity (VIE) in exchange for cash or securities issued
by the SPV or VIE. Many securitization vehicles meet the FASB Statement
No. 140 definition of a qualifying SPE. Qualifying SPEs are not consolidated
under guidance in FASB Statement No. 140. Also, FASB Staff Position (FSP)
FAS 140-2, Clarification of the Application of Paragraphs 40(b) and 40(c) of
FASB Statement No. 140, addresses whether in certain circumstances an SPE
would fail to meet the conditions of a qualifying SPE under the current require-
ments of FASB Statement No. 140. Securitization vehicles that do not qualify
as qualifying SPEs need to be evaluated under FASB Interpretation No. 46
(revised December 2003), Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities to deter-
mine if the broker-dealer is the primary beneficiary of the VIE and therefore
should consolidate the VIE or if the broker-dealer holds a significant variable
interest in the VIE and should make the appropriate disclosures. Please refer
to the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org for the status of FSPs at any point.
Variable Interest Entities
7.40 FASB Interpretation No. 46R (revised December 2003), an interpre-
tation of ARB No. 51, addresses consolidation by business enterprises of VIEs
with certain characteristics, as described in the Interpretation. VIEs refer to en-
tities subject to consolidation according to the provisions of the interpretation.
FASB Interpretation No. 46R clarifies the application of ARB No. 51 to certain
entities in which equity investors do not have the characteristics of a controlling
financial interest or do not have sufficient equity at risk for the entity to finance
its activities without additional subordinated financial support from other par-
ties. Paragraphs 23–26 of the Interpretation include disclosure requirements.
The FASB has issued several FSPs related to interpretation No. 46R that may
be of interest to broker-dealers and their auditors.|||| The latest interpretation
is FASB FSP FIN 46(R)-6, Determining the Variability to Be Considered in Ap-
plying FASB Interpretation No. 46(R). Please refer to the FASB Web site at
www.fasb.org for the status of FSPs at any point.
|||| In September 2005, the Professional Issues Task Force of the AICPA issued Practice Alert
2005-01, Auditing Procedures With Respect to Variable Interest Entities, the purpose of which is to
provide guidance to auditors of nonissuers in planning and performing auditing procedures with
respect to variable interest entities. This practice alert can be accessed at the AICPA Web site at
www.aicpa.org/download/auditstd/pract_alert/pa_2005_1.pdf.
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Derivatives
7.41 FASB Statement No. 133, as amended, establishes accounting and
reporting standards for derivative instruments, including certain derivative in-
struments embedded in other contracts (collectively referred to as derivatives),
and for hedging activities.10 (See paragraph 7.45 for a discussion of FASB State-
ment No. 155.) Paragraph 6 of FASB Statement No. 133 states that a derivative
instrument is a financial instrument or other contract with all three of the fol-
lowing characteristics:
a. It has (1) one or more underlyings and (2) one or more notional
amounts11 or payment provisions or both. Those terms determine
the amount of the settlement or settlements, and, in some cases,
whether or not a settlement is required. [footnote omitted]
b. It requires no initial net investment or an initial net investment
that is smaller than would be required for other types of contracts
that would be expected to have a similar response to changes in
market factors.
c. Its terms require or permit net settlement, it can readily be settled
net by a means outside the contract, or it provides for delivery of an
asset that puts the recipient in a position not substantially different
from net settlement.
Notwithstanding the above characteristics, loan commitments that relate to the
origination of mortgage loans that will be held for sale, as discussed in para-
graph 21 of FASB Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking
Activities (as amended), shall be accounted for as derivative instruments by
the issuer of the loan commitment (that is, the potential lender). Paragraph
10(i) of FASB Statement No. 133, as amended, provides a scope exception for
the accounting for loan commitments by issuers of certain commitments to
originate loans and all holders of commitments to originate loans (that is, the
potential borrowers). When recognizing certain loan commitments registrants
should also consider guidance provided in the SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin
No. 105, Loan Commitments Accounted for as Derivative Instruments,12 which
provides interpretive guidance and emphasizes certain disclosure requirements
that may be relevant in the context of mortgage banking activities.
Broker-dealers enter into derivative transactions to deal, to take proprietary
positions, to effect economic hedges of instruments in other trading portfolios,
to execute arbitrage strategies, or to hedge long-term debt or long-dated resale
and repurchase transactions.
7.42 FASB Statement No. 133, as amended, requires that an entity rec-
ognize all derivatives as either assets or liabilities in the statement of financial
10 Broker-dealers mark investments in trading securities and hedges to market. Auditors should
be aware of this practice as they review the provisions of FASB Statement No. 133, as amended.
11 Sometimes other names are used. For example, the notional amount is called a face amount
in some contracts.
12 The AICPA offers the practice aid, Illustrative Disclosure on Derivative Loan Commitments,
intended to provide illustrations of disclosures of derivative loan commitments in accordance with the
reporting and disclosure guidance cited in SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 105, Loan Com-
mitments Accounted for as Derivative Instruments. The practice aid includes examples of illustrative
disclosures for each of the requirements cited in SAB No. 105. Disclosures in the practice aid include
registrants' methods and assumptions used to estimate the fair values of derivative loan commitments
and any associated hedging strategies.
The practice aid is intended to provide "best practices" and is not authoritative.
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condition and measure those instruments at fair value.|| If certain conditions
are met, a derivative may be specifically designated as (a) a hedge of the ex-
posure to changes in the fair value of a recognized asset or liability or an un-
recognized firm commitment, (b) a hedge of the exposure to variable cash flows
of a recognized asset or liability, or of a forecasted transaction, or (c) a hedge
of the foreign currency exposure of a net investment in a foreign operation,
an unrecognized firm commitment, an available-for-sale security, or a foreign-
currency-denominated forecasted transaction. The accounting for changes in
the fair value of a derivative (that is, gains and losses) depends on the in-
tended use of the derivative and the resulting designation. FASB Statement
No. 133 (paragraphs 44–47) also contains extensive disclosure requirements.
Please note that paragraph 44 of FASB Statement No. 133 was amended by
FASB Statement No. 155, thus expanding disclosure requirements related to
it, so readers should refer to the full text of both statements when considering
accounting and reporting issues related to derivative instruments and hedging
activities. See paragraph 7.45 for a discussion of FASB Statement No. 155.
7.43 Derivatives entered into by dealers in connection with their dealing
activities should be carried at fair value with resultant gains and losses re-
ported currently in income. Quoted market prices provide the most reliable fair
value for derivatives traded on a recognized exchange. Fair value for deriva-
tives not traded on a recognized exchange is generally considered to be the value
that could be realized through termination or assignment of the derivative. Al-
though FASB Statement No. 107, Disclosures About Fair Value of Financial
Instruments, provides guidance in determining fair value, there is no standard
for determining fair value of all derivatives. Common valuation methodologies
for an interest rate swap incorporate a comparison of the yield of the swap with
the current treasury security yield curve and swap to treasury spread quota-
tions, or the current swap yield curve. The swap yield curve is derived from
quoted swap rates. Dealer bid and offer quotes are generally available for basic
interest rate swaps involving counterparties whose securities are investment-
grade. (The Group of Thirty Report, Derivatives Practices and Principles, con-
tains several recommendations regarding dealer pricing, including that deriva-
tives portfolios be valued based on mid-market levels less specific adjustments.)
Factors that could influence the valuation of an individual derivative include
the counterparty's credit standing and the complexity of the derivative. If those
factors differ from those basic factors underlying the quote, an adjustment to
the quoted price should be considered.*
7.44 In determining a derivative's value, consideration should be given to
recognizing and providing for credit and liquidity risk and the operational and
administrative costs associated with the management of derivative portfolios.
The methods for determining the amount of credit risk and operational costs
may differ among dealers.
7.45 In February of 2006, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 155 which
allows financial instruments that have embedded derivatives to be accounted
for as a whole (eliminating the need to bifurcate the derivative from its host)
if the holder elects to account for the whole instrument on a fair value basis.
It should be noted that hybrid financial instruments that are elected to be ac-
counted for in their entirety at fair value cannot be used as a hedge instrument
|| See footnote ||in paragraph 7.02.
* See footnote * in paragraph 7.01.
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in a FASB Statement No. 133 hedge. FASB Statement No. 155 eliminates the
interim guidance in FASB Statement No. 133 Implementation Issue No. D1,
"Application of Statement 133 to Beneficial Interests in Securitized Financial
Assets," which provides that beneficial interests in securitized financial assets
are not subject to the provisions of FASB Statement No. 133.
FASB Statement No. 155 also:
a. Clarifies which interest-only strips and principal-only strips are not
subject to the requirements of FASB Statement No. 133
b. Establishes a requirement to evaluate interests in securitized fi-
nancial assets to identify interests that are freestanding derivatives
or that are hybrid financial instruments that contain an embedded
derivative requiring bifurcation
c. Clarifies that concentrations of credit risk in the form of subordi-
nation are not embedded derivatives
d. Amends FASB Statement No. 140 to eliminate the prohibition on
a qualifying SPE from holding a derivative financial instrument
that pertains to a beneficial interest other than another derivative
financial instrument
The election must be made on an instrument-by-instrument basis at the incep-
tion of the hybrid instrument (or upon a remeasurement event) and be sup-
ported by concurrent documentation. The election is irrevocable.
FASB Statement No. 155 is effective for all financial instruments acquired, is-
sued, or subject to a re-measurement (new basis) event occurring after the be-
ginning of an entity's first fiscal year that begins after September 15, 2006. The
fair value election provided for in paragraph 4(c) of FASB Statement No. 155
may also be applied upon its adoption for hybrid financial instruments that had
been bifurcated under paragraph 12 of FASB Statement No. 133 prior to the
adoption of FASB Statement No. 155. See the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org
for the full text of FASB Statement No. 155.
Soft-Dollar Arrangements
7.46 The term soft dollars is used to describe an arrangement in which a
broker-dealer provides research to a customer in return for trade order flow (a
certain volume of trades) from that customer. This generates commission in-
come for the broker-dealer. Many of these agreements are oral, and the value of
the research to be provided is typically based on a percentage of commission in-
come. Soft-dollar customers are typically institutional investors or money man-
agers. Soft-dollar research may be generated either internally by the broker-
dealer or purchased by the broker-dealer from a third party.
7.47 Since the 1970s, when soft dollars were first used, some broker-
dealers and money managers have used soft dollars to cover transactions or
expenses not associated with research. These types of transactions are gov-
erned by section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which allows
the paying of a brokerage commission if the manager determines in good faith
that the commission is reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and
research services provided.
7.48 At the date of the statement of financial condition, the broker-dealer
should analyze both the commission income generated from soft-dollar cus-
tomers and the research provided to the soft-dollar customers to determine
whether a liability should be accrued for research due to customers based on
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the commission income generated or whether any soft dollar expenses have
been prepaid and need to be deferred. The realizability of any prepaid expenses
must be evaluated as of the financial statement date.
Mandatorily Redeemable Instruments
7.49 FASB Statement No. 150, Accounting for Certain Financial Instru-
ments with Characteristics of both Liabilities and Equity, requires that an is-
suer classify a financial instrument that is within its scope as a liability (or
an asset in some circumstances). A financial instrument issued in the form
of shares is mandatorily redeemable, and, therefore within the scope of FASB
Statement No. 150, if it "embodies an unconditional obligation requiring the
issuer to redeem the instrument by transferring its assets at a specified or
determinable date (or dates) or upon an event certain to occur." (According to
FASB Statement No. 150, the term shares includes various forms of ownership
that may not take the legal form of securities, for example, partnership inter-
ests, as well as other interests, including those that are liabilities in substance
but not in form. Such obligation may arise from the terms of the operating,
partnership or incorporation agreement, or the operation of state law.
7.50 Under FASB Statement No. 150, broker-dealers that have issued
shares that must be sold back to the company upon the holder's death or ter-
mination of employment must record those shares as liabilities, rather than
equity, because the shares are mandatorily redeemable upon an event certain
to occur. As a result, some broker-dealers may report minimal or no equity
in their GAAP financial statements. From a regulatory standpoint, applica-
tion of FASB Statement No. 150 can (1) cause a broker-dealer to fall below its
minimum net capital requirements under rule 15c3-l(a), or (2) cause its sub-
ordinated debt to debt-equity total to increase above the 70 percent limit set
forth in rule 15c3-l(d). Broker-dealers may have amended, partnership, oper-
ating (such as limited liability company), shareholder, or other agreements to
avoid the potential adverse impacts of FASB Statement No. 150 on net capital.
Statement-of-Income/Loss Considerations
Underwriting Revenues and Expenses
7.51 There are several different ways in which a broker-dealer may par-
ticipate in the underwriting of a new issue of securities. The broker-dealer may
be the managing or lead underwriter, a member of the syndicate, or a member
of the selling group.
7.52 Such participation may be on one of the following bases:
 Firm commitment
 Standby
 Best efforts
 All or none
7.53 In connection with its participation in an underwriting of securities,
a broker-dealer may receive various types of revenues as well as incur various
related expenses. Such revenues include management fees (in the case of the
lead or comanaging underwriter), underwriting fees (in the case of the lead
underwriter and other members of the syndicate), and selling concession fees
(in the case of all selling group members). The related expenses include but are
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not limited to marketing and advertising fees, legal fees, stabilization costs,
and the other costs associated with setting up the syndicate group. These ex-
penses are accumulated by the lead underwriter and are allocated to the other
members of the syndicate on a pro rata basis.
7.54 The fee revenue relating to the underwriting commitment should be
recorded when all significant items relating to the underwriting cycle have been
completed and the amount of the underwriting revenue has been determined.
This will generally be at the point at which all of the following have occurred
(which may or may not be prior to the settlement date of the issue):
 The issuer's registration statement has become effective with the
SEC, or other offering documents are finalized (as opposed to the
closing or settlement date).
 The broker-dealer has made a firm commitment for the purchase
of the shares or debt from the issuer.
 The broker-dealer has been informed of the exact number of shares
or the principal amount of debt that it has been allotted (if it is
not the lead underwriter of an undivided offering).
7.55 Many of the related underwriting expenses described above are in-
curred prior to the actual issuance of the securities. Such expenses are deferred
and recognized at the time the related revenues are recorded. In the event that
the transaction is not completed and the securities are not issued, the firms
that have agreed to participate in the costs associated with the underwriting
write those costs off to expense.
7.56 With respect to the underwriting of issues that trade prior to the
settlement date, the broker-dealer should mark-to-market any shares that it
is firmly committed to purchase but that have not yet been subscribed to by
customers.
Mutual Fund Distribution Costs
7.57 Broker-dealers may contract with one or more mutual funds to act
as the registered distributor of the mutual fund's shares, assisting the fund in
selling and distributing its shares. If a broker-dealer undertakes the respon-
sibility for selling and distributing fund shares, it will incur different types of
costs, the most common of which are commissions paid to those of its repre-
sentatives who arrange fund sales. To compensate a broker-dealer for those
selling efforts, mutual funds may establish some form of a fund-charge and
shareholder-commission structure that provides fees to the broker-dealer ei-
ther at the time of sale or over a specified period of time. Two common forms of
compensation are the following:
 A front-end commission paid to the broker-dealer by the fund
shareholder at the time of sale
 A 12b-1 distribution fee, which is paid by the fund over a period
of time based on a percentage of the fund's daily net asset levels,
together with a deferred sales charge, which is a commission paid
to the broker-dealer by the shareholder at the time the shareholder
exits the fund. Deferred sales charges are often charged to the
shareholder in decreasing amounts over time.
7.58 A front-end commission should be recorded in full by the broker-
dealer at the time it is earned (the trade date). With respect to 12b-1 fees and
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deferred sales charges, the broker-dealer generally defers its incremental direct
costs associated with the selling of the fund shares (such as sales representa-
tives' commissions and direct marketing costs) and amortizes these costs over
the period in which the fees from the fund or fund shareholders are expected to
be received. Indirect costs associated with selling the fund shares are expensed
as incurred. Fees from the funds or fund shareholders are recognized when
earned (see FASB EITF Issue No. 85-24, "Distribution Fees by Distributors of
Mutual Funds That Do Not Have a Front-End Sales Charge," and FSP EITF
85-24-1, Application of EITF Issue No. 85-24, "Distribution Fees by Distributors
of Mutual Funds That Do Not Have a Front-End Sales Charge").
Half-Turn Convention
7.59 Commissions on certain contracts, such as commodity futures and
options, may be billed to customers on a round-turn basis. Even though the
round-turn commissions may be reflected in the customer's account upon en-
tering into the transaction or on the date of the round turn, this commission
income should be recognized in the statement of income on a half-turn basis.
Interest, Dividends, and Rebates
7.60 The income statement classification of interest, dividends, and rebate
income and expense varies, because certain transactions are entered into as
financings while others are entered into as part of trading strategies.
7.61 Stock-loan and repo transactions may be entered into for the purpose
of financing positions (such as in lieu of a bank loan). If such transactions
are accounted for as financing transactions (see the discussion in this chapter
entitled "Secured borrowings," that begins with paragraph 7.26), the rebate or
interest expense should be reflected in the income statement as an expense
separate and apart from any trading gains or losses.
7.62 However, broker-dealers frequently enter into matched-stock borrow
and loan transactions as a finder or conduit, or enter into repo and reverse
repo agreements as part of a matched-book trading strategy. Further, complex
trading strategies often involve numerous long and short positions in different
products, so that those positions reflect a trading position that is different from
its individual components (for example, box spreads, conversions, and rever-
sals). For those activities, the resulting income and expense may be reflected
net in the income statement, with disclosure of the gross components either on
the face of the income statement or in the notes to the financial statements.
Costs Associated With Exit or Disposal Activities
7.63 FASB Statement No. 146, Accounting for Costs Associated with Exit
or Disposal Activities, provides guidance on accounting for costs associated with
an exit or disposal activity of a business enterprise that commonly occur when
there are redundant facilities or equipment, employee terminations due to re-
ductions in business activities or other activities related to changes in business
activities. Appropriate disclosure of any exit or disposal activity should be in the
notes to the financial statements and the financial effects would be disclosed in
the financial statements as required by FASB Statement No. 146.
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Appendix A
Auditor’s Standard Report
The following is an illustration of an auditor's report that expresses an unqual-
ified opinion on the financial statements and on the supplementary schedules
required by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Independent Auditor's Report
Board of Directors
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.:
We have audited the accompanying [consolidated] statement of financial con-
dition of Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc., [and Subsidiaries] (the Company)
as of December 31, 20X7, and the related [consolidated] statements of income,
changes in stockholders' equity, changes in liabilities subordinated to claims
of general creditors, and cash flows for the year then ended that you are filing
pursuant to rule 17a-5 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These fi-
nancial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally ac-
cepted in the United States of America.1 Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. [Optional: An audit
includes consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis
for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but
not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Com-
pany's internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such
1 For audits conducted in accordance with Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)
standards, PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 1, References in Auditors' Reports to the Standards of the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the
Board, "Standards"), replaces this sentence with the following sentence: "We conducted our audit in
accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States)."
On May 14, 2004, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued an interpretive release to
help with the implementation of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 1. See Release No. 33-8422 for more
information. The release specifies that effective May 14, 2004, references in SEC rules and staff guid-
ance and in the federal securities laws to generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) or to specific
standards under GAAS, as they relate to issuers, should be understood to mean the standards of the
PCAOB, plus any applicable rules of the SEC. The guidance in this release is applicable only to audi-
tors' engagements that are governed by PCAOB rules. The PCAOB, for example, has not established
particular auditing standards for nonissuer broker-dealers or investment advisers. This release is not
applicable to such engagements and related filings.
The staff of the PCAOB published a series of questions and answers (Q&As) on PCAOB Auditing
Standard No. 1. See the PCAOB Web site at www.pcaobus.org for more information.
In June 2004, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued Interpretation No. 18, "Reference to
PCAOB Standards in an Audit Report of a Nonissuer," in AU section 9508 (AICPA , Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1), which provides reporting guidance for audits of nonissuers. Interpretation No. 18 in AU
section 9508 provides guidance on the appropriate referencing of PCAOB auditing standards in audit
reports when an auditor is engaged to perform the audit in accordance with both GAAS and PCAOB
auditing standards. The ASB also is revising AU section 508, Reports on Audited Financial State-
ments (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), in light of the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board's recently exposed International Standard on Auditing, The Independent Auditor's
Report on a Complete Set of General Purpose Financial Statements, and PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 1. See the AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/Accounting+and+Auditing/
Audit+and+Attest+Standards for more information.
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opinion.]2An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presenta-
tion. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.3
In our opinion, the [consolidated] financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Standard Stockbrokerage
Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] as of December 31, 20X7, and the results of its [their]
operations and its [their] cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic
financial statements taken as a whole. The information contained in Schedules
I, II, III, and IV is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a
required part of the basic financial statements, but is supplementary informa-
tion required by rule 17a-5 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the au-
dit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all
material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February 15, 20X8*
2 This optional wording may be added in accordance with Interpretation No. 17, "Clarification in
the Audit Report of the Extent of Testing of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting in Accordance
With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards," in AU section 9508, which was issued by the ASB
in June 2004 and provides reporting guidance for audits of nonissuers. Interpretation No. 17 in AU
sec. 9508 addresses how auditors may expand their independent audit report to explain that their
consideration of internal control was sufficient to provide the auditor sufficient understanding to plan
the audit and determine the nature, timing and extent of tests to be performed, but was not sufficient
to express an opinion on the effectiveness of the internal control. If this optional language is added,
then the remainder of the paragraph should read as follows:
"An audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and signif-
icant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion."
3 See paragraphs 3.118–.124 in Chapter 3 for information on obtaining confidential treatment
of the financial statements from the SEC and Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
* AU section 339.23, Audit Documentation (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states that
the auditor's report should be dated no earlier than the date on which the auditor has obtained
sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support the opinion on the financial statements.
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Appendix B
Separate Report on Supplementary Schedules
It is also acceptable to present a separate auditor's report on the supplementary
schedules as follows.
Independent Auditor's Report on Supplementary Information
Required by Rule 17a-5 of the Securities and Exchange Commission
Board of Directors
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.:
We have audited the accompanying [consolidated] financial statements of Stan-
dard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] as of and for the year ended
December 31, 20X7, and have issued our report thereon dated February 15,
20X8. Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the ba-
sic financial statements taken as a whole. The information contained in Sched-
ules I, II, III, and IV is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is
not a required part of the basic financial statements, but is supplementary in-
formation required by rule 17a-5 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all
material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February 15, 20X8
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Appendix C
Report on Internal Control Required by SEC
Rule 17a-5(g)(1) *
The following is an illustration of the independent auditor's report on in-
ternal control required by Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rule
17a-5(g)(1).
Board of Directors
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.:
In planning and performing our audit of the [consolidated] financial statements
of Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] (the Company), as of
and for the year ended December 31, 20X7, in accordance with auditing stan-
dards generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the
Company's internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis
for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion
on the [consolidated] financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control. Accordingly,
we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal
control.
Also, as required by rule 17a-5(g)(1) of the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC), we have made a study of the practices and procedures followed
by the Company, including consideration of control activities for safeguarding
securities. This study included tests of compliance with such practices and pro-
cedures that we considered relevant to the objectives stated in rule 17a-5(g), in
the following:
1. Making the periodic computations of aggregate indebtedness (or
aggregate debits) and net capital under rule 17a-3(a)(11) and the
reserve required by rule 15c3-3(e)
2. Making the quarterly securities examinations, counts, verifica-
tions, and comparisons, and the recordation of differences required
by rule 17a-13
3. Complying with the requirements for prompt payment for securi-
ties under Section 8 of Federal Reserve Regulation T of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
4. Obtaining and maintaining physical possession or control of all
fully paid and excess margin securities of customers as required
by rule 15c3-3
The management of the Company is responsible for establishing and main-
taining internal control and the practices and procedures referred to in the
preceding paragraph. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments
by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
controls, and of the practices and procedures referred to in the preceding para-
graph, and to assess whether those practices and procedures can be expected
to achieve the SEC's above-mentioned objectives. Two of the objectives of inter-
nal control and the practices and procedures are to provide management with
reasonable but not absolute assurance that assets for which the Company has
* For audits conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards refer to footnote 1 in Appendix A.
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responsibility are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or dispo-
sition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's
authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial
statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Rule
17a-5(g) lists additional objectives of the practices and procedures listed in the
preceding paragraph.
Because of inherent limitations in internal control and the practices and pro-
cedures referred to above, error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Also,
projection of any evaluation of them to future periods is subject to the risk
that they may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of their design and operation may deteriorate.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their as-
signed functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A signif-
icant deficiency1 is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies,
that adversely affects the entity's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process,
or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstate-
ment of the entity's financial statements that is more than inconsequential will
not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant
deficiencies, that results in more than a remote likelihood that a material mis-
statement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected by the
entity's internal control.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in
the first and second paragraphs and would not necessarily identify all deficien-
cies in internal control that might be material weaknesses. We did not identify
any deficiencies in internal control and control activities for safeguarding se-
curities that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.2
1 On May 24, 2007 the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) approved PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated
with an Audit of Financial Statements (PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board,
"Standards"). The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved Auditing Standard No. 5 on
July 25, 2007 and it is effective for all audits of internal control for fiscal years ending on or after
November 15, 2007. Early adoption is permitted. Included in Auditing Standard No. 5 are new defi-
nitions for significant deficiency and material weakness:
Significant deficiency—"A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies,
in internal control over financial reporting that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important
enough to merit attention by those responsible for oversight of the company's financial reporting."
Material weakness—"A material weakness is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in in-
ternal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material
misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial statements will not be prevented or de-
tected on a timely basis."
2 If significant deficiencies are identified, this paragraph can be modified by inserting, "However,
we identified certain deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be significant deficiencies,
and communicated them in writing to management and those charged with governance on [date]."
AU section 325.29, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), states that the auditor should not issue a written communication
stating that no significant deficiencies were identified because of the potential for misinterpretation
of the limited degree of assurance provided by such a communication.
If conditions believed to be material weaknesses are disclosed, the report should describe the
weaknesses that have come to the auditor's attention and may state that these weaknesses do not
affect the report on the financial statements. The last sentence of this paragraph of the report should
be modified as follows:
(continued)
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We understand that practices and procedures that accomplish the objectives
referred to in the second paragraph of this report are considered by the SEC
to be adequate for its purposes in accordance with the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and related regulations, and that practices and procedures that
do not accomplish such objectives in all material respects indicate a material
inadequacy for such purposes. Based on this understanding and on our study,
we believe that the Company's practices and procedures, as described in the
second paragraph of this report, were adequate at December 31, 20X7, to meet
the SEC's objectives.3
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Di-
rectors, management, the SEC, [Designated self-regulatory organization], and
other regulatory agencies that rely on rule 17a-5(g) under the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934 in their regulation of registered brokers and dealers, and is
not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified
parties.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February 15, 20X8
(footnote continued)
However, we identified the following deficiencies in [internal control or control activities
for safeguarding securities] that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
These conditions were considered in determining the nature, timing, and extent of the
procedures performed in our audit of the [consolidated] financial statements of Standard
Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] as of and for the year ended December 31, 20X6,
and this report does not affect our report thereon dated February 15, 20X7. [A description
of the material weaknesses that have come to the auditor's attention and corrective action.]
3 Whenever inadequacies are described, the last sentence of this paragraph should be modified as
per footnote 2. The report should also describe material inadequacies that the auditor becomes aware
of that existed during the period but were corrected prior to the end of the period, unless management
already has reported them to the SEC.
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Appendix D
Report on Internal Control Required by SEC
Rule 17a-5(g)(1) for a Broker-Dealer Claiming
an Exemption From SEC Rule 15c3-3 *,1
The following is an illustration of an independent auditor's report on internal
control of a broker-dealer claiming an exemption from Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) rule 15c3-3.
Board of Directors
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.:
In planning and performing our audit of the [consolidated] financial statements
of Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] (the Company), as of
and for the year ended December 31, 20X7 in accordance with auditing stan-
dards generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the
Company's internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis
for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion
on the [consolidated] financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control. Accordingly,
we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal
control.
Also, as required by rule 17a-5(g)(1) of the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC), we have made a study of the practices and procedures followed by
the Company including consideration of control activities for safeguarding se-
curities. This study included tests of such practices and procedures that we con-
sidered relevant to the objectives stated in rule 17a-5(g) in making the periodic
computations of aggregate indebtedness (or aggregate debits) and net capital
under rule 17a-3(a)(11) and for determining compliance with the exemptive pro-
visions of rule 15c3-3. Because the Company does not carry securities accounts
for customers or perform custodial functions relating to customer securities, we
did not review the practices and procedures followed by the Company in any of
the following:
1. Making quarterly securities examinations, counts, verifications,
and comparisons and recordation of differences required by rule
17a-13
2. Complying with the requirements for prompt payment for securi-
ties under Section 8 of Federal Reserve Regulation T of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
The management of the Company is responsible for establishing and main-
taining internal control and the practices and procedures referred to in the
preceding paragraph. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments
by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs
of controls and of the practices and procedures referred to in the preceding
* For audits conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards refer to footnote 1 in Appendix A.
1 There are different types of exemptions under SEC rule 15c3-3—k(1), k(2)(i), and k(2)(ii). Other
formats of this letter will be required depending on the type of the exemption filed.
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paragraph and to assess whether those practices and procedures can be ex-
pected to achieve the SEC's above-mentioned objectives. Two of the objectives
of internal control and the practices and procedures are to provide manage-
ment with reasonable but not absolute assurance that assets for which the
Company has responsibility are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized
use or disposition and that transactions are executed in accordance with man-
agement's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of
financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples. Rule 17a-5(g) lists additional objectives of the practices and procedures
listed in the preceding paragraph.
Because of inherent limitations in internal control and the practices and pro-
cedures referred to above, error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Also,
projection of any evaluation of them to future periods is subject to the risk
that they may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of their design and operation may deteriorate.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their as-
signed functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A signif-
icant deficiency2 is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies,
that adversely affects the entity's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process,
or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstate-
ment of the entity's financial statements that is more than inconsequential will
not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant
deficiencies, that results in more than a remote likelihood that a material mis-
statement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected by the
entity's internal control.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in
the first and second paragraphs and would not necessarily identify all deficien-
cies in internal control that might be material weaknesses. We did not identify
any deficiencies in internal control and control activities for safeguarding se-
curities that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.3
2 On May 24, 2007 the PCAOB approved Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements. The SEC approved
Auditing Standard No. 5 on July 25, 2007 and it is effective for all audits of internal control for
fiscal years ending on or after November 15, 2007. Early adoption is permitted. Included in Auditing
Standard No. 5 are new definitions for significant deficiency and material weakness:
Significant deficiency – "A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of defi-
ciencies, in internal control over financial reporting that is less severe than a material
weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those responsible for oversight of
the company's financial reporting."
Material weakness – "A material weakness is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies,
in internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that
a material misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial statements will not
be prevented or detected on a timely basis."
3 If significant deficiencies are identified, this paragraph can be modified by inserting "However,
we identified certain deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be significant deficiencies,
and communicated them in writing to management and those charged with governance on [date]."
AU section 325.29 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) states that the auditor should not issue a
written communication stating that no significant deficiencies were identified because of the potential
for misinterpretation of the limited degree of assurance provided by such a communication. If con-
ditions believed to be material weaknesses are disclosed, the report should describe the weaknesses
(continued)
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We understand that practices and procedures that accomplish the objectives
referred to in the second paragraph of this report are considered by the SEC
to be adequate for its purposes in accordance with the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and related regulations, and that practices and procedures that
do not accomplish such objectives in all material respects indicate a material
inadequacy for such purposes. Based on this understanding and on our study,
we believe that the Company's practices and procedures, as described in the
second paragraph of this report, were adequate at December 31, 20X7, to meet
the SEC's objectives.4
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Di-
rectors, management, the SEC, [Designated self-regulatory organization], and
other regulatory agencies that rely on rule 17a-5(g) under the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934 in their regulation of registered brokers and dealers, and is
not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified
parties.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February 15, 20X8
(footnote continued)
that have come to the auditor's attention and may state that these weaknesses do not affect the report
on the financial statements. The last sentence of this paragraph of the report should be modified as
follows:
However, we identified the following deficiencies in [internal control or control activities
for safeguarding securities] that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
These conditions were considered in determining the nature, timing, and extent of the
procedures performed in our audit of the [consolidated] financial statements of Standard
Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] as of and for the year ended December 31, 20X7,
and this report does not affect our report thereon dated February 15, 20X8. [A description
of the material weaknesses that have come to the auditor's attention and corrective action.]
4 Whenever inadequacies are described, the last sentence of this paragraph should be modified as
per footnote 3 above. The report should also describe material inadequacies that the auditor becomes
aware of that existed during the period but were corrected prior to the end of the period, unless
management already has reported them to the SEC.
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Appendix E
Letter to SEC When the Broker-Dealer Has
Not Made the Required Notification
The following report is appropriate if the broker-dealer has not made the re-
quired notification of material inadequacy or if the auditor does not agree with
the statements therein. Modification of this letter may be required based on
the facts and circumstances of the particular situation.
Securities and Exchange Commission
Washington D.C., and [Appropriate regional office]
Designated Examining Authority
Dear Sirs:
Our most recent audit of the [consolidated] financial statements of Standard
Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] (the Company), was as of Decem-
ber 31, 20X6, and for the year then ended, which we reported on under date
of February 15, 20X7. We have not audited any financial statements of the
Company as of any date or for any period subsequent to December 31, 20X6.
Although we are presently performing certain procedures as part of our audit
of the [consolidated] financial statements of the Company as of December 31,
20X7, and for the year then ending, these procedures do not constitute all the
procedures necessary in an audit conducted in accordance with auditing stan-
dards generally accepted in the United States of America or all the procedures
necessary to (1) consider the Company's internal control as required by gen-
erally accepted auditing standards or (2) study the Company's practices and
procedures relevant to the objectives stated in rule 17a-5(g) of the Securities
and Exchange Commission as required by rule 17a-5.
The management of the Company is responsible for establishing and maintain-
ing internal control. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments
by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs
of controls. The objectives of internal control are to provide management with
reasonable but not absolute assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition and that transactions are executed in ac-
cordance with management's authorization and are recorded properly to permit
the preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in internal control, error or fraud may occur and
not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of internal control to future
periods is subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of
controls may deteriorate.
The purpose of performing certain procedures prior to the date of the financial
statements is to facilitate the expression of an opinion on the Company's finan-
cial statements. It must be understood that the procedures performed would
not necessarily identify all material weaknesses in internal control and control
activities for safeguarding securities.
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However, pursuant to the requirements of rule 17a-5(h)(2), we are to call to the
attention of the chief financial officer any weaknesses that we believe to be ma-
terial and that were disclosed during the course of interim work. We have made
such notification to the chief financial officer of Standard Stockbrokerage Co.,
Inc., and we believe the following additional information is required pursuant
to the requirements of the rule.
[List and describe all instances where the independent auditor did not agree
with the notification of the broker or dealer or where the required notification
was not made.]
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
December 10, 20X7
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Appendix F
Report on Internal Control Required by CFTC
Regulation 1.16 and SEC Rule 17a-5(g)(1) *
The following is an illustration of the independent auditor's report on internal
control required by CFTC Regulation 1.16 and SEC rule 17a-5(g)(1).
Board of Directors
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.:
In planning and performing our audit of the [consolidated] financial statements
of Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and Subsidiaries] (the Company) as of
and for the year ended December 31, 20X7, in accordance with auditing stan-
dards generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the
Company's internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis
for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion
on the [consolidated] financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control. Accordingly,
we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal
control.
Also, as required by Rule 17a-5(g)(1) of the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC), we have made a study of the practices and procedures followed
by the Company, including consideration of control activities for safeguarding
securities. This study included tests of compliance with such practices and pro-
cedures that we considered relevant to the objectives stated in Rule 17a-5(g),
in the following:
1. Making the periodic computations of aggregate indebtedness (or
aggregate debits) and net capital under Rule 17a-3(a)(11) and the
reserve required by Rule 15c3-3(e)
2. Making the quarterly securities examinations, counts, verifica-
tions, and comparisons, and the recordation of differences required
by Rule 17a-13
3. Complying with the requirements for prompt payment for securi-
ties under Section 8 of Federal Reserve Regulation T of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
4. Obtaining and maintaining physical possession or control of all
fully paid and excess margin securities of customers as required
by Rule 15c3-3.
In addition, as required by Regulation 1.16 of the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC), we have made a study of the practices and procedures
followed by the Company including consideration of control activities for safe-
guarding customer and firm assets. This study included tests of such practices
and procedures that we considered relevant to the objectives stated in Regula-
tion 1.16, in making the following:
1. The periodic computations of minimum financial requirements pur-
suant to Regulation 1.17
* For audits conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards, refer to footnote 1 in Appendix A.
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2. The daily computations of the segregation requirements of Section
4d(a)(2) of the Commodity Exchange Act and the regulations there-
under, and the segregation of funds based on such computations
3. The daily computations of the foreign futures and foreign options
secured amount requirements pursuant to Regulation 30.7 of the
CFTC.
The management of the Company is responsible for establishing and maintain-
ing internal control and the practices and procedures referred to in the preced-
ing paragraphs. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
controls and of the practices and procedures referred to in the preceding para-
graphs and to assess whether those practices and procedures can be expected
to achieve the SEC's and the CFTC's above-mentioned objectives. Two of the
objectives of internal control and the practices and procedures are to provide
management with reasonable but not absolute assurance that assets for which
the Company has responsibility are safeguarded against loss from unautho-
rized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with
management's authorization and recorded properly to permit preparation of
financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples. Rule 17a-5(g) and Regulation 1.16(d)(2) list additional objectives of the
practices and procedures listed in the preceding paragraphs.
Because of inherent limitations in internal control and the practices and pro-
cedures referred to above, error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Also,
projection of any evaluation of them to future periods is subject to the risk
that they may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of their design and operation may deteriorate.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their as-
signed functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A signif-
icant deficiency1 is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies,
that adversely affects the entity's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process,
or report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstate-
ment of the entity's financial statements that is more than inconsequential will
not be prevented or detected by the entity's internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant
deficiencies, that results in more than a remote likelihood that a material mis-
statement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected by the
entity's internal control.
1 On May 24, 2007 the PCAOB approved Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit of Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated with an Audit of Financial Statements. The SEC approved
Auditing Standard No. 5 on July 25, 2007 and it is effective for all audits of internal control for
fiscal years ending on or after November 15, 2007. Early adoption is permitted. Included in Auditing
Standard No. 5 are new definitions for significant deficiency and material weakness:
Significant deficiency – "A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of defi-
ciencies, in internal control over financial reporting that is less severe than a material
weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those responsible for oversight of
the company's financial reporting."
Material weakness –"A material weakness is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in
internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a
material misstatement of the company's annual or interim financial statements will not
be prevented or detected on a timely basis."
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Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in
the first, second and third paragraphs and would not necessarily identify all
deficiencies in internal control that might be material weaknesses. We did not
identify any deficiencies in internal control and control activities for safeguard-
ing securities and certain regulated commodity customer and firm assets that
we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.2
We understand that practices and procedures that accomplish the objectives
referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this report are considered
by the SEC and CFTC to be adequate for their purposes in accordance with
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Commodity Exchange Act, and re-
lated regulations, and that practices and procedures that do not accomplish
such objectives in all material respects indicate a material inadequacy for such
purposes. Based on this understanding and on our study, we believe that the
Company's practices and procedures, as described in the second and third para-
graphs of this report, were adequate at December 31, 20X7, to meet the SEC's
and CFTC's objectives.3
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Di-
rectors, management, the SEC, the CFTC, [Designated Self-Regulatory Orga-
nization] and other regulatory agencies that rely on Rule 17a-5(g) under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or Regulation 1.16 of the CFTC or both in their
regulation of registered broker-dealers and futures commission merchants, and
is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified
parties.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February 15, 20X8
2 If significant deficiencies are identified, this paragraph can be modified by inserting " However,
we identified certain deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be significant deficiencies,
and communicated them in writing to management and those charged with governance on [date]." AU
section 325.29 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.1) states that the auditor should not issue a written
communication stating that no significant deficiencies were identified because of the potential for
misinterpretation of the limited degree of assurance provided by such a communication. If conditions
believed to be material weaknesses are disclosed, the report should describe the weaknesses that have
come to the auditor's attention and may state that these weaknesses do not affect the report on the
financial statements. The last sentence of this paragraph of the report should be modified as follows:
However, we identified the following deficiencies in [internal control or control activities
for safeguarding securities and certain regulated commodity customer and firm assets]
that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above. These conditions were con-
sidered in determining the nature, timing, and extent of the procedures performed in our
audit of the [consolidated] financial statements of Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. [and
Subsidiaries] as of and for the year ended December 31, 20X7, and this report does not af-
fect our report thereon dated February 15, 20X8. [A description of the material weaknesses
that have come to the auditor's attention and corrective action.]
3 Whenever inadequacies are described, the last sentence of this paragraph should be modified as
per footnote 2 above. The report should also describe material inadequacies that the auditor becomes
aware of that existed during the period but were corrected prior to the end of the period, unless
management already has reported them to the SEC and the CFTC.
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Appendix G
Representation Letter
[Date]
To [Independent Auditor]
We are providing this letter in connection with your audit of the consolidated
statement of financial condition and the related consolidated statements of in-
come, changes in stockholders' equity, changes in liabilities subordinated to
claims of general creditors, and cash flows of Standard StockBrokerage Co.,
Inc. and Subsidiaries (the Company) as of December 31, 20X7,1 and for the
year then ended, for the purpose of expressing an opinion as to whether the
consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position, results of operations, and cash flows of the Company in con-
formity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America. We confirm that we are responsible for the fair presentation in the
consolidated financial statements of financial condition, results of operations,
and cash flows in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Certain representations in this letter are described as being limited to matters
that are material. Items are considered material, regardless of size, if they
involve an omission or misstatement of accounting information that, in the
light of surrounding circumstances, makes it probable that the judgment of a
reasonable person relying on the information would be changed or influenced
by the omission or misstatement.
We confirm, to the best of our knowledge and belief [as of (date of auditor's
report)], the following representations made to you during your audit.
1. The consolidated financial statements referred to above are fairly
presented in conformity with accounting principles generally ac-
cepted in the United States of America and include all disclosures
necessary for such fair presentation otherwise required to be in-
cluded by the laws and regulations to which the Company is sub-
ject.
2. We have made available to you all of the following:
a. Financial records and related data.
b. Minutes of the meetings of stockholders, directors, and
committees of directors, or summaries of actions of recent
meetings for which minutes have not yet been prepared.
The most recent meetings held were: [state by group and
date]
3. There have been no communications from regulatory agencies con-
cerning noncompliance with or deficiencies in financial reporting
practices.
4. There are no material transactions that have not been properly
recorded in the accounting records underlying the consolidated fi-
nancial statements.
1 Note that AU section 333, Management Representations (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), requires the auditor to obtain written representations from management for all financial
statements and periods covered by the auditor's report.
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5. We believe that the effects of the uncorrected financial statement
misstatements summarized in the accompanying schedule are im-
material, both individually and in the aggregate, to the consolidated
financial statements taken as a whole.2
6. We acknowledge our responsibility for the design and implementa-
tion of programs and controls to prevent and detect fraud.
7. We have no knowledge of any fraud or suspected fraud affecting the
Company involving—
a. Management,
b. Employees who have significant roles in internal con-
trol, or
c. Others where the fraud could have a material effect
on the consolidated financial statements.
8. We have no knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud
affecting the Company received in communications from employees,
former employees, analysts, regulators, short sellers, or others.
9. The Company has no plans or intentions that may materially affect
the carrying value or classification of assets and liabilities.
10. The following have been properly recorded or disclosed in the con-
solidated financial statements:
a. Related-party transactions, including sales, pur-
chases, loans, transfers, leasing arrangements, and
guarantees, and amounts receivable from or payable
to related parties.
b. Guarantees, whether written or oral, under which the
Company is contingently liable.
c. Significant estimates and material concentrations
known to management that are required to be dis-
closed in accordance with the AICPA's Statement of
Position (SOP) 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Significant
Risks and Uncertainties. [Significant estimates are es-
timates at the statement of financial condition date
that could change materially within the next year.
Concentrations refer to volumes of business, revenues,
available sources of supply, or markets or geographic
areas for which events could occur that would signifi-
cantly disrupt normal finances within the next year.]
d. Arrangements with financial institutions involving
compensating balance arrangements involving re-
strictions on cash balances and lines of credit, or sim-
ilar arrangements.
e. The following information about financial instru-
ments with off-balance-sheet risk and financial instru-
ments [including receivables] with concentrations of
credit risk:
2 If management believes that certain of the identified items are not misstatements, manage-
ment's belief may be acknowledged by adding to the representation, for example, "We do not agree that
items XX and XX constitute misstatements because [description of reasons here]." Also, a summary
of the uncorrected misstatements should be included in or attached to the representation letter.
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(1) The extent, nature, and terms of financial in-
struments with off-balance-sheet risk.
(2) The amount of credit risk of financial instru-
ments with off-balance-sheet risk and infor-
mation about the collateral supporting such
financial instruments.
(3) Significant concentrations of credit risk aris-
ing from all financial instruments and infor-
mation about the collateral supporting such
financial instruments.
f. Agreements to repurchase assets previously sold or
resell assets previously purchased.
11. There are no—
a. Violations or possible violations of laws or regulations
whose effects should be considered for disclosure in
the consolidated financial statements or as a basis for
recording a loss contingency.
b. Unasserted claims or assessments that our lawyer has
advised us are probable of assertion and must be dis-
closed in accordance with Financial Accounting Stan-
dards Board (FASB) Statement No. 5, Accounting for
Contingencies.3
c. Other liabilities or gain or loss contingencies that are
required to be accrued or disclosed by FASB Statement
No. 5.
12. The Company has satisfactory title to all owned assets, and there
are no liens or encumbrances on such assets nor has any asset
been pledged as collateral, except as disclosure in the consolidated
financial statements.
13. The Company has complied with all aspects of contractual agree-
ments that would have a material effect on the consolidated finan-
cial statements in the event of noncompliance.
14. Customers' debit balances, brokers' debit balances, and other ac-
counts receivable are valid receivables. In our opinion, an ade-
quate reserve has been established to cover any losses that may be
incurred upon collection.
15. Provision has been made for any material loss to be sustained in the
fulfillment of or from the inability to fulfill any purchase or sales
commitments.
16. There are no securities or investments not readily marketable
owned by the Company or borrowed under subordination agree-
ments except as disclosed in the consolidated financial statements
or notes thereto or as follows.
3 In the circumstance discussed in footnote 11 of AU section 333, this representation might be
worded as follows:
We are not aware of any pending or threatened litigation, claims, or assessments or
unasserted claims or assessments that are required to be accrued or disclosed in the con-
solidated financial statements in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards Board
Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, and we have not consulted a lawyer con-
cerning litigation, claims, or assessments.
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It is understood that the term "securities and investments not read-
ily marketable" includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Securities for which there is no market on a securities
exchange or independent publicly quoted market.
b. Securities that cannot be publicly offered or sold un-
less registration has been effected under the Securi-
ties Act of 1933 (or the conditions of an exemption such
as Regulation A under Section 3(B) of such act have
been complied with), that is, restricted stock.
c. Securities and investments that cannot be offered
or sold because of other arrangements, restrictions,
or conditions applicable to the securities and invest-
ments or to the Company (that is, control stock).
17. The methods and significant assumptions used to determine fair
values of financial instruments, including derivative product trans-
actions, are as follows: [Describe methods and significant assump-
tions used to determine fair value appropriate for financial state-
ment measurement and disclosure purposes.]
18. In addition, the Company at December 31, 20X7, had—
a. Recorded all securities exchange memberships on the
books.
b. Properly recorded all participation in joint accounts
carried by others.
c. No material unrecorded assets or contingent assets,
such as claims relating to buy-ins, unfulfilled con-
tracts, and so forth, whose value depends on the ful-
fillment of conditions regarded as uncertain.
d. No open contractual commitments other than those
appearing on the memo books and records; for exam-
ple, when-distributed and delayed delivery contracts,
underwritings and when-issued contracts, endorse-
ments or puts and calls, and commitments in foreign
currencies and spot (cash) commodity contracts.
e. Established a reserve for dividends and transfer items
and security differences that is adequate to cover any
anticipated losses in connection with the short secu-
rities that may have to be covered or claims arising
from the liquidation of long securities.
f. No borrowings or claims unconditionally subordinated
to all claims or general creditors pursuant to a writ-
ten agreement except as disclosed in the consolidated
financial statements or notes thereto.
19. All liabilities subordinated to the claims of general creditors are
covered by satisfactory subordination agreements under rule 15c3-
1 and approved by [Examining authority].
20. Note X to the consolidated financial statements discloses all of the
facts (meaning, significant conditions and events and management
plans) of which we are aware that are relevant to the Company's
ability to continue as a going concern.
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21. Risks associated with concentrations, based on information known
to management, that meet all of the following criteria have been
disclosed in the consolidated financial statements:
a. The concentration exists at the date of the consoli-
dated financial statements.
b. The concentration makes the enterprise vulnerable to
the risk of a near-term severe impact.
c. It is the least reasonably possible that the events that
could cause the severe impact with occur in the near
term.
22. There are no capital withdrawals anticipated within the next six
months other than as disclosed in the consolidated financial state-
ments or notes thereto except as follows [list any such items].
23. There are no significant deficiencies or material weaknesses or ma-
terial inadequacies at December 31, 20x7, or during the period Jan-
uary 1, 20x7, to February 15, 20x8, in internal control over financial
reporting and control activities for safeguarding securities, and the
practices and procedures followed in:
a. Making the periodic computations of aggregate in-
debtedness (or aggregate debits) and net capital un-
der rule 17a-3(a)(11) and the reserve required by rule
15c3-3(e).
b. Making the quarterly securities examinations, counts,
verifications and comparisons, and the reconciliation
of differences required by rule 17a-13.
c. Complying with the requirement for prompt payment
for securities under Federal Reserve Regulation T of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
d. Obtaining and maintaining physical possession or
control of all fully paid and excess-margin securities
of customers as required by rule 15c3-3.
e. Making periodic computations of the minimum finan-
cial requirements pursuant to Regulation 1.17 of the
Commodity Exchange Act.
f. Making daily computations of the segregation require-
ments of Section 4d(2) (and Regulation 30) of the Com-
modity Exchange Act and the regulations thereunder,
and the segregation of funds based upon such compu-
tations.
24. Net capital computations, prepared by the Company during the
period from January 1, 20X7, through February 15, 20X8, indicated
that the Company was in compliance with the requirements of rule
15c3-1 (and applicable exchange requirements) at all times during
the period. Reserve calculations under rule 15c3-3 during the period
did not reveal any deposit requirements that were not made on a
timely basis.
25. There was no computation of segregation requirements under the
Commodity Exchange Act that indicated an insufficiency in segre-
gation during the period from January 1, 20X7 through February
15, 20X8.
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26. The Company has appropriately reconciled its books and records
(e.g., general ledger accounts) underlying the consolidated finan-
cial statements to their related supporting information (e.g., sub
ledger or third-party data). All related reconciling items considered
to be material were identified and included on the reconciliations
and were appropriately adjusted in the consolidated financial state-
ments. There were no material unreconciled differences or general
ledger suspense account items that should have been adjusted or
reclassified to another account. All consolidating entries have been
properly recorded. All intracompany and intercompany accounts
have been eliminated or appropriately measured and considered
for disclosure in the consolidated financial statements.
27. Foreign and domestic operating subsidiaries of the Company which
are subject to local securities and capital adequacy requirements
were in compliance with such regulations and requirements at De-
cember 31, 20X7 and for the year then ended.
28. All borrowings and financial obligations of the Company of which
we are aware are included in the consolidated financial statements
at December 31, 20X7 as appropriate. We have fully disclosed to
you all borrowing arrangements of which we are aware.
To the best of our knowledge and belief, no events have occurred subsequent
to the statement of financial condition date and through the date of this letter
that would require adjustment to or disclosure in the aforementioned financial
statements.
___________________________________
[Name of Chief Executive Officer and Title]
___________________________________
[Name of Chief Financial Officer and Title]
For publicly-held broker dealers that include certifications of the Chief Execu-
tive Officer and Chief Financial Officer when filing with the Securities and Ex-
change Commission (SEC), the individuals certifying in those capacities should
also sign the representation letter in order to directly confirm and document
the communications to auditors described in their certifications (see paragraphs
5.131–5.132). Other officers who provide material representations during the
audit should also be considered for inclusion as signers.
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Appendix H
Agreed-Upon Procedures
[Date]
To the Board of Directors
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.:
We have performed the procedures enumerated below, which were agreed to
by the Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc. (the Company) and [Name of gov-
ernment sponsored entity] (the Agency), solely to assist the specified parties in
evaluating the Company's compliance with Section(s) of the Agency's Selling
Group Agreement dated [Date] (the Agreement), entitled [Title], and Section(s)
entitled [Title] of the Guidelines to the Agreement (collectively, the Agreements
and Procedures), during the period [Define period] (the Period). Management
is responsible for the Company's compliance with those requirements. This
agreed-upon procedures engagement was conducted in accordance with attes-
tation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants. The sufficiency of these procedures is solely the responsibility of
those parties specified in this report. Consequently, we make no representa-
tion regarding the sufficiency of the procedures described below either for the
purpose for which this report was requested or for any other purpose.
The procedures we have performed are as follows.
1. Read the Agreement(s) and Procedure(s).
2. Obtained written representation from management of the Com-
pany stating that: (1) the Company complied with the provisions
of the Agreement(s) and Procedure(s) for the Period; (2) all records
maintained pursuant to the Agreement(s) are retained in accor-
dance with the record-keeping provisions of the Agreement(s) and
Procedure(s); (3) all required offering documentation had been sent
to investors during the Period in accordance with the Agreement(s);
and (4) for any affiliates, domestic or foreign, through which pri-
mary [Agency] securities were distributed to customers, the com-
pliance standards maintained were also met by the affiliates; ad-
ditionally, any affiliates not meeting such standards were excluded
from participating in primary distribution of [Agency] securities.
3. Read the Company's trading and selling policies and procedures
related to the Agreements noted above as furnished to us by the
Company. [If policies and procedures are not documented in writing,
the accountant should so indicate.]
4. Based on our reading of the above-mentioned trading and selling
policies and procedures, noted that the traders and salespeople (in-
cluding salespeople in domestic and foreign affiliates which operate
as broker/dealers for Agency primary issuance) involved in the of-
fering and sale of Agency Securities are required to read and be
familiar with the Agreement(s) and the Company's written proce-
dures covering the offering and sale of Agency Securities.
5. Inquired of the designated individuals within the Company respon-
sible for monitoring compliance with the Agreement(s) and Proce-
dure(s) as to whether there are any written reports prepared during
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the Period relative to the Company's compliance with the Agree-
ment and the Guidelines for the Agreement(s) and Procedure(s).
6. Obtained and read the report(s) noted in step 5 above (if appli-
cable) and have confirmed that the reports did not contain any
findings that would be deemed to be in non-compliance with the
Agreement(s) and Procedure(s).
7. Obtained from the Company a list of all issues and the total allot-
ment for which the Company has acted as a selling group member
during the Period (see Appendix I, "Agency Issues Participation
Listing"). The Company has represented to us that such list is com-
plete and accurate. The listings were compared to the detail sup-
plied by the Agency. Please note that certain agencies, for example,
the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA or Fannie Mae)
may provide the independent auditor with this list. When provided,
this list should be utilized in performing all related procedures.
8. Requested and obtained the Distribution Reports, Bond Market As-
sociation (BMA)1 Prepricing Reports or substantially similar re-
ports that include all the information that is contained in a BMA
Prepricing Report (Prepricing Reports), trade tickets, and general
ledger account detail from Company personnel for a sample of is-
sues [state number of issues] referred to in step 7 above. Please note
the following:
a. All other relevant trading account records will be re-
quested and report names and terminology may vary.
b. The Company should confer with each Agency to de-
termine the appropriate number of issues for selection
purposes.
c. Certain agencies will provide the independent audi-
tor with copies of Distribution Reports (for example,
Fannie Mae). In these instances, the reports and the
complete list of issues (described in step 7 above) re-
ceived from the Agency should be used to perform this
step.
9. Performed the following procedures with respect to the Distribution
Reports for issues selected in step 8 above.
a. Read the Distribution Reports and noted signatures;
Company representatives indicated that individuals
who signed the Distribution Reports were authorized
persons pursuant to Section [Number] of the Agree-
ment.
b. Compared and agreed the number of transactions,
amount, and classification [Municipal organization,
corporation, brokers, etc.] of all sales to customers, be-
fore when-issued trading, and total allotment from the
Distribution Reports to the Prepricing Reports.
c. Recomputed the mathematical accuracy of all totals
on the Distribution Reports.
1 The Bond Market Association and the Securities Industry Association merged to form the
Securities and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA).
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10. Performed the following procedures with respect to the Prepricing
Reports for issues as obtained in step 8.
a. Selected haphazardly [Number] orders for each sam-
ple issue selected in step 8.
b. For all orders selected in step a above, verified infor-
mation accuracy by utilizing internal records or sent
confirmation requests to confirm the amount, price,
type of order, type of customer, trade date and other
specified conditions of the order (for example, limit
order). All orders selected must be validated via the
described procedures or alternative procedures. Less
than 100% compliance should be noted as an excep-
tion. [Please note that the number and minimum con-
firm response rate should be determined by the Com-
pany in conjunction with the Agency.] Confirmation
results should be summarized and the nature of excep-
tions, if any, should be described either in the body of
the report or in a separate attachment. See Appendix
J, "Confirmation Statistics," for a summary of confir-
mations.
c. For all orders selected in step 10a above, compared and
agreed individual orders and amounts to the related
trade tickets and general ledger account detail.
d. Read each Prepricing Report for the applicable issues
identified in step 8 above, noting that total allotment
and order conditionality were noted on such report.
e. For all orders selected in step 10a above, read the trade
tickets, noting that the sales prices were at face value
or at prices offered to the public as published by the
Agency.
f. For [Number] transactions haphazardly selected from
the Prepricing Reports obtained in step 8 above, we
obtained from representatives of the Company the
names of the sales person(s) (institutional or retail)
who were involved in the transactions, and obtained
documentation as provided by the Company indicat-
ing that such individuals have received training, as
defined in the Agreement(s). Such documentation con-
sists of [Describe].
11. [For purchases and sales from or to other members of the Agency
Bond Selling Group (Reallowance Orders), if any, prior to the time
that the securities are free to trade on the offering date, the Company
is required to receive express authorization or specific permission
from the Agency for such purchases and sales from the Agency for
Reallowance Orders for such issue. Please note that authorization is
not required for all reallowance orders. Certain reallowance orders
are permitted under the Agreement. The Company should read the
Agreement and contact the Agency for purposes of identifying such
orders.] Attached is a list in Appendix K, "List of Reallowance Or-
ders," of all reallowance orders for which authorization is required
as represented to us by the Company.
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12. [For all orders for the account of an affiliate of the Company or
for another nonaffiliated dealer who is not a member of the Agency
Selling Group that are purchasing the securities, the Company must
specifically advise the Agency of such orders.] Compared the prin-
cipal amount and trade date for such purchases as provided to us
by representatives of the Company from the trade tickets to the
corresponding data reflected in the notification to the Agency as
provided by the Company, and found them to be in agreement.
13. For all participating programs, reviewed the Company's policies
and procedures relative to the process of identifying, initiating,
tracking, recording and sending of the required offering documenta-
tion. For the items selected above, ensured the customers received
offering documentation (as an alternative procedure, customer con-
firmations can be sent). Any exceptions should be provided in an
attachment.
We were not engaged to, and did not conduct an examination, the objective of
which would be the expression of an opinion on compliance. Accordingly, we do
not express such an opinion. Had we performed additional procedures, other
matters might have come to our attention that would have been reported to
you.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of Standard Stock-
brokerage Co., Inc. and [Name of specified government sponsored entity using
the report] and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other
than these specified parties.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
May 15, 20XX
Note: The agreed-upon procedures report suggests certain procedures that
the independent auditor should perform. Please note the Company may re-
quest its independent auditor to perform other procedures. Such additional
procedures should be performed to satisfy other specific requirements of cer-
tain government agencies and the Company should consult with the agencies
in determining such procedures.
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Appendix I
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
Agency Issues Participation Listing1
For the Period__to __
CUSIP
Number
Total
Allotment
Reported
Sales Per
Pre-Pricing
Report2
Actual
Sales Per
Distribution
Report2
Offering
Documentation
Delivered to
Customers3
Yes/No
1 Certain agencies may incorporate the contents of this appendix into the agreed-upon procedures
report.
2 Information should be provided for issues selected for testing.
3 If offering documentation is not delivered, please indicate specific reasons.
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Appendix J
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
Confirmation Statistics1
[March 15, 20X8] Offering
Confirmations—Orders2
Total number of orders [#] $[Amount]
Orders confirmed [#] $[Amount]
Confirmations returned without exception [#] $[Amount]
Confirmations returned with exception [#] $[Amount]
Confirmation exceptions cleared [#] $[Amount]
Alternative procedures performed [#] $[Amount]
Coverage3 (based on number of
confirmations mailed)
[%]
[April 30, 20X8 ] Offering
Confirmations—Orders2
Total number of orders [#] $[Amount]
Orders confirmed [#] $[Amount]
Confirmations returned without exception [#] $[Amount]
Confirmations returned with exception [#] $[Amount]
Confirmation exceptions cleared [#] $[Amount]
Alternative procedures performed [#] $[Amount]
Coverage3 (based on number of
confirmations mailed)
[%]
1 Certain agencies may incorporate the contents of this Appendix into the agreed-upon proce-
dures report.
2 Orders include filled, partially filled, not filled or canceled orders.
3 If the minimum response rate is not obtained as determined in Step 10a of the report, two
follow-up requests, either written or oral, should be performed. Further, if the minimum response
rate is not obtained through follow-up requests, alternative procedures should be performed and
described in the body of the report or in a separate attachment.
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Appendix K
Standard Stockbrokerage Co., Inc.
List of Reallowance Orders1
[March 15, 20X8] Offering
Date
Description
of Security
Quantity
Re-allowed
Purchase
Amount
Sell
Amount
[April 30, 20X8] Offering
Date
Description
of Security
Quantity
Re-allowed
Purchase
Amount
Sell
Amount
1 Certain agencies may incorporate the contents of this appendix into the agreed-upon procedures
report.
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Appendix L
Auditor’s Standard Report on Consolidated
Supervised Entity
The following is an illustration of the report of the independent registered public
accounting firm that expresses unqualified opinions on the financial statements
of the consolidated supervised entity (CSE), management's assessment of the
effectiveness of CSE's internal control over financial reporting, the effectiveness
of CSE's internal control over financial reporting, and on the supplementary
schedule of capital and allowances required by SEC Rule 15c3-1 Appendix G
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of ABC Company:
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of ABC Com-
pany and subsidiaries ("ABC Company") as of December 31, 20XX and Decem-
ber 31, 20XY, and the related consolidated statements of income, changes in
stockholders' equity, comprehensive income and cash flows for each of the three
years in the period ended December 31, 20XX. These financial statements are
the responsibility of ABC Company's management. Our responsibility is to ex-
press an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Com-
pany Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An au-
dit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of ABC Company as of December 31,
20XX and December 31, 20XY, and the results of its operations and its cash
flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 20XX, in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.
We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the effectiveness of ABC Com-
pany's internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 20XX, based
on the criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued
by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
and our report dated February XX, 20XZ expressed an unqualified opinion on
management's assessment of the effectiveness of ABC Company's internal con-
trol over financial reporting and an unqualified opinion on the effectiveness of
ABC Company's internal control over financial reporting.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic con-
solidated financial statements taken as a whole. The consolidated statement
of capital and allowances as of December 31, 20XX is presented for the pur-
pose of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic consolidated
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financial statements, but is supplementary information required by Rule 15c3-
1 Appendix G under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This schedule is
the responsibility of the Company's management. Such schedule has been sub-
jected to the auditing procedures applied in our audit of the basic consolidated
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects
when considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February 15, 20XZ
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Appendix M
Separate Report on the Supplementary
Schedule of Consolidated Supervised Entity
It is also acceptable to present a separate auditor's report on the supplementary
schedule of capital and allowances of the consolidated supervised entity (CSE).
It can be done using a redacted version of the CSE's annual report which ex-
cludes all marketing material and the MD (it is the financial statements only).
Included below are a cover for the report, an index, a report on the schedule of
capital and allowances, and a sample schedule of capital and allowances.
ABC Company
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 20XX
AND INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
*******
This report is being filed in accordance with
Rule 15c3-1(g) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Confidential treatment is requested under the
Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") in accordance with 17 C.F.R. 200.83.
Table of Contents
Pages 1 ˜ XX have intentionally been omitted.
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm XX
Consolidated Financial Statements XX
Consolidated Statements of Earnings XX
Consolidated Balance Sheets XX
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders' Equity XX
Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income XX
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows XX
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements XX to XX
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
on Supplemental Schedule XX
Consolidated Statement of Capital and Allowances XX
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of ABC Company:
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of ABC
Company and Subsidiaries as of and for the year ended December 31, 20XX,
and have issued our report thereon dated February XX, 20XX. Our audit was
conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic consolidated fi-
nancial statements taken as a whole. The consolidated statement of capital and
allowances as of December 31, 20XX is presented for the purpose of additional
analysis and is not a required part of the basic consolidated financial state-
ments, but is supplementary information required by Rule 15c3-1 Appendix G
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This schedule is the responsibility of
the Company's management. Such schedule has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in our audit of the basic consolidated financial statements
and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects when considered in
relation to the basic consolidated financial statements taken as a whole.
Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
New York, New York
February XX, 20XZ
ABC Company
Consolidated Statement of Capital and Allowances
(in millions)
Allowable Capital December 31, 20XX
Common stockholders' equity XX,XXX
Preferred stock X,XXX
Trust preferreds X,XXX
Subtotal
XX,XXX
Less: Goodwill
Less: Deferred tax assets XXX
Subtotal
XX,XXX
Qualifying long-term debt XX,XXX
Qualifying subordinated debt XX
Allowances for losses on loans, leases and
commitments XX
Total Allowable Capital XX,XXX
Allowance for Credit Risk XX,XXX
Allowance for Market Risk XX,XXX
Allowance for Operational Risk X,XXX
Total Allowances XX,XXX
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Allowable Capital December 31, 20XX
Allowable Capital in Excess of Allowances XX,XXX
Risk Weighted Assets XX,XXX
Total Capital Ratio XX.XX%
There are no material reconciling items between the amounts presented above
and the XXX amounts reported in ABC Company's unaudited CSE filing as
of December 31, 20XX. Therefore, no reconciliation of the two computations is
deemed necessary.
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY ABC Company UNDER
FOIA
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Appendix N
Background Information, Discussion of
Conclusions, and Comments Received
N.1 This appendix provides background information and discusses sig-
nificant changes proposed in the exposure draft that preceded this Audit and
Accounting Guide (guide), the comments received on those proposed changes,
and the conclusions that the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA) Stockbrokerage and Investment Banking Committee (the Committee)
reached on those proposed changes.
Background Information
N.2 This guide was developed to assist accounting practitioners and au-
ditors in preparing and auditing the financial statements of broker-dealers. It
supersedes Audits of Brokers and Dealers in Securities, the guide originally
issued by the AICPA in 1985. It incorporates, to the latest date practicable, ac-
counting and financial reporting requirements issued by the Financial Account-
ing Standards Board (FASB) and the AICPA Accounting Standards Executive
Committee (AcSEC) and auditing standards issued by the AICPA Auditing
Standards Board (ASB).
N.3 This guide does not address the general application of those stan-
dards; rather, it focuses on special matters unique to preparing, auditing, and
reporting on the financial statements of broker-dealers. AcSEC and the ASB
found the guide to be consistent with existing standards and principles covered
by Rules 202, "Compliance With Standards," and 203, "Accounting Principles,"
of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct.
Discussion of Conclusions and Comments Received
N.4 In August 1994, an exposure draft of a proposed Audit and Account-
ing Guide Brokers and Dealers in Securities was issued for public comment.
Significant issues addressed by commentators are discussed below.
Subordinated Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
N.5 The guide does not permit reporting combined subordinated liabili-
ties (those qualifying as capital in computing net capital requirements) with
stockholders' equity in statements of financial condition, which was acceptable
under the superseded guide, while recognizing that such liabilities qualify as a
component in computing broker-dealers' net capital requirements.
N.6 The Committee proposed this change because it believes that it is
misleading to link those items together under the same heading and show a
total for them. Such a presentation implies that subordinated liabilities are a
component of stockholders' equity, unencumbered by the right of the creditor
to be repaid. Liabilities frequently have repayment limitations of one sort or
another, but nevertheless remain liabilities.
N.7 The superseded guide justified the practice of combining subor-
dinated liabilities and stockholders' equity on the grounds of the unique
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regulatory aspects of subordinated liabilities and because the practice had been
widespread, generally accepted, and well understood in the industry.
N.8 As to the unique regulatory requirements of such subordinated liabili-
ties (limiting repayments that would impair the meeting of statutory net capital
requirements), the Committee observes that other entities are required to meet
regulatory capital requirements but do not present their financial statements
based on such requirements.
N.9 In addition, the Committee believes that, as business activities of
financial service entities become more homogeneous, it will benefit financial
statement users if financial reporting anomalies among such entities can be
reduced or eliminated.
N.10 No comments were received on this change, which the Committee
supports.
Combined Financial Instruments
N.11 The exposure draft proposed using a combined value for financial
instruments that are identified as components of an arbitrage trading strategy
rather than separately valuing each financial instrument. It proposed that in
valuing combined financial instruments, the effects of contract interest rate
differences from current replacement rates and contractual cash flow versus
the redemption value of the underlying security should be considered.
N.12 The transmittal letter accompanying the exposure draft asked for
specific comments on the proposed accounting for combined financial instru-
ments. Although no comment letter objected to the basic approach proposed,
several did make suggestions and raised issues that were considered by the
Committee. The Committee addressed those suggestions, which included how
to—
 Identify financial instruments qualifying as components of a com-
bined financial instrument.
 Amortize related revenue.
 Determine if management's intent is to hold a combined financial
instrument to maturity is terminated.
Subsequently, new issues arose as to how to make guidance specific so that
diversity in practice would not result from it. After lengthy consideration, the
Committee decided to delete this topic from the guide rather than delay publi-
cation.
N.13 The Committee notes that the staff of the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) Division of Market Regulation objects to the concept of com-
bined financial instruments. The SEC staff will not accept the proposed valu-
ation of a combined financial instrument to compute statutory net capital (the
components of the combined financial instruments would have to be reported
and valued separately). The SEC staff believes that the guidance proposed in
the exposure draft is too subjective. In addition, the SEC presently intends to
issue a concepts release that might affect how a combined financial instrument
could be accounted for. Although the Committee recognizes that items are fre-
quently treated differently for generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
and regulatory purposes, it would like to avoid exacerbating such differences.
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Delayed Delivery
N.14 This guide changes how proprietary transactions for the delayed
delivery of securities (delayed delivery trades) should be reported in financial
statements.
N.15 Delayed delivery of securities occurs if the settlement date for a
transaction is later than the date would have been were it to be settled in the
regular way.
N.16 Transactions settled in the regular way are settled on or before a
date established by convention or by regulations of the market in which the
transaction is executed. (Regular-way trades on the New York Stock Exchange
must settle within three business days.)
N.17 The 1985 guide required that delayed-delivery trades be reflected in
the statement of condition on the trade date, that is, accounted for the same
way as regular-way trades. This guide requires that delayed-delivery trades be
reflected in the statement of condition on the settlement date with related gains
or losses in value between the trade and settlement dates reported in income.
N.18 The change was made because delayed-delivery trades are executory
contracts that may extend for significant periods of time and that, consequently,
involve greater risk of nonperformance than regular-way trades. Conversely,
when the previous guide was issued, the delivery delay for most transactions
was shorter than it is now. The Committee notes that the change brings account-
ing for such items into agreement with accounting for forward transactions to
which delayed deliveries are similar.
N.19 Commentators objected to the change; only one of them stated a
reason. That commentator stated that there is a diversity in practice among
industries regarding accounting for delayed-delivery transactions, particularly
among banks with broker-dealer subsidiaries. This person believes that the
issue should be deliberated by the FASB so that due process, including deter-
mination of the impact and implications of changing the accounting, can be
accomplished prior to implementation and an appropriate effective date can
be established. Accordingly, this commentator does not support changing the
accounting at this time.
N.20 The Committee acknowledges that there may be diversity in prac-
tice across industries. It realizes that the accounting recommended for broker-
dealers may be applied by analogy to similar transactions in other industries.
It believes that narrowing diversity for similar transactions across industries
would be beneficial.
N.21 The Committee notes that whatever accounting is recommended in
the final guide will be Level B GAAP. The only way to comply with the com-
mentators' recommendation would be to remove the guidance from the guide,
thus promoting rather than narrowing diversity in practice. The Committee be-
lieves that the accounting change has had sufficient due process but, because
it may have a wider effect than was contemplated, will allow a sufficient im-
plementation period and not require the retroactive restatement of financial
statements.
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Other Comments
N.22 In addition to comments on the issue of combined financial instru-
ments, commentators suggested numerous editorial revisions. Most of those
recommended that descriptive items be added, expanded, or revised. The Com-
mittee implemented suggestions that it believes enhance the guide without
adding nonessential details.
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Appendix O
Information Sources
Further information on matters addressed in this Guide is available through
various publications and services listed in the table that follows. Many non-
government and some government publications and services involve a charge
or membership requirement.
Fax services allow users to follow voice cues and request that selected docu-
ments be sent by fax machine. Some fax services require the user to call from the
handset of the fax machine, others allow the user to call from any phone. Most
fax services offer an index document, which lists titles and other information
describing available documents.
Electronic bulletin board services allow users to read, copy, and exchange infor-
mation electronically. Most are available using a modem and standard commu-
nications software. Some bulletin board services are also available using one or
more Internet protocols.
Recorded announcements allow users to listen to announcements about a va-
riety of recent or scheduled actions or meetings.
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Appendix P
Major Existing Differences Between AICPA
Standards and PCAOB Standards
At the time of this writing, the following major differences existed between
AICPA standards and final PCAOB standards approved by the SEC:
 Risk Assessment Standards. In March 2006, the ASB issued
eight Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs), Nos. 104–111,
collectively referred to as the risk assessment standards. These
standards are applicable to nonissuers and are effective for audits
of financial statements for periods beginning on or after December
15, 2006. These standards provide extensive guidance concerning
the auditor's assessment of the risks of material misstatement in
a financial statement audit and the design and performance of
audit procedures whose nature, timing, and extent are responsive
to the assessed risks. Additionally, the SASs establish standards
and provide guidance on planning and supervision, the nature
of audit evidence, and evaluating whether the audit evidence ob-
tained affords a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the fi-
nancial statements under audit. SAS Nos. 104–111 makes signif-
icant changes to numerous AU sections in the auditing literature.
These standards have not been adopted by the PCAOB.
 Audit of Internal Control. In connection with the requirement
of Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act that an issuer's inde-
pendent auditor attest to and report on management's assessment
of the effectiveness of internal control, PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 2, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Per-
formed in Conjunction With an Audit of Financial Statements,
establishes requirements and provides direction that apply when
an auditor is engaged to audit the internal control over financial
reporting and to perform that audit in conjunction with the audit
of an issuer's financial statements. PCAOB conforming amend-
ments related to PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2 supersedes SAS
No. 60, Communication of Internal Control Related Matters Noted
in Audit, and AT section 501, Reporting on an Entity's Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting. Note that SAS No. 112, Com-
municating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Au-
dit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 325), issued
in May 2006, superseded SAS No. 60 (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 325A).
 Independence Matters. Rule 3600T requires compliance with
Standards No. 1, No. 2, and 3, and Interpretations 99-1, 00-1, and
00-2 of the Independence Standards Board. Also, to the extent
that a provision of the SEC's independence rules or policies are
more restrictive—or less restrictive—than the PCAOB's interim
independence standards, a registered public accounting firm shall
comply with the more restrictive requirement.
 Independence Matters. The PCAOB has adopted ethics and
independence rules concerning independence, tax services, and
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contingent fees. See PCAOB Rules 3501, 3502, 3520, 3521, 3522,
3523, and 3524.
 Concurring Partner. Rule 3400T requires the establishment of
policies and procedures for a concurring review [generally the SEC
Practice Section (SECPS) membership rule].1
 Communication of Firm Policy. Rule 3400T requires registered
firms to communicate through a written statement to all profes-
sional firm personnel the broad principles that influence the firm's
quality control and operating policies and procedures on, at a min-
imum, matters that relate to the recommendation and approval
of accounting principles, present and potential client relationships
and the types of services provided, and inform professional firm
personnel periodically that compliance with those principles is
mandatory (generally the SECPS membership rule).
 Affiliated Firms. Rule 3400T requires registered firms that are
part of an international association to seek adoption of policies and
procedures by the international organization or individual foreign
associated firms consistent with PCAOB standards.
 Partner Rotation. Rule 3600T requires compliance with the
SEC's independence rules which include partner rotation.
 Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Requirements.
Rule 3400T requires registered accounting firms to ensure that all
of their professionals participate in at least 20 hours of qualifying
CPE every year (generally the SECPS membership rule).
Please note that in the time since publication, these differences might have
been eliminated and others might have arisen.
1 Firms that were not members of the AICPA's SECPS as of April 16, 2003 do not have to comply
with this requirement.
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Appendix Q
Comparison of Key Provisions of the Risk
Assessment Standards to Previous Standards
This appendix discusses the key provisions of each of the audit risk SASs and
provides a summary of how each of the SASs differs, if at all, from the previous
AICPA generally accepted audit standards.
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SAS No. 104, Amendment to Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and
Procedures (”Due Professional Care in the Performance
of Work”)
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 104 defines reasonable
assurance as a "high level of as-
surance."
• SAS No. 104 clarifies the meaning
of reasonable assurance.
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SAS No. 105, Amendment to Statement
on Auditing Standards No. 95, Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 105 expands the scope of
the understanding that the audi-
tor must obtain in the second stan-
dard of field work from "internal
control" to "the entity and its en-
vironment, including its internal
control."
• The quality and depth of the un-
derstanding to be obtained is em-
phasized by amending its purpose
from "planning the audit" to "as-
sessing the risks of material mis-
statement of the financial state-
ments whether due to error or
fraud and to design the nature,
timing, and extent of further au-
dit procedures."
• Previous guidance considered the
understanding of the entity to be
a part of audit planning, and em-
phasized that the understanding
of internal control also was pri-
marily part of audit planning.
• By stating that the purpose of
your understanding of the entity
and its internal control is part
of assessing the risks of material
misstatement, SAS No. 105 essen-
tially considers this understand-
ing to provide audit evidence that
ultimately supports your opinion
on the financial statements.
• SAS No. 105 emphasizes the link
between understanding the entity,
assessing risks, and the design of
further audit procedures. It is an-
ticipated that "generic" audit pro-
grams will not be an appropriate
response for all engagements be-
cause risks vary between entities.
• The term further audit proce-
dures, which consists of test of
controls and substantive tests,
replaces the term tests to be per-
formed in recognition that risk as-
sessment procedures are also per-
formed.
• The term audit evidence replaces
the term evidential matter.
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SAS No. 106, Audit Evidence
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 106 defines audit ev-
idence as "all the information
used by the auditor in arriving
at the conclusions on which the
audit opinion is based."
• Previous guidance did not define au-
dit evidence.
• SAS No. 106 also describes basic con-
cepts of audit evidence.
• The term sufficient, appropriate au-
dit evidence, defined in SAS No. 106,
replaces the term sufficient, compe-
tent evidence.
• SAS No. 106 recategorizes as-
sertions by classes of trans-
actions, account balances, and
presentation and disclosure; ex-
pands the guidance related
to presentation and disclosure;
and describes how the auditor
uses relevant assertions to as-
sess risk and design audit pro-
cedures.
• SAS No. 106 recategorizes asser-
tions to add clarity.
• Assertion relating to presentation
and disclosure has been expanded
and includes a new assertion that
information in disclosures should be
"expressed clearly" (understandabil-
ity).
• SAS No. 106 defines relevant as-
sertions as those assertions that
have a meaningful bearing on
whether the account is fairly
stated.
• The term relevant assertions is new,
and it is used repeatedly throughout
SAS No. 106.
• SAS No. 106 provides addi-
tional guidance on the reliabil-
ity of various kinds of audit ev-
idence.
• The previous standard included a
discussion of the competence of ev-
idential matter and how different
types of audit evidence may pro-
vide more or less valid evidence. SAS
No. 106 expands on this guidance.
• SAS No. 106 identifies "risk as-
sessment procedures" as audit
procedures performed on all au-
dits to obtain an understand-
ing of the entity and its envi-
ronment, including its internal
control, to assess the risks of
material misstatement at the fi-
nancial statement and relevant
assertion levels.
• SAS No. 106 introduces the con-
cept of risk assessment procedures,
which are necessary to provide a ba-
sis for assessing the risks of ma-
terial misstatement. The results of
risk assessment procedures, along
with the results of further audit
procedures, provide audit evidence
that ultimately supports the audi-
tor's opinion on the financial state-
ments.
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Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 106 provides that ev-
idence obtained by performing
risk assessment procedures, as
well as that obtained by per-
forming tests of controls and
substantive procedures, is part
of the evidence the auditor ob-
tains to draw reasonable con-
clusions on which to base the
audit opinion, although such ev-
idence is not sufficient in and
of itself to support the audit
opinion.
• SAS No. 106 describes the types
of audit procedures that the
auditor may use alone or in
combination as risk assessment
procedures, tests of controls,
or substantive procedures, de-
pending on the context in which
they are applied by the auditor.
• Risk assessment procedures include:
— Inquiries of management and
others within the entity
— Analytical procedures
— Observation and inspection
• SAS No. 106 includes guidance
on the uses and limitations of
inquiry as an audit procedure.
• Inquiry alone is not sufficient to eval-
uate the design of internal control
and to determine whether it has
been implemented.
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SAS No. 107, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting
an Audit
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• The auditor must consider audit
risk and must determine a mate-
riality level for the financial state-
ments taken as a whole for the
purpose of:
1. Determining the extent
and nature of risk assess-
ment procedures.
2. Identifying and assessing
the risk of material mis-
statement.
3. Determining the nature,
timing, and extent of fur-
ther audit procedures.
4. Evaluating whether the
financial statements tak-
en as a whole are presen-
ted fairly, in conformity
with generally accepted
accounting principles.
• Previous guidance said that audi-
tors "should consider" audit risk
and materiality for certain spec-
ified purposes. SAS No. 107 states
that the auditor "must" consider.
• New guidance explicitly states
that audit risk and materiality are
used to identify and assess the
risk of material misstatement.
• Combined assessment of inherent
and control risks is termed the risk
of material misstatement.
• SAS No. 107 consistently uses the
term risk of material misstate-
ment, which often is described as
a combined assessment of inher-
ent and control risk. However, au-
ditors may make separate assess-
ment of inherent risk and control
risks.
• The auditor should assess the risk
of material misstatement as a ba-
sis for further audit procedures.
Although that risk assessment is
a judgment rather than a precise
measurement of risk, the auditor
should have an appropriate basis
for that assessment.
• Assessed risks and the basis for
those assessments should be doc-
umented.
• SAS No. 107 states that the audi-
tor should have and document an
appropriate basis for the audit ap-
proach.
• These two provisions of the risk
assessment standards effectively
eliminate the ability of the audi-
tor to assess control risk "at the
maximum" without having a ba-
sis for that assessment. In other
words, you can no longer "default"
to maximum control risk.
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Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• The auditor must accumulate
all known and likely misstate-
ments identified during the au-
dit, other than those that the
auditor believes are trivial, and
communicate them to the ap-
propriate level of management.
• SAS No. 107 provides additional
guidance on communicating mis-
statements to management.
• The concept of not accumulat-
ing misstatements below a certain
threshold is included in the previous
standards, but SAS No. 107 provides
additional specific guidance on how
to determine this threshold.
• The auditor should request
management to respond appro-
priately when misstatements
(known or likely) are identified
during the audit.
• SAS No. 107 provides specific guid-
ance regarding the appropriate au-
ditor's responses to the types of
misstatements (known or likely)
identified by the auditor.
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SAS No. 108, Planning and Supervision
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
SAS No. 108 provides guidance on:
• Appointment of the independent
auditor.
• Establishing an understanding
with the client.
• Preliminary engagement activi-
ties.
• The overall audit strategy.
• The audit plan.
• Determining the extent of in-
volvement of professionals pos-
sessing specialized skills.
• Using a professional possess-
ing information technology (IT)
skills to understand the effect of
IT on the audit.
• Additional considerations in ini-
tial audit engagements.
• Supervision of assistants.
• Much of the guidance provided in
SAS No. 108 has been consolidated
from several existing standards.
• However, SAS No. 108 provides
new guidance on preliminary en-
gagement activities, including the
development of an overall audit
strategy and an audit plan.
— The overall audit strategy
is what previously was com-
monly referred to as the au-
dit approach. It is a broad
approach to how the audit
will be conducted, consider-
ing factors such as the scope
of the engagement, deadlines
for performing the audit and
issuing the report, and re-
cent financial reporting devel-
opments.
— The audit plan is more de-
tailed than the audit strategy
and is commonly referred to
as the audit program. The au-
dit plan describes in detail the
nature, timing, and extent of
risk assessment and further
audit procedures you perform
in an audit.
• SAS No. 108 states that you should
establish a written understanding
with your auditee regarding the
services to be performed for each
engagement.
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SAS No. 109, Understanding the Entity
and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks
of Material Misstatement
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 109 describes audit
procedures that the auditor
should perform to obtain the
understanding of the entity
and its environment, includ-
ing its internal control.
• The auditor should perform "risk as-
sessment procedures" to gather infor-
mation and gain an understanding of
the entity and its environment. These
procedures include inquiries, observa-
tion, inspection, and analytical proce-
dures. Previous standards did not de-
scribe the procedures that should be
performed to gain an understanding
of the client.
• Information about the entity may be
provided by a variety of sources, in-
cluding knowledge about the entity
gathered in previous audits (provided
certain conditions are met), and the
results of auditee acceptance and con-
tinuance procedures.
• SAS No. 109 also directs the auditor to
perform a variety of risk assessment
procedures, and it describes the limi-
tations of inquiry.
• The audit team should discuss
the susceptibility of the en-
tity's financial statements to
material misstatement.
• Previous standards did not require
a "brainstorming" session to discuss
the risks of material misstatements.
SAS No. 109 requires such a brain-
storming session, which is similar to
(and may be performed together with)
the brainstorming session to discuss
fraud.
• The purpose of obtaining an
understanding of the entity
and its environment, includ-
ing its internal control, is to
identify and assess "the risks
of material misstatement" and
design and perform further
audit procedures responsive to
the assessed risks.
• SAS No. 109 directly links the un-
derstanding of the entity and its in-
ternal control with the assessment of
risk and design of further audit proce-
dures. Thus, the understanding of the
entity and its environment, including
its internal control, provides the au-
dit evidence necessary to support the
auditor's assessment of risk.
(continued)
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Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 109 states the au-
ditor should assess the risks
of material misstatement at
both the financial statement
and relevant assertion levels.
• The previous standard included the
concept of assessing risk at the finan-
cial statement level, but SAS No. 109
provides expanded and more explicit
guidance.
• SAS No. 109 also directs the auditor
to determine how risks at the financial
statement level may result in risks at
the assertion level.
• SAS No. 109 provides direc-
tions on how to evaluate the
design of the entitys con-
trols and determine whether
the controls are adequate and
have been implemented.
• Under the previous standard, the pri-
mary purpose of gaining an under-
standing of internal control was to plan
the audit. Under SAS No. 109, your un-
derstanding of internal control is used
to assess risks. Thus, the understand-
ing of internal control provides audit
evidence that ultimately supports the
auditor's opinion on the financial state-
ments.
• The previous standard directs the au-
ditor to obtain an understanding of in-
ternal control as part of obtaining an
understanding of the entity and its en-
vironment. SAS No. 109 requires audi-
tors to evaluate the design of controls
and determine whether they have been
implemented. Evaluating the design of
a control involves considering whether
the control, individually or in combina-
tion with other controls, is capable of
effectively preventing or detecting and
correcting material misstatements. It
is anticipated that this phase of the au-
dit will require more work than simply
gaining understanding of internal con-
trol.
• SAS No. 109 directs the au-
ditor to consider whether any
of the assessed risks are sig-
nificant risks that require
special audit consideration
or risks for which substan-
tive procedures alone do not
provide sufficient appropri-
ate audit evidence.
• Previous standard did not include the
concept of "significant risks."
• Significant risks exist on most engage-
ments.
• The auditor should gain an under-
standing of internal control and also
perform substantive procedures for all
identified significant risks. Substan-
tive analytical procedures alone are not
sufficient to test significant risks.
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Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 109 provides exten-
sive guidance on the matters
that should be documented.
• The guidance provided by SAS
No. 109 relating to documentation
is significantly greater than that
provided by previous standards.
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SAS No. 110, Performing Audit Procedures
in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 110 provides guid-
ance on determining over-
all responses to address the
risks of material misstate-
ment at the financial state-
ment level and the nature of
those responses.
• The concept of addressing the risks of
material misstatement at the financial
statement level and developing an ap-
propriate overall response is similar to
the requirement in previous standards
relating to the consideration of audit
risk at the financial statement level.
However, that guidance was placed in
the context of audit planning. SAS
No. 110 "repositions" your consideration
of risk at the financial statement level
so you make this assessment as a result
of and in conjunction with your perfor-
mance of risk assessment procedures. In
some cases, this assessment may not be
able to be made during audit planning.
• SAS No. 110 requires you to consider
how your assessment of risks at the fi-
nancial statement level affects individ-
ual financial statement assertions, so
you may design and perform tailored fur-
ther audit procedures (substantive tests
or tests of controls).
• The list of possible overall responses to
the risks of material misstatement at
the financial statement level also has
been expanded.
• Further audit procedures,
which may include tests of
controls, or substantive pro-
cedures should be respon-
sive to the assessed risks
of material misstatement at
the relevant assertion level.
• Although the previous standards in-
cluded the concept that audit procedures
should be responsive to assessed risks,
this idea was embedded in the discus-
sion of the audit risk model. The SASs
repeatedly emphasize the need to pro-
vide a clear linkage between your under-
standing of the entity, your risk assess-
ments, and the design of further audit
procedures.
• SAS No. 110 requires you to document
the linkage between assessed risks and
further audit procedures, which was not
a requirement under the previous stan-
dards.
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Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 110 provides guid-
ance on matters the audi-
tor should consider in deter-
mining the nature, timing,
and extent of such audit pro-
cedures.
• The new guidance on determining the
nature, timing, and extent of tests of
controls and substantive tests has been
expanded greatly and addresses issues
that previously were not included in the
authoritative literature.
• SAS No. 110 states that the nature of
further audit procedures is of most im-
portance in responding to your assessed
risks of material misstatement. That is,
increasing the extent of your audit pro-
cedures will not compensate for proce-
dures that do not address the specifically
identified risks of misstatement.
• SAS No. 110 states that you should per-
form certain substantive procedures on
all engagements. These procedures in-
clude:
— Performing substantive tests for
all relevant assertions related to
each material class of transac-
tions, account balance, and disclo-
sure regardless of the assessment
of the risks of material misstate-
ments.
— Agreeing the financial statements,
including their accompanying
notes, to the underlying account-
ing records
— Examining material journal en-
tries and other adjustments made
during the course of preparing the
financial statements
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SAS No. 111, Amendment to Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 39, Audit Sampling
Key Provisions
How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 111 provides guidance re-
lating to the auditor's judgment
about establishing tolerable mis-
statement for a specific audit pro-
cedure and on the application of
sampling to tests of controls.
• SAS No. 111 provides enhanced
guidance on tolerable misstate-
ment. In general, tolerable mis-
statement in an account should be
less than materiality to allow for
aggregation in final assessment.
• Ordinarily sample sizes for non-
statistical samples are compara-
ble to sample sizes for an efficient
and effectively designed statisti-
cal sample with the same sam-
pling parameters.
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Appendix R
Schedule of Changes Made to Brokers
and Dealers in Securities
As of May 2007
All schedules of changes reflect only current year.
Reference Change
General Replaced referencing of original SASs and SSAEs
with AU section and AT section references from
AICPA Professional Standards literature, respec-
tively. Replaced referencing of original PCAOB Au-
diting Standards with AU section references from the
AICPA PCAOB Standards and Related Rules litera-
ture. Removed dual references to the AICPA Profes-
sional Standards literature and the AICPA PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules literature. Letter foot-
notes were replaced by citations in text.
General
(Most changes
occurred in
Chapters 5 and 6)
Revised text and footnotes to reflect the issuance of
SAS Nos. 104-111, the "risk assessment standards".
This guide has been conformed to the new risk as-
sessment standards to indicate, at a minimum, where
these standards need to be applied.
Notice to Readers Updated; footnote † added.
Preface Updated; revised to reflect SAS Nos. 104-114, the risk
assessment standards; revised to reflect references to
Professional Standards; revised to reflect revisions to
filing deadlines for issuers; footnote *, † replaced; foot-
note ‡, ||added.
Paragraph 1.12 Revised for clarity.
Footnote * in
heading before
paragraph 1.21
Revised for clarification.
Paragraph 1.10 Revised to indicate that in addition to complying with
the SEC rules and regulations, government broker-
dealers are also subject to certain rules and regula-
tions of the Department of the Treasury.
Paragraph 1.35 Deleted text related to ownership of the NSCC.
Paragraph 1.44 Revised for clarification; footnote † added.
Paragraph 2.13 Deleted reference to "Financial Reporting Release
No. 1."
(continued)
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Reference Change
Footnote 1 in
paragraph 2.46
Revised for issuance of FASB Statement No. 155.
Paragraph 2.95 Revised for issuance of FASB Statement No. 155; foot-
note * revised.
Footnote 3 in
paragraph 2.98
Revised for clarification.
Footnote † in
heading before
paragraph 2.117
Revised.
Footnote 4 and 5 in
paragraph 2.141
Revised for clarification.
Paragraph 2.142
and footnote 6
Revised for issuance of FASB Statement No. 155 and
156.
Paragraph 2.153
and footnote 8
Revised to reflect the merger of SIA and BMA into
SIFMA.
Paragraph 2.166 Updated for forms required by FinCEN.
Footnote * in
paragraph 3.03
Added.
Footnote 2 in
paragraph 3.05
Added reference to Appendix O – Information Sources,
subsequent footnotes renumbered.
Former footnote †
in heading before
paragraph 3.07
Revised.
Paragraph 3.08 Revised for clarification.
Paragraphs 3.26,
3.30, and 3.39
Revised for clarification.
Footnote 3 in
paragraph 3.45
Added to reflect proposed SEC guidance changes to
Rule 15c3-1 and 17a-11.
Footnote ||in
paragraph 3.70
Revised.
Paragraph 3.81 Revised to reflect issuance of SAS No. 112.
Former
paragraphs 3.82,
3.83 and 3.84
Deleted – information moved to chapter 5, paragraph
5.123–5.124.
Footnote # in
paragraph 3.84
Added.
Paragraph 3.85 Revised for clarification.
Footnote ** in
paragraph 3.87
Added footnote # to alert readers about the issuance
of FASB Statement No. 155, and added footnote **
to alert readers about FASB Derivative Disclosures
project.
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Reference Change
Footnote †† in
paragraph 3.90
Revised.
Paragraph 3.97 Revised for clarification.
Footnote 7 in
heading prior to
paragraph 3.98
Revised footnote † to reflect the current status of stan-
dard setting developments related to earnings per
share.
Paragraph 3.100 Revised for clarification.
Paragraph 3.117 Paragraph revised for current CFTC rules and regu-
lations.
Former paragraph
3.122 and former
footnote 7
Deleted due to change in rules.
Paragraph 3.127 Revised for clarification.
Paragraph 3.131 Revised to reflect current CFTC rules.
Paragraph 4.11 Revised for clarification.
Footnote 2 in
heading before
paragraph 4.13
(former footnote †)
Revised for passage of time.
Paragraph 4.34 Revised for clarification.
Footnote 4 in
paragraph 4.13
Added.
Footnote 11 in
paragraph 4.62
Revised for clarification.
Footnote 13 in
heading before
paragraph 4.76
Revised for passage of time.
Footnote † in
heading before
paragraph 4.76
Revised for issuance of exposure draft - Disclosures
about Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activi-
ties – an amendment of FASB Statement 133.
Paragraph 4.76 Revised for issuance of FASB No. 155.
Footnote ‡ in
paragraph 4.76
Added.
Footnote ||in
paragraph 4.77
Added.
Footnote †† in
heading before
paragraph 4.78
Deleted.
Paragraph 4.80
(Exhibit 4.6)
Added descriptive sub heading in columns without
them.
(continued)
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Reference Change
Paragraph 4.80
(Exhibit 4.8)
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements – foot-
note * added.
Note 2 – Collateral section – added Footnote †.
Note 2 – Statement of Cash Flow section changed for
clarification.
Note 2 – Financial Instruments section – revised foot-
note ‡.
Note 12 – Added footnote †.
Note 15 - Revised for clarification and for NFA Rule
7001A.
Note 16 – Footnote 28 revised for FASB FIN No. 48.
Note 19 – Added footnote †.
Paragraph 4.80
(Exhibit 4.9)
Schedule I, footnote ** revised for clarification.
Schedule II, footnote # revised for clarification.
Note before
paragraph 5.01
Added for issuance of PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 5 and SEC release No. 33-8809.
Footnote 1 in
Chapter 5 heading
(former footnote *)
Revised for passage of time; revised for discontinu-
ance of dual referencing of AICPA and PCAOB stan-
dards. Subsequent footnotes renumbered.
Footnote * in
paragraph 5.01
Added.
Paragraph 5.22 Revised for change in chart heading in chart entitled
"Securities Broker-Dealer Auditing Considerations."
Footnote † in
paragraph 5.29
(former footnote ||)
Revised for passage of time.
Former
paragraphs 5.35,
5.36, and 5.37
Deleted due to SAS 103 becoming effective.
Footnote ||in
heading before
paragraph 5.63
Added for issuance of SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin
No. 108; issuance of exposure draft of FASB Staff Po-
sition FAS 154-a.
Paragraph 5.65 Revised for issuance of SAS 103.
Former footnote 3
in former
paragraph 5.67
Deleted – duplicate information. Subsequent foot-
notes renumbered.
Paragraph 5.69
and 5.70
Added due to issuance and effective date of SAS 103.
Paragraph 5.71 Revised for issuance of SAS 103.
Footnote # in
paragraph 5.71
Added.
Paragraphs 5.93
and 5.96
Revised for issuance of SAS 103.
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Reference Change
Paragraphs 5.97
and 5.98
Revised for SAS 114.
Footnote 7 in
paragraph 5.98
Revised for SAS 112 and 114.
Former paragraph
5.100 and 5.102
Deleted due to issuance of SAS 112.
Paragraph 5.105 Revised for clarification.
Paragraph 5.116 Revised for SAS 103.
Paragraphs 5.123
and 5.124
Revised for issuance of SAS 112.
Paragraph 5.129 Revised for issuance of SAS 114.
Paragraph 5.137 Revised for SAS 103.
Footnote ** in
paragraph 5.169
Added.
Footnote †† in
paragraph 5.194
Added.
Chapter 5-
Appendix A
Revised for issuance of SAS 114.
Footnote * in
Chapter 6 Title
heading.
Revised.
Note before
paragraph 6.01
Added for issuance of PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 5 and SEC release No. 33-8809.
Footnote 1 in
Chapter 6 heading
Revised for passage of time; revised for discontinu-
ance of dual referencing of AICPA and PCAOB stan-
dards.
Paragraphs 6.10,
6.12 and 6.13
Revised for the issuance of SAS 114.
Footnote * in
heading before
paragraph 7.02.
Added.
Footnote † in
heading before
paragraph 7.02.
Revised.
Footnote ‡ in
heading before
paragraph 7.02.
Added.
Footnote ||in
paragraph 7.02
Added.
Footnote ||in
paragraph 7.06
Added.
(continued)
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Reference Change
Paragraph 7.21 Added.
Paragraphs 7.22
and 7.25
Revised for clarification.
Paragraph 7.30 Revised for issuance of FASB No. 155 and FASB 156;
footnote 6 and 7 added.
Footnote †† in
paragraph 7.30
Revised.
Former footnote ‡
in paragraph 7.30
Deleted.
Paragraph 7.35 Revised for clarification.
Footnote 9 in
heading before
paragraph 7.38
Replaced with information about FASB 155 not ap-
pearing in body of guide.
Paragraph 7.38 Revised for issuance of FASB 156.
Paragraph 7.39 Revised for clarification.
Former footnote **
in paragraph 7.39
Deleted.
Paragraph 7.40 Revised for issuance of FSP FIN 46(R)-6.
Footnote ||||in
paragraph 7.40
Revised to clarify guidance.
Footnote ‡‡ in
heading before
paragraph 7.41
Deleted.
Footnote 12 in
paragraph 7.41
Revised.
Paragraph 7.42 Revised for issuance of FASB 155; footnote ||added.
Footnote ||in
paragraph 7.42
Added.
Paragraph 7.45 Added for issuance of FASB 155.
Paragraph 7.50 Revised for passage of time.
Appendix A Updated dates.
Footnote * in
Appendix A
Revised.
Appendix B Updated dates.
Appendix C
(former
Appendix C-1)
Updated dates.
Footnote * in
Appendix C
Revised.
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Reference Change
Footnote 1 in
Appendix C,
subsequent
footnotes
renumbered.
Added for issuance of PCAOB No. 5.
Footnote 2 in
Appendix C,
subsequent
footnotes
renumbered.
Revised for SAS 112.
Former
Appendix D
Deleted.
Appendix D
(former
Appendix D-1)
Updated dates.
Footnote * in
Appendix D
Revised.
Footnote 2 in
Appendix D,
subsequent
footnotes
renumbered.
Added for issuance of PCAOB No. 5.
Footnote 3, in
Appendix D
Revised for SAS No. 112.
Appendix E Updated dates.
Former
Appendix F
Deleted.
Appendix F
(former
Appendix F-1)
Updated dates.
Footnote * in
Appendix F
Replaced.
Footnote 1 in
Appendix F,
subsequent
footnotes
renumbered
Added for issuance of PCAOB No. 5.
Footnote 2 in
Appendix F
Revised for SAS No. 112.
Appendix G Updated dates.
Footnote * in
Appendix G
Deleted.
Appendix H Updated dates.
(continued)
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Reference Change
Footnote 1 in
Appendix H
Revised for merger.
Appendix J and K Updated dates.
Appendix O Updated contact information.
Appendix P Added.
Appendix Q Added.
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Glossary
Account executive. See registered representative.
Active box. A position on the stock record (street side) indicating securities
under the control of the broker-dealer that are normally available for the
broker-dealer's general use.
Adequately collateralized. Indebtedness for which the difference between
the amount of the indebtedness and the market value of the collateral is
sufficient to make the loan acceptable as a fully secured loan to banks that
regularly make comparable loans to broker-dealers in the community.
ADR. Abbreviation for American Depository Receipt, a certificate issued by a
U.S. bank that serves as evidence of ownership of original foreign shares.
These certificates are transferable and can be traded. The original foreign
stock certificates are deposited with a foreign branch or foreign correspon-
dent bank of the issuing U.S. bank.
Agency transactions. Transactions in financial instruments that broker-
dealers execute on behalf of customers.
Aggregate indebtedness. The total of certain liabilities of a broker-dealer
that are set forth in SEC rule 15c3-1. The rule states that a broker-dealer
shall not permit its aggregate indebtedness to exceed a specified percentage
of its net capital as defined in the rule.
Allied member. Any general partner, qualified voting stockholder, or officer
who is deemed to be a control person of a member organization and who is
not himself or herself a member of a stock exchange.
AMEX. Popular name for the American Stock Exchange.
Arbitrage. The act of buying a security in one market and simultaneously
selling it in another in order to profit from price discrepancies. Also, buying
a security subject to exchange, conversion, or reorganization and selling
the security or securities to be received upon completion of the exchange,
conversion, or reorganization.
Ask. The lowest price a seller is willing to accept for a security at a particular
time.
Back office. The operations area of a brokerage office, containing the book-
keeping, margin, purchase and sales (P&S), cashier's, and dividend de-
partments.
Bad delivery. A delivery of securities that does not fulfill the requirements for
delivery.
Balance order. The net balance instructions, issued by a clearing organiza-
tion, to receive or deliver securities based on a netting of all trades in a
given security settling on the date of netting. The instructions give all the
information needed by the member firm to clear its transactions on a given
settlement date.
Basis point. A measurement of changes in price or yields for fixed-income
securities. One basis point equals .01, or ten cents per $1,000 per annum.
Best efforts. Refers to an agreement by an underwriter to buy from the issuing
corporation only those securities it is able to sell to the public.
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Bid. The price a buyer is willing to pay for a security at a particular time.
Big Board. Popular name for the New York Stock Exchange.
Block trading. The acquisition or disposition of large quantities (ten thousand
shares or more) or blocks of stock by a broker-dealer in order to facilitate the
execution of buy and sell orders of customers, usually institutions. Often,
a broker-dealer absorbs a portion of the order for its own account and risk.
Blotter. A record of original entry. A book or individual unit used as a record
of original entry to record transactions as they occur. It covers purchases,
sales, cash receipts and disbursements, and securities received and deliv-
ered.
Blue list. Daily publication, either or both print and electronic, listing primar-
ily municipal bonds offered for sale.
Books closed. The cutoff time that determines the stockholders of record for
a prescribed period. Any entries affecting the registration or ownership
of securities for dividend disbursements or proxy purposes must be made
before this time.
Borrowed. The act of borrowing a security for delivery. The equivalent value
in money is usually deposited with the lender.
Box. A term used for a "short" position in the stock record representing se-
curities under the control of or in the possession of the broker-dealer. It
indicates a place where securities are kept, such as a vault, file cabinet,
and so forth. A box is also identified as a safekeeping box, segregation box,
name-of box, active box, and so forth.
Box count. An actual count of securities either in connection with an audit or
with periodic checking.
Box spread. A combination of long calls and short puts (identical with respect
to the underlying security issue, number of shares, exercise price, and expi-
ration date) coupled with long puts and short calls (identical with respect to
the underlying security issue, number of shares, exercise price, and expira-
tion date). In boxing (coupling), the long calls and short puts with the long
puts and short calls, the underlying security issue, the number of shares,
and the expiration date remain identical. However, the exercise price of
each combination is at a different amount.
Break. The term applied to that position in the stock record to designate an
out-of-balance position between the stock record long and short positions.
Broker loans. Money borrowed by broker-dealers from banks.
Broker's transfer account. An account kept by the transfer clerk of a broker-
dealer giving details of securities transferred for the account of other
broker-dealers. The need for the account arises when delivery is made by
transfer as directed (TAD) instead of by delivery of the actual certificates.
Bulk segregation. Securities (usually constituting excess collateral in margin
accounts) that are filed in alphabetical order in special boxes in the vault
but that are not specifically identified by owner. The securities are usually
in the name of the broker-dealer, who maintains collateral records that
indicate the owners.
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Buy in. The procedure followed by a broker-dealer desiring to settle a buy
contract that is past due. The broker-dealer may file a notice termed a buy
in with a stock exchange or the National Association of Security Dealers,
as appropriate. A copy of the notice is also served on the broker-dealer from
whom the securities were to be received. If the securities are not delivered,
the stock or bond may be bought in for cash for the account of the broker-
dealer from whom the securities are to be received. The difference in price
between the buy in and the contract price is adjusted by check from one
broker-dealer to another.
Buying power. The equity remaining in a margin account after providing
for the margining of existing securities in the account in accordance with
federal and house margin requirements.
Cage. The term given to the area of the broker's or dealer's office where the
cashier, stock clerks, loan clerks, transfer clerks, blotter clerks, and others
have, as a part of their duties, responsibility for receiving and delivering
securities.
Call (margin). A request, usually in writing, for a margin customer to put up
additional collateral (cash or securities).
Call loan. A loan that has no definite maturity or rate of interest. The loan
may be either called by the lender or paid off by the borrower at any time.
Call option. A contract that entitles the holder to buy (call), entirely at his or
her option, a specified number of underlying units of a particular security at
a specified price at any time until the stated expiration date of the contract.
(This is an American-style option; a European-style option is exercisable
only at a specific date.) Such an option (which is always for a transferable,
round-lot amount) is bought with the expectation that the price will rise
above the contract price. If the price rises as anticipated, the purchaser will
exercise the option; if it does not, he or she will let the option expire and will
lose only the cost of the option. There is both a listed and over-the-counter
market in options. (During the existence of an OTC option, the exercise
price and number of underlying units are adjusted on the expiration date
for cash dividends, rights, and stock dividends or splits.)
Carry. The cost of financing (borrowing to buy) a position in financial instru-
ments. Positive carry is a condition that arises if the cost of financing (the
short-term rate of interest) is less than the current return of the instru-
ment. Negative carry is a condition that arises if the cost of financing is
above the current return of the instrument.
Cash account. The account of a customer of a broker-dealer who purchases
and sells securities strictly on a cash basis. No credit margin is allowed.
Cash sale. A sale with the same trade and settlement dates. The selling broker-
dealer must be able to make delivery of the security sold on the trade date.
The customer who is selling usually receives a discounted price on the sale
for this special service.
Cash transaction. A transaction that is expected to clear within the time
prescribed by Federal Reserve Regulation T of the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System.
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Cashier's department. A division of the operations department of a broker-
dealer that handles the securities and money that are received or delivered
by the broker-dealer (see cage).
CBOE. Abbreviation for Chicago Board Options Exchange, a national securities
exchange based in Chicago that provides a continuous market for trading
in put and call options. Various other exchanges (such as the American,
Pacific, and Philadelphia) also provide such markets.
CFTC. Abbreviation for Commodity Futures Trading Commission, an agency
established by Congress to regulate U.S. commodity futures markets and
futures commission merchants. Among other things, this agency estab-
lishes rules governing the minimum financial, reporting, and audit require-
ments of its members. Its function is similar to that performed by the SEC
in regulating broker-dealers in securities and various securities markets.
Churning. The process of excessive purchases and sales in customers' accounts
for the purpose of generating commissions.
Cleanup call. An option held by the servicer or its affiliate, which may be
the transferor, to purchase the remaining transferred financial assets, or
the remaining beneficial interests not held by the transferor, its affiliates,
or its agents, in a qualifying special-purpose entity (SPE) (or in a series
of beneficial interests in transferred assets within a qualifying SPE), if
the amount of outstanding assets or beneficial interests falls to a level
at which the cost of servicing those assets or beneficial interests becomes
burdensome in relation to the benefits of servicing.
Clearance. The act of clearing securities between buyers and sellers; receipt
or delivery of securities against payment.
Clearing broker. Usually, a broker-dealer who clears the transaction of an-
other broker-dealer (see correspondent).
Clearinghouse. The central location for matching commodity transactions of
members.
Clearing member. A broker-dealer entitled to use the services of the clearing
organization.
Clearing number. A number assigned to a member by a clearing organization
in order to identify that clearing member.
Clearing organization. The central location for matching the security trans-
actions of members (see also clearinghouse).
Commodity holdout. Commodity transactions on the broker's or dealer's
records that are not reported on the clearinghouse sheets.
Commodity spreading. Implies open purchase (long) and sale (short) con-
tracts in the same commodity or in different commodities.
Comparison. A formal notice that details the terms of the contract between
broker-dealers that are parties to nonexchange trades. If the details of the
trade are correct, the comparison is stamped (acknowledged) and returned;
if they are incorrect, the broker-dealer indicates the differences and returns
the comparison (see DK).
Compliance department. The department of a broker-dealer that enforces
adherence to policies established by the broker-dealer, plus all rules and
regulations promulgated by the various regulatory agencies.
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Confirmation. A notice that sets forth the terms of a contract between a broker-
dealer and its customer for the purchase or sale of securities. Details shown
on a confirmation are the trade date, settlement date, number of shares or
par value of bonds, security description, contract price, commission, ac-
count number and type of account, and customer's name and address, as
well as any other information required.
Contract difference. The difference between the contract and the market
values of commodities.
Contract sheet. A listing of compared and uncompared transactions sent to
each member firm by a stock-clearing corporation.
Control stock. Securities of an issuer that are owned by an affiliate of that
issuer. An affiliate of that issuer is a person who, directly or indirectly
through one or more intermediaries, controls or is controlled by or is under
common control with the issuer. Control is likely to be found if the person
is a director, officer, or owner of a relatively large number of the issuing
company's voting securities. However, the notion of control is a factual
matter that is determined on a case-by-case basis.
Correspondent. One of the parties to an agreement between two broker-
dealers who perform services for each other, such as the execution and
the clearance of trades or the maintenance of customer accounts.
Cover value. The amount necessary to buy-in a short security position at the
current market value.
CRD. (Abbreviation for Centralized Registration Depository, a computerized
filing and data processing system, operated by the National Association
of Securities Dealers, that maintains registration information regarding
broker-dealers and their registered personnel.
Credit department. See margin department.
Current market value. As used in connection with margin trading, generally
the closing price of a security as of the preceding business day.
CUSIP number. A means of uniformly describing and identifying all stocks
and registered bonds in numeric form developed by the Committee on Uni-
form Security Identification Procedure.
DAP. Abbreviation for delivery against payment. Also referred to as COD (cash
on delivery), POD (payment on delivery), and DVP (delivery versus pay-
ment).
Day loan. A loan made for only one day, generally on an unsecured basis, for
the convenience of the broker-dealer.
Definitive certificates. Actual and permanent certificates of bonds or stock
given in exchange for temporary receipts. These temporary receipts are
usually issued at the time of a new offering, before the engraved certificates
are available.
Delayed delivery. A transaction involving deferral of the settlement date
(which is normally three business days for securities and one business
day for options) to some point further in the future as agreed on by both
buyer and seller (see seller's option).
Directed sale. Sale by the manager of a syndicate to a customer, usually an
institution, of a syndicate member.
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Discretionary account. An account over which a broker-dealer or some other
person has been given authority by the customer to make decisions (in-
cluding the kind of securities to buy or sell, as well as the date and prices
to be paid or received) concerning purchases and sales of securities. The
discretion may be complete or limited.
Distribution. The sale of a large block of securities to the investing public.
Divided liability. Liability in a syndicate or underwriting that is fixed or
definite in the amount of shares or principal value for each participant (see
undivided liability).
Dividend department. A division of the operations department that is
charged with the collection of dividends and the crediting of these divi-
dends to the accounts of customers.
DK. Abbreviation for don't know, an expression used by a broker-dealer to in-
dicate that a transaction another broker-dealer is attempting to confirm
or compare is unknown or is questioned (meaning that it is a questioned
trade or a QT). When mutual understanding is reached, the transaction is
properly compared or canceled.
DTC. Abbreviation for Depository Trust Company, a depository for eligible secu-
rities that facilitates clearance between member organizations and banks
without the necessity of receiving or delivering actual certificates.
Due bill. A document, used to adjust security transactions, passed between
broker-dealers stating that dividends, rights to subscribe, stock dividends,
and so forth, are the property of the holder of the due bill.
DVP. Abbreviation for delivery versus payment.
Equity. The net worth in an account carried by a broker-dealer, computed by
subtracting the total of the short security values and the debit balance from
the total of the long security values and the credit balance. If the result is
a net credit, the account is said to liquidate to an equity.
Equity securities. Term applied to common and preferred stocks.
Equity statements (runs). Statements showing details of an account with
security valuations.
Exchange tickets. The tickets in a clearing corporation format, prepared by a
broker-dealer for each transaction made on an exchange. These tickets list
all pertinent details of the trade and are sent, along with a daily summary
listing, to the clearing corporation for comparison and confirmation.
Ex-clearinghouse. Transactions that are not settled through the clearing-
house.
Ex-dividend. Synonym for without dividend. The buyer of a stock selling ex-
dividend does not receive the recently declared dividend. Open buy and
sell stop orders and sell stop limit orders in a stock on the ex-dividend date
are ordinarily reduced by the value of the particular dividend. In the case
of open stop limit orders to sell, both the stop price and the limit price
are reduced. Every dividend is payable on a fixed date to all shareholders
recorded on the books of the disbursing company as of a previous date of
record. For example, a dividend may be declared as payable to holders of
record on the books of the disbursing company on a given Friday. Since
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three business days are allowed for delivering the security via regular-way
delivery in transactions on a stock exchange, the exchange would declare
the stock ex-dividend as of the opening of the market on the preceding
Wednesday. This means that anyone buying the stock on and after Wednes-
day would not be entitled to the dividend.
Execution report. A confirmation notice of the completion of a trade that is
sent from the floor of an exchange (for listed securities) or trading desk (for
over-the-counter securities) back to the point of origin of the order.
Exempt securities. Securities exempted from registration under the Securi-
ties Exchange Act of 1934, rather than by action of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission. Such securities include U.S. government and agency
securities, and municipal bonds.
Ex-rights. Same principle as ex-dividend. The buyer of stock selling ex-rights
is not entitled to the rights distribution.
Extension. Permission to extend credit beyond the time prescribed by Federal
Reserve Regulation T of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.
Ex-warrants. On occasion, stocks or bonds have warrants attached entitling
the holder to subscribe to additional shares within specified periods of
time and at specified prices. If these warrants are detached, the security is
traded ex-warrants.
Fail-to-deliver. Securities that the selling broker-dealer has not delivered to
the purchasing broker-dealer at the settlement date.
Fail-to-receive. Securities that the purchasing broker-dealer has not received
from the selling broker-dealer at the settlement date.
Fails. Uncompleted security transactions between two broker-dealers (see fail-
to-deliver; fail-to-receive).
Financial consultant. See registered representative.
Fire wall. (Also referred to as "systems security.") An intangible barrier be-
tween the trading side of a broker-dealer and the corporate finance and
research side that prevents broker-dealers from taking advantage of the
corporate finance department's inside information.
Firm account. An account consisting of securities in which the broker-dealer
has taken a position for investment purposes, is making a market (principal
wholesaler), or has an interest with another party (joint account).
Firm commitment. The agreement of an underwriter to buy the entire issue
of a security from the issuing corporation at a specified price.
Firm price. The price at which a security can be bought or sold in the over-
the-counter market for such period of time as the seller may specify.
Flat. A method of trading in certain kinds of bonds. Usually used in trading in-
come bonds that do not pay interest unless it has been earned and declared
payable, or in bonds on which the issuer has defaulted in the payment of
interest. When bonds are traded "flat," the seller is not entitled to the in-
terest that has accumulated since the date of the last interest payment.
The seller of a bond that is traded flat must deliver the bond with all un-
paid coupons attached or a due bill authorizing the buyer to collect any
payments of interest that may be made by the issuer in the future.
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Flat statement. A statement with no money or security balance.
Floor. Popular name for the area where securities are bought or sold at an
exchange.
Floor broker. Member of exchange who executes transactions on the floor of an
exchange for the account of his or her own organization or for the account
of other member organizations.
Floor brokerage. The commission charged by one broker-dealer to another
for executions of transactions at exchanges.
Floor clerk. An employee of a broker-dealer who maintains a liaison between
the order room and the floor broker.
Floor report. A report of an executed trade given to the floor clerk by the floor
broker and containing the number of shares, the price, and the identity of
the other broker on the trade.
FOCUS report. Acronym for Financial and Operational Combined Uniform
Single report. The uniform regulatory report (Form X-17A-5) filed period-
ically by all broker-dealers pursuant to rule 17a-5 of the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Forward market. Reference made to nonexchange trading of commodities
and securities for settlement at a future date. Contracts of this nature are
designed by both the buyer and seller as to the delivery time, the amount,
and so on.
Free securities. Securities that are fully paid for.
Free shipment. Shipments of securities, usually to out-of-town broker-dealers,
without a draft attached, in order to avoid payment of collection charges.
Fully disclosed basis. Situation in which a nonclearing broker introduces a
customer to a clearing broker and the customer's name and statement are
carried by, and disclosed to, that clearing broker.
Fully paid accounts. Customer accounts in which the contract price to pur-
chase securities has been paid. These securities should be locked up in the
segregation or safekeeping box.
Fungibility. Similar securities that are interchangeable, such as Govern-
ment National Mortgage Association securities transactions that are in-
terchangeable as to interest rate and pool and are traded and settled at an
equivalent yield basis.
Futures contract. An exchange-traded contract for the purchase or sale of
commodities at some time in the future.
Give-up. Type of order that is given by a customer to a member firm on whose
books the customer does not have an account.
GNMA. Abbreviation for Government National Mortgage Association. GNMA
modified pass-through certificates are bought and sold on a current or de-
layed settlement-date basis.
Good delivery. Certain basic qualifications that must be met before a security
sold may be delivered. The security must be in proper form to comply with
the contract of sale and to transfer title by delivery to the purchaser.
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Good-faith deposit. Deposit to guarantee performance, usually with respect
to new issues of securities.
Group account. A syndicate or joint account.
GTC. Abbreviation for good till canceled. Also called an open order. If this term
appears on an order to buy or sell a security, it means that the order is to
remain in effect until it is either executed or canceled.
Haircut. Deductions from the net capital of certain specified percentages of the
market value of securities and commodity futures contracts that are long
and short in the capital and proprietary accounts of a broker-dealer and
in the accounts of partners. These deductions are solely for the purpose of
computing net capital and are not entered on the books.
Half turn. A transaction involving the purchase or sale as either an opening
or closing transaction of a commodity futures contract (see round turn).
Holder of record. The party listed as the owner on the transfer records of a
corporation.
Holder's file. A subsidiary file (punched cards, discs, or tapes) in account se-
quence showing securities owned or carried in such accounts.
House account. An account used by a broker-dealer to maintain a trading or
investment position in a security for itself or its officers or partners. Also, a
name given to a customer's account to which no registered representative
has been assigned.
House rules. Rules promulgated by the broker-dealer. Usually refers to the
maintenance margin required by the broker-dealer over and above the re-
quirements of regulatory bodies.
Hypothecation agreement. An agreement signed by a customer that permits
his or her broker to use securities in the customer's margin account as
collateral for loans made to the broker.
In-box sheet. A sheet that includes a list of items going into the box.
In-house. Within the broker's or dealer's firm.
Initial margin. The amount of money or its equivalent, specified by the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, that a customer must deposit
with his or her broker when the customer buys a security on margin.
Interest trades. These transactions, as defined, involve (1) a purchase of Gov-
ernment National Mortgage Association (GNMA) securities for current set-
tlement; (2) a delayed settlement sale of these securities or the possession
of a long standby; and (3) a financing of the long GNMA position by a sale
under an agreement to repurchase on or before the future delivery date.
International arbitrage. Same as arbitrage, except the markets are in dif-
ferent countries.
Investment banker. One who underwrites securities on an initial or secondary
basis. This type of underwriting often involves private placements for which
the investment banker may act as both a broker and a dealer.
Joint account. An account in which two or more persons have an interest.
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Legal list. A list of securities in which insurance companies, banks, and fidu-
ciaries are permitted by law to invest.
Legal transfer. A stock certificate having an assignment executed by an execu-
tor, administrator, trustee, guardian, and so forth, and requiring certain
legal documents indicating the authority of the party signing the securities.
Letter of credit. An unqualified commitment issued by banks or trust com-
panies to pay a specified sum of money immediately upon demand at any
time prior to the expiration of the letter of credit. Most commonly used
by broker-dealers to satisfy margin requirements at the Options Clear-
ing Corporation or commodity-clearing organizations or in stock-borrowed
transactions.
Limit order. Also called a limited order or limited price order, an order to buy
or sell a security at a price specified by the customer or at a better price, if
such a price can be obtained.
Listed security. A security that is traded on an exchange.
Loan consent. An agreement signed by a customer that permits the broker-
dealer to lend securities owned by the customer to other broker-dealers.
Loaned. The act of lending a security, usually for delivery against a short sale.
The equivalent value in money is usually deposited by the borrower. This
term is the opposite of borrowed.
Loanet. An independently owned and operated on-line real-time accounting
service used by brokers and institutions in support of their domestic and
international securities borrowing and lending activities. The system pro-
vides interfaces to the Depository Trust Company for both receipt and de-
livery of securities, including market values of the securities, and to clients'
internal recordkeeping systems or outside accounting services. In addition,
Loanet also provides daily contract comparison for all subscribers engaged
in the borrowing and lending of securities and portfolio availability of most
major lending institutions.
Loan value. The value at which a security is accepted for margin. This value
is usually less than, or at a discount from, the current market value.
Lock-up. The act of placing securities in safekeeping or segregation.
Long. Denotes ownership, or the right to possession, of securities.
Long and short record. See stock record.
Long securities differences. The excess of securities positions accounted for
over the broker-dealer's long positions on the stock record. When recorded
in a difference account, the excess would be recorded long on the stock
record (see short securities differences).
Maintenance margin. The amount of equity required to be maintained in a
margin account in accordance with exchange regulations or house rules.
Margin. The equity in an account. The requirements for the amount of margin
vary between initial margin and maintenance margin and also according
to the type of collateral used in computing the equity.
Margin call. A request for additional margin.
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Margin department. A division of the operations department. Its functions
include keeping an up-to-date record of each customer's purchases and
sales of securities, carefully monitoring extensions of credit to customers,
and the segregation of fully paid for or excess-margin securities.
Margin transaction. A transaction in which the broker-dealer advances credit
to the customer for a portion of the purchase price.
Market maker. A broker-dealer that stands ready to buy or sell a particular
security in the over-the-counter market at prices the broker-dealer has
quoted. Also, an options trader on the floor of a registered exchange who
stands ready to buy or sell a particular option.
Market price. Usually means the last reported price at which a security has
been sold.
Mark to market. Term used to describe the process of valuing (market value or
fair value) security positions, which is recognized as the generally accepted
accounting principle for purposes of determining profit or loss on security
positions in proprietary trading and investment accounts. The term also is
applied to open contracts between broker-dealers and clearing corporations
for determining the adjustments to be made for funds owed or receivable
as a result of adjusting those contracts to current values.
Mark up. The difference between what a broker-dealer has paid for a security
and the price at which it offers the security to another person.
Master file. A file that contains the official account numbers and descriptions
of securities and customers' names and addresses.
Matrix pricing. A mathematical technique used to value normal institutional-
size trading units of debt securities without relying exclusively on quoted
prices of the specific security. Factors such as the issue's coupon or stated
interest rate, maturity, and rating and quoted prices of similar issues are
considered in developing the issue's current market yield.
Maximum loan value. The percentage of the purchase price of a security that
a broker-dealer may lend to a customer who is buying a security on margin.
Member corporation. A broker-dealer that is organized as a corporation and
that has at least one director-holder of voting stock who is a member of an
organized stock exchange.
Member firm. A broker-dealer that is organized as a partnership and that
has at least one general partner who is a member of an organized stock
exchange.
Mixed account. An account containing both long and short securities.
Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB). Agency established by
Congress to establish rules for broker-dealers effecting transactions in obli-
gations of, or guaranteed by, state or local governments or any agency or
instrumentality thereof.
Name-of securities. Securities registered in the name of customers of the
broker-dealer (see safekeeping).
NASD. Abbreviation for National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. An as-
sociation of broker-dealers who do business in the over-the-counter market.
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The association supervises and regulates the trading conduct and sales
practices of its members.
NASDAQ. Abbreviation for National Association of Securities Dealers Auto-
mated Quotation System. An electronic quotation system for the over-the-
counter market.
Net capital. Net worth of a broker-dealer, less certain items such as exchange
memberships, the carrying value of securities that are not readily mar-
ketable, haircuts on marketable securities in proprietary accounts, furni-
ture and equipment, and other illiquid assets, as defined in the net capital
rules.
New issue. A security that is sold by an issuing corporation for the first time.
It may be referred to as an initial public offering.
No-action letter. A letter issued to a broker-dealer by the staff of the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in response to a request filed by
the broker-dealer describing a proposed business activity that may or may
not conform to SEC rules and regulations. In a no-action letter, the SEC
staff indicates that, based on the facts presented by the broker-dealer, the
SEC staff will recommend no action be taken against the broker-dealer for
engaging in the proposed activity. A no-action letter does not have the force
of law; however, it represents an interpretation of the SEC staff that may
be applied in a situation where the broker-dealer is engaging in an activity
not addressed by existing SEC rules and regulations.
NSCC. Abbreviation for National Securities Clearing Corporation, an inde-
pendent organization established by the New York and American Stock
Exchanges and the National Association of Securities Dealers as an equally
owned subsidiary to provide trade processing, clearance, delivery, and set-
tlement services to its members. It deals with brokers, dealers, and banks
in the United States and Canada.
NYSE. Abbreviation for New York Stock Exchange, a not-for-profit corpora-
tion that is the largest securities exchange in the United States. This
self-regulatory organization also furnishes facilities for its members, allied
members, member firms, and member corporations to aid them in conduct-
ing securities business.
Odd lot. A quantity of securities that is less than the trading unit or round lot,
usually a quantity less than an even one hundred shares.
Off-board. Used to describe transactions in listed securities that are not exe-
cuted on a stock exchange.
Offer. The lowest price at which a seller is willing to sell a security.
Omnibus account. An open account carried and cleared by another broker-
dealer and containing accounts of undisclosed customers on a commingled
basis that are carried individually on the books of the broker-dealer intro-
ducing the trade.
Operations department. The name associated with the overall clerical func-
tions of a broker-dealer. Sometimes referred to as the back office.
Option conversion accounts. Accounts consisting of long options and short
options positions and a related underlying securities position (see conver-
sion; reversal conversion).
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Optional commitment. A call exercisable at a future date. A long optional
commitment is an option to purchase Government National Mortgage As-
sociation securities; a short optional commitment is an option to sell.
Optional commitment fee. The amount received or paid for the sale or pur-
chase of an optional commitment.
Optional dividend. A dividend that is payable in either stock or cash at the
option of the holder of record.
Order department. A division of the operations department that receives
customers' orders and transmits them either to the floor of a stock ex-
change or to the trading department for execution. The order department
also receives notices of executed trades and transmits such notices to the
purchases and sales department and to the registered representatives.
Order room. Another name for the order department.
OTC. Abbreviation for over the counter. A market for securities made up of
broker-dealers that may or may not be members of a securities exchange.
Thousands of companies have insufficient shares outstanding, stockhold-
ers, or earnings to warrant application for listing on a stock exchange.
Securities of these and other companies are traded in the OTC market be-
tween broker-dealers that act as either principals or brokers for customers.
The OTC market is the principal market for U.S.-government and corporate
bonds and municipal securities.
Out-of-box sheet. A sheet listing securities removed from the box.
Overdelivery. Delivering a greater amount of securities than called for, the
surplus amount being returned by transferring it to the name of the deliv-
ering broker-dealer. An overdelivery can also occur if excess securities are
delivered in error.
Over the window. The direct delivery of securities between two brokerage
concerns, rather than by use of the clearinghouse facilities. Delivery is
made by hand to the receive window of the broker and is said to be "over
the window."
Pair off. This can occur if two broker-dealers owe each other the same number
of shares of the same security. Instead of actually receiving the security
and delivering it back again, they will "pair off" the transaction by giving
or receiving a check for the difference in price or exchanging checks for the
full amount of each side of the transaction.
Papers. A term sometimes given to put and call options.
Payable date. The date on which a dividend is payable to holders of record as
of some previous date.
Pink sheets. A listing of over-the-counter securities published on pink paper
by the National Quotation Bureau. It shows the broker-dealers making a
market in the securities shown and sometimes reflects the most recent bid
and ask prices for the securities listed. Although pink paper is used for stock
quotations, the definition also applies to the listings of bond quotations and
so forth, which are printed on papers of a different color.
Point. If used in connection with the purchase or sale of stocks, point means a
rise or decline of $1 per share. If used in connection with the purchase or
sale of bonds, it means a rise or decline of $10 per $1,000 principal amount.
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Point balance run. A listing of each commodities futures contract by month
of contract on which the extended contract value and market value are
indicated together with the resulting gain or loss.
Position. This term is used in referring to the securities "long" or "short" in an
account or in the stock record.
Post. A designated place on an exchange floor where specific securities must
be traded.
Private placement. The direct sale of a block of securities, either a new issue
or a secondary issue, to a single investor or a group of investors. This is
usually accomplished through an investment banker.
Proprietary transactions. Transactions in financial instruments that
broker-dealers execute for their own account.
Proxy department. A division of the operations department that helps cor-
porations communicate with their stockholders in cases in which stock
certificates are in street name.
Purchase and sales department. A division of the operations department
that is concerned with the preparation of customers' confirmations of se-
curity transactions and the comparison of such transactions with other
brokerage concerns.
Put option. A contract that entitles the holder to sell (put), entirely at his or
her option, a specified number of underlying units of a particular security
at a specified price anytime until the stated expiration date of the contract.
(This is an American-style option; a European-style option is exercisable
only at a specific date.) Such an option, which is always for a round-lot
amount and which is transferable, is bought with the expectation of a price
decline below the contract price. If the price decline occurs, the purchaser
will exercise or sell the option. If the decline does not occur, he or she will
let the option expire and will lose only the cost of the option. There are both
listed and over-the-counter (OTC) markets in options. During the existence
of an OTC option, the exercise price and number of underlying units are
adjusted on the ex-date for cash dividends, rights, and stock dividends or
splits.
Puts and calls. Options to sell (put) or buy (call) securities within a specified
period of time at specified prices (see put option; call option; straddle).
Quote. The price of a security. It may be the price of the last sale made on an
exchange or the current bid and ask price.
Receive-and-deliver department. A division of the operations department
responsible for the physical receipts and delivery of incoming and outgoing
securities. Often, it is also responsible for the daily balancing of cash entries
made by the various operations departments.
Record date. The date on which the stockholder's name must be registered on
the books of a company in order to receive a declared dividend or among
other things to vote on company affairs.
Registered owner. The owner of a security, whose name is recorded on the
face of the certificate and on the books of the issuing corporation or its
agent.
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Registered representative. Salesperson (often referred to as an account ex-
ecutive) of the broker-dealer. Salespeople are registered with the CRD (see
CRD).
Registered trader. Individuals or entities who have obtained approval to
trade for their own account on the floor of a national securities exchange.
Such individuals or entities have certain obligations with regard to the sta-
bilization of the market in securities for which they are registered. They
also have less stringent financial responsibilities and reporting require-
ments than do full-service broker-dealers.
Registrar. Usually a trust company or bank charged with the responsibility of
preventing the issuance of more stock than that authorized by the issuing
company.
Regular way delivery. Unless otherwise specified, the delivery of securities
(other than those of the U.S. government) to the buying broker-dealer by
the selling broker-dealer, with payments received on the third business day
after the transaction. The regular-way delivery day for government bonds
is the business day following the transaction.
Regulation G. The Federal Reserve Board regulation governing the amount
of credit that persons other than banks or broker-dealers may extend to
investors who borrow money to buy securities on margin.
Regulation T. The Federal Reserve Board regulation governing the amount of
credit that broker-dealers may extend to customers who buy securities.
Regulation U. The Federal Reserve Board regulation governing the amount of
credit that banks may extend to customers, including broker-dealers, who
borrow money to buy securities on margin.
Regulation X. The Federal Reserve Board regulation specifying conditions
with which a borrower must comply when obtaining credit for the purpose
of purchasing or carrying securities.
Reorganization department. A division of the operations department that
processes securities involving corporate reorganizations, mergers, consoli-
dations, subscriptions, and the exchange of convertible securities into com-
mon stocks.
Repurchase agreement (repo agreement). The sale of a security, usually
a U.S. government obligation or corporate debt instrument, at a specified
price with a simultaneous agreement to repurchase the security, usually
at a fixed or determinable price on a specified future date. An agreed-
upon interest rate is accrued by the seller-repurchaser over the life of the
contract. For financial reporting purposes, the security is treated as part
of the broker-dealer's trading and investment inventory, with the amount
of the repurchase agreement reflected as a liability.
Restricted account. This means that a broker may not buy securities for a
particular customer for a specified period of time unless the customer has
deposited enough money in his or her account to pay for the securities
before the customer's orders are executed.
Reverse repurchase agreement (reverse repo or resale agreement).
An agreement whereby the purchaser of securities agrees to resell the
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securities within a specified time at a fixed or determinable price (see re-
purchase agreement).
Reverse split. Opposite of stock split.
Rights. The privilege offered by a corporation to its stockholders to subscribe
to certain securities, usually at a advantageous price.
Round lot. A unit of trading or a multiple thereof. On the New York Stock
Exchange, the unit of trading is generally one hundred shares in stocks
and $1,000 par value in bonds.
Round turn. A purchase and a subsequent sale, or a sale and a subsequent pur-
chase, of a commodity futures contract. Commissions are usually charged
to the customers' accounts on a round-turn basis.
RVP. Abbreviation for receive versus payment.
Safekeeping. A position on the stock record (street side) indicating securities
that have been fully paid for by customers and that are being held by the
broker-dealer under custody arrangements. These securities are generally
registered in the name of the customer.
Safekeeping box. Location in which customers' fully paid-for securities are
kept.
SCA. Abbreviation for subsequent coupons attached.
Scrip. A certificate issued to stockholders of a corporation that may be ex-
changed for fractional shares of stock or the equivalent in cash by a fixed
date. Scrip is usually issued in connection with a stock dividend or a stock
split.
Seat. Popular name for a membership on a stock exchange.
SEC. Abbreviation for Securities and Exchange Commission. An agency estab-
lished by the U.S. Congress to administer federal securities laws.
Secondary distribution. The sale of a large block of listed securities (other
than an initial issue of a corporation) outside of the exchange on which
they are listed. It is usually the holdings of a large individual stockholder
or an estate that are being liquidated.
Securities borrowed. See borrowed.
Securities loaned. See loaned.
Securities not readily marketable. This term refers to (1) securities, except
exempted securities, for which there is no market on a securities exchange
or no independent publicly quoted market; (2) securities that cannot be
publicly offered or sold unless registration has been effected under the Se-
curities Act of 1933 (or the conditions of an exemption, such as Regulation
A under section 3(b) of this act, have been complied with); or (3) securities
that cannot be offered or sold because of other arrangements, restrictions,
or conditions applicable to the securities or the broker-dealer.
Segregation. A position on the stock record (street side) indicating customers'
fully paid-for or excess-margin securities that are subject to the customers'
instructions and that have been set aside. These securities are generally
in the name of the broker-dealer (see bulk segregation).
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Segregation box. Location in which segregated securities are kept.
Sell out. Action taken by a broker-dealer to liquidate an account or transaction
for failure to maintain proper margin or make timely payment.
Seller's option. Transaction that, by agreement, is to be settled at a date later
than the usual regular-way transaction.
Selling against the box. This is similar to a short sale except that the seller
already owns the stock being sold but keeps possession of it and so has to
borrow the equivalent stock with which to make delivery to the purchaser.
Selling concession. A discount in the public offering price offered by the issuer
to members of its underwriting group.
Selling group. A group of broker-dealers that has formed a joint account for
the sale of securities, usually in connection with an underwriting.
Service bureau. A data processing center that processes the transactions of
broker-dealers. These centers are located away from the broker-dealer's
office.
Settlement date. The date on which a security transaction is to be settled by
the delivery or receipt of securities and the receipt or payment of cash.
Settlement price. The price at which a security or commodity is to be settled.
Used primarily in connection with clearing organization operations.
Short. A stock record position (street side) that represents location (such as
box, transfer, and so forth) or due from (such as failed to receive or owed to
the brokerage concern by a customer.)
Short against the box. See selling against the box.
Short covering. The purchase of securities so that stock previously borrowed
to make delivery on a short sale may be returned.
Short sale. A sale of securities that requires borrowing equivalent securities
to make delivery to the purchaser.
Short securities differences. The excess of securities positions for which the
broker-dealer is accountable on its stock record (longs) over those whose
locations have been accounted for (shorts) after a securities verification.
When recorded in a difference account, the excess would be recorded short
on the stock record. See long securities differences.
SIAC. Abbreviation for Securities Industry Automation Corporation. An inde-
pendent organization established by the New York and American Stock
Exchanges as a jointly owned subsidiary to provide automation, data pro-
cessing, and clearing and communication services to the securities industry,
including the National Securities Clearing Corporation.
Signature guarantee. In order that a registered security may be a good de-
livery on the exchange or a good transfer, the signature of the registered
owner must be properly guaranteed. The guarantee of a stock exchange
member or a bank is usually considered sufficient guarantee.
SIPC. Abbreviation for Securities Investor Protection Corporation, a corpora-
tion established for the purpose of protecting customers of broker-dealers
in financial difficulty.
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Specialist. A broker who is a member of an exchange and who operates on the
floor of the exchange to execute transactions and to maintain an orderly
market in certain specified securities.
Special offering. The sale of a large block of securities on the floor of a stock
exchange. The sale is made in accordance with special procedures worked
out by officials of the exchange.
Split. The action of increasing the number of outstanding shares of stock of a
company in order to decrease the market price and afford a greater distri-
bution of the shares. For example, two shares for each share held will have
the effect of reducing the price of the shares by approximately one-half.
Spot. (1) The actual commodity as distinguished from a futures contract. (2)
An outgrowth of the phrase "on the spot," it usually refers to a cash market
price for stocks of the physical commodity that are available for immediate
delivery. (3) This term is also used when referring to the futures contract
of the current month, in which case trading is still "futures" trading but
delivery is possible at any time.
Spread. A combination of a put and call option at different prices—one below
and the other above the current market price. Also refers to the difference
between the bid and asked prices of a security.
SRO. Abbreviation for self-regulatory organization. An SRO, of which a broker-
dealer is a member, assumes responsibility for monitoring the broker-
dealer's compliance with minimum financial and related reporting require-
ments.
Standby. A put exercisable at a future date. A long standby is an option to sell
Government National Mortgage Association securities; a short standby is
a commitment to buy.
Standby fee. A negotiated amount received or paid for the sale or purchase of
a standby.
Stock dividend. A dividend payable in the stock of the issuing corporation.
Stock power. A legal document used in lieu of the assignment section of a
stock certificate.
Stock record. The record of individual securities on which both the long and
short positions are shown. For each security, the total of the long positions
and the total of the short positions should be in balance.
Stock record department. A division of the operations department that keeps
up-to-date records of all securities positions, and is usually responsible for
reconciling out-of-balance conditions.
Stock split. See split.
Stockholder of record. A stockholder whose name is registered on the books
of the issuing corporation.
Stop order. Also called a stop loss order, this is an order used by a customer
to protect a paper profit in a security or to keep down a possible loss in a
security. The stop order becomes a market order if the price of the security
reaches or sells through the price specified by the customer.
Straddle. A combination of one put and one call, identical with respect to the
security issue, number of shares, exercise price, and expiration date.
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Street. A shortened term for Wall Street that refers to brokers, dealers, and
other financial business concerns.
Street item. A transaction or account between broker-dealers (for example,
fail-to-receive, fail-to-deliver, stock loaned, and stock borrowed).
Street name. Securities held in the name of a broker-dealer instead of in
customers' names are said to be carried in street name.
Striking price. The price at which Government National Mortgage Associ-
ation securities can be purchased or sold upon the exercise of a standby
or optional commitment. The price at which an option (put or call) can be
exercised (sometimes called the exercise price).
Subscription. The offer to purchase a certain offering, such as a certain num-
ber of shares of the stipulated stock or principal amount of bonds, for a
stipulated amount of money. The offer is not binding unless accepted by
the proper authorized representatives of the issuing corporation.
Substitution. The act of withdrawing securities from a bank loan and substi-
tuting other securities of approximately equal value.
Suspense account. An account used to record securities or monies that can-
not be immediately identified and cleared (for example, reclamations, DK
items, and bad deliveries).
Syndicate. A group of broker-dealers that underwrites and distributes new
issues of securities or large blocks of an outstanding issue.
TAD. An acronym for transfer as directed.
Takeoff. Sometimes referred to as a daily activity list, this is a daily record
showing the net changes in each security. A separate record is prepared for
each security, and the information is used to post (update) the stock record.
Also, a record of the long and short positions in a security on the record
date, used by the dividend department to make the appropriate dividend
entries.
Tax stamp. A rubber-stamp facsimile (in some instances, a documentary
stamp) affixed to a certificate to indicate that all applicable transfer taxes
for the item have been paid.
TBA. Abbreviation for to be announced future government sponsored enter-
prises' pools that are bought and sold for future settlement. TBA refers to
the announcement of the specific pools to be delivered or received.
Ticker. An instrument that prints the price at which a security has been traded
on an exchange after the trade has been executed.
Time loan. A loan having a definite date of maturity and a specified rate of
interest for the entire period.
Trade. A term that indicates the consummation of a security transaction, either
a purchase or a sale.
Trade date. The date on which a security transaction is actually executed.
Trader. An employee of a broker-dealer who executes orders in the over-the-
counter market for customers. Also, a person who buys or sells securities
for his or her own or his or her company's account for short-term profit.
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Trading post. Another name for post.
Trading unit. The unit by which the security is traded on an exchange, usually
one hundred shares of stock or $1,000 principal amount of bonds (see round
lot).
Transfer. Usually refers to the act of changing the ownership of registered
securities on the books of the issuing corporation.
Transfer agent. A transfer agent keeps a record of the name and address
of each registered shareholder and the number of shares each owns. The
agent sees that certificates presented to his or her office for transfer are
properly canceled and that new certificates are issued in the name of the
transferee.
Transfer department. A division of the operations department that matches,
processes, and controls securities being transferred.
Two-dollar broker. A name given to a member of an exchange who executes
orders for other brokers on that exchange.
Underwriting. The act of distributing a new issue of securities or a large block
of issued securities, that is, a secondary offering.
Undivided liability. An arrangement whereby each member of an underwrit-
ing syndicate is liable for his or her proportionate share of unsold securi-
ties in the underwriting account regardless of the number of securities the
member has previously sold.
Undue concentration. The additional haircut from net capital (see SEC rule
15c3-1) on the market value of certain proprietary security positions of
a single class or series of the same issuer that exceeds ten percent of a
broker's or dealer's net capital before haircuts.
Unlisted security. A security that is not listed on an exchange.
Up-front fee. The amount of cash paid to a delayed-settlement to-be-
announced securities or Government National Mortgage Association pur-
chaser that is offset by an increase in the sales price.
Value date. Same as settlement date.
Valued stock record. The stock record at the examination date, with each
security position other than those in segregation and safekeeping assigned
a price. Remaining quantities within the position are valued at the assigned
price.
Variation margin. A term, used in commodity operations, that refers to the
last-day point fluctuation (the difference between the prior day's settling
price and the last day's settling price) on net positions long and short.
Warrants. Rights to purchase additional securities. Usually affixed to the cer-
tificate at the time securities are originally issued. Also, a document evi-
dencing rights, for instance, a warrant for one hundred twenty-five rights.
When-distributed. Refers to the distribution of new securities. Transactions
are sometimes entered into on a when-distributed basis before the distri-
bution takes place.
When-issued. A short form of when, as, and if issued. The term indicates a
conditional transaction in a security authorized for issuance but not yet
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actually issued. All when-issued transactions are on an "if" basis, to be
settled if and when the actual security is issued.
Window. A term applied to a place in the office of a broker-dealer where secu-
rities are actually received or delivered.
Window ticket. A term applied to a document given to the broker-dealer by a
transfer agent as a receipt. Also applies to a transfer document originating
with the brokerage concern (broker-originated window ticket).
Wire house. A brokerage concern that has a network of communications (tele-
phone or teletype) that links the main office to branch offices and to offices
of correspondent brokerage concerns.
Wire room. See order department; order room.
Yield. The return on investment that an investor will receive from dividends
or interest. The return is expressed as a percentage of the current market
price of the security or, if the investor already owns the security, of the
price he or she paid. The return on stocks is computed by dividing the
total dividends paid in the past calendar year by the price of the stock. The
return on bonds is computed by dividing the interest by the price of the bid
and is computed as yield to maturity or as yield to earliest call.
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AICPA RESOURCE: Accounting & Auditing Literature
The AICPA has created a unique online research tool by combining the power and
speed of the Web with comprehensive accounting and auditing standards. AICPA
RESOURCE includes the AICPA, FASB and GASB libraries. You’ll find subscriptions
to these titles:
• AICPA Professional Standards
• AICPA Technical Practice Aids
• AICPA’s Accounting Trends & Techniques
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides
• AICPA Audit Risk Alerts
• AICPA Financial Statement Preparation Manual
• AICPA Audit & Accounting Manual
• FASB Original Pronouncements
• FASB Current Text
• EITF Abstracts
• FASB Implementation Guides
• FASB’s Comprehensive Topical Index
• GASB Original Pronouncements
• Codification of Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards
• GASB Implementation Guides
• GASB’s Comprehensive Topical Index 
Search for pertinent information from both databases by keyword and get the results
ranked by relevancy. Print out important AICPA RESOURCE segments and integrate
the literature into your engagements and financial statements. Available from anywhere
you have Internet access, this comprehensive reference library is packed with the A & A
guidance you need — and use — the most. All libraries are updated with the latest
standards and conforming changes.
AICPA, FASB and GASB Libraries, one-year individual online subscription
No. WGLBY12
AICPA Member $1,520.00 
Nonmember $1,900.00
AICPA and FASB Libraries, one-year individual online subscription
No. WFLBY12
AICPA Member $1,195.00 
Nonmember $1,493.75
AICPA Library, one-year individual online subscription
No. WALBY12
AICPA Member $699.00 
Nonmember $873.75
AICPA RESOURCE offers many additional subscription options – log onto 
www.cpa2biz.com/AICPAresource for details.
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For additional copies of the Audit and Accounting Guide Brokers and Dealers 
in Securities log onto the AICPA Store at www.cpa2biz.com – or to automatically
receive an annual update immediately upon its release – call 1-888-777-7077.
Additional Publications
Audit Risk Alert
This Alert will help you plan and perform your audits by identifying the significant
business risks that may result in the material misstatement of your client’s financial
statements. The AICPA Audit and Attest Standards staff has reviewed the auditing
guidance in this Alert (defined as Other Publications by SAS No. 95) and is presumed
to be appropriate. This document has not been approved, disapproved, or otherwise
acted on by a senior technical committee of the AICPA.  (022338)
---------------
Audit and Accounting Guides – 2007 Industry Guides
With conforming changes as of May 1, 2007.
• Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives  (012687)
• Brokers and Dealers in Securities  (012707)
• Casinos  (012717)
• Common Interest Realty Associations  (012577)
• Entities With Oil and Gas Producing Activities  (012657)
• Construction Contractors  (012587)
• Depository and Lending Institutions: Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit Unions,
Finance Companies, and Mortgage Companies  (012737)
• Employee Benefit Plans (as of March 1, 2007) (012597)
• Federal Government Contractors  (012607)
• Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits  (012747)
• Health Care Organizations  (012617)
• Investment Companies  (012627)
• Life & Health Insurance Entities  (012637)
• Property and Liability Insurance Cos. (2006) (012676)
• Not-for-Profit Organizations  (012647)
• State and Local Governments  (012667)
---------------
Audit and Accounting Guides – General Guides
• Analytical Procedures  (012557)
• Audit Sampling  (012537)
• Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities
(012527)
• Auditing Revenue in Certain Industries (012517)
• Personal Financial Statements (012757)
• Prospective Financial Information (012727)
• Service Organizations: Applying SAS No. 70, as Amended  (012777)
• Use of Real Estate Appraisal Information (1997)  (013159)
To order log on to the AICPA Store at www.cpa2biz.com 
Call the AICPA at 1-888-777-7077 or fax to 1-800-362-5066 
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